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pneface
T

he science of behavior, like all other sciences, 
is ' an attem

pt to
system

atize observable and em
pirically dem

onstrable relationships be-
tw

een natural phenom
ena, and to state those observations in the form

 of
general "law

s" w
hich allow

 for the prediction and control of those
phenom

ena. O
bservations of operations, processes, and f unctional relation-

ships w
hich are to lead to this end m

ust be recorded and com
m

unicated in
explicit, unam

biguous term
s. ln com

pliance w
ith this dem

and, a language
of behaviorism

 
has evolved and w

ill continue to evolve.
A

s in the developm
ent of any language system

, the m
ajority of

behavioral term
s w

ere derived or created to convey an explicit m
eaning.

U
nfortunately, how

ever, it is often the case that the original m
eanings of

the term
s em

ployed w
ere never actually recorded, or lie hidden in the

context of som
e lengthy research article. W

ithout clear reference it is easy
for the m

eaning of a term
 to alter over tim

e as specific contexts change.
T

he resu lt of th is "drifting" is a diversity of usages for term
s w

h ich

connote specificity.
T

his gradual redefinition 
m

akes com
m

unication betw
een differing

orientations difficult, and often renders the review
 of earlier w

orks nearly
im

possible. T
his is not to say that a scientific language should not change.

lndeed, w
ith the developm

ent of new
 techniques, greater am

ounts of data,
and the reform

ulation or addition of new
 behavioral principles, the

language should change. T
he problem

 lies in the fact that often w
e are

unaw
are of the change, or that the change m

ay take m
ore than one

direction in the laboratories or classroom
s of different schools. lt is not

the purpose of this text, therefore, to set once and for all the absolute
m

eaning of a set of term
s; but rather, to offer reference w

hereby changes
m

ay be m
ore clearly noted and evaluated.
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T
he term

s in this glossary w
ere com

piled from
 glossaries, basic texts,

reference volu m
es, and the current professional literature_as w

ell as, of
course, from

 direct com
m

unication w
ith peopte currently w

orking in the
various behavioral areas. B

ecause a list of contributing sources w
ould fill 

a
volum

e equal to if not greater than the text, one is not included.
A

lthough som
e three years of research have already been invested in

the com
pilation of this glossary, the w

ork is far from
 finished. lndeed, the

behavioral language w
ill m

ost likely change m
ore in the next tw

o years
than it has in the past ten. ln order to adequately docum

ent (and, thereby,
facilitate) these changes, the G

lossary w
ill be updated and reprinted

periodically as the circum
stances w

arrant. C
onsidering that the norm

al
publication lag in the journals is close to or exceeding one year,the reader
m

ay be of great assistance to the continued process of revision if he
com

m
unicates his com

m
ents and suggested revisions or additions to the

G
lossary directly to O

w
en R

. W
hite , c/o R

esearch press C
om

pany. lf
subm

itted term
s or phrases are accom

pan ied by references of use and
contextual exam

ples, the editorial staff w
ill find it m

uch easier to correlate
the suggested revision or addition w

ith other term
s or uses of the sam

e
term

. A
ll com

m
unications w

ill be gratefully acknow
ledged, and w

here
possible, disposition of the suggestion explained.

F
inally, if there are any questions regarding the term

s defined in this
glossary, or if the user w

ishes this editor to review
 and com

m
ent on any 

_
new

 term
 or system

 of analysis the user m
ay construct, the editor w

ould
be m

ore than happy to be of assistance. W
hether recourse is through this

editor or not, how
ever, the purpose of language is to com

m
unicate,and

any deviations from
 the usage denoted in this reference (the only one

presently available) should either be tested for clarity on an unbiased
audience, or clearly defined w

ithin the context of its use.

hc:w
to use

the glossany
G

enerally speaking, a glossary is used like a dictionary. T
here are, how

ever,
som

e standard differences. F
irst, a glossary w

ill not usually break dow
n its

term
s into syllables, and rarely w

ill include an explanation of pronuncia-
tion. P

erhaps the m
ost sign if icant difference, though, is the inclusion of

several phrases in glossaries, w
hile dictionaries are m

ost frequently lim
ited

to w
ords; and herein lies the problem

. S
hould "conditioned reinforcer" be

defined under t'C
" for "conditioned," or "R

" for "reintorcer"? S
ince

"reinforcer" is the basic term
, and "conditioned" 

is the m
od if ier, the

reader w
ill find it 

listed under "reinforcer, conditioned." W
here the

significance of various m
odifiers is less easily determ

ined, how
ever t

confusion as to w
here a term

 should appear m
ight obtain. T

o alleviate this
problem

, and to reduce the rate of "page-f lipping" behav ior , a w
ord list

has been constructed.
T

he w
ord list contains all w

ords and phrases defined in the glossary
in every logical sequence. W

ords or phrases in bold type are those that are
defined in the m

ain body of the glossary. O
ther term

s and phrases in the
list are cross-referenced to the term

 under w
hich their definitions 

are
included. ln addition to aiding the user in finding a know

n w
ord or phrase,

the w
ord list m

ay also be used to discover if a term
 exists w

hich m
ight

fulfill som
e special purpose. S

ince all term
s and phrases are grouped

according to com
m

on roots and m
odifiers, one need only to scan the pages

on w
hich the root or potential m

odif iers are listed. W
hat , for exam

ple,
does one call a stim

ulus w
hich is presented only after the previous

response? G
lancing dow

n the list of "stim
uli" in the w

ord list w
e find

"stim
ulation, 

response controlled"; and checking its cross-referenced
definition, 

w
e find that it m

eets our requirem
ents. 

T
he problem

 is resolved
w

ithout recourse to the invention of a new
 term

.
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W
here possible, the rationale for each term

 and its usage is cited, and
a statem

ent m
ade as to the relative advisability of the specific definition

w
hich appears to best parallel the m

ajority of current professional opinion.
S

ince m
any term

s in behaviorism
 have sim

ilar, but distinctly unique
def initions, and since it has been the trend of late f or certain schools to
develop parallel languages for use w

ith other disciplines or for com
m

unica-
tion w

ith "lay" 
audiences, the reader w

ill find this text heavily
cross-referenced. T

o best understand the specific m
eaning or use of a terffi,

the ed itor suggests that all cross-references be investigated w
hen look ing

up any one definition.
A

nother advantage of the cross-referencing and w
ord list m

ay be
explicated by an experience this editor had in a recent review

 of the
literature. W

hile trying to track dow
n articles bearing on operant-to-

operant rates in chained schedules, an assistant w
as able to find only three

references in the past f ive years. A
fter having determ

 ined the possible
m

isuses of several related term
s (e.9., IR

T
 and IR

A
T

) through the glossary,
213 articles w

ere uncovered that w
ere directly related to the issue at hand.

T
he am

ount of inform
ation w

hich is never effectively com
m

unicated to
interested parties due to the lack of an appropriate term

 m
ust be im

m
ense.

S
everal of the term

s in this glossary could, and have, had books
w

ritten about them
. lt w

ould be foolish to assuffi€, therefore, that all
term

s and phrases defined are treated com
pletely and in full detail w

ith
respect to their m

any potential applications. S
om

e breadth in the
interpretations m

ay be required. A
n inability to reconcile the reader's

understanding of the term
 and the def inition contained herein in any w

ay,
how

ever, should prom
pt a caref ul review

 of source and rationale, ln any
event, the ed itor w

ou ld appreciate learn ing of any d iscrepancies w
h ich

m
ay arise.

lf it becom
es necessary for the user to coin a term

 not contained in
this glossary, he is urged to do so w

ithin the logic of the already
established system

. A
n investigation of basic m

odifiers and roots (e.9.,
"stim

ulus" vs. "event") w
ill aid the w

riter, and several considerations are
review

ed in the A
ppendix. T

he E
ditor, w

ho m
ay be contacted through

R
esearch P

ress C
om

pany, w
ill be glad to offer any assistance he can.

R
em

em
ber, how

ever, the purpose of language is to com
m

unicate, not
m

erely to sound im
pressive, or to becom

e m
ore com

plex. C
hoose your

w
ords caref u lly.

behavional tenrns

W
ords in holdface are defined in the m

ain body of the G
lossary. T

o find the
definition of a w

ord show
n in regular type, see the w

ord indented below
 it.

A
A

rrangem
ent

A
bscissa

A
bulia

A
ccelerati ng A

daptation
A

daptation, A
ccelerating

A
cceleration (A

c)

A
cceleration A

nalysis
A

cceleration F
inder

A
cceleration, N

egative

A
ccelerati on, P

ositive
A

ccidental 
R

 ei nforcem
ent

R
ei nf orcem

ent, 
A

ccide ntal

A
cross the B

ottom
A

cross the B
ottom

 C
oordination

C
alendar S

y nchron ization
A

cross the B
ottom

 S
ynchronization

C
alenda r S

ynchronization
A

cross the T
op

A
d Libitum

 (W
eight)

A
daptation

A
daptation, A

ccelerating
A

daptation, D
ecelerating

A
D

JS
chedule, A

diusting

A
diusted P

redicted A
cceleration Line

Line, A
djusted P

redicted
A

cceleration
A

diusting S
chedu le (A

 D
J)

S
chedule, A

djusting
A

E
A

fter P
hase

P
hase, A

fter
A

im
B

ehavior, T
arget

A
LTS

chedule, A
lternative

A
lternative 

R
esponse

R
esponse, A

lternative

A
lternative S

chedule (A
 LT

)
S

chedule, A
lternative

A
m

ount of C
hange

C
hange, A

m
ount of

A
nalysis, A

cceleration
A

cceleration A
nalysis

A
nalysis, D

ifferential 
A

pproach

A
nalysis, " D

oes"
"D

oes" A
nalysis

l\nalysis, ldiographic A
pproach

A
nalysis, 

I nteractive A
pproach

A
nalysis, D

ifferential A
pproach
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A
nalysis, 

I psative A
pproach

A
nalysis, 

I diograplric 
A

pproach
A

nalysis, " ls"
"ls" A

nalysis
A

nalysis, "l s-D
oes"

"ls" E
quation

A
nalysis, N

orm
ative A

pproach
A

nalysis of B
ehavior, D

escriP
tive

A
nalysis of B

ehavior, E
xperim

ental
A

nalysis of B
ehavior, F

unctional
A

nalysis, T
ask

T
ask A

nalysis
A

ntecedent E
vent (A

 nE
 )

E
vent, A

ntecedent
A

nxiety
A

pplied R
esearch

R
esearch, A

pplied
A

rbitrary S
D

 C
lass

S
D

 C
lass, A

rbitrary
A

rithm
etic A

verage (M
eanl

A
rranged E

vent
A

rrangem
ent

A
sym

ptote
A

ttention, 
I nterm

ediate
A

uto-C
orrelation

A
utoC

orrelation F
unction

A
uto-S

haping
A

utor's Law
A

versive C
ontrol

C
ontrol, A

versive
A

versive S
tim

ulus (S
-)

S
tim

ulus, A
versive

A
voidance 

B
ehavior

B
ehavior, A

voidance

B
aseline

B
asic lV

lethods of C
ontrolling

B
ehavior

B
ehavior, B

asic P
rocedures 

W
hich

lncrease the S
trength of;

B
ehavior, B

asic P
rocedures 

W
hich

D
ecrease the S

trength of;
S

elf -C
ontrol

B
asic R

esearch
R

esearch, B
asic

B
efore P

hase
P

hase, B
efore; P

hase, R
eference

B
ehaver

P
roject T

eam
B

ehavior
B

ehavior, A
voidance

B
ehavior, 3asic lV

lethods of
C

ontrolling
B

ehavior, B
asic P

rocedures 
W

hich
I ncrease the S

trength of;

B
ehavior, B

asic P
rocedures W

hich
D

ecrease the S
trength of;

S
elf-control

B
ehavior, B

asic P
rocedures W

hich
E

lecrease the
S

trength (P
robability) of

B
ehavior, B

asic P
rocedures 

W
hich

lncrease the
S

trength (P
robability) of

B
ehavior, C

ollateral
B

ehavior, C
overt

B
ehavior, E

scape

B
ehavior, E

xperim
ental A

nalysis of
A

nalysis of B
ehavior, E

xperim
enial

B
ehavior, F

unctional A
nalysis of

A
nalysis of B

ehavior, F
unctional

B
ehavior, M

ediating
B

ehavior, O
perant

O
perant

B
ehavior, O

vert
B

ehavior, R
espondent

R
espondent

B
ehavior, S

uperstiti ous
B

ehavior, T
arget

B
ehavior, T

erm
inal

B
ehavioral A

im
B

ehavior, T
arget

B
ehavioral C

ontrast
B

ehavioral G
oal

B
ehavior, T

arget
B

ehavioral G
rove

G
rove

B
ehavioral 

H
 om

eostasis
B

ehavioral T
ree

T
ree

B
ehaviorally I ndependent

C
ontingency (B

lC
)

C
onti ngency, B

ehaviorally
I ndependent

B
est F

it Line
Line-of-P

rogress
B

etw
een P

hase
B

aseline; P
hase, R

eference;
P

hase, B
etw

een
B

IC
C

ontingetrcy, B
ehaviorally

lndependent
B

lock C
ounter

B
lock T

im
er

B
 ranch ing C

onti ngencies
C

ontingencies, 
B

ranching
B

rief -S
tim

u 
I us P

roced ure
B

u ilding, C
onsequence

R
einforcer B

uilding
B

uilding, C
ontingency

C
ontingency B

uilding

B
uilding, R

einforcer
R

einforcer B
uilding

cC
afeteria M

ethod
C

alendar C
oordination

C
alendar S

y nchron ization
C

alendar S
ynchron izati on

C
atalytic S

tim
u lus E

vent
S

tim
ulus E

vent, C
atalytic

C
eiling

R
ecord C

eiling
'C

eleration Line
C

hainS
chedule, C

hained
C

hained S
chedu le

S
chedule, C

hained
C

haining
C

haining, F
orw

ard
C

haining, 
R

euerse

C
hange, A

m
ount of

C
hange F

inder
C

hange-O
ver (C

O
)

C
hange O

ver D
elay {C

O
D

}
C

hart
C

heck List, T
im

e-R
ule

T
im

e-R
ule C

heck List
C

lassical 
R

 esponse
R

espondent
co

C
hange-O

ver
coDC

hange O
ver D

elay
C

oercion
C

O
LA

B
C

ol lateral 
B

 ehavior
B

ehavior, C
ollateral

C
ol lateral R

 einforcem
ent

R
ei nforcem

ent, C
ol lateral

C
 om

petitive P
erform

ance
P

erf orm
a nce, C

om
petitive

C
om

plete S
tim

u 
I us C

ontrol
S

tim
ulus C

ontrol, C
om

plete
C

om
plex E

vent
C

om
plex S

chedules
S

chedule, C
om

plex
C

om
plex S

tim
ulus

C
om

ponent, P
enultim

ate
P

enultim
ate C

om
ponent

coN
c.

S
chedules, C

oncurrent
C

oncept

C
oncept, C

oniunctive
C

oncept, D
isiunctive

C
oncept F

orm
ation

C
oncurrent O

perants
O

perants, C
oncurrent

C
oncurrent 

S
chedule (C

O
N

 C
. )

S
chedules, C

oncurrent
C

onditioned 
R

 einforcer
R

ei nforcer, C
 ond itioned

C
onditioned R

esponse (C
R

)
R

esponse, C
onditioned

C
onditioned S

tim
u lus (C

S
)

S
tim

ulus, C
onditioned

C
onditioned 

S
 u pp ression

S
u ppression, C

ondi ti oned
C

ondition ing, 
I nstrum

ental
C

onditioning, O
perant

C
onditioning, Law

 of E
ffect

C
onditioning, O

perant
C

onditioning, O
perant

C
onditioni 

ng, P
avlovian

C
onditioning, R

espondent
C

onditioning, R
espondent

C
ondition ing, R

espondent-T
ypes of

T
em

poral R
elations B

etw
een

the cs and the ucs
R

espondent C
onditioni ng, T

em
poral

R
elations B

etw
een the C

S
 and U

C
S

D
uring C

onditioning
C

onditioni ng, T
hornd ik ian

C
onditioning, O

perant
C

onditioning, T
ype R

C
onditioning, O

perant
C

onf inem
ent

R
estraint

C
onf irm

ation, M
ethods of

M
ethods of C

onf irm
ation

C
O

N
JS
chedule, C

onjunctive
C

oni ugate R
 einforcem

ent
S

chedule, C
onjugate

C
onjunctive C

oncept
C

oncept, C
onjunctive

C
oniunctive 

S
chedule (C

O
N

J)
S

chedule, C
onjunctive

C
onsequence (C

)

C
onsequence 

B
uilding

R
einforcer B

uilding
C

onstant R
ecord F

loor
R

ecord F
loor

C
onti ngencies, B

ranch ing

C
ontingencies, 

N
ested

C
ontingency

C
onti ngency, B

eh aui oral ly
lndependent (B

lC
l

C
ontingency B

uilding
C

ontingency 
C

ontrol
C

ontingency, 
I rreversible

C
ontingency, N

ull
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C
o nti ngency, " O

ne-S
hot"

C
ontingency, T

erm
i nati ng

C
onti ngency, P

robabilistic
C

onti ngency, P
rosthetic

C
ontingency, R

epetitive
C

onti ngency, T
erm

i nati ng
C

ontingency, T
herapeutic

C
ontinuous R

einforcem
ent (C

R
F

 
)

S
chedule, C

ontinuous
R

einforcem
ent

C
ontrast, B

ehavioral
B

ehavioral C
ontrast

C
ontrasting I nteraction

C
ontrol

C
ontrol, A

versive
C

ontrol, C
ontingency

C
ontingency 

C
ontrol

C
ontrol, 

E
 nvi ronm

ental
C

ontrol, P
ositive

C
ontrol, S

elf
S

elf -C
ontrol

C
ontrol, S

tim
ulus

S
tim

ulus C
ontrol

C
ontrolling B

ehavior,
B

asic lV
lethods of

B
ehavior, B

asic P
rocedures 

W
hich

lncrease the S
trength of;

B
ehavior, B

asic P
rocedures 

W
hich

D
ecrease the S

trength of;
S

elf -C
ontrol

C
orrected A

verage R
ate of R

esponding
R

ate (of R
esponding), A

veraged
C

orrected M
edian S

lope
C

ost-C
ontingency

C
ounter, B

lock
B

lock C
ounter

C
ou nterC

ondition 
ing

C
ount W

hen 
O

ccurs

C
overt B

ehavior
B

ehavior, C
overt

C
R

R
esponse, C

onditioned
C

R
FS

chedule, C
ontinuous R

einforcem
ent

C
ritical E

ffect
C

ritical 
I ncidents T

echnique
C

S
S

tim
ulus, C

onditioned
C

ueS
tim

ulus 
C

ue
C

ue S
et

C
um

ulative 
C

urve
C

um
ulative R

ecorder
C

urve, C
um

u lative
C

um
ulative 

C
urve

C
urve F

itting

C
ycle

D
aily C

hart
D

ata, D
ifferential

D
ata, 

I nteractive
D

ata, ldiographic
D

ata, 
I psative

D
ata, lnteractive

D
ata, 

I psative

D
ata, N

orm
ative

D
ata P

oint
D

ay, lgnored
D

ay, N
o€hance

D
ay, R

ated
D

ays, S
uccessive C

alendar
D

ead M
an's T

est
D

ecelerati 
n g A

daptation
A

daptation, 
D

ecelerati ng
D

eceleration
D

eep lV
l uscle R

 elaxation
R

elaxation T
raining

D
ef iciency-P

roduced
S

pecific S
uperiority

D
ef inition, F

unctional
D

ef i nition, O
perational

D
ensity, 

R
 einf orcem

ent
R

einforcem
ent D

ensity
D

ependency, S
eq uential

D
eprivation

D
escri ptive S

tatistics
D

esensitization
R

eciprocal 
I nhibition

D
eviation

D
evice, P

rosthetic
P

rosthetic D
evice

D
evice, T

herapeutic
T

herapeutic 
D

evice
D

ifferential A
pproach

A
nalysis, D

ifferential A
pproach

D
ifferential 

D
ata

D
ata, lnteractive

D
 ifferential 

R
 einforcem

ent
R

ei nforcem
e nt, D

ifferential
D

ifferential 
R

ei nforcem
ent

of H
igh R

ates (D
R

H
)

D
ifferential 

R
einforcem

ent
of Low

 R
ates (D

R
L)

D
ifferential 

R
 einforcem

ent
of O

ther B
ehaviors (D

R
O

)
D

ifferential 
R

ei nforcem
ent

of P
aced R

esponding (D
R

P
)

D
ifferential 

T
h reshold

T
hreshold, 

D
ifferential

D
ifferentiation

D
iscrirninated 

O
perant

O
perant, D

iscrim
i nated

D
iscrim

ination
D

iscrim
i nation, O

perant
D

iscrim
i nation, R

espondent
D

iscrim
i nation, T

em
poral

D
 iscrim

i native S
tim

u 
I us

S
tim

ulus, D
iscrim

inative
D

isjunctive 
C

oncept
C

oncept, D
isiunctive

D
isposition (D

)

D
istribution, 

T
em

poral
R

ate (of R
esponding)

D
ividby (+

)

"D
oes" A

nalysis
"D

oes" E
quation

D
ouble E

quation
D

rift, R
esponse

R
esponse D

rift
D

rive
D

rive, A
cquired

D
rive Level

D
R

HD
ifferential 

R
einforcem

ent 
of

H
igh R

ates
D

R
LD

ifferential 
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F
igure 1.

AA
bbreviation for "A

rrangem
ent." 

S
ee A

rrangem
ent.

A
bscissa

T
he horizontal, or x axis of a graph. ln psychology the

independent variable is usually plotted on the abscissa. S
ee

F
igure 1 .

A
bulia

1. A
n organism

 w
hich responds at a low

 rate (usually assum
ed

to be due to a large am
ount of behavior required for

reinforce m
ent) 

.

2. A
 low

 rate perform
ance as a result of a strained schedule.

A
n abulia m

ay or m
ay not be sustained (i.e., it could be

m
om

entary, 0s in the strained and lean f irst m
om

ents of 
a

large F
 I schedule of reinforcem

ent). 
S

ee F
 igu re 2.

X
-A

xis or A
bscissa: T

he independent variable is usually plotted in
th is dim

ension.



N
o.

oo0r)

+
25

1O
 M

inutes

F
igure 2. A

bulia: S
everal abulias are evident in this cum

ulative record of 
a

pigeon's perform
ance under a large f ixed-ratio schedule of reinforcem

ent. 
R

espond-
ing is recorded asvertical m

ovem
ent of the pen; and the passage of tim

e as horizontal
m

ovem
ent of the pen. Long periods of no responding m

ay be noted, therefore, as
long horizontal lines. P

ausesfollow
ing the delivery of reinforcem

ent (noted as a short
slash dow

nw
ard and to the right) under a fixed-ratio schedule are com

m
on, 

and
w

ould not usually be considered abulias for that reason. S
everal of the pauses in this

record, how
ever, occur after responding had already begun, but before reinforce-

m
ent. A

s this is unusual in a fixed-ratio perform
ance, those pauses w

ould be called
abulias, and taken to be indicative of a "strained schedule."l

A
cceleration (A

c)
A

 change in the rate w
ith w

hich som
ething is m

oving or
occurring. ln behaviorism

, it is usually taken as the latter; and,
m

ore specifically, acceleration is usually taken as a change in
the rate of responding of an organism

. Literally, the change in
rate m

ay be either direction (i.e., a change to a slow
er rate or a

change to a 
f aster rate ) ; but colloqu 

ia I ly, acceleration 
is

usually taken to 
connote an increase in rate. S

ee also
A

cceleration, N
egative; A

cceleration, P
ositive; D

eceleration;
and P

lan F
unctions or A

irns.

A
cceleration A

nalysis
ln reference to any one of a num

ber of possible procedures
designed to analyze a set of sequentially dependent data (e.9.,
rate data collected on one subject over a period of several
days) in w

hich a consistent trend or progress m
ay be expected

to obtain. T
he purpose of analysis m

ay be either sim
ple

description of that progress (e.9., describing how
 the subject in

question progressed 
f rom

 day-to-day ), signif icance-testing 
(i.e.,

determ
ining the significance of any affect experim

ental condi-
tions m

ay have had on the progress or trend), or pred iction
(i.e., using the present data to estim

ate 
f uture perform

ances of
the sam

e subiect).
A

t present, no technique is available that has been designed

I 
-.

'F
igure reprinted from

 "F
ixed-ratio 

schedules of conditioned reinforcem
ent w

ith
chim

panzees" by R
. T

. K
elleher, Journal of the E

xperim
ental A

nalysis of B
ehavior,

1958, 1,281-289. C
opyright O

 1958 by the S
ociety for the E

xperim
ental A

nalysis
of B

ehavior, lnc. U
sed by perm

ission of the author and publisher.

and validated to perform
 att of the above f unctions sim

ultane-
ously. A

uto-correlation, for exam
ple, w

ill define the nature of
the sequential dependency, but m

ay not be used (alone) in
signif icance-testing or prediction. A

uto_regression and the
exponentially-w

eighted-m
oving-average 

m
ay be useful in signif_

icance-testing, but since they rem
ove the sequential depend-

ency, they m
ay not serve usef ul descriptive or pred ictive

f unctions. T
he corrected-m

ed ian_slope technique is presently
used to describe progress and predict future perform

ances, but
has not been validated 

as a significance_testing design.
A

cceleration 
analysis has also been called,,trend 

analysis,,
or "tim

e-series analysis,,; but the latter in particular is m
ore

easily differentiated from
 the others in that it im

plies the
rem

oval of trend or dependency before analysis, rather than
the specific utilization of that trend or dependency for
descriptive and/or pred ictive purposes. S

ee also Line_of-
P

rogress.

A
cceleration F

inder
A

 device (usually transparent) used for determ
ining the slopes

of lines-of-progress. E
ach acceleration f inder m

ust be m
atched

to the chart on w
hich it w

ill be used. E
xam

ples of tw
o

acceleration 
f inders constructed 

f or use on the standard
P

recision T
eaching behavior chart are show

n in F
igures 3 and

4. S
ee also Lineof-progress and S

lope.

F
igure 3. A

cceleration F
inder w

ith
S

lopes: T
his acceleration finder, d;-

signed for use on the S
tandarO

 precision
T

each ing B
ehavior C

hart, is ur"d - U
V

m
atching the lines on the finder *itf, tf,"

line on the chart for w
hich if.," ,iop. i,

desired. lf 
necessary, interpolation be-

tw
een lines is perform

ed. iare ,rrt 
tL

taken, of course, to keep the acceleia-
tion finder straight up and dow

n "n if,"
chart. T

he lines on the finder are laO
eieO

in term
s of "m

ovem
ents per m

inute plr
w

eek," or, the factor by w
hich the vrir"

of the line w
ill be m

ultiplied for eacf,
w

eek it is extended.
T

o find the slope of a deceleration
line, sim

ple invert if,e tinO
er so ati ttre

slopes point dow
n and read tf,e 

sf ope
factors as "dividby,, 

instead of ,,tim
;i.;
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F
 igu re 4. 

A
ccelerat ion 

F
 inder w

ith 
E

 xpanded 
S

cale 
:

T
his acceleration finder, also designed for use on the

S
tandard P

recision T
eaching B

ehavior C
hart, represents a

different approach to the determ
ination of the slope of

the line. T
he arrow

 on the left-hand scale is placed at
som

e point on the line (keeping the finder vertical on the
chart). T

he point at w
hich the line in question 

crosses the
right-hand scale indicates the slope of that line in term

s of
"m

ovem
ents per m

inute per w
eek," or, the factor by

w
hich the value of the line is m

ultiplied each w
eek it 

is
extended. lf the line does not extend the full four w

eeks
necessary to cross the right-hand 

scale, a straightedge
m

ay be placed beside it to indicate w
here it w

ould go.
B

y elim
inating all of the actual lines indicating possible

slopes (see F
igure 3), the expanded right-hand scale m

ay
be considerably m

ore detailed--thereby 
elim

inating the
need for m

ost interpolation. T
he right-hand scale repre-

sents, sim
ply, one highly detailed cycle of the standard

chart expanded to four tim
es its usual size and placed

exactly four w
eeks to the right of the origin.

D
eceleration slopes m

ay be determ
ined by inverting

the finder so that the "x10" part of the right-hand 
scale is

on the bottom
 (but still to the right). lf slopes exceed an

"x10" range, then a m
ark is placed by the 10, and the

entire scale m
oved up so the "x1"is w

here the "x10" used
to be. T

he new
 cycle is then from

 "x1O
" to "x100"

(sim
ply add a zero to every num

ber on the scale).
lV

lovem
ent m

ay be continued, of course, to any range,
adding a zero w

ith each new
 cycle.

T
he low

er part of this acceleration finder is m
arked

off in tw
o log scales corresponding to the scales directly

above them
. T

hese, plus the notation of the fractional
parts of a w

eek, allow
 the analyst to convert the charted

rates into logs and calculate the slopes or other statistics
w

ith greater accuracy.

Eooa@cooo@

F
igure 5. 

N
egative A

cceleration : 
T

h is
stylistic curve represents 

a body w
hich is

accelerating 
(changing speed) continu-

ally, but that change in speed is con-
tinually dropping off. A

lternatively, this
has been called "decelerating 

accelera-
tion. "

T
im

e

T
im

e

F
igure 6. 

P
ositive A

cceleration : 
T

h is
stylistic curve represents a body that is
continually accelerating 

(changing
speed), but w

here that change in spejO
 ii

continually increasing. A
lternatively, 

this
has been called "accelerating 

accelera-
tion. "

A
cceleration, N

egative
A

 change in the rate w
ith w

hich som
ething is m

oving or
occurring, w

here the change is to a slow
er rate of progress or

occurrence. ln behaviorism
, usually taken as a point w

here
rates of responding decrease. ln colloquial usage, negative
acceleration is som

etim
es called deceleration, but som

ew
hat

incorrectly. S
ee F

igure 5. S
ee also A

cceleration; A
cceleration,

P
ositive; and D

eceleration.

A
cceleration, P

ositive
A

 change in the rate w
ith w

hich som
ething is m

oving or
occurring, w

here the change is to a m
ore rapid rate of progress

or occurrence. ln behaviorism
, usually taken as a point w

here
rates of responding /ncrease. S

ee F
 igure 6. S

ee a lso A
cceler-

ation; A
cceleration, N

egative; and D
eceleration.
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F
igure 7. 

A
cross the B

ottom
 on the S

tandard C
hart_successive 

C
alendar D

ays: O
n

the standard P
recision T

eaching chart 
th_e days are labeled by tens; but every seventh

day is darkened to represent a S
unday. C

fraiiing i"llo*, thecalendar, therefore, 
and

days on w
hich data w

ere not collected are skip[ed on the chart. T
he analyst 

is able,
by m

eans of this convention, to readily deterrnlne the tem
poral distribution of obser_

vations.

A
cross the B

ottom
A

 phrase, originating in precision T
eaching, in reference to the

horizontal axis (abscissa, or x-axis) of a graph or chart. ln
P

recision T
eaching specif ically, in reference to that scale of the

standard 6-cycle, equal ratio (sem
ilog) behavior chart w

hich is
divided into 140 successive calendar days. S

ee F
igu re 7. S

ee
also C

hart.

A
cross the T

op
A

 phrase, originating in precision T
eaching, in reference to the

scaling at the top of a graph or chart on the horizontal axis
(abscissa, or x-axis). lt is assum

ed that this scaling is som
ehow

different than the scaling across the bottom
. O

n the standard
P

recision T
each ing behavior chart, for exam

 ple, the sca ling
across the top is in term

s of successive calendar w
eeks w

ith
spaces for the inclusion of specific dates once every four
w

eeks; and the scale across the bottom
 is in term

s of successive
calendar days. S

ee C
hart.

A
d Libitum

 (W
eight)

T
he average w

eight of a m
ature anim

al w
hen it has had free

access to food and w
ater for a period of severa! days (and

becom
es stable). A

d libitum
 literally m

eans ',at liberty.,, ln
research w

ith infrahum
an subjects, for exam

ple, it is com
m

on
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to deprive the organism
 of food and/or w

ater for a period until
it reaches a certain percentage of its ad libitum

 w
eight (usually

80%
) to insure a high probability that food and/or w

ater w
ill

serve as an effective reinforcer.

A
daptation

1 . 
A

s an operation: T
he repeated exposure of an organism

to a stim
u lus.

2. 
A

s a process: A
 change in the extent to w

hich the organ-
ism

 w
ill react w

hen presented w
ith the stim

u lus. R
epeated

exposure to certain punishing stim
uli, for exam

ple, w
ill often

lead to a reduction in the effectiveness of the stim
uli in

reducing rates of responding. 
S

ee also A
daptation, D

ecelerat-
ing; and A

daptation, 
A

ccelerating.

A
daptation, 

A
cceleratin g

A
ny process of adaptation w

hich results in an increase in the
rate or probability of responding.S

om
etim

es 
called "positive

adaptation," but som
ew

hat confusingly since the general
denotation of "positive" in behaviorism

 is "presentation" or
"addition." S

ee also A
daptation; and A

daptation, 
D

ecelerat-
ing.

A
daptation, D

eceleratin 
g

A
ny process of adaptation w

hich involves a reduction in the
rate or probability of responding. S

om
etim

es called "negative
adaptation," but som

ew
hat conf usingly since "negative" 

has

the general behavioral denotation of "rem
oval" or "term

ina-
tion." S

ee also A
daptation; and A

daptation, A
ccelerating.

A
D

J
A

bbreviation for "adjusting schedule." S
ee S

chedule, A
djust-

ing.

A
E

A
n abbreviation for " arranged event," and som

etim
es 

f or
"antecedent event." T

he latter, to avoid confusion, should
m

ore properly be abbreviated "A
n E

." A
lternatively, the

form
er m

ay be abbreviated " A
r E

" to reduce the possibility of
m

isinterpretatiorl. S
ee E

vent, A
rranged and E

vent, A
nteced-

ent.

A
LT

A
bbreviation for "alternative schedule." S

ee S
chedule, A

lter-
native.

A
nalysis, D

ifferential A
pproach

U
ndertaking to analyze inter-organism

ic differences, that is,
differences betw

een tw
o or m

ore individuals. S
ee A

nalysis,
ldiographic A

pproach; and D
ata, lnteractive.

A
nalysis, ldiographic A

pproach
A

ny analysis undertaking to describe intra-organism
ic differ-

ences, that is, differences w
ithin a single individual (usually

across tim
e or situations). S

ee also D
ata, lpsative; and

A
nalysis, D

ifferential A
pproach.

A
nalysis, N

orm
ative A

pproach
A

 special case of the "differential approach" to analysis, w
here

the individual organism
 is analyzed in term

s of the differences
betw

een it and som
e previously established "norm

"-usually
taken as the average in som

e greater num
ber of sim

ilar
organism

s. S
ee A

nalysis, D
ifferential A

pproach.

A
nalysis of B

ehavior, D
escriptive

T
hat operation of listing all environm

ental events subsequent
and antecedent to or during a recurring behavioral event or
the general setting in w

h ich that behavior occurs, w
ith the

purpose of attem
pting to identify possible discrim

inative
and reinforcing stim

uli. E
vents identified m

ay not be assum
ed

to serve a particular function, how
ever, until they have been

rem
oved or altered and characteristic behavioral processes

observed. S
ee also A

nalysis of B
ehavior, E

xperim
ental.

A
nalysis of B

ehavior, E
xperim

ental
A

 special case of the "functional analysis of behavior" in
w

hich previously identif ied environm
ental events are system

at-
ically m

anipulated for the purpose of determ
ining (experi-

m
entally) their functional relationship to the behavior in

question. "T
eacher praise," for exam

ple, cannot be called a
"reinforcer" until its contingency or non-contingency (or
presence or absence) has been dem

onstrated to affect rates of
responding. S

ee also A
nalysis of B

ehavior, F
unctionat; and

A
nalysis of B

ehavior, D
escriptive.

A
nalysis of B

ehavior, F
unctional

T
he identification and statem

ent of the functional relation-
ships w

hich obtain betw
een an organism

 and its environm
ent.

S
uch statem

ents require that a high degree of covariance of
incidents has been observed in a particular tem

poral sequence
(e.9., w

hen a specif ied event fails to follow
 a response, that

response decreases in frequency). A
 functional analysis need

not be obtained experim
entally, but the pow

er of an experi-
m

ental analysis is considerably greater. S
ee A

nalysis of
B

ehavior, E
xperim

ental; and A
nalysis of tsehavior, D

escriptive.

A
nxiety

A
n em

otional response, usually taken to be dem
onstrated by

changes in the frequency of broad classes of behaviors in the
organism

's repertoire as the result of an aversive or pre-aversive

7
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stim
ulus; but not necessarily so. C

hanges usually include 
a

decrease in on-going operants, and an increase in operants
w

hich have in the past term
inated or reduced the m

agnitude of

the aversive sti m
u lus.

ln behavioral therapy anxiety is often taken as charac-
terized by "subiective feelings of apprehension and tension-"
A

nxiety is often differentiated from
 "fear" as being charac-

terized by an increase in respiratory and cardiod functions,
w

hile fear produces the opposite result.
A

nxiety, due to the range of eff ected perform
ances, 

is

often called a "state of the organism
." S

ee also E
m

otion.

A
rithm

etic A
verage (M

ean)

T
he m

ean of any tw
o or m

ore num
erical values. T

o calculate
the arithm

etic average:

1 . 
A

dd all the num
erical values (e -g-, rates) together;

2. C
ount the num

ber of values (e.g-, the num
ber of rate

values that w
ere added together);

3. 
D

ivide the sum
 of the values (the first num

ber obtained

above) by the num
ber of values (the second num

ber obtained
above).

T
he form

ula is,

E
X

A
IV

IP
LE

: lf there are an even num
ber of data points in a

phase, then to f ind the m
iddle rate one m

ight take the arith-
m

etic average of the tw
o data points closest to the m

iddle of
the range. lf those data points w

ere 6 and 8.4, then: the sum
of the values w

ould be =
 14.4; the num

ber of the values w
ould

be =
 2; the arithm

etic average w
ould be -V

,=
 

7.2.

N
O

T
E

: ln the case of tw
o m

iddles, if one is clearly m
ore

representative than another, then it is convention (in P
recision

T
eaching) to choose it to report (as opposed to the average).

S
ee also M

iddle.

A
rranged E

vent
A

n elem
ent of the "ls" E

quation in P
recision T

eaching. 
S

ee

"ls" E
quation and E

vent, A
rranged.

A
rrangem

ent
A

n elem
ent of the " ls" E

quation in P
recision T

eaching. 
S

ee

"ls" E
quation.

A
sym

ptote
A

 value (w
hich m

ay be graphically represented by a line)
w

hich a m
athem

atical function or relationship continually

approaches, but never reaches. U
sually equated to the m

axi-
m

um
 possible value a function m

ay achieve under "perfect"
conditions, or if the function is continued into "infinity."

F
or exam

ple: lf a cum
ulative record is being kept of the

percentage of correct answ
ers a child gives to the problem

"2+
 2," then the only w

ay in w
hich the child w

ill be able to
get 1O

O
%

 correct is if he never gives the w
rong answ

er. ln the
situation w

here he gives the answ
er w

rong the f irst tim
e, the

first percentage is (0 correctll try -l O
%

. O
n the second try, if

the right answ
er is given, the percentage w

ould be (1 correctl2
trys =

) 5O
o/o, lf the child never again gave the w

rong answ
er,

then the chart of his cum
ulative 

percentages w
ould look like

that in F
igure 8.

N
o m

atter how
 f ar out the f unction is taken, since there

w
ill alw

ays be a count of one m
ore "try" than "correct

answ
er" (i.e. , yo correct =

 N
 -1/N

), the function w
ill never

quite reach'l0O
o/o. T

his function w
ould then be called

"asym
ptotic" w

ith the asyffrptote set at ,,aO
O

%
.
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S
uccessive "T

rys"

F
igure 8. A

sym
ptote: T

his figure represents the total percentage correct answ
ers

given to the problem
 "2+

2 =
" w

here only the first answ
er is w

rong.

A
ttention, 

I nterm
ediate

A
ttention w

hich is periodic or interrupted w
ith or w

ithout the
control of the attending organism

.
T

he specification of interm
ediate attention (as opposed to

interm
ed iate respond ingl 

i m
plies that the organ ism

 is ca pab le
of the response, but is sim

ply incapable of receiving or
decoding the stim

uli w
hich w

ould perm
it the processes of

discrim
ination or differentiation (i.e., the organism

 is able to
respond, but sim

ply cannot determ
ine w

hen or in w
hat w

ay to
respond). F

or exam
ple, a ch ild w

ith a severe visual handicap
m

ay be capable of em
itting the verbal behavior in oral reading,
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but sim
ply unable to focus his eyes properly from

 tim
e to tim

e
to 

discrim
inate the w

ritten w
ords to be read. S

ee also
R

esponding, 
I nterm

ediate.

A
u to-C

orrelation
T

he operation of correlating pairs of 
observations taken

(sequentially in tim
e) on the sam

e variables f or the purpose of
determ

ining the degree of sequential dependency. P
airs are

described as being "t" units "lagged" (e.9., a "lag-2" w
here t=

2
w

ould pair observation 1, 11+
2-31 ;2, 

12+
2=

41 ,3, [3+
2=

5] 
;

etc. ). A
 lag-1 autocorrelation states the dependency betw

een
any one observation and the one im

m
ediately preceding it;

lag-Z
 states the dependency betw

een any one observation of
the on e 2 units of tim

e back; etc.

A
uto-C

orrelation 
F

u nction
T

he correlation of a tim
e series (e.9., a set of sequential rate

data) w
ith itself, obtaining the paired observations as (X

, X
+

t)
w

here t=
 a set num

ber of 
units. ln t=

1, for 
exam

ple,
observation w

ould be paired as:
1 ,2 

2,3 3,4 
etc.

ln t=
3, observations w

ould be paired as:
', ,4 

2,5 3,6 
etc.

T
h is resu lts in an estim

ate of the dependency betw
een the

successive observations. A
lso called "lagged correlations."

A
uto-S

haping
A

 procedure for generating a response w
ith a particular locus

or discrim
ination in w

hich a "noticeable" stim
ulus denoting

the appropriate locus or discrim
inative stim

ulus cue is pre-
sented just prior to the presentation of (non-contingent)
reinforcem

ent; and in w
hich the stim

ulus has a high probabil-
ity of being the locus of som

e high probability behavior
already in the repertoire of the organism

. F
or exam

ple: A
bright green light at "beak-level" is repeatedly illum

inated in
an otherw

ise dim
ly illum

inated pigeon-experim
ental box just

prior to the presentation of the grain-feeder. A
fter several

pairings of the stim
ulus and the feeder, the probability that

the pigeon w
ill peck the stim

ulus light (key) is found to
increase-at w

hich point feeder presentation is m
ade contin-

gent upon key-pecking. N
ote that (1) the stim

ulus w
as

designed to be highly "noticeable," (21 that the response of
pecking already had a high probability in the repertoire of the
organism

, (3) that the high probability response (pecking) has
a very def in ite h istory of reinforcem

ent w
ith respect to the

reinforcer used in auto-shaping (food), and (41 that the
stim

ulus (the green light) also gains an association w
ith that

10

reinforcer by virtue of repeated pairings. W
hich param

eters
govern the efficiency of auto-shaping has not yet been fully
investigated; but the general resu lt supports previous research
in the im

plication that any given S
D

-S
R

 +
 relationship 

is

generalizable to (m
ay generate or control) a variety of prossible

responses-in 
th is case, that response w

h ich has had the
greatest association w

ith that reinforcer in the past. S
ee also

S
haping.

A
utor's Law

A
n hypothesis set forth by S

. IV
l. A

utor in his doctoral thesis
(1960) in w

hich it is asserted that the selective response rate in
the initial link of a chain m

atches the relative frequency of
prim

ary reinforcem
ent in the term

inal link. E
.9., if a high

response rate is requ ired to obtain S
R

 +
 in the f inal link of a

chain, then low
 rates of responding w

ill obtain in the f irst
com

ponent of that chain.
T

here appear to be m
any qualif ications to th is "law

 ,"
how

ever, and the evidences are as yet not conclusive as to their
support or refutation of the basic hypothesis.

B
aseline

A
 condition in w

hich data collected during a specified period
reflect stability and/or predictability to a degree w

hich allow
s

differences betw
een that data and other data (collected on

other organ ism
s or at different points in tim

e) to 
be

discrim
inated. N

ot directly equatable w
ith "steady-state"

responding, since the data m
ay still be reflecting change in

perform
ance 

characteristics, but the change m
ust be h igh Iy

consistent and predictable.
ln 

use, it is com
m

on to confuse a "baseline" w
ith 

a

"reference phase," A
 reference phase is sim

ply a period of
tim

e during w
hich data are collected for the purpose of

co m
parison w

ith data collected under d ifferent cond itions.
W

hether the data w
illbe, in fact, stable enough to m

ake such a
com

parison (m
eaningf ully) is an em

pirical question. In fact, it
is possible to ascribe "baseline" conditions to any phase w

hich
displays stability or predictability; but "baseline" 

is usually in

11



reference to a "pre-experim
ental," 

,,second referen ce,,, or
"post-experi m

ental" phase.
T

o avoid any confusion, it w
ould probably be w

ise to use
"baseline" as an adjective, as opposed to a noun. E

.g.,,,one
achieved baseline conditions in the first reference phase, but
failed to do so in the second reference phase.,, S

ee also phase,
R

eference.

B
ehavior

T
he dependent variable in the science of behavior, A

ny
activity of an organism

. tn the experim
ental analysis of

behavior, "activity" is usually lim
ited to any m

ovem
ent of the

organism
 or part thereof through space. O

ther branches of
behaviorism

, how
ever, allow

 the inclusion of 
,,internal,,

activity not expressly involving m
ovem

ent or transposition
through space.

ln all areas of behaviorism
 it is necessary that the behavior

be readily and reliably identified by at least one person. ln the
case of "internal" behaviors, of course, it is the behaving
organ ism

 itself that m
ust m

ake the identif ication, otherw
ise

"response externalization" procedures m
ust be undertaken.

T
he term

 "behavior" is som
etim

es differentiated from
"perform

ance"-the form
er in reference to 

a ny single em
ission

of activity; and the latter in reference to the sequential and
tem

poral characteristics of any collection of those activities.
O

ne w
ould speak, therefore, of a ,,key-peck ing behavior,,and

" perf orm
ance u nder a ratio sched u te of re info rcem

ent.,,
A

 specific behavior m
ay be defined in term

s of its physical
and tem

poral properties, or in term
s of the ,,critical effect,, it

has on the environm
ent. F

or exam
ple, ,,key-pecking,, could be

defined as a certain sequence of m
uscle m

ovem
ents in the

pigeon , o( sim
ply as any set of m

ovem
ents that cause an

electro-m
echanical device to register ,,closu re.,, D

ef inition by
"critica| effect" is m

ost com
m

on.
S

ee 
a lso R

esponse; O
perant; R

espondent; and C
ritical

E
ffect.

B
ehavior, A

voidance
B

ehavior w
hich postpones an aversive event and thus provides

tem
porary escape from

 conditioned aversive stim
uli. A

void_
ance behavior cannot be generated in an organism

 un less a
discrim

inative stim
ulus reliably precedes the presentation of

the aversive stim
ulus, or unless the aversive stim

ulus 
is

presented after regular intervals of tim
e (i.e., allow

ing the
passage of tim

e to becom
e the discrim

inative 
stim

ulus). tfre
generation of this type of behavior is often concom

itant w
ith

the frequent adm
inistration of punishm

ent by a single agent or
in a particular environm

ent 
(i.e., w

here a teach er , a particular

12

peer, the parent, or the school or hom
e environm

ent becom
es

the discrim
inative stim

ulus correlated w
ith punishm

ent, 
and

therefore, the discrim
inative stim

ulus for avoidance behavior).

B
ehavior, B

asic P
rocedures W

hich D
ecrease the S

trength
(P

robability) of
S

ee:
1. 

C
onditioning, O

perant:
(of ) R

esponse, A
lternative

P
erform

ance, 
I ncom

patib le
R

eciprocal lnhibition 
;

2. 
C

ost C
ontingency;

3. 
S

tim
ulus, D

iscrim
inative

(f or pu nish m
ent) 

;

4. 
D

rugs;

B
ehavior, B

asic P
rocedures W

hich lncrease the S
trength

(P
robability) of

1. 
T

raining (S
ee M

odeling,
M

olding, T
ask A

nalysis,
T

ask R
eform

ulation, and
T

raining P
rogram

.
2. 

M
odif ication (i.e., reduc-

tion or elim
ination) of con-

ditions w
hich suppress or

prevent desired behavior
(S

ee B
ehavior, B

asic P
roce-

dures W
hich D

ecrease the
S

trength of)
3. 

B
ehavior, A

voidance

B
ehavior, C

ollateral
B

ehavior w
hich is generated and m

aintained by reinforcem
ent

w
h ich is program

m
ed for another behavior. A

 
f orm

 of
superstitious behavior w

here the reinforcem
ent w

as in fact
progra m

m
ed, but 

f or another behavior. F
or exam

ple : 
A

speaker w
ho is w

ell-inform
ed in an interesting subject m

atter
m

ay be w
ell-received by an audience on those points alone.

S
hould the speaker engage in a series of trite jokes, how

ever,
there is a good possibility that " joke-telling behavior" w

ill be
m

aintained at a high rate by the reinforcem
ent delivered for

the content of the speech per se-si m
 ply because the tw

o
behaviors (speaking and joking) occur in close tem

poral
proxim

ity.
C

ollateral superstitious behavior is likely to be m
ore

strongly reinforced than other form
s of superstitious behavior

due to the relative consistency w
ith w

h ich it 
and the

reinforcem
ent program

m
ed for other behavior are paired.

5.
6.7,
B

.

9.
10.
11.

E
xtinction, 

O
perant;

E
xtinction, R

espondent;
P

unishm
ent;

R
einforcem

ent, D
elayed 

;

R
estraint;

S
atiation;

T
im

e O
ut (from

positive 
rei nforcem

ent)

B
ehavior, E

scape
C

onditioning, O
perant

C
onditioning, R

espondent
S

ti m
ul us, D

iscri m
inative

(for positive reinforcem
ent)

D
rugs

R
einforcem

ent, N
egative

R
ei nforcem

ent, P
ositive

S
haping

B
ehavior, S

u perstitious
R

einforcem
ent, 

S
chedu les

of

4.5.
6.7.

8.
9,

10.
11.
12.
13.
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B
ehavior, C

overt
A

ny behavior w
hich is not directly observable, usualty

intraorganism
ic in nature. lt is necessary to externalize covert

behavior before it m
ay be effectively m

easured by anyone
other than the organism

 em
itting that behavior. S

ee R
esponse

E
xternalization.

B
ehavior, E

scape
B

ehavior w
h ich term

inates an aversive stim
ulus. T

he type of
responding generated and m

aintained by negative reinforce-
m

ent. T
his type of behavior is often generated by punish ing

situations. F
or exam

ple, if a father frequentty 
punishes a child,

then there is a high probability that the father w
ill becom

e (in
him

self) an aversive stim
ulus, and that the child w

ill em
it

behaviors for the purpose of ,,escaping,, from
 the father,s

presence-even in a,,non-punishing,, 
situation. S

ee also B
ehav-

ior, A
voidance.

B
ehavior, M

ediating
B

ehavior occurring betw
een tw

o instances of the response
being studied (or betw

een som
e other event and such an

instance) w
hich is used by the organism

 as a controlling
stim

ulus in subsequent behavior. (E
.g., under drl the necessary

delay in responding is often produced by the incidental
reinforcem

ent of m
ediating behavior w

hich m
ight be called

" m
arking tim

e"). A
lso, a tim

e_out betw
een response and

reinforcem
ent 

m
ay not greatly reduce the effectiveness of the

reinforcem
ent if m

ediating behavior has been acquired during
the T

O
.

B
ehavior, O

vert
A

ny behavior w
hich is directly observable by at least one

person other than the responding organism
. A

lso called
"outer" or "public" behavior. 

S
ee also B

ehavior, C
overt.

B
eh avi or, S

u perstitious
B

ehavior w
hich has accidentally or coincidentally 

preceded the
presentation or rem

oval of reinforcing stim
uli, and w

hich as a
result of this tem

poral relationship, has increased or decreased
in probability or rate.

It is som
etim

es difficult to determ
ine w

hether or not a
particular behavior is superstitious, for w

hile it m
ay appear to

serve no real function, it 
m

ay be m
aintained by social

consequences (e.9., sm
iling, joking, etc.) or serve to avoid

aversive stim
uli (w

arnings by the parents, shouts not to,,w
alk

under a ladder," ',break a m
irror ,,, etc.). T

hese latter cases
m

ight be ca lled "pseudo-su perstitions,, since they are , in fact,
controlled by real consequences; but not the consequences

that are norm
ally believed to be associated w

ith those
behaviors. O

ther superstitions m
ay have had basis in fact at

one tim
e and have just carried over (failed to extinguish).

(E
.9., the third person on a m

atch in w
artim

e m
ay have been

the frequent target for snipers, but in N
ew

 Y
ork C

ity this is
h igh ly u n likely 

) .

G
enerally speaking superstitions m

ay be said to arise as a
function of repeated coincidence, strong coincidence (e.9.,
w

here one particular and unique act w
as coincidentally

follow
ed by strong reinforcem

ent), or failure to understand
the true contingencies w

hich did at one tim
e exist, but no

longer do. T
he m

ajority of superstitions are m
aintained on a

type of pseudo-avoidance schedule (i.e., "lf Ithrow
 salt over

m
y shoulder nothing bad w

ill happen," and sure enough,
nothing bad does happen), or under a system

 of delayed (but
still coincidental) reinforcem

ent (e.9., "l 
broke a m

irror and
three m

onths later m
y sister took very ill").

T
o treat superstitious behavior one m

ust understand the
true contingencies (snipers and three on a m

atch), or experi-
m

entally m
anipulate the variables and keep accurate records of

the results (break m
irrors on alternating seven year periods and

keep track of "d isastrous events" 
) .

B
ehavior,T

arget
T

hat behavior w
hich, w

hile not presently in the organism
's

repertoire, the therapist or experim
enter w

ishes to establish.
A

lso called the "behavioral goal" or "aim
." S

ee also B
ehavior,

T
erm

inal.

B
ehavior, T

erm
inal

T
hat behavior w

hiclr obtains at the close of a distinct interval
of tim

e (e.9.,0o experim
ental or therapeutic session), or at the

end of a distinct chain of behaviors. T
he term

inal behavior is
distingu ished f rom

 the target behavior in that it is not
necessarily the behavior w

hich the experim
enter or therapist

w
ished to establish. F

or exam
ple: O

ne m
ay w

ish to teach a
child to tie a shoe. A

fter the first session, how
ever, perhaps the

child has only progressed to the point w
here the shoe is put on

and the bow
 only begun. T

he "term
inal behavior," therefore,

is "putting the shoe on and beginning the bow
," w

hile the
"target behavior" rem

ains "tying the shoe."
S

om
e confusion also exists betw

een "term
inal behavior"

and "steady-state perform
ance or responding." T

he latter is in
reference to the character istics of 

respond ing after it 
has

ceased to change from
 observation to observation. S

ee also
B

ehavior, T
arget; and P

erform
ance, S

teady-S
tate.
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B
ehavioral C

ontrast
A

 tem
porary increase in the rate of responding of an organism

under the S
D

 condition (during discrim
ination 

training) w
hile

responding is extinguishing in the presence of an S
-delta.

R
ecently this term

 has been generalized to apply to any
situation in w

hich a decrease in perform
ance under one

stim
u lus is associated w

ith an increase in perf orm
ance u nder

another (e.9., if the behavioral requirem
ents of a term

inal link
in a chain of behaviors is increased, thereby reducing the
behavioral rates in that section of the chain, the perform

ance
m

ay increase in the initial links of the chain).

B
ehavioral H

om
eostasis

A
ny set of behaviors w

hich adjust and change to m
aintain 

a

certain specific relationship betw
een the organism

 and its
environm

ent. 
B

raking and acceleration behaviors w
hile driving

a car, for exam
ple, m

ay be considered hom
eostastic if they are

em
itted in order to m

aintain a certain distance betw
een the

organism
's vehicle and the vehicle in front.

B
lc

A
n abbreviation for "behaviorally independent contingency."

S
ee C

ontingency, B
ehaviorally lndependent.

B
lock C

ounter
A

 counting device or visual d isplay w
hich is activated by the

com
pletion of pre-determ

ined "blocks" or fractions of the
total required perform

ance under a ratio schedule of reinforce-
m

ent. F
or exam

ple, a block counter m
ay be incorporated in an

F
 R

 
1 000 schedule to illum

inate a light panel w
henever 

1 00
responses had been com

pleted. T
en illum

inations, 
then, w

ould
occur 

f or each del ivery of the term
 ina I 

re inf orcer. S
tud ies

indicate that the effect of a block counter is to divide the ratio
into discrete units w

hich then function as individual com
po-

nents of a chain w
ith, oo a sufficiently large ratio, a brief

pause follow
ing each block counted. S

ee also C
hain; S

chedule,
F

ixed-ratio; and B
lock T

im
er.

B
lock T

im
er

A
 device w

hich causes som
e sort of visual or auditory display

follow
ing certain preset intervals of tim

e (usually during a
f ixed or variable interval schedule of reinforcem

ent). 
F

or
exam

ple, a block tim
er m

ight be set to illum
inate a panel

w
henever 75%

 of the program
m

ed tim
e of a particular interval

in a V
l schedule had elapsed. T

his w
ould allow

 the organism
 to

form
 a discrim

ination w
ith respect to the probability of

reinforcem
ent for responding. S

ee also B
lock C

ounter; 
F

 l; and
vt.

B
rief-S

tim
u lus P

rocedure
A

 
procedure in w

hich a stim
ulus is presented briefly in

accordance w
ith som

e specified condition in the environ-
m

ent-presu m
ably w

ith the intent that the organ ism
 is then

able to 
discrim

inate that condition. F
or exam

ple: ln 
a

second-order schedule of reinforcem
ent, the change in condi-

tions of term
inating one com

ponent and instating the schedule
of the next could be noted by the presentation of a brief
stim

ulus. S
tim

uli used in this m
anner m

ay be sim
ilar or

d if f erent in natu re (i .e., specif ic to the change 
f ro m

 one
particular com

ponent to anothe 
r , or the sam

e-noting only a
change, and not necessarily to w

hich of 
several possible

com
ponents). ln the brief-stim

ulus procedure, responses in the
presence of the stim

ulus per se have no schedu ted conse-
quences. T

he stim
ulus only denotes the com

pletion of one set
of responding and the beginning of another. S

ee also S
ched-

ules, H
igher-O

rder.

cA
n abbreviation for "consequence." A

n elem
ent of the,,does,,

equation in P
recision T

eaching. S
ee "D

oes" E
quation.

C
afeteria M

ethod
A

 m
ethod for determ

ining preferences or,,subhungers,, 
in

w
hich potential reinforcers are presented sim

ultaneously, 
and

the organ ism
 selects 

f rom
 am

ong them
. R

elative preference
m

ay be determ
ined by the f requency w

ith w
h ich each is

selected, or by the am
ount of each selected. S

ee also
P

reference.

C
alendar S

ynch ron ization
T

he convention of having all charts in one proiect location
(e.9., school, day-care center) w

ith the sam
e labeling across the

bottom
 regardless of w

hen they w
ere started. E

xam
ple:H

aving
all the charts in a particular school district labeled so that the
first w

eek on every chart corresponds w
ith the f irst w

eek of
school for that term

 or sem
ester (even if the project did not

start until the m
iddle of the term

 or sem
ester).T

his w
ill m

ean
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that som
e charts w

ill not have any data points at the beginning
of the chart, but it allow

s any chart in the project location to
be overlayed and easily com

pared w
ith any other chart, even

as to w
hen the projects started. S

om
etim

es called "calendar
coord ination."

'C
eleration Line

A
 term

, used in P
recision T

eaching, denoting a line-of -progress
or best-f it-line. "C

eleration" 
is the root of "acceleration" 

and
"deceleration"-the directions in w

hich trend or progress m
ay

occur. S
ee Lineof-P

rogress.

C
hain

A
bbreviation for "chained schedule." S

ee S
chedule, C

hained

C
haining

T
he operation of conditioning an organism

 to procure rein-
forcem

ents 
unde r a chain schedule. U

sually involves the
conditioning of each S

-R
 com

ponent, and the n the com
-

bination of those com
ponents into the chain. S

ee S
ched-

ule, C
hained and C

haining, R
everse.

C
haining, F

orw
ard

A
 training or teaching tactic in w

hich the first com
ponent in a

chain of responses is established in the repertoire first, then
the next is added, etc., until the entire chain has been
acquired. F

or exam
ple: A

 child is taught to put a lace in a shoe
(in the bottom

 tw
o holes), then to lace, then to tie. W

hile this
sequence is com

m
on, it has been found to be generally 

less

effective than reverse chaining. S
ee C

haining and C
haining,

R
everse.

C
haining, R

everse
A

 specific operation for the conditioning of an organism
 to

operate under a chain schedule in w
hich the last S

-R
com

ponent in the chain sequence is trained first, and the
discrim

inative 
stim

ulus allow
ed to acquire reinforcing proper-

ties; and then the second to the last elem
ent is trained, using

the discrim
inative stim

ulus for.the last response as the
reinforcer; etc., until all elem

ents of the chain are acquired and
are being perf orm

ed in sequence. T
h is m

ethod has the
advantage of alw

ays reinforcing the organism
 for com

pleting
the chain as opposed to shifting the training reinforcer from
elem

ent to 
elem

ent. ln 
th is sequence the d iscrim

inative
stim

ulus of the next elem
ent in sequence is the reinforcer for

the elem
ent being trained, since that stim

ulus has already been

associated w
ith the ultim

ate reinforcer at the end of the chain.
S

ee F
igure 9.

C
hange, A

m
ount of

T
he relative (or ratio) change in rate or rate of change that has

occurred betw
een any tw

o points in a project (e.g., betw
een

any tw
o data points, m

iddles, betv,reen the first and last rated
days in any one phase, or betw

een tw
o lines-of-progress).

T
he m

anner in w
hich the am

ount of change is noted in any
single instance of data analysis is dependent upon the m

anner
in w

hich the data are presented (in tabular or graphic form
). lf

the data are presented in tabu lar f orm
, or on a chart w

ith
linear scales, then the am

ount of change is given as the
absolute difference betw

een the tw
o values in question. lf , on

the other hand, the data are charted on a sem
ilog chart, then

noting the am
ount of change in term

s of the ratio betw
een the

tw
o num

bers is m
ore in keeping w

ith the w
ay in w

hich the
data w

ill appear on the chart. F
 igure 

1 0 dem
onstrates 

these
relatio nsh ips.

S
ee C

hange F
inder for the convention (in P

recision T
each-

ing) of determ
ining and noting the am

ount of change.

F
igure 9. 

R
everse C

haining: ln
eairr of the successive steps in the 

F
irst l-S

9

::ffi#":l H
}1:H

I:[r.J"",1: '"';iH
 li:-sR

*
ally being trained is indicated by 

S
econd f-^n

the darker lettering and lines. 
T

raininq I 5;

i.:?;::'"# ,?"JS
,:Jj::J:'.,x'?;il 

";;;; [n'-*l si. 
^R

+
cated by light lettering and lines. 

T
hird l-eo 

l5o- 
5

ln S
tep O

ne the fourth and last 
T

raining I :2 
r^_.

com
ponent in the chain is trained 

S
tep I R

r-+
| S

i.
first. T

he stim
ulus in the presence 

- 
r- - 

lo ----fir*
of w

hich it w
ill produce the pri- 

F
ourth fS

, 
l.]tl 

]o
m

ary reinforcei iS
? ."d S

hJ'r.- 
T

rainins 
I I 

-[-er+
 

I R
,----=

 S
**

spectivety) is presented and that 
:,;;; 

Lnt{S
e. 

- 
-

response trained until a specified 
lR

----=
1 a,.*

criteria is obtained. T
he stim

ulus 
'- ' 

I o'___=
Jir*

for the third com
ponent is then 

[''3 
- l"q

presented (S
?.) ,ld, the third re- 

lfo- 
S

R
*

sponse is trained (R
 3 ). N

otice,
how

ever, that the com
pletion 

of
R

3 does not produce the prim
ary reinforcer (S

R
+

), but rather the stim
ulus associated

w
ith the fourth com

ponent 
(S

4 ). N
ote also that S

o has been relabeled a conditioned
reinforcer (S

r+
) instead of a disirim

inative 
stim

ulus'(S
D

). nlthough S
o w

ill still retain
its discrim

inative ability and "cue" the subiect to em
it the fourth response (w

hich
w

ill result in the prim
ary reinforcer), it has also gained secondary reinforcing ability

via its association w
ith the prim

ary reinforcer during the first step. T
he "reinforcer"

for learning the third com
ponent of the chain, therefore, is the opportunity to em

it
the fourth com

ponent 
and thereby receive the prim

ary reinforcer. ln the third
training step the stim

ulus associated w
ith the third com

ponent is relabeled 
a

conditioned reinforcer and the reinforcem
ent for learning that com

ponent is the
opportunity to com

plete the chain. ln the fourth and last step the sam
e conditions

apply.
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F
igure 10. C

hange on
V

arious G
rids: T

here
are basically three com

-

10B

m
on grids in use for the 

6
graphic representation
of data-the interval/in-
terval (or sim

ply "inter- 
4

val") , the log/interval
(or sim

ply "sem
ilog") , 

2
and the log/log (or sim

-
ply "log"). E

ach grid
com

bination alters the

lnterval/ lnterval
(lnterval)

Log/ 
I nterval

(S
em

ilog)x2
+

2

l"

Log/ Log
( Logl

108

x26

?

xzl,
el

+
2i 

i

cl

IlI,IJ

c
IIIIIA

R
egardless of the chart on w

hich it is to be used, the change
finder is alw

ays com
prised of a scale identical to the vertical

axis of that chart. P
lacem

ent of the "origin" on the change
finder (i.e., "zero" if an interval scale; "one" if a log scale)
next to the low

est data point then allow
s the relative

difference betw
een the tw

o data points to be determ
ined as

that po_int on the change finder scale w
hich falls at the sam

e
level as the second data point. W

here log scales (and charts) are
used it is particularly easy to note the sim

ilarity betw
een the

use of a change finder and a slide rule. S
ee F

igure 11.

C
hange-O

ver (C
O

)

A
 change from

 one form
 of response, stim

ulus condition, or
schedule of 

reinforcem
ent to another form

 of 
response,

stim
ulus, or schedule of reinforcem

ent. C
hange-over tiffie,

delay, or frequency is som
etim

es used as a m
easure of the

"preference" an organism
 has for one form

 of 
response,

stim
ulus, or schedule of reinforcem

ent over another.

C
hange O

ver D
elay (C

O
D

)
A

 period follow
ing the change from

 one form
 of responding to

another, or from
 one schedule to another during w

hich
reinforcem

ent is not available. S
uch a delay low

ers the
probability that reinforcem

ent delivered in the second case
(new

 response form
 or schedule fo w

hich the change is m
ade)

w
ill follow

 closely enough to reinforce responses in the first
case (old response form

 or schedule from
 w

hich the change is
m

ade).

G
hart

A
 term

, originating in P
recision T

eaching, as an alternative for
the w

ord "graph." ln 
P

recision T
each ing the chart is 

a

standardized 
sem

ilogarithm
ic grid for the presentation of daily

rate data. "A
cross the bottom

" (the x-axis or abscissa) the
scale is m

arked off in 
1 40 successive calendar days (i.e.,

lV
londay, T

uesday, etc.). "U
p the left" (the y-axis or ordinate)

the scale is m
arked off logarithm

ically (i.e., in a "ratio" scale)
and labeled "m

ovem
ents per m

inute."
T

w
o versions of the chart are available. O

ne chart (pro-
duced by B

ehavior R
esearch C

o., K
ansas C

ity, K
ansas) has six

cycles "up the left" ranging f rom
 .001 (i.e., a rate of one

m
ovem

ent-cycle in 1000 m
inutes) to 1000 (i.e., a rate of 1000

m
ovem

ent-cycles 
in one m

inute). T
he second bhart (produced

by G
raphics for B

ehavioral M
easurem

ent, E
ugene, O

regon) has
6.16 cycles "up the left," ranging from

 .00069 (i.e., a rate of
one m

ovem
ent every 1440 m

inutes, or one per 24-hour day)
to 1000 (i.e., a rate of 1000 m

ovem
ents in one m

inute). T
he

+
2

42
J,,

visual picture created 
1 2 

3 
4 

1 
2 

3 
41 

2 
3 

4
by the data in its ow

n
particu lar w

ay. 
I n each

of the exam
ples show

n, three pairs of data are draw
n. ln the first set of data the

highest data point m
ay be considered either a "tim

es" or "plus" tw
o of the low

est
data point 

( i.e., one w
ou ld ach ieve the 

h ighest data point by either adding or
m

ultiplying tw
o to the low

est data point). T
he second pair of data represents 

a "plus
tw

o" relationship, and the third pair of data represents a "tim
es tw

o" relationship.
O

n the interval grid the tw
o "plus" (interval) changes appear to be the sam

e, and on
the other tw

o grids the tw
o "tim

es" (ratio or log) changes appear to be equal. N
otice

also that on the first tw
o charts (w

itl'r interval scales on the abscissa) tlre sets of data
appear equally (intervally) spaced, but that on the third grid (w

ith logs on the
abscissa) the data sets appear "ratio" spaced.

C
hoice of how

 to describe the difference (change) betw
een data is based on

w
hichever 

system
 (tim

es or plus) m
akes equal changes appear equal on the grid used.

"P
lus" w

ould, therefore, be chosen for the interval chart, and "tim
es" for either the

sem
ilog or log chart.

C
hange 

F
 inder

F
igure 11. C

hange F
inder: T

he "tim
es one" scale on either acceleration 

f inder m
ay

be used as a change f inder. P
lace the (1 ) next to the low

est of the tw
o data points

betw
een w

hich the change factor isdesired;and read the difference betw
een them

 as
that point on the scale ',,vhich falls at the sam

e height as the highest data point. ln this
case, since the scales are logarithm

ic, the answ
er is read as a "tim

es" or "divide"
factor by w

hich the f irst data point m
ust be treated to obtain the second data point.

ln the case of a change factor devised for a linear scale, how
ever, the answ

er w
ould be

"plus" or " m
inus" som

ething to obtain the second data point frrcm
 the f irst,

C
hange F

inder
A

 device (usually m
ade of transparent m

aterials) 
f or determ

 in-
ing the ratio of (or relative) am

ount of change in rate that has
occurred betw

een one point on a chart and another point on
the chart.
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"6-16" chart also has an em
phasized "f ive-line" in each cycle

to increase the facility w
ith w

hich rates in the m
iddle of each

cycle m
ay be found.

O
ther than these differences, how

ever, the "6-cycle" and
"6-16" charts are identical in size and nature of grid, and are,
therefore, com

pletely com
patible analytically (i.e., data

charted on one w
ill look the sam

e w
hen charted on the other,

and all appropriate rate and acceleration f inders w
ill w

ork on
either chart). S

ee F
igure '12.

S
ee also D

ays, S
uccessive C

alendar; U
p the Left; A

cross the
B

ottom
; and M

ovem
ents P

er M
inute.

coA
n abbreviation for "change-over." S

ee C
hange-O

ver

coD
A

n abbreviation for "change over delay." S
ee C

hange O
ver D

elay

C
oercion

A
 type of dyadic interaction (i.e., ofl interaction betw

een tw
o

and only tw
o organism

s) in w
hich one organism

 is reinforced
for interacting w

ith the other via the positive reinforcem
ent

paradigm
 and the other through the negative reinforcem

ent
paradigm

. E
xam

ple: 
't A

" scream
s to dem

and that 'tB
" w

atch.
W

hen t' B
't w

atches (com
plies) the scream

ing stops. "A
" 's

behavior (scream
ing) is consequated by the production of a

positively reinforcing stim
ulus event (w

atching-com
pliance);

"8" ts behavior (w
atching) is consequated by the term

ination
of a negatively reinforcing stim

ulus event (scream
ing).

C
O

LA
B

A
bbreviation tar "C

om
m

on Language A
nalysis of B

ehavior."
S

ee Lindslian S
ystem

.

C
om

plex E
vent

S
ynonym

 for "integral event"; see E
vent, lntegral.

C
om

plex S
tim

ulus
S

ynonym
 for "integral stim

ulus"; see S
tim

ulus, lntegral

coN
e.

A
bbreviation for "concurrent schedule." S

ee S
chedules, C

on-
cu rrent.

C
oncept

A
n organism

 is said to exhibit a concept w
hen he responds

differentially to any m
em

ber of a set of related situations, or
any stim

ulus of a class of stim
uli, to the exclusion of all other
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stim
uli or situations not in that class (e.9., w

hen a child can
identify all cars as being "cars" and not "trucks"). D

em
onstra-

tion is further def ined as the identif ication of appropriate
stim

uli (e.g., "cars") w
hich w

ere never before introduced to
the organism

; but w
hich, due to properties in com

m
on w

ith
previously identif ied m

em
bers of the concept set (e .9., "cars")

are included in that set by the organism
. S

ee also C
oncept

F
orm

ation.

C
oncept, C

onjunctive
W

here the S
D

 class of a concept is m
ade up by the intersection

or conju nction of tw
o or m

ore other S
D

 classes. E
.g., the

concept of "round pegs" is com
prised of the conjunction of

the concepts of "round" and "pegs." C
oncepts based on the

conjunction of tw
o or m

ore concepts already in the repertoire
of the organ ism

 are m
ore easily learned than concepts based

on S
D

 classes not currently controlling the behavior of that
organism

. S
ee F

igure 13.

C
oncept, D

isju nctive
A

 concept in w
hich a particular response is under the control

of a broad class of stim
uli, but in w

hich there is no integral,
necessary link betw

een those stim
uli. ln such a class the

discrim
inative stim

uli are arbitrarily included in the class, and
generalization is lim

ited if not im
possible. S

ee S
D

 C
lass,

A
rbitrary for an exam

ple.S
ee F

igure 14.

C
oncept F

orm
ation

A
n organism

 acquires a concept through an explicit history of
differential reinforcem

ent 
(or through the verbal m

ediation of
the concept, that m

ediation being dependent upon a history of
differential reinforcem

ent) 
in the presence of a subset of those

cases w
hich are the concept. E

.9., a child acquires a concept of
"cars" by being reinforced for saying "cars" in the presence of
cars, and not being reinforced for saying "cars" in the presence
of trucks, bicycles, trolley cars, etc. C

oncept form
ation is m

ost
usually facilitated by presenting a w

ide variety of the stim
uli

in question (the com
m

on elem
ents betw

een w
hich def ine the

basis for the classification of the concept) in conjunction w
ith

other stim
uli not in the concept set (e.9., trucks as opposed to

cars-the com
m

on elem
ents betw

een w
hich not being the basis

f or classif ication ). R
epeated presentation of the sam

e stim
u li,

on the other hand, all of w
hich m

ay be included in the
concept, usually results in a m

ore lim
ited type of stim

ulus
control and little or no generalization to other m

em
bers of the

concept set.

F
igure 13. C

onjunctive C
oncept: E

ach ellipse represents 
a ctass of stim

uli_the class
of all "pegs" and the class of all things,,round.l, T

he overlapping area of the tw
o

ellipses represents 
the subset in each class of all ,,round pegs.,,

F
igure 14. D

isjunctive C
oncept: E

ach of the sm
aller circles represents a class of

stim
uli-the class of all policem

en raising their arm
s and signaling,:stop,,; the class of

all "stop- signs"; the class of all red traffic lights; and the C
las, oi all children running

out in front of a m
ovi.ng car. A

ll of these stim
uli should be discrim

inative w
ith

respect to "car stopping" behavior, and yet they are included in that class arbitrarily
w

ith no necessary physical characteristics in com
m

on. T
hose circles are not, there_

fore, show
n as overlapping; but they are all contained in a larger figure denoting the

class of all "car stopping signals.,,

C
onditioning, 

O
perant

'1 . 
A

s an operation: T
he reinforcem

ent of a response, or m
ore

specifically, the presentation or rem
oval of a reinforcing

stim
ulus or stim

u lus event subsequent to the em
ission of 

a
response. G

enerally speaking it is connoted that the reinforce_
m

ent is contingent upon the response, and that the operation
is repeated m

ore than once to affect conditioning, 
but neither

of these conditions are strictly necessary.
2. A

s a process: T
he resultant increase in the probability or

rate of that conditioned response in the presence of the
stim

ulus conditions under w
hich conditioning took place.

A
lso called "T

ype R
,",,T

horndikian,,,,,instrum
ental,,, or

"law
 of effect conditioning.,,

C
onditioning, 

R
espondent

1 . A
s an operation: P

airing (tem
porarily) an unconditioned

eliciting stim
ulus (U

C
S

) w
ith a neutral or conditioned stim

utus
(C

S
). S

ee also R
espondent C

onditioning, T
em

poral R
elation_

ships B
etw

een C
S

 and U
C

S
 D

uring C
onditioning.

2. A
s a process: T

he resulting capacity (or m
aintenance of

that capacity) of the neutral or conditioned stim
ulus (C

S
) to

T
he

subclass of all
rou nd pegs

T
he class of
all pegs

T
he class

of allthings
w

hich are
rou nd

w
ith arm
raised

R
ed

traff ic
light

sign

O
ctago

stop
car

ch itd
running i
front of

T
he class of all "car 

sto
signals
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elicit the sam
e respondent behavior as the unconditioned 

stim
-

ulus (U
C

S
).

C
O

N
J

A
bbreviation for "conjunctive schedule." S

ee S
chedule, C

on-
junctive.

C
onsequence (C

)

A
 term

 w
hose use is m

ost form
alized in P

recision T
eaching as a

reinforcer that bears a definite arrangem
ent (it not an actual

contingency) to the em
ission or repeated em

ission of 
a

specif ied response " 
I n P

recision T
each ing the f u nction of a

consequence (i.e., its effect on rates of responding) 
is assum

ed
know

n. U
sage in the general literature, how

ever, is often in
refqrence to an event w

hich m
ay be reinforcing, but the actual

function of w
hich is as yet undeterm

ined. T
his confusion of

usages dem
ands that the reader attend to the specif ic context

in w
hich the term

 appears in order that its particular m
eaning

m
ay be determ

ined. S
ee also E

vent, A
rranged; " 1s" E

quation;
and "D

oes" E
quation.

C
ontingencies, 

B
ranchin 

g

A
 set of 

contingencies, a subset of 
w

h ich are enacted
sequentially; and in w

hich each contingency 
is determ

ined (in
part) by the nature of the responding or consequences w

hich
obtained under the preceding contingency.

E
xam

ple: lf, under an F
R

 10, responding is at or above 
a

rate of 3.8 per m
inute, then the organism

 w
ill be placed under

C
 R

 F
 food reinforcem

ent for a period of one m
inute. If

responding under the F
R

 10 is less than 3.8 per m
inute, then

the organism
 w

ill be placed under tim
e out for a period of one

m
inute. A

fter the one m
inute of C

R
F

 or tim
e out, the F

R
 10

w
ill be reinstated, and the sam

e contingencies w
ill hold.

C
ontingencies, 

N
ested

A
ny set of tw

o or m
ore contingencies w

hich m
utually

determ
ine the delivery of one or m

ore consequences contin-
gent upon responding. ln particular reference to conjunctive,
interlocking, or interpolated schedules of reinforcem

ent, 
but

som
etim

es in reference to alternating, com
plex,or concurrent

schedules as w
ell. S

ee one or m
ore of the schedules given

above for exam
ples.

C
ontingency

1 . 
ln operant conditioning: T

he tem
poral and/or physical

conditions under w
hich a response is follow

ed by a positive or
negative reinforcing stim

ulus or the rem
oval of either.

2. ln respondent conditioning: T
he conditions under w

hich
unconditioned and conditioned or neutral stim

uli arg paired.
ln both def initions the dependency of one event upon the

other is explicit. W
hen a response occurs w

ith the specif ied
characteristics the "dependent" or "contingent" reinforce-
m

ent is delivered.
C

ontingency is also an elem
ent of the "does" equation in

P
recision T

eaching, and is equivalent to "schedule" in that
context. S

ee "D
oes" E

quation.

C
ontingency, B

ehaviorally lndependent (B
lC

)
A

 contingency defining the conditions w
hich m

ust be m
et

prior to the occurrence of som
e environm

ental event (usually
reinforcem

ent) that is in no w
ay affected or altered by the

em
ission of any behavior by the subject in question. 

S
om

e-
tim

es called non-contingent 
(i.e., w

ith respect to the organism
in question) reinforcem

ent.

C
ontingency B

uilding
T

he operation of increasing the tem
poral or physical require-

m
ents 

f or re inf orcem
ent 

u ntil the interm
 ittency of reinforce-

m
ent is far greater than that w

hich w
ould have originally

m
a intained the perf orm

ance.

C
ontingency C

ontrol
A

ny instance in w
hich the rate w

ith w
hich an operant 

is

em
itted has been dem

onstrated to be altered by the presence
or 

absence of the particular conditions of 
consequation

def ined by a schedule of reinforcem
ent.

A
ny instance in w

h ich a schedule of reinforcem
ent has

dem
onstrated an effect on the rate w

ith w
hich an operant 

is

em
itted.
N

ote that the schedule of reinforcem
ent, in this case, is

divorced from
 the reinforcer itself, im

plying that the rein-
forcer delivered or obtained rem

ains the sam
e; and only the

conditions under w
hich it w

ill be delivered are altered in a
dem

onstration of contingency control. S
ee also R

einforce-
m

ent, S
chedules of; and C

ontingency.

C
ontingency, 

I rreversi ble
A

ny contingency w
h ich results in or relies upon a set of

circum
stances such that it m

ay not be repeated. T
he irrevers-

ible nature of the contingency m
ay be due to the stim

uli
em

ployed, the consequence delivered, or the schedule of the
contingency. E

xam
ples: A

 contingency w
hich is initiated by

the birth of the f irst child to a particular set of parents m
ay

not be repeated for those parents; a contingency w
hich has as

its consequence the death of the organism
 m

ay not be
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repeated on that organ ism
; 

a nd a schedu le that adds 1 to a
ratio w

ith the delivery of each reinforcem
ent w

ith an upper
lim

it for the ratio of inf inity m
ay never be repeated on that

organism
. S

om
etim

es confused w
ith a term

inating contin-
gency. S

ee C
ontingency, T

erm
inating.

C
ontingency, N

ull
T

he lack of any special or program
m

ed consequences for the
em

ission of a response. N
ot entirely equivalent to total

extinction since accidental or random
 environm

ental 
events

m
ay occur subsequent to the em

ission of the response,
w

hereas extinction im
plies that the environm

ent is controlled
to prevent such occurrences.

C
ontingency, P

robabil istic
A

ny contingency in 
w

h ich the probability of a specif ic
response being consequated by a specific reinforcer or event is
less than (1 .00). A

ll interm
ittent schedules are a form

 of
probabilistic schedule, but the notation of a probabilistic
contingency im

plies that som
e consequence w

ill occur for
every response, but the ty pe of 

consequence m
ay vary

according to the stated probabilities. 
W

henever feasible all the
possible outcom

es for each response should be listed and the
associated probabilities of their occurrence stated. T

he nota-
tion of a pr:obabilistic contingency also im

plies that the
schedu les by w

h ich the d ifferent consequences are delivered
are random

 or probabilistic in nature (i.e., any single instance
is indeterm

inable, but the overall frequency of occurrence over
several opportunities to occur is estim

able).

C
onti 

n gency, P
rosthetic

A
 reinforcem

ent contingency w
hich w

ill generate and m
aintain

a perform
ance only as long as it is in effect. T

he discontin-
uance of the contingency results in the discontinuance of the
perform

ance. S
ee P

rosthetic and T
herapeutic.

C
ontingency, R

epetitive
C

ontingencies w
hich reinstate the original conditions of the

contingency by the fact of their com
pletion, and thereby set

up the circum
stances by w

hich they m
ay be repeated.

A
 fixed ratio schedule, for exam

ple, m
ay be set up so that

the delivery of reinforcem
ent resets the counting m

echanism
and reinstates the conditions necessary for com

pleting the
ratio again to obtain another reinforcer. S

ee also C
ontingency,

T
erm

inating.

C
ontingencY

, T
erm

inating
A

ny contingency w
hich results in the term

ination of the
experim

ental 
session or the circu m

stances 
u nder w

h ich the
contingency m

ay exist- T
erm

inating contingencies m
ay be

reinstated at som
e later tim

e, how
ever, os opposed to

irreversible contingencies w
hich m

ay not be reinstated.

C
ontingency, T

heraP
eutic

C
ontingencies w

h ich w
ill generate behaviors that w

ill still
m

aintain w
hen the contingency is discontinued. S

ee also
T

herapeutic and P
rosthetic.

C
ontrasti ng 

I nteraction
A

 change in rate in one set of conditions w
hich is opposite the

direction of the change in rate in another set of conditions'
S

ee lnteraction, D
iscrim

inated O
perant.

C
ontrol

A
 functional relationship betw

een a perform
ance and the

variable of w
hich it is (at least in part) a function. F

.9., u

perform
ance is controlled by deprivation to the extent that

deprivation determ
ines the nature of the perform

ance'

C
ontrol, A

versive
A

ny reinforcem
ent paradigm

 w
hich utilizes aversive stim

uli'
T

he m
ost com

m
on are punishm

ent and negative reinforce-
m

ent.

C
ontrol, E

nvironm
ental

C
hanges in the frequency of operant perform

ances 
produced

by the presence or absence of discrim
inative, setting, or

reinforcing stim
uli. S

ee also S
tim

ulus C
ontrol.

C
ontrol, P

ositive
A

ny reinforcem
ent paradigm

 w
hich controls behavior w

ithout
the use of aversive stim

uli. T
he m

ost com
m

on is positive
re i nf orce m

e nt.

C
orrected M

edian S
loP

e

A
 m

edian slope, generally used in lines-of-progress, calculated
from

 a corrected data set. T
he correction 

is usually perform
ed

to rem
ove any trend in deviations w

hich m
ay exist in the data,

and w
hich m

ay affect the estim
ate of trend or progress' T

he

corrected data set is f orm
ed by taking the average of each

successive pair of data (1&
2; 2&

3; 3&
4; etc')' P

rocedures

thereafter are identical to finding the m
edian slope (see

M
edian S

lope). A
fter the slope has been determ

ined, the line is

draw
n over the original data in a position w

hich divides that

data into tw
o equal parts (see M

edian).
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S
ince the corrected and original data sets are by definition

different, the corrected m
edian slope w

ill not m
inim

ize the
sum

 of the unsigned deviations about it w
hen placed over the

original data. lt is not, therefore, an actual "m
edian slope"

w
ith respect to that data set. U

sually the corrected m
edian

slope w
ill represent a com

prom
ise betw

een the least-squares
and m

edian solutions to the sam
e problem

. S
ee F

igure 15.

C
ost-C

ontingency
T

he procedure w
hereby an organism

 loses a reinforcer (condi-
tioned or prim

ary) already in its possession contingent 
upon

the em
ission of a particular behavior. E

.9., the em
ission of

"running-through-a-red-light" behavior w
ill result in the re-

m
oval of $5.00 (a generalized reinforcer previously earned,

and presently in the organism
's 

possession). T
his procedure is

not to be confused w
ith T

im
e O

ut w
hich is the rem

oval of the
organism

 from
 the environm

ent in w
hich it 

m
ay obtain

reinforcers not presently in its possession. E
.g., w

hen 
a

w
orkm

an fails to m
eet the production quota for one full w

eek,
he m

ay be laid off for one w
eek. N

o m
oney w

as taken from
him

 that he had already earned, but he w
as prevented from

earning any m
ore for the duration of the T

im
e O

ut.
T

he cost-contingency procedu re w
ill resu lt in the reduction

of the rate or probability of the behavior that produced it
(assum

ing it w
as an effective reinforcer that w

as rem
oved).

S
trictly speaking, losing "privileges" not presently being

enjoyed (used) is nof an exam
ple of cost contingency 

(e.9., a
"bad" student is told he w

ill have no recess). ln fact, this
prevention of obta in i ng a "regu lar' ' 

re i nforcer m
ay resu lt 

i n

the overall reduction of perform
ances 

usually associated w
ith

it 
(e.9., now

 the student has "nothing to lose," so . . . ).
S

im
ilar results m

ay obtain in a situation in w
hich the

organism
, 

as a result of cost-contingencies, 
is found to be in a

"negative-total" reinforcer situation. ln a class, for exam
ple,

w
here points are given 

f or appropriate w
ork and points

rem
oved for inappropriate w

ork, it w
ould generally be unw

ise
to set the contingencies in a m

anner that w
ould allow

 
a

student to "go in the hole" w
ith respect to points (i.e., lose so

m
any that he has lost m

ore than he has earned-thus "ow
ing"

the teacher or going into "debt").

C
ou nter-C

onditioning
A

ny of several specif ic behavioral therapies in w
h ich new

conditioning procedures are instituted for the express purpose
of counteracting previous conditioning.

A
 technique often used in behavioral therapy to reduce or

elim
inate anxieties by pairing the anxiety-producing 

stim
uli

F
igure 15. C

orrected M
edian S

lope: T
his

figure dem
onstrates the effect of the

correction factor applied to data prior
to calculation of a m

edian or m
iddle

slope. T
he solid dots represent the origi-

nal data. A
lthough the data as a set has

no trend up or dow
n, it r's becom

ing
variable-w

ith 
each successive data point

further from
 the "center" than the one

preceding at. T
he circles represent the

corrected data-derived by taking the
m

iddle of each line connecting succes-
sive data points. N

ote that the trend in
deviations is rem

oved (i.e., that the cor-
rected data do not get progressively fur-
ther aw

ay from
 the "center"). W

hile the
line-of-progress calculated on the original
data is a function entirely of the trend in
deviations, the corrected data-w

ith the
trend in deviations rem

oved-defines the
true trend (or lack thereof) in rate.

w
ith states of relaxation. V

ia the process of 
respondent

conditioning, it is hoped, the previously aversive stim
u li w

ill
acquire "relaxation-producing" properties. S

ee S
ystem

atic
D

esensitization.

C
ount W

hen -O
ccurs

A
 phrase, originating in P

recision T
eaching, and found on one

of the tw
o P

recision T
eaching C

harts, in reference to the
specification of that part of a m

ovem
ent-cycle w

hich should
" ct)e" the cou nter to register one em

ission of that behavior.
W

ith behaviors of short duration there is little need for such a
specification, but frequently it m

ay take several seconds or
m

inutes for one com
plete cycle to be m

ade; and if tw
o or

m
ore observers are counting the m

ovem
ent w

hen different
portions of the cycle are com

pleted, then varying counts could
result. F

or exam
ple: ln a w

orkshop situation one of the tasks
m

ay be to repaint w
ooden pop-bottle carriers. T

he m
ovem

ent-
cycle of "P

op-bottle 
carr iers painted" m

ay take, in each
instance, several m

inutes to com
plete. lf 

one observer is
counting the cycle as com

pleted w
hen the last coat of paint

has been applied, and another is counting only those finished
and dried carriers stacked on a platform

 for return to the
bottle com

pany, then it w
ould be quite possible for the counts

on any given day to be different. T
he statem

ent "count w
hen

stacking for return shipm
ent occurs" on the bottom

 of the
chart w

ill m
inim

ize those differences. T
o som

e extent this
problem

 m
ay exist in the counting of all m

ovem
ent-cycles, 

but
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becom
es m

ore apparent as the duration of any single m
ove-

m
ent-cycle increases.

C
R

A
bbreviation for "conditioned response." S

ee R
esponse, C

on-
ditioned.

C
R

F
A

bbreviation for "continuous reinforcem
ent." S

ee S
chedule,

C
ontinu ous R

einforcem
ent.

C
ritical E

ffect
A

ny change produced in the environm
ent by behavior. 

G
ener-

ally speaking, how
ever, only changes considered "im

portant"
w

ith respect to som
e criteria are defined as "criti cal" effects.

It m
ay not be im

portant, for exam
ple, that a child w

rite w
ith

his left or right hand, start at the top or bottom
 of a digit, or

w
rite w

ith heavy or light pressure on a m
ath-fact quiz-only

that the correct digit be w
ritten. T

he "critical effect" on a
m

ath-fact quiz, then, w
ould be defined as "correct digits

w
ritten legibly."

T
he definition of a behavior in term

s of critical effect (i.e.,
w

hat the behavior doesl is generally considered a m
ore

eff icient and practical m
ethod than the description of all

specific physical, topographical, and tem
poral characteristics

(i.e., w
hat the behavior rs) .

C
ritical lncidents T

echniques
A

 polling of behaving organism
s to determ

ine w
hat specific

behaviors in w
hat specific situations they believe w

ould be
m

ost effective or ineffective in procuring reinforcem
ent or

punishm
ent. U

sually analyzed by a type of factor analysis.
It should be noted that in the critical incidents technique

one is not m
easuring w

hat the organism
s w

ould in fact do in
the proposed situations; only w

hat they say they w
ould do. ln

the strictest sense, therefore, the study is one of verbal or
w

ritten behavior only, and any correlation betw
een that

behavior and the behavior described (i.e., w
hat they say they

w
ould do) m

ust be established independently.

C
S

A
bbreviation for "conditioned stim

ulus." S
ee S

tim
ulus, C

on-
ditioned.

C
ue S

et
T

he class of all related stim
u li w

h ich fu nction as S
 D

 s for a
specific operant response or class of related operant responses.
T

o be differentiated from
 a stim

ulus set w
hich are norm

ally
taken to elicit a ref lex.

A
B

ooro

IO
 M

IN
U

T
E

S

F
igure 16. C

um
ulative C

urve: A
 cum

ulative curve representing responding of a
pigeon under tw

o fixed-ratio schedules of reinforcem
ent, T

he sm
all grid in the low

er
right-hand corner denotes the am

ou nt of pen m
ovem

ent in the vertical for 3O
O

responses; and in the horizontal for 10 m
inutes. S

am
ple slopes for the determ

ination
of rate are also included. F

rom
 this record it m

ay be easily determ
ined that response

rates under condition A
 (F

n2O
O

) are considerably greater than those w
hich obtain

under condition B
 (F

R
120).3

C
um

ulative C
urve

A
 curve show

ing the total (cum
ulative) num

ber of responses
em

itted along the ordinate (Y
-axis, or vertical axis), and the

passage of tim
e along the abscissa (X

-axis, or horizontal axis).
R

ate of responding m
ay be read as the'slope of the line. T

he
steeper the slope, the faster the rate of responding. C

um
ulative

records are usually m
ade electro-m

echanically at the sam
e tim

e
that the subject is being run. S

ee F
igure 16.

C
u m

u lative R
ecorder

A
 device designed to autom

atically draw
 a cum

ulative record
of responding concurrent w

ith the em
ission of these responses.

S
ee C

um
ulative C

urve.

C
urve F

itting
A

 m
ethod of 

su m
m

arizing (for purposes of analysis) tim
e

series data. T
he purpose of the line is to describe the general

change in data over tim
e (i.e., w

hat the data w
ould look like if

all "random
" or "errar" variances w

ere rem
oved). C

om
pari-

sons betw
een the slope and intercepts of the lines for differing

experim
ental phases is taken to indicate the effect of the

differing "treatm
ents." S

ee also S
lope; and Line-of-P

rogress.

3 F
igure from

 F
erster, C

. B
. and S

kinner, B
. F

 ., S
chedules of reinforcem

ent. N
ew

Y
ork: A

ppleton-C
entury-C

rofts, 
p. 52. C

opyrigfrt @
 1957. U

sed by perm
ission of

A
ppl eton-C

entu ry-C
 rofts, 

E
 ducati on al D

 ivision, lV
l e red ith C

orporati on.
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C
ycle

Literally a process or action that is capable of repeating itself
in the sam

e order or sequence. A
 com

plete sequence of steps
in w

hich the last is identical (or sim
ilar) to the first.

T
he m

ajor uses of the w
ord cycle in behaviorism

 are found
in the term

 m
ovem

ent-cycle 
(P

recision T
eaching), and in

reference to logarithm
ic-cycles, the basis for several types of

behavior charts. S
ee F

igu re 17 .

D
aily C

hart
A

 chart w
ith successive calendar days m

arked off across the
bottom

. S
ee C

hart.

D
ata, lnteractive

A
ny data w

hich m
ay be collected on m

ore than one organism
w

ithout procedural interdependence of the individual data
points either w

ithin or betw
een subjects of m

easurem
ent, that

is, the value of any single data point does not (procedurally)
constrain the possible value of another data point. F

ree-
operant rate is 

a n exam
ple of such data. T

he rate of
responding at one point in tim

e does not affect the possible
values of rate at another tim

e w
ithin or betw

een subjects being
studied. P

ercentage, ofl the other hand, r's interdependent-if 
a

certain percentage of the responses are em
itted at one tim

e,
then the percentage of responses that can be m

easured at
another tim

e is lim
ited (e.g., if 40%

 of. the total num
ber of

responses occur in the first half of a m
ultiple schedule, then no

m
ore than 60%

 can occur in the last half ). P
ercentages, then,

cou ld not be called interactive data. 
I nteractive data is,

generally, the m
ost desirable type of data to have w

hen
cross-subiect analysis is desired. S

ee also D
ata, lpsative.

D
ata, lpsative

A
ny form

 of data characterized by the follow
ing:

1 . 
R

elates to intra-organism
ic changes (i.e., changes w

ithin 
a

single individual-usually 
across the tim

e or situations).
2. 

C
onstrained scales so that the sum

 of all m
easures taken

together w
ill be a constant (e.9., 0s in the case w

ith
percentages 

su m
m

 ing to 
1 00) 

.

tooosoo

too50

to5I.5.t

.05

.ol
.oo5

.ool
.0()0695

F
igure 17. "C

ycles" on the "6-16" B
ehaviorC

hart: T
he standard "6-16" B

ehavior
C

hart com
prises 

6.1 6 log cycles ranging from
 .000695 (equ ivalent to the rate per

m
inute of one behavior in a 24 hour dry) to 1000. N

otice that the value of a line in
any one cycle is exactly 10 tim

es less than the sam
e point in the next cycle up, and

10 tim
es greater than the sam

e point in the next cycle dow
n. B

ecause of this consist-
ent relationship, log charts are often called "ratio scales."

3. 
fV

leasures are m
ethodologically interdependent (i.e., the

results of one m
easurem

ent w
ill, at least in part, determ

ine the
results of another m

easurem
ent-as in the case w

ith percent-
ages, once a value has been determ

ined, say "x-Y
oi' then no

other m
easurem

ent can exceed 100-x%
),

lpsative data m
ay only be interpreted in a relative 

sense
(since the original inform

ation 
has been transform

ed to hold
to a constant base,"os in the case of percentages), and only
w

ithin the context of that "organism
" to w

hich the base refers
(i.e., if percentage of a particular organism

's behavior is the
base, then analysis m

ay be m
ade only w

ith respect to that
organ ism

 and no other). B
etw

een-subject or betw
een-group

analysis is, therefore, im
possible unless all m

easurem
ent 

bases

are directly equatable. A
lso called "idiographic data." 

S
ee

also D
ata, 

I nteractive.
D

ata, N
orm

ative
A

 special case of interactive data in w
hich com

parisons w
ill be

m
ade betw

een individual organ ism
 data and som

e set of
norm

ative data-usually com
piled as the average of som

e set of
other, sim

ilar organism
s. S

ee D
ata, lnteractive.

D
ata P

oint
A

ny point on a chart w
h ich represents the value of 

a

dependent variable for a single observation or group of
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observations. W
hile "data" m

ay be in reference to any part or
all of a set of inform

ation, "data point" definitely im
plies the

visual representation 
of that inform

ation.

lgnore D
aY

P
hase C

hange D
ays

P
hase C

hange Line
lgnore D

ay

F
igure 18. D

ay T
ypes: T

his blow
-up of a section of actual classroom

 data dem
on-

strates the various types of days w
hich m

ight occur during the course of a proiect,
and the m

anner in w
hich they are noted on the chart- R

ated days are days on w
hich

data w
ere collected and charted. O

n this chart they are noted by placing an "x" on
the chart at the appropriate rate, and on the appropriate day' E

xcept as noted below
,

lines are draw
n to connect all successive rated days. T

he "x" denotes a proiect
designed to decelerate rates of responding; the use oJ a "dot" w

ould denote a proiect
desilned to accelerate rates of responding. lgnore days are days on w

hich the behav-
ior 6ccurred and could have been rated, but for som

e reason w
as nof' O

bviously no
data point m

ay be placed on an ignore day; but a line rb draw
n across such a day

"onn6"ting the preceding and succeeding rated days on either side (except as noted
below

) . N
-o-chance days ire days on w

hich the behavior could not have occurred; or
at least could not have occurred in the usual proiect location (e'g', classroom

).' N
o

data point is placed on such a day, and no line is draw
n across such a day' lf an

ignore day precedes or succeeds a no-chance day,. then the line is draw
n from

 the
nearest rated day to the ignore day "pointing at" (i.e., in the direction of) the next
rated day-but not crossiig the no-chance day. A

n exam
ple is show

n and noted in
'if,ir -tiguie. P

hase change i"yt 
are the last data point before a change and the f irst

data p"oint after a change. N
ote that the phase-change line is draw

n %
 daV

 before the

first data point in the lecond phase-nof half-w
ay betw

een the tw
o phase change

days. E
ssentially this denotes w

hen one w
ould expect the change to be noticed in the

daia-as opposed to w
hen the change uras planned. Ir[

D
ay, lgnored

A
 term

, originating in P
recision T

eaching, in reference to any
day on w

hich the behavior being charted m
ay have occurred,

but for som
e reason w

as not counted or charted.
ln P

recision T
eaching such days are noted on the chart by

draw
ing a line across them

 (f rom
 the last data point to the

next), but (of course) not placing a data point on that day. lf
an ignored day is preceded or succeeded by a no-chance day,
then a 

I ine is draw
n f rom

 the nearest data point across the
ignored day and "pointing" to the next data point, but not
crossing the no-chance day.

S
uch a convention allow

s the analyst to diff erentiate
betw

een days w
hen data w

ere sim
ply not collected (ignored

days) and days w
hen data could not have been collected (no-

chance days)-each of w
h ich m

ay have different affects on
respond ing.

A
lthough in P

recision T
eaching ref erence is alw

ays to
"days," it w

ould certainly be possible to ascribe the sam
e label.

to other tim
e-bases (e.9., w

eeks, hours, m
onths). S

ee F
igure 18

for exam
ples. S

ee also D
ay, N

o-C
hance; and D

ay, R
ated.

D
ay, N

o-C
hance

A
 term

, originating in P
recision T

eaching, in reference to a day
on w

hich the response (or in P
recision T

eaching, the m
ove-

m
ent-cycle) had no opportunity to occur. N

o-chance days in a
school project, for exam

ple, w
ould include w

eekends, sick
days, and vacations.

ln P
recision T

eaching, no-chance days are differentiated on
the chart by not crossing those days w

ith rate-lines (i.e., not
connecting a line f rom

 the last rated day to the next rated
day ). T

hese "breaks" or "gaps" in the data facilitate the
analysis of w

hatever affects "absences" m
ay have on respond-

ing.A
lthough in P

recision T
eaching reference is alw

ays to
"days," it w

ould certainly be possible to ascribe the sam
e label

to other tim
e-bases (e.9., hours, w

eeks, m
onths). S

ee F
igure 18

for exam
ples. S

ee also D
ay, lgnored; and D

ay, R
ated.

D
ay, R

ated
A

 term
, originating in P

recision T
eaching, in reference to any

day on w
h ich data w

ere collected and charted. T
he term

"rated," of course, explicates the type of data in question; but
the term

s "observed," "charted," or "data" m
ay be em

ployed
as alternatives if other form

s of data are used.
ln P

recision T
eaching the type of project to w

hich the data
apply is noted as an "acceleration target" or "deceleration
target" by the use of "dots" and "x's." A

 rated day noted on
the chart w

ith an "x" indicates that the purpose of the project
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is to decelerate (reduce) the rate of responding, and the use of
a "dot" 

indicates that the purpose of the project is to
accelerate (increase) the rate of responding.

ln P
recision T

eaching reference is alw
ays to "days"; but it

w
ould certainly be possible to ascribe the sam

e label to other
tim

e-bases (e.9., hour, w
eek, m

onth). S
ee F

igure 1B
 for

exam
ples. S

ee also D
ay, N

o-C
hance; and D

ay, lgnored"

D
ays, S

uccessive C
alendar

A
 term

, originating in P
recision 

T
each ing, in reference to the

horizontal axis of the standard 6-cycle behavior chart. A
ll days

of the w
eek are represented on th is scale, and m

ay not be
altered-even if data does not exist for every day. T

he purpose
of standardizing by calendar days instead of by session or
observation period is to allow

 the analyst to easily determ
ine

the tem
poral relationship betw

een successive observations
(e.9., are there observations on every day, or just certain days;
regularly spaced, o( irregular in occurrence) and note if any
pattern in responding or progress occurs as a result of that
distribution of observations. S

ee F
igure 7 under A

cross the
B

ottom
.

D
ead M

an's T
est

ln P
recision T

eaching, a guideline to the identification of
m

ovem
ent-cycles (i .e., responses 

) . lf the behavior in question
m

ay be em
itted or dem

onstrated by a "dead m
an" (e.9.,

sitting, staring, lying, being quiet), then it is not a m
ovem

ent-
cycle, and not, therefore, an appropriate choice of behavior to
rate. lf a "dead m

an" can engage in the "behavior" then it
m

ay be m
ore properly called the absence of behavior (or

m
ovem

ent). ln such a case it is the behavior w
hich the behaver

should be em
itting (or w

hich rs being em
itted and should not

be) w
hich does involve m

ovem
ent that is (in P

recision
T

eaching) identified and rated.

D
eceleration

T
o decrease the rate of responding (or the value of som

e other
dependent variable) as opposed to 

acceleration. S
ee also

D
eceleration under'P

lan F
unctions or A

im
s.

D
eficiency-P

roduced 
S

pecific S
uperiority

A
n instance in w

hich a handicapped organism
 dem

onstrates
superiority over a nonhandicapped organism

 in one or m
ore

specific behaviors, and w
here that superiority is directly or

indirectly related to the existence of that handicap. F
or

exam
ple, it is certainly the case that blind persons are able to

negotiate in dim
ly Iit areas w

ith greater ease and conf idence
than are sighted people, and that this ability is directly related
to the fact of their handicap.

D
efinition, F

unctional
A

 statem
ent of the effect the object or event being def ined

w
ill produce in a specified dependent variable. E

.9., see the
def inition of a R

einforcer, P
ositive.

D
efinition, O

perational
A

 statem
ent of w

hat m
ust be done, including the m

easure-
m

ents that m
ust be taken, for som

eone to observe the
phenom

enon being defined. O
bserve, in this sense, m

eans to
see, hear, sm

ell, or otherw
ise discrim

inate. F
or exam

ple, see
the definition of M

ultiple B
aseline for an operational defini-

tion of one type of experim
ental procedure.

D
ependency, 

S
equ ential

A
 series of events (som

e or all of w
hich m

ay be behavioral
events-responses) in w

h ich the occu rrence of one event is
dependent upon the occurrence of one or m

ore other events in
sequence. F

or exam
ple: T

o w
alk across the threshold of a

locked door one m
ust first unlock the door and then open it.

T
he events "unlock door" and "open door" m

ust occur in that
seguence before the event "step-over-threshold" 

can occur.
B

ehavioral data are often called sequentially dependent
inasm

uch as the value of any given data point is frequently
"predictable" (w

ithin lim
its) given know

ledge about preceding
data. lf the data w

ere totally independent, then know
ledge

about previous data w
ould in no w

ay aid in the prediction of
future data.S

ince behavioral data are usually collected in
sequence (i.e., over days, m

inutes, or som
e other unit of tim

e)
they w

ould be, then, sequentially dependent. S
ee also lnde-

pendence.

D
eprivation

1. A
s an operation: W

ithholding a reinforcer such as food,
w

ater, sexual contact, etc. A
ny program

 establishes a "level"
of deprivation w

hich m
ust be stated in quantifiable term

s (e.9.,
22 hours w

ater deprivation, food deprivation until the
organism

 reaches 8A
%

 of his free feeding w
eight, etc.).

2. 
A

s a process: R
esulting changes in the f unctional value of

the reinforcer, usually greater w
ith increased deprivation, 

and
correlated 

changes in the behaviors of the deprived organism
w

h ich produ ce th ose re inf orcers.
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D
escri ptive S

tatistics
S

tatistical m
anipulations, v0lues, etc. w

hich are used to
sum

m
a rize or describe data (a group of num

erical values such
as w

ould be obtained in the course of an experim
ent, study or

observation) as opposed to draw
ing inferences from

 those data
to 

describe their representativeness of a larger (untested)
population. E

xam
ples: m

ean, m
edian, m

ode, range, standard
deviation, and variance. N

O
T

E
: E

ach of these term
s m

ay be
used in inferential statistics, but by them

selves are purely
descriptive.

D
eviation

T
he difference betw

een any tw
o values. U

sually one of the
values is an "expected" or "predicted" 

value and the other the
"real," "actr)alr," or "obtained" value. T

he deviation, then,
w

ould be betw
een w

hat one expected and w
hat actually

happened.
F

or any given set of data the m
ean w

ill m
inim

ize the sum
of the signed deviations ("+

" deviations are values above the
m

ean; and "-" deviations are below
 the m

ean), and the m
edian

w
ill be that point from

 w
hich the sum

 of the unsigned
deviation w

ill be the least, S
ee M

ean and M
edian.

D
eviations are usually analyzed in the "static" sense (i.e.,

the difference betw
een all data and a single point) to estim

ate
how

 "variable" the dat a are. "V
 ariance" is, literally, the sum

of the deviations-squared divided by the num
ber of data points

(or, in other w
ords, the average squared deviation):

o':

capital G
reek letter "sigm

a" m
eaning "to 

sum
 all of

t 
the follow

ins"

>
_(xi-X

)2
N

low
er-case 

G
reek

"variance"
letter 

"sigm
a"-squared, 

m
earring

W
here X

; : any score and X
 =

 the m
ean of all scores.

D
eviations m

ay also be analyzed in the "dynam
ic" 

case,

how
ever, as the difference betw

een each data point and a line
that passes through them

 (e.9., a regression line or line-of-prog-
ress ) . E

ach deviation is then com
pared to a different value

(i.e., the value of the line at that point). A
nalysis of dynam

ic
deviations can be useful in 

determ
ining if : a) the line

adequately describes the data; and b) there is any trend in
variability in the data (perhaps ref lecting " adaptation" or
som

e other behavioral process). S
ee F

igures 
1 I 

and 20. S
ee

also M
ean; M

edian; Line-of-P
rogress; S

tatic A
nalysis; and

D
ynam

ic A
nalysis.

F
igure 19. S

tatic M
ean and M

edian D
euiations: ln the figure above four data points

are represented w
ith the values of 1, 2,3, anO

 i-0.-'ff,* m
ean and m

edian for that
distribution of data points are noted along w

ith the deviations (differences) 
betw

een
those values and each of the datu.T

- B
v sum

m
ing those deviations one w

ill be able to
determ

ine that the m
edian w

ill yield the least sr-iln oi unsigned deviations (forget the
side on w

hich the data point falls)i and the m
ea; ;ill 

yield the least sum
 of signed

deviations (subtract the total of the deviations on one side from
 the sum

 of the
deviations on the other side). N

ote also that the m
edian m

ay vary w
ithin a range

defined by the tw
o "m

iddle-m
ost" data points (w

hen, of couise, there are an even
num

ber of data points) because rnovsrnsnt in one direction adds exactly the sam
e to

the deviations on that side that it subtrsgls from
 the other side (there are the sam

e
num

ber of deviations on either side).S
ince sign is im

portant in the case of the m
ean,

how
ever, m

oving in either direction m
ufi alterlheir.i-, of the deviations,

-3

-2

M
ed ian R

ange

1/z

lz

M
ed ia n

7

M
edian S

olution

M
ean

-1

o3
o2

o1

+
6o

o

M
ean S

olution

o10

7lz

1%

26
20

11

o
6.5

o

6.5

F
igure 2o. D

ynam
ic M

ean and M
edian D

eviations: ln this figure tw
o identical sets

of data are sum
m

arized by.a line passing_throrgh tr," pointsto describe the,,average,,
change over tim

e those data represent.T
he 

da"ta on ir.,* right are sum
m

arized by the
m

ean line of progress (.regressjol line); and those on the left by the m
edian line of

progress. B
y sum

m
ing the deviations in both .ri*r, "ounting the signs in the case of

f:.:^":1^".:d.lit::::':-s 
the signs in the case oi'*r" m

edian, one is abre to see the
differences in the m

anner w
ith w

hich the data are treated by the tw
o m

ethods. T
he

'nim
ize the sum

, ol 1!t signed oeviatilnr; ano the m
edian w

ill m
inim

ize
m

ean w
ilt m

l
-t 

a

1,1"^^r^y.^l,l.jlr:^:}]g:i9 
deviations. tn senerat the m

edian stope w
iil be a m

ore
--conservattve'- esttm

ate ot progress than the m
ean.

6
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D
ifferential R

einforcem
ent of H

igh R
ates (D

R
H

)
A

 contingency in w
h ich reinf orcem

ent is del ivered f or rates of
responding w

h ich exceed som
e m

inim
al value. R

ates m
ay be

calculated as "averag€s," or on an operant-to-operant 
basis.

T
he latter is far m

ore effective in generating the desired high
rates, but considerably m

ore diff icult to m
anage (i.e., calculate

and use to decide if the criteria for reinforcem
ent has been

m
et in tim

e to actually deliver reinforcem
ent before the next

response has been em
itted 

) .

D
ifferential R

einforcem
ent of Low

 R
ates (D

R
L)

A
 type of contingency in w

hich the delivery of reinforcem
ent

is m
ade dependent upon rates of responding w

hich fall below
 a

certain predeterm
ined value. T

he rates upon w
hich the

decision as to reinforce or not is m
ade m

ay be "averaged
rates" taken as the average rate of responding over a specified
interval, or "operant-to-operant" rates, in w

hich each interval
betw

een the 
in itiation of one response and the next is

m
easured and analyzed for the low

-rate property. T
he latter of

these tw
o m

ethods, w
hile considerably harder to m

easure and
analyze in tim

e to actually deliver reinforcem
ent, is by far the

m
ost effective in rapidly obtaining low

 rates of responding.

D
ifferential R

einforcem
ent of O

ther B
ehaviors (D

R
O

)

A
 

schedule of 
reinforcem

ent in w
hich the organism

 
is

reinforced for abstaining from
 the em

ission of a particular
response for a specif ied period of tim

e. S
ince a reinforcer

reinforces that instance of behavior w
hich just preceded it in

tim
e, and since the specified behavior cannot precede the

reinforcer, one speaks of this paradigm
 

as reinforcing "other"
behaviors. T

he result is a decrease in the probability or rate of
responding for the specif ied behavior. N

O
T

E
: lf any single

behavior or class of behavior accidentally precedes the delivery
of reinforcem

ent repeatedly, then it m
ay be expected that it

w
ill increase in probability or rate.S

ince it is com
m

on for
classes of behavior to be associated w

ith any one particu lar
reinforcer in the history of the organism

, and since these
classes of behavior are frequently of a sim

ilar nature, one m
ay

sim
ply be replacing one form

 of (presum
ably "undesirable")

response for the one being differentially "non-reinforced."
C

are should be taken, therefore, w
hen this procedure is

em
ployed. lt is frequently better, 

f or exam
ple, to specify

w
hich behaviors m

ay be reinforced to the exclusion of the one
for w

h ich reduction 
is desired.

D
ifferential R

einforcem
ent of P

aced R
esponding (D

R
P

)
A

 
schedule of 

reinforcem
ent in w

hich the organism
 

is

reinforced 
f or em

itting a specif ied behavior or class of
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behaviors at rates of 
responding w

hich fall w
ithin tw

o
arbitrary lim

its. R
ates m

ay be calcu lated as "averages" taken
over som

e specified unit of tim
e; or as operant-to-operant

rates-the latter m
ethod, w

hile m
ore difficult to em

ploy, 
is

by far the m
ost effective in generating the desired pacing.

D
ifferentiation

1 . 
A

s an operation: T
he differential reinforcem

ent of re-
sponses w

h ich satisfy som
e form

al specif ication w
ith respect

to intensity, duration, or topography.
2. 

A
s a process: T

he resulting change in relative frequency of
responses show

ing the specif ied property. A
n organism

 w
hich

has learned to differentiate is able to determ
ine 

w
h ich of 

a

num
ber of responses in his repertoire w

ill have a higher
probability of being reinf orced.(or)
1 . 

A
s an operation: T

he differential reinforcem
ent of one

response or class of responses (as opposed to another response
or class of responses) in the presence of specif ic stim

u lus
cond itions.
2. 

A
s a process: T

he resultant increase in rate or probability
of responding in that stim

ulus condition for that reinforced
response or class of responses, w

here the rate or probability of
responding for the unreinforced responses in that stim

ulus
condition decreases or 

rem
ains the sam

e. W
e speak of

differentiation 
as determ

ining w
hich of a num

ber of responses
w

ill be reinforced, and discrim
ination as the process of

determ
ining w

hen (in the presence of w
hat stim

ulus condi-
tions) that response w

ill be reinforced. ln order for the process
of differentiation to occut' som

e discrim
ination 

m
ust also

occu r.

D
iscrim

ination
T

he control of an operant perform
ance by a discrim

inative
stim

ulus. D
iscrim

ination is said to have occurred w
hen the

discrim
inative stim

u lus predictably affects the rate of probabil-
ity of those responses w

hich w
ill produce a reinforcing event

or punishing event in its presence.

D
iscrim

ination, 
O

perant
1. A

s an operation: T
he differential reinforcem

ent of re-
sponses em

itted in the presence of a stim
ulus w

ith specific
properties (e.9., responses to a red key are reinforced,
responses to a green key are not).
2. 

A
s a process: T

he resulting change in rate as a function of
the properties of the stim

uli, observed either concurrently or
under later conditions. T

he organism
 "show

s a discrim
ination"

by responding m
ore rapidly in the presence of the property
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correlated w
ith reinforcem

ent, and less rapidly or not at all in
the presence of the property correlated w

ith nonreinforcem
ent

or punishm
ent.

D
iscrim

i nation, R
espondent

1. A
s an operation: A

rranging a third stim
ulus in respondent

conditioning in the presence of 
w

h ich unconditioned and
conditioned stim

uliare paired; and in the absence of w
hich the

pairing of the tw
o stim

uli is unknow
n.

2. A
s a process: A

 change in the behavior so that the
probability that the conditioned response is elicited increases
or rem

ains the sam
e in the presence of the discrim

inative
stim

ulus; and decreases or rem
ains the sam

e in the absence of
that stim

ulus (dependent upon w
hether the conditioned and

unconditioned 
stim

ulus w
ere never paired or som

etim
es paired

w
hen the discrim

inative stim
ulus w

as not present).

D
iscrim

ination, 
T

em
poral

T
he phenom

ena of discrim
inated responding to the stim

ulus of
the passage of tim

e (e.g., the low
 rates of responding at the

beginning of a fixed-interval schedule, and high rates at the
end ). lf there is any external stim

u lus w
h ich changes as a

function of the passage of tim
e (e.g., a clock or the position of

the su n ) of 
w

h ich the organ ism
 m

ay be aw
are, then the

discrim
ination m

ay not be considered solely tem
poral. S

om
e

experim
enters m

aintain that no discrim
ination based totally

upon tem
poral stim

uli is possible; but rather, that the nature
of 

responding is dependent upon the em
ission of sim

ilar
and/or dissim

ilar responses previously em
itted. E

.g.,0s the
num

ber of responses previously em
itted since the last rein_

forcem
ent 

increases, the probability of the next reinforcem
ent

also increases and resu lts in higher rates of responding; 
or , a

chain of "m
ediating" responses is learned to,,m

ark tim
e,, until

the next reinforcem
ent is available. T

he com
pletion of the

m
ediating chain w

ould be, therefore, the discrim
inative stim

-
ulus for the reinforced response.

D
isposition (D

)
A

 synonym
 for "settirg," and a com

ponent of the ,,does,,
equation in P

recision T
eaching. S

ee ,,D
oes,, E

quation.

D
ividby (+

)

A
 statem

ent of change, originated in precision T
eaching, in

reference to the difference betw
een any tw

o points or lines in
a data set w

here the second point or line represents a low
er

value than the first. T
he statem

ent is in term
s of that factor by

w
h ich the f irst m

ust be divided to obtain the second. F
or

exam
ple: lf the f irst data point represents a rate of g.0

responses per m
inute, and the second data point represents 

a

rate of 2.0 responses per m
inute, then the am

ount of change
betw

een the tw
o is expressed asB

l2 =
 4, or "dividby 4."

T
he use of dividby statem

ents is lim
ited to statem

ents of
change represented on sem

ilog or ratio charts. O
n such charts

changes are alw
ays represented in proportions or ratios; and

regardless of the position of the num
bers yielding that ratio on

an absolute scale, equal ratios w
ill alw

ays appear to occupy
equal portions of the chart. T

he change from
 200 to 100 (a

dividby 2l ,tor exam
ple, w

ill look exactly the sam
e as a change

from
 .02 to.01 (also a dividby 2). S

ee also T
im

es and C
hart.

"D
oes" A

nalysis
A

 term
 originated in P

recision T
eaching to denote the

operation of altering com
ponents of the "is" equation to

determ
ine their effects on rate of 

responding; and then
rew

riting those com
ponents w

hich dem
onstrate an effect into

the "does" equation. S
ee "ls" E

quation and "D
oes" E

quation.

"D
oes" E

quation
A

 type of analytic paradigm
 originated in P

recision T
eaching

w
h ich is com

prised of a list of environm
ental events and

behaver m
ovem

ent-cycles w
h ich have been dem

onstrated to
affect or be affected by each other (i.e., to be functionally
related). T

he "does" equation describes w
h at does w

ork in an
effort to change rates of responding.B

efore any event m
ay be

described in "does" equation form
 it m

ust be dem
onstrated

that by altering or changing that event (in form
, frequency, o(

by adding or rem
oving it from

 the plan ) the rates of
responding also change. E

ach com
 ponent of the "does"

equation has a corollary in the "is" equation. T
he only

difference betw
een the tw

o is the dem
onstration of the effect

that the com
ponents have on rates of 

responding. T
he

advantage of "translating" the equation from
 the "is" to the

"does" as the com
ponents are found to be effective is to keep

it clear as to w
hat w

as tried and w
hat w

as actually found to
w

ork, aiding in the form
ulation of future plans. S

ee F
igure 21 .

S
ee also "ls" E

quation.

D
ouble E

quation
A

 term
, originating in P

recision T
eaching, in reference to 

a

plan w
hich includes equations for both the acceleration of one

m
ovem

ent-cycle or response, and the deceleration of another
m

ovem
ent-cycle or response. T

he rationale for using a double
equation lies in the 

f act that often tim
es a particular

m
ovem

ent-cycle or response m
ay be accelerated m

ore quick-
ly if another (presum

ably com
petitive) m

ovem
ent-cycle or
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F
igure 21. "D

oes" E
quation:

D
isposition (D

) : T
he equivalent of program

 in the "is" equation, except that by
altering the program

 it has been dem
onstrated that it does effect rates of responding.

W
hat w

as called the program
 can now

 be said to "dispose" the behaver to respond in
a particular m

anner; hence, the program
 is now

 called a disposition. S
ee P

rogram
 in

the "ls" E
quation.

S
tim

ulus (S
): T

he equivalent of program
 event in the "is" equation, except that by

altering the program
 event it has been dem

onstrated that it does effect rates of
responding. T

he program
 event, therefore, 

can be said to "stim
ulate" responding, and

is now
 called a stim

ulus. 
S

ee P
rogram

 E
vent in the "ls" E

quation.

R
esponse (R

): T
he equivalent of m

ovem
ent-cycle 

in the "is" equation, except that it
has been dem

onstrated to be controlled by one or m
ore elem

ents in the equation.
S

ince the m
ovem

ent-cycle 
can then be said to be "responsive" to changes in the

equation, it is now
 called a response. S

ee M
ovem

ent-C
ycle 

in the "ls" E
quation.

C
ontingency (K

l: T
he equivalent of arrangem

ent in the "is" equation, except that it
has been dem

onstrated by alteration to control rates of responding. N
O

T
E

: T
o

dem
onstrate that an arrangem

ent per se has an effect on the rate of responding, the
consequence m

ust rem
ain the sam

e and only the arrangem
ent altered. S

ee A
rrange-

m
ent in the "ls" E

quation.

C
onsequence (C

): T
he equivalent of arranged event in the "is" equation, except that

it has been dem
onstrated to effect rates of responding. T

he arranged event m
ay then

be said to effectively "consequate" the response; hence, it is now
 called a conse-

quence. S
ee A

rranged E
vent in the "ls" E

quation.
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F
igure 22. D

ouble E
quation: T

h is form
, borrow

ed f rom
 W

aechter's descriptive
analysis (see A

ppendix), 
is only one of several possible designed to explicate the dual

planning of corresponding 
acceleration and deceleration projects. F

or a full descrip-
tion of the specific equations em

ployed, 
see A

ppendix.

response is decelerated at the sam
e tim

e (or vice versa).
E

xam
ple: W

hen trying to accelerate "problem
-solving" 

behav-
ior on a m

ath-fact sheet, it m
ight be w

ise to attem
pt the

deceleration of "out of seat" or "incorrect solution" behavior
at the sam

e tim
e. S

ee F
igure 22.

D
rive

T
he hypothetical organism

ic variable w
hich is responsible for

the probability that an organ ism
 w

ill engage in a set of
responses that w

ill or have in the past led to the procurem
ent

of a specific reinforcer or class of reinforcers. A
lso called

" m
otivation ."
R

eference to such a hypothetical variable is considered
unnecessary as the sim

ple statem
ent of the probability of

certain behaviors in the context of certain stim
uli or stim

ulus
events is sufficient for the investigation of the observable
phenom

ena.

D
rive, A

cqu ired
A

 drive w
hich governs the em

ission of a set of responses w
hich

have in the past led to the procu rem
ent of conditioned

reinforcers. S
ee D

rive and R
einforcer, C

onditioned.

D
rive Level

T
he probability that an organism

 w
ill engage in the class of

responses (w
hich w

ill procure or have in the past procured 
a

specif ic reinforcer or class of reinforcers). R
eference to "drive

level" is generally less preferred than a sim
ple statem

ent of
probability. N

O
T

E
: T

hese probabilities w
ill generally change

as a function of certain stim
uli or stim

ulus events (i.e., the
conditions under w

hich the data relevant to the estim
ation of

the probabilities w
ere obtained), and it is m

ost advisable that
these conditions be clearly specif ied. G

eneralization of prob-
ability estim

ates beyond the conditions under w
hich the

estim
ates w

ere derived is generally tenuous.

D
R

H
A

n abbreviation for "differential reinforcem
ent of high rates."

S
ee D

ifferential R
einforcem

ent of H
igh R

ates.

D
R

L
A

n abbreviation for "differential reinforcem
ent of low

 rates."
S

ee D
ifferential R

einforcem
ent of Low

 R
ates.

D
R

O
A

bbreviation 
f or "dif ferential reinf orcem

ent of other behav-
iors." S

ee D
ifferential R

einforcem
ent of O

ther B
ehaviors.
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D
R

P
A

n abbreviation for "differential reinforcem
ent of 

paced
responding." S

ee D
ifferential R

einforcem
ent of paced R

e-
sponding.

D
rugs (as used in behavioral therapy)

A
ny chem

ical com
pound w

hich m
ay be used to alter the type

or form
 of an organism

's behavior. lt is im
portant to realize

that drugs are basically prosthetic in nature (i.e., they w
ill have

affect on the nature of the organism
's behavior only for the

duration of their use; discontinuance of the drug w
ill usually

result in discontinuance of the behavior instituted by their
use). D

rugs m
ay be used (effectively) to control behavior, but

w
ithout concom

itant changes in the environm
ent (reinforce-

m
ent contingencies, 

discrim
inative stim

uli, prograffiS
, etc.)

there is no reason to assum
e that any perm

anent behavioral
alterations w

ill obtain beyond the discontinuance 
of the drug.

F
or exam

ple: T
he use of drugs to affect im

m
ediate 

suppression
of "hyperactive" behavior in a ch ild m

ight be necessary to
prevent in ju ry or destruction of personal property. O

nce the
behavior has been thusly controlled, how

ever, m
easures should

be instituted to bring the appropriate behavior under operant
control (i.e., reinforcem

ent of m
oderate rates of responding,

establishm
ent of adequate stim

ulus control, etc.) so that there
w

ill be som
e basis f or the m

aintenance of 
appropriate

behaviors w
hen drugs are discontinued.

D
ynam

ic A
nalysis

A
ny analysis of data in w

h ich changes in one variable are
predicted as a function of changes in another; and taken into
accoun{ w

hen an analysis of the data is perf orm
ed. F

or
exam

ple: lf , w
hen follow

ing a child througlr his m
ath-fact

curriculum
, it is discovered that he increases his rates of

responding at a rate of approxim
ately xl .2 per w

eek of
practice; then w

hen analyzing the effect of a change in the
educational plan, that trend should be taken into account. T

he
analysis w

ou ld not, therefore be m
ade as a com

parison
betw

een 
h is rates of respond ing bef ore the change and after

the change; but rather betw
een the rates w

e w
ou ld have

predicted him
 to have (if no change w

ere m
ade) and the rates

that actually obtained during the new
 condition. D

ynam
ic

analyses are the m
ost appropriate form

s of 
analysis for

sequentially-dependent behavioral data (i.e., data taken over a
period of several days). S

ee also S
tatic A

nalysis, and M
edian

S
lope.

E
D

 (E
-D

ee)

1. ln operant term
inology: A

n event in the presence of w
hich

the em
ission of a specified operant, class of operants, or chain

of operants w
ill (eventually) be f ollow

ed by either a positive
reinforcer or a punisher, or the rem

oval of either and in the
absence of w

h ich the contingency and occurrence of these
subsequent events is indeterm

inable (except as noted below
).

C
hanges in rates or probabilities of responding as a function of

the presence or absence of the 
E

 D
 are unknow

n, but the
potential tunction is that of an S

D
 -increases or decreases in

the rates or probabilities. O
nce these f unctions are know

n,
then the E

D
 is m

ore properly called an S
D

. ln the special case
w

here the E
D

 is present during all instances of consequation,
one m

ay speak of its absence as an E
a , and there w

ill be a
potential for com

plete stim
ulus control. T

his special case is
not , how

ever, inherent in the def in ition of an E
 D

 . S
ee also

E
vent; S

tim
ulus; S

D
; and E

a.
2. 

ln respondent discrim
ination: A

n event in the presence of
w

hich the occurrence of a conditioned stim
ulus w

ill alw
ays be

follow
ed by the occurrence of the unconditioned stim

ulus,
and in the absence of w

h ich the occurrence of the uncondi-
tioned stim

ulus follow
ing the occurrence of the correlated

conditioned stim
ulus is indeterm

inable. T
he use of the term

"event" denotes the fact that the actual affect of the event on
the probability of the elicited response is unknow

n. 
B

ecause of
its know

n correlation w
ith environm

ental conditions, how
ever,

it 
m

ay be considered to be a "potential" discrim
inative

stim
ulus; and once the affect of the event is know

n, the use of
the term

 S
D

 w
ould be m

ore appropriate. ln the special case in
w

h ich the E
D

 is present during all instances of conditioned
and unconditioned stim

ulus pairings, then one m
ay speak of

its absence as an E
a, and there w

ill be a potential tor com
plete

stim
ulus control. T

h is special case is not, how
ever, inherent in

the definition of an E
D

. S
ee also E

vent; S
tim

ulus; S
D

; and E
a.

E
a (,, E

-D
elta,,)

1. ln operant discrim
ination: A

n event in the presence of
w

h ich the em
ission of an operant, class of operants, or chain

of operants w
ill never be reinforced or punished (i.e., never

consequated in any w
ay); and in the absence of w

h ich the
availability of consequences 

is indeterm
inable (except as noted
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below
). T

he affect that the presence of an E
a w

ill have on
rates or probabilities 

is unknow
n, but the potential function 

is

the sam
e as that of an S

A
. O

nce the functions are know
fl, then

the E
a is m

ore properly called an S
a . ln the special case

w
here the E

a is present during all situations in 
w

h ich
consequation is not available, then one m

ay speak of its
absence as an 

E
 D

, and there is a potential for com
plete

stim
ulus control. T

his special case is not, how
ever, inherent in

the basic def inition of an E
a. S

ee also E
vent; S

tim
ulus; S

a;
and E

D
.

2. 
ln respondent discrim

ination : A
n event in the presence of

w
hich the occurrence of a conditioned stim

ulus w
ill never be

follow
ed by the occurrence of the correlated unconditioned

stim
ulus; and in the absence of w

hich the probability of the
occurrence of the unconditioned stim

ulus is indeterm
inable

(except as noted below
). T

he affect of the E
a on the

probability of the elicited conditioned response is unknow
n.

O
nce this functi on has been determ

ined, then the E
a is m

ore
properly called an S

A
. ln the special case in w

hich the E
a is

present during all situations in w
hich the unconditioned

stim
ulus w

ill not occur, then one m
ay speak of its absence as

being an E
D

, and there is a potential for com
plete stim

ulus
control. T

his special case is not, how
ever, inherent in the basic

definition of an E
a. S

ee also E
vent; S

tim
ulus; S

a; and E
D

.

E
fficiency, P

erform
ance

T
he relationship that exists betw

een the am
ount or type of

perf orm
a nce presently being em

itted by an organism
 for a

given am
ount of consequation, and the m

inim
um

 am
ount or

type of perform
ance 

necessary 
f or the sam

e or greater am
ount

of consequation (N
O

T
E

: E
ither the am

ount and type of
perform

ance or the am
ount of consequation should be held

constant w
hen m

aking the com
parison-if both are changed

then the result is a com
bination of the several variables, and

diff icult to interpret). E
.9,, if John changes body position

seven tim
es in the com

pletion of a bath, and the sam
e task

could be accom
plished w

ith only three body position changes,
then the ratio 317 (.43) reflects his efficiency relative to the
"optim

al" efficiency. S
im

ilarly, if by m
aking m

otions in one
direction B

illy obtains six instances of teacher interactions,
but could receive eight interactions if he w

ere to m
ake the

sam
e m

otions in a different direction, then he is operating at
618 (or .75l perform

ance efficiency. P
erform

ance efficiency
is an excellent w

ay in w
hich to note the ability of an organism

to "analyze" contingencies, 
and m

axim
ize potential consequa-

tions.

E
fficiehcy, P

rogram
T

he relationsh ip 
that exists betw

een the perform
ances

achieved in a subject under one program
 and the perform

ances

achieved under another (or hypothetically "perfect") program
.

E
.g., if one reading program

 results in reading rates of 300
w

ords per m
inute, and another in rates in excess of 1000

w
ords per m

inute, then the relative program
 eff iciency of one

to the other is 300/1000 (or.30). F
requently, there are several

factors to analyze, how
ever, like cost in tim

e and m
oney in

addition to perform
ance results. A

ll factors are ratioed 
as

above, and then presented individually. N
O

T
E

: S
om

e people
prefer to w

eight the im
portance of factors and then com

bine
all ratios into one figure. T

he am
ount of inform

ation lost in
this procedure, how

ever, m
akes it som

ew
hat less desirable.

E
IR

A
n abbreviation for "extinction inflection ratio." S

ee E
xtinc-

tion lnflection R
atio.

E
lectroconvulsive 

S
hock 

( E
C

S
)

A
n electric shock delivered to an organism

 resulting in
convulsive responses (m

om
entary paralysis or involuntary

m
ovem

ent of som
e or all m

uscles).T
he affect of the shock on

the m
ovem

ent of the organism
 m

ay or m
ay not be term

inated
at the m

om
ent the shock is discontinued, and can result in

restricted responding in the organism
 for som

e tim
e follow

ing.
B

ecause of th is continuance of affect, the use of shock can
som

etim
es result in confounded data. F

or exam
ple: T

he use of
shock as a "punisher" m

ay, in fact, reduce the probability of
responding, but the suppression m

ay be physiological as
opposed to being due to 

"punishing properties" of 
the

stim
u lus.

E
licit

A
 verb of action in reference to respondent 

behavior w
here the

unconditioned 
response bears a one-to-one relationship to the

occurrence of the unconditioned 
stim

u lus. B
ecause the uncon-

ditioned stim
ulus determ

ines both the form
 and frequency of

the unconditioned responses (or conditioned response), w
e

speak of the unconditioned 
response (or conditioned 

response)

as being "elicited" rather than "em
itted" as in the operant

case. N
O

T
E

: T
his does not m

ean that the behavior elicited
cannot occur independently of the eliciting stim

ulus; only that
w

hen the eliciting stim
ulus occurs, the response in question

m
ust occur. F

or exam
ple: A

n eye-blink m
ay be elicited by a

puff of air on the eye. E
ach puff of air w

ill elicit (force to
happen) the eye-blink. E

ye-blinks m
ay, how

ever, occur in the
absence of the puff of air.
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E
m

it
A

 verb to describe the occurrence of an operant behavior. 
W

e

speak of the operant as being em
itted to em

phasize the fact
that ultim

ately the form
 and f requency of the operant are

determ
ined by stim

ulus events occurring subsequent to the
em

ission of the operant (i.e., reinforcing events)-as opposed
to 

antecedent "eliciting" events as in the case of the
respondent. N

O
T

E
: W

hile it is true that the rate and/or
probability of operants m

ay be (in part) determ
ined by

antecedents (stim
u li) the ability of those stim

u li to control
responding is due to their association w

ith reinforcing 
events

occurring after the operant. "C
ontrol" m

ay still, therefore, be
attributed to subsequent events,

E
m

otion
A

 state of the organism
 in w

hich the form
 and frequency of

several behaviors in the ongoing repertoire are altered w
ithout

expressed contingencies of conditioning or extinction. 
1.e.,

several responses are em
itted w

hich are not directly under the
control of the contingencies presently in force. D

istinction
betw

een em
otional responses and m

ediating and collateral
responses are vague and m

ay differ in usage. G
enerally

em
otional responses are equatable w

ith regressive "escape"
behaviors-w

hich m
ay have served a function in the history of

the organism
, but no longer do; and collateral or m

ediating
responses are equatable w

ith responses recently, but supersti-
tiously reinf orced. S

ee S
tate of the O

rganism
 ; 

B
ehavior,

C
ol lateral ; and B

ehavior, M
ediating.

E
nvironm

ent, P
rosthetic

A
n environm

ent especially designed and constructed to m
ain-

tain behaviors w
hich the organism

 w
ould otherw

ise fail to or
be unable to em

it. D
iscontinuance of the prosthetic environ-

m
ent w

ill result in discontinuance of the behaviors supported
by it. S

ee P
rosthesis.

E
nvironm

ent, T
herapeutic

A
n environm

ent 
designed and constructed to generate behav-

iors w
hich w

ill still m
aintain w

hen the environm
ent is restored

to its original state. S
ee also T

herapy.

E
vent

A
 change from

 one set of conditicns to another set of
conditions. ln order to com

pletely define an event the
conditions present in the environm

ent both before and after
the change m

ust be described. ln som
e cases it is also necessary

to describe the agent of change and/or conditions during the
change (i.e., w

ho or w
hat causes the change; and w

hat happens

during the transition from
 the conditions "before" to the

conditions " after."
F

requently "events" are def ined in the literature solely by
the conditions they create (e.g., a reinforcing event m

ight be

def ined as "presentation of food" or sim
ply "food"). ln fact,

how
ever, the nature of the event per se (and, in turn, its

affect) m
ay change considerably w

ith different antecedents'
F

or exam
ple, the events defined below

 both result in "food,"
but w

ould certainly have differing affects on rates of respond-
ing w

hen em
ployed as arranged-events.

change from

change to:

E
vent 

I

no food available

E
vent I I

food available equal to the
body w

eight of the organism
food available equal
to 1/100th the bodY
w

eight of the organism
.

food available equal
to 1/1O

0th the body
w

eight of the organism

ln E
vent O

ne the change results in an increased am
ount of

food available; but in E
vent T

w
o there is a significant re-

duction in food. T
he first event could conceivably result in

positive reinforcem
ent, and the latter in punishm

ent; and yet

both have the sam
e "condition after'" lt ls true that the

m
ajority of events described in the literature are a little m

ore

explicit than sim
ply "food-" "D

elivery of one food pellet"'
or "presentation of the food m

agazine for a period of 6
seconds," for exam

ple, do explicate the fact that there is a
necessary increase in the food available; and the problem
im

plied in E
vents O

ne and T
w

o above are elim
inated-but not

entirely. T
he descriptions of E

vents T
hree and F

our below
point out another potential difference

E
vent lll 

E
vent lV

change from
: 

1O
O

 food pellets 
no food pellets

available 
available

change to: 
one m

ore food pellet 
one m

ore food pellet
available 

available

N
ow

, even though the affect of both events is to increase
the food available, there is a significant difference in the
relative m

agn itudes of the increase involved . S
til I another

potential difference is explicated in E
vents F

ive and S
ix.

E
vent V

 
E

vent V
l

change from
: 

no food pellets 
no food pellets

change by: 
experim

enter's hand 
m

echanical m
echanism

change to: 
one food pellet 

one food pellet
available 

available

W
hile the conditions before and after the event are now

 the

sam
e, the "agent" causing the event (and, therefore, the
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priate. S
ee also E

vent B
efore; E

vent D
uring; E

vent U
ntil;

E
vent A

nytim
e; E

vent, A
rranged; S

tim
ulus; and R

einforcer.

E
vent A

lw
ays

A
 descriptive term

 to denote an event (i.e., a change in the
environm

ent) w
hich occurs continuously (i.e., repeatedly)

before, during, and after the behavior w
ith a regular or'

sem
i-regular pattern. F

or exam
ple: A

 clock's ticking or the
sound of m

achinery in a factory are steady, rhythm
ic events

that w
ould tend to occur often enough to occur before,

during, and after each em
ission of a response. A

n event alw
ays

is differentiated from
 an event anytim

e in that it tends to be
m

ore regular and m
ore frequent (i.e., oh event anytim

e can
occur before, during, and after a behavior but tends, w

ith any
single em

ission of the behavior, to occupy only one of those
positions); and is differentiated from

 the situation or situa-
tion-elem

ents by virtue of the fact that it rs an event (i.e., a
change-repeated 

change ) 
w

hereas situations or situation-
elem

ents are constants-th ings w
h ich do not change in the

environm
ent. T

he use of the term
 "event" is advisable

w
henever it is not know

n w
hether or not the change actually

affects the rate or probability of the behavior in question.
W

hen a function has been determ
ined, the use of the term

"stim
ulus" is m

ore appropriate. S
ee also E

vent B
efore; E

vent
U

ntil; E
vent D

uring; E
vent A

fter; E
vent, A

rranged; E
vent

A
nytim

e; E
vent; and S

tim
ulus.

E
vent, A

ntecedent (A
nE

)
A

 term
 w

hich com
bines the categories of event before and

event until. S
ince the use of the term

 antecedent event is less
specific, it should only be used if the distinction betw

een
event before and event until is not possible. S

ee E
vent B

efore
and E

vent U
ntil.

E
vent A

nytim
e

A
 descriptive term

 to denote an event (i.e., a change in the
environm

ent) w
hich occurs in close tem

poral relationship to a
specif ied behavior, but w

hich can and does occur anytim
e (i.e.,

before, during, or after that response; and does not occur in
any of those positions any m

ore frequently than any other
position). T

he use of the term
 "event" is advisable w

henever it
is not k now

n w
hether or not the change actually affects the

rate or probability of the behavior w
ith w

hich it occurs. W
hen

functi an has been determ
ined, the use of the term

 "stim
ulus"

is m
ore appropriate. 

S
ee also E

vent B
efore; E

vent U
ntil; E

vent
D

uring; E
vent A

fter; E
vent, A

rranged; E
vent A

lw
ays; and

S
tim

ulus.
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conditions during the transition from
 the "before" to the

"atter"l are different. A
gain, there is a potential difference in

the affects of the tw
o events.

It should be clear that the description of both sets of
conditions w

ill result in m
ore specific and inform

ative com
-

m
unication. ln fact, how

ever, there are som
e additional

advantages. T
he difference betw

een "negative" and "positive"
reinforcem

ent, for exam
ple, ceases to exist. T

hey are both
events entailing a change from

 one set of conditions to
another. lnstead, then, of having to defend the assum

ption
that one stim

ulus is "aversive" and the other "neutral" one
needs only to dem

onstrate that changing from
 one to the

other is "reinforcing" (i.e., increases the rate or probability of
responding). ln som

e situations this is quite im
portant. A

 blast
of air at 30" F

, for exam
ple, w

ould usually constitute 
an

aversive stim
ulus. lf, on the other hand, the organism

 is in
m

inus 30" w
eather, then the sam

e stim
ulus m

ight prove quite
reinforcing. R

ather than attem
pting to determ

ine if "heat" is
being "rem

oved," or "cold" is being "presented," both
situations can be adequately and fully defined by sim

ply
describing the conditions before and after the change, and
then ascribing the appropriate functional label (e.g. , "reinforc-
ing" or "punishing").

"E
vent" is basically a descriptive term

 (i.e., its use does not
im

ply that the function of the event is know
n, only that it

exists). O
nce the function of an event has been determ

ined
(i.e., it r's know

n w
hat affect it has on responding), then it is

m
ore correctly called a "stim

ulus event" (i.e., it "stim
ulates"

the organism
 in som

e w
ay). F

requently, how
ever, this is

shortened to sim
ply "stim

ulus." 
S

ee also S
tim

ulus.

E
vent A

fter
A

 descriptive term
 used to denote an event (i.e", a change in

the environm
ent) w

hich (w
ith som

e consistency) occurs after
the em

ission of a specified behavior. T
he use of the term

" atter" instead of " arranged" im
plies that the event after 

is

not (believed to be) caused by the behavior (or contingent
upon it). F

or exam
p"le: lf after dinner a m

an has a habit of
sitting dow

n and w
atching the new

s broadcast on television
(w

hich m
ay, in turn, upset him

 and have an adverse affect
on eating behavior), the new

s broadcast m
ay be called an

event after (it certainly w
as not caused by the behavior of

eating dinner, but it does follow
 it). T

he use of the term
"event" is advisable w

henever it is not know
n w

hether or
not the change actually affects the rate or probability of the
behavior it precedes. W

hen function has been determ
ined, the

use of the term
 "stim

ulus" (or "reinforcer") is m
ore appro-
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E
vent, A

rranged (A
rE

 ) or (A
E

 )
A

ny environm
ental event w

hich occurs just follow
ing the

em
ission of a behavior, and w

hich is caused bV
 that behavior.

T
he use of the term

 "event" denotes the fact that function 
is

unknow
n (i.e., w

hat affect this arranged condition has on the
rate or probability of responding). W

hen function has been
determ

ined, then the arranged event is rnore properly called 
a

positive yeinforcer or punisher (dependent upon its affect).
A

rranged events are a subclass of "events after." A
lthough in

P
recision T

eaching the abbreviation for the term
 "arranged

event" is A
E

, this m
ay be confused w

ith the term
 "antecedent

event"; W
hich, w

hile no longer used in P
recision T

eaching, still
m

ay be found in the literature. T
o avoid confusion the

abbreviation A
rE

 is recom
m

ended. S
ee "ls" E

quation for 
a

detailed explanation of the use of th is term
 in P

recision

T
eaching, S

ee also E
vent and E

vent A
fter.

E
vent B

efore
A

 descriptive term
 used to denote an event (i.e., a change in

the enviyonm
ent) that occurs (w

ith som
e consistency) before

the em
i55ion of a specified behavior. T

he use of the term
"event" is advisable w

henever it is not know
n w

hether or not
the change actually affects the rate or probability of the be-
havior it precedes. W

hen function has been determ
ined, 

the

use of the term
 "stim

ulus" is m
ore appropriate. S

ee also
E

vent U
ntil; E

vent D
uring; E

vent A
fter; E

vent, A
rranged;

E
vent A

nytim
e; and S

tim
ulus.

E
vent, gpm

P
lex

S
ynony6r for "integral event." S

ee E
vent, lntegral.

E
vent, C

pncurrent (C
E

)

A
 synon/m

 for "event during." S
ee E

vent D
uring.

E
vent, D

iscrim
inative

A
n everrt (i.e. , a change in the environm

ent) w
hich 

is

correlated w
ith the presence or absence of certain contingen-

cies and consequences (positive or aversive). T
he use of the

term
 "syeht" denotes the fact that the actual affect of the

event on rates or probabilities of responding is unknow
n.

B
ecause of its know

n correlation w
ith environm

ental 
condi-

tions, ftgW
€ver, it m

ay be considered a "potential" discrim
ina-

tive 511pulus. S
ee also S

tim
u lus, D

iscrim
inative; 

E
vent; E

 D
 ;

and E
a.

E
vent D

uring
A

 descriptive term
 denoting an event (i.e., a change in the

environm
eflt) w

hich occurs concurrently (i.e., at the sam
e tim

e

as) the em
ission of a specif ied behavior. F

or exam
ple: lf 

a

teacher repeatedly tells a child to return to his seat w
hile he is

out of his seat (and, of course, sfops telling him
 to return to

his seat w
hen, in fact, he has), then "telling" is an event during

"out of seat" behavior. T
he use of the term

 "event" is
advisable w

henever it is not know
n w

hether or not the change
actually affects the rate or probability of the behavior w

ith
w

hich it occurs. W
hen the functi on has been determ

ined, the

use of the term
 "stim

ulus" 
is m

ore appropriate' 
S

ee also E
vent

B
ef ore; E

vent U
ntil; E

vent A
fter; E

vent, A
rranged; E

vent

A
nytim

e; and S
tim

ulus.

E
vent, lntegral

A
 com

plex event in w
hich there are m

any com
ponents w

hich,

alth ough they cou ld be separat ed physically , occu r in con ju nc-
tion (and perhaps in a particular sequence). A

nalysis of
integral events should be m

ade w
ith event sam

pling techniques

as w
ell as tim

e sam
pling techniques. N

O
T

E
: T

he designation of
"event" as opposed to "stim

ulus" denotes the fact that no
experim

ental 
evidence is available to assign definite function

to these events, alihough one m
ay be hypothesized. S

ee also

S
tim

ulus, lntegral.

E
vent S

am
pling

A
 technique of descriptive analysis in w

h ich all events (sim
ple

or integral) are described either in order of occurrence or, if
only one event is described, in repeated detail (i.e., each tim

e

the event occurs, the description is altered and revised to
achieve greater detail). ln event sam

pling, one describes w
hat

the events are (or is), as opposed to describing their tem
poral

distribution. N
o attem

pt is m
ade during the event sam

pling

operation to ascribe function to the event- T
his is done later

by m
anipulating the content and occurrence of the event and

noti ng a ny change in respond 
i ng-af ter w

h ich the event in
question is called a stim

ulus. S
ee also T

im
e S

am
pling.

E
vent, S

ubsequent (S
E

)

A
 synonym

 for "event after"; f irst used by the advocates of
P

recision T
eaching, but since replaced w

ith the term
s arranged

event and program
 event-w

hich 
are not interchangeable 

(one

denotes contingency, the other non-contingency). 
S

ee E
vent

A
fter.

E
vent, U

ncorrelated
A

 synonym
 for either "event anytim

e" or "event alw
ays."

S
ince the use of the term

s "event anytim
e" and "event

alw
ays" are m

ore specific, the term
 "uncorrelated event"

shou ld be reserved for those situations in w
h ich the specif ic
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nature of the event is unknow
n (i.e., w

hether it is an event
anytim

e or an event alw
ays). S

ee E
vent A

nytim
e and E

vent
A

lw
ays.

E
vent U

ntil
A

 descriptive term
 used to denote an event (i.e., a change in

the environm
ent) w

hich (w
ith som

e consistency) occurs prior
to the em

ission of a specified behavior, and continues to occur
(either continuously or repeatedly) until the behavior occurs.
D

ifferentiated f rom
 an event before in that the event before

does not (usually) occur m
ore than once before the em

ission
of the behavior. F

or exam
ple: lf a teacher reads through 

a

spelling list rapidly (and the children w
rite the last w

ord they
hear), then each w

ord is a potential event before; but if the
teacher reads one w

ord and then w
aits until all children have

w
ritten it, repeating the w

ord every so often, then the w
ords

are m
ore properly called events until. T

he use of the term
"event" is advisable w

henever it is not know
n w

hether or not
the change actua I ly 

af fects the rate or probab 
i I ity of the

behavior it precedes. W
hen functi on has been determ

ined, the
use of the term

 "stim
ulus" is m

ore appropriate. S
ee also E

vent
B

efore; E
vent D

uring; E
vent A

fter; E
vent, A

rranged; S
tim

ulus;
and E

vent A
nytim

e.

E
xperim

ental D
esign, M

ultiple T
im

e-S
eries

Like that of the tim
e-series, w

ith the exception that the tim
e

series of the experim
ental subject(s) is com

pared w
ith a tim

e
series of non-experim

ental 
(control) subject(s). T

he m
ultiple

baseline is a special case of the m
ultiple-tim

e-series 
design. S

ee

also E
xperin'lental D

esign, T
im

e-S
eries; and M

ethods of C
on-

firm
ation (M

ultiple B
aseline).

E
xperim

ental D
esign, P

retest-P
osttest

A
n experim

ental design in w
hich com

parisons are m
ade

betw
een the value of a dependent variable before an experi-

m
ental variable is em

ployed and the value of the sam
e

dependent variable after the experim
ental variable is em

-
ployed.

A
n experim

ental 
design of this nature, although com

m
on

in behavioral research, is not able to define and analyze
process (i.e. , how

 the dependent variable changed), only
w

hether it 
changed. S

ee also E
xperim

ental D
esign, T

im
e

S
eries; E

xperim
ental D

esign, M
ultiple T

im
e S

eries; and
M

ethods of 
C

onfirm
ation.

E
xperim

ental D
esign, T

im
e-S

eries
A

n experim
ental design in w

hich several observations are taken
on the dependent variable in tem

poral sequence over m
inutes,

hours, days, or som
e other unit of tim

e before, during, and
after the experim

ental m
ani pulation.

T
he only type of design that w

ill allow
 the investigation of

process, that is, the characteristics 
of the m

om
ent-to-m

om
ent

or session-to-session changes in perform
ance' A

lternative ap-
proaches (e.g., the pretest-posttest 

design ) rely instead on
overall m

agnitude of change betw
een conditions; and analysis

is, therefore, 
ref lective on ly of end result-w

ith little or no
attention to the process through w

hich that result evolved' S
ee

also E
xperim

ental D
esign, P

retest-P
osttest; E

xperim
ental D

e'

sign, M
ultiple T

im
e-series; P

rocess; and M
ethods of C

onfirm
a-

tion.

E
xperim

ental S
pace

T
he enclosure in w

hich an experim
ent is carried out; and in

w
hich all relevant independent and dependent variables m

ay

be controlled andlor observed. A
lso called a "S

kinner box"
w

hen in reference to infrahum
an studies.

E
X

T
A

bbreviation 
f or "extinction" (operant or respondent)' S

ee

E
xtinction, O

perant and E
xtinction, R

espondent'

E
xtinction lnflection R

atio (E
lR

)
A

n index designed to indicate changes in rate betw
een periods

of 
conditioning and periods of extinction. O

btained by
determ

ining the relative difference betw
een the rates of

responding before and after the institution of extinction
cond itions.

E
l R

 =
 

rate of responding bef orelrate of responding after

M
ore detailed investigations m

ay be perform
ed by dividing

the extinction condition into sm
aller segm

ents (e.9., dividing 
a

Z
}-m

inute extinction condition into Z
-m

inute segm
ents) and

then com
paring each segm

ent w
ith the pre-extinction rates

separately.N
orm

ally the pre-extinction condition is still
treated as a w

hole, how
ever, assum

ing that rates in that
condition are reasonablY

 stable'
U

sually the range of possible E
IR

 values is unlim
ited-deter-

m
ined solely by the respective response rate values' S

om
e

experim
enters, in an effort to provide a com

m
on base to all

E
l R

 statem
ents, prefer to em

ploy the follow
ing form

ula:

E
IR

 =
(average rate after) - 

(average rate before)

(average rate before)

ln this form
ula it can be seen that if the rates are identical,

the E
l R

 w
ill atw

ays equal zero; if the rates before extinction
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to read until certain specific reinforcem
ent contingencies are

set up for that purpose. lt is unlikely, how
ever, that once the

child has learned, and the reinforcem
ent contingencies 

re-
m

oved, that the child w
ill then cease to read. T

he reinforce-
m

ents for this type of behavior are m
any and varied in the

environm
ent (e.9., the ability to determ

ine w
hich m

ovie is
playing, the opportunity to obtain better em

ploym
ent, 

etc.).
It is m

ost proper, therefore, that one speak of the operation ot
extinction as being applied to specif ied reinf orcers, and then
note the behavioral process as it occurs. In the above exam

ple,
one m

ay speak of placing the reading behavior on extinction
w

ith respect to social praise, and that the behavior m
a in-

tained-presum
ably due to reinforcem

ent procured from
 the

" natu ral" environ m
e nt.

E
xtinction has also been called "ul'llearning," but som

ew
hat

incorrectly, since it has been dem
onstrated that "recond ition-.

ing" an extinguished 
response is usually easier than original

conditioning-thereby 
intim

ating that som
e "residu al" learning

from
 original conditioning 

rem
ains.

T
he process of extinction is usually m

odified by the
contingencies under w

hich the response w
as em

itted prior to
extinction. A

f ter cond ition ing u nder an 
F

 R
 schedu le of

reinforcem
ent, for exam

ple, the "extinction curve" is usually
broken betw

een "ru ns" of 
h igh -rate respond ing and interva ls

of no responding at all; w
hereas extinction follow

ing 
F

 I

conditioning is usually represented by a gradual and sm
ooth

reduction in rates of responding over tim
e. S

ee F
igure 23.

E
xtinction R

atio
T

he average num
ber of responses em

itted per reinforcem
ent

on a f ixed-interval schedule after a steady-state of responding
has been established.S

upposedly this figure represents the
approxim

ate nu m
ber of responses that the organ ism

 can be
expected to em

it before it becom
es "aw

are" of the fact that
reinforcem

ent 
is no longer available (during extinction). tnitial

reduction in rates of responding m
ay not, therefore, be

expected before this tim
e. N

O
T

E
: T

he extinction ratio w
ill

decrease w
ith continued tim

e under a fixed-interval schedule.
T

herefore, if transition to a ratio schedule is desired, it is best
accom

plished relatively early in 
F

 I 
condition ing. S

ee also
E

xtinction lnterval.

E
xtinction, R

esistance to
ln operant behavior, the num

ber of responses em
itted by the

organism
, and often the tim

e taken to reach som
e criterion of

extinction (e.g., the organism
 em

itted 700 responses in 63
m

inutes before reaching the beginning of a 20-m
inute period

of no responding; in this case the criterion of extinction is 20
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are greater than those during extinction, then the E
IR

 w
ill

equal som
e negative value (indicating rates w

ent dow
n); and if

the rates after extinction has begun are greater, then the E
IR

w
ill equal som

e positive value (indicating that the rates have
increased ) .

A
nother adaptation of the E

IR
 is based on the form

ula:
(average rate after) - 

(average rate before)
E

IR
(average rate after) +

 (average rate before)

ln this case it m
ay be seen that the E

IR
 w

ill still equal zero
w

hen the before and after rates are the sam
e; but now

 the
lim

its of the E
IR

 are plus and m
inus one-w

hen the "rate'
after" is zero , then the E

 I R
 w

ill equal -1 ; and w
hen the

"rate-betore" is zero, the E
l R

 w
ill equal +

1 
.

W
hile this last ratio is m

ore clearly def ined and unilaterally
interpreted than either of the others, it does im

pose artificial
lim

itations on essentially unrestricted m
easures, and, there-

fore, is not w
ithout draw

backs.

E
xtinction lnterval

T
he average length of tim

e taken to com
plete a ratio in a

variable or fixed ratio schedule of reinforcem
ent. 

T
aken as

that tim
e w

hich m
ust elapse before the organism

 is able to
discrim

inate the condition of extinction. N
o decrem

ent in
responding w

ould be expected to occur prior to the passage of
this interval since the last reinforcem

ent. lf a change is to be
m

ade from
 a ratio to an interval schedule, setting the interval's

initial value equal or less than the extinction interval w
ill

m
axim

ize the probability of the transition w
ithout decrem

ent
in rate or probability of responding. 

S
ee also E

xtinction R
atio.

E
xtinction, O

perant
1. A

s an operation: T
he prevention of all reinforcem

ent
follow

ing a specif ied behavior or chain of behaviors.
2. 

A
s a process: T

he resultant decrease in rate or probability
of responding to "zero" or operant level for that response.
N

O
T

E
 : 

lt 
has been observed in m

any cases w
here pro-

gram
m

ed reinforcem
ent has been discontinued that response

rates do not alw
ays return to operant level. C

ases have even
been noted w

here rates increase. T
his m

aintenance m
ay be

attributed to stim
uli w

hich becam
e strongly conditioned

reinforcers during the duration of the program
m

ed reinforce-
m

ent; or, to the fact that certain behaviors, once shaped by
program

m
ed contingencies, enable the organism

 to procure
reinforcers already existent in the environm

ent w
hich are

beyond the control of the experim
enter or therapist. F

or
exam

ple: A
 particular child m

ay have no inclination to learn
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m
inutes w

ithout responding). O
ften it is not practical to

undertake the extinction of a particular behavior just to
determ

ine its resistance to extinction. ln fact, after a behavior
has undergone one instance of extinction, its resistance to
extinction changes (assum

ing, of course, that it 
has been

reconditioned)-usually it is less resistant to further extinction
operations. W

e know
, how

ever, on the basis of 
previous

experim
entation that certain procedures generate behaviors

w
hich are less prone to extinction. F

or exam
ple: H

igh levels of
deprivation, gradual contingency build ing, and variable sched-
ules as opposed to fixed schedules (so that the organism

 does
not know

 exactly w
hen the next reinforcem

ent is due) all lead
to the m

aintenance of behaviors w
hich are highly resistant to

the process of extinction. O
n the basis of these and other

general "law
s" of behavior w

e can often estim
ate resistance to

extinction, of least in a relative sense (i.e., behavior X
 

is
probably m

ore resistant to extinction than behavior y).

E
xtinction, R

espondent
1. A

s an operation: presenting the conditioned 
stim

ulus
w

ithout pairing it w
ith the unconditioned 

stim
ulus.

2. A
s a process: the resulting reduction in the m

agnitude of
the response elicited by the conditioned stim

ulus; and usually
the ultim

ate cessation of elicitation.

F
ading

T
he operation of gradually changing a stim

ulus, reinforcer, or
contingency controlling an organ ism

's perform
ance to another

stim
u lus, reinforcer, or contingency usually w

ith the intent of
m

a intain ing the perf orm
ance w

ithout loss or alteration, but
under the new

 conditions. O
uite frequently in reference to the

operation of rem
oving (gradually) stim

uli, reinforcers, or
contingencies 

w
h ich have been artif icially im

posed in an
environ m

ent, to bring the behavior under the control of the
stim

uli, reinforcers, and contingencies w
hich existed in that

environm
ent prior to experim

ental or therapeutic m
anipula-

tion.

F
I

A
bbreviation for "fixed-interval schedule of reinforcem

ent."
S

ee S
chedule, F

ixed-l nterval.

F
indley D

iagram
s

A
 system

 of diagram
s devised explicitly for the purpose of

describing com
plex sequences of 

behaviors (e.9., chains,
concurrent behavior, collateral behavior). F

indley diagram
s

bear a striking resem
blance to electrical draw

ings, but w
ith

som
e m

ajor differences. A
ll diagram

s are to be read from
left-to-right unless otherw

ise noted. T
he various sym

bols
indicate w

hat m
ust occur (or fail to occur) in order for the

"circuit" to be com
pleted, and progress m

ade through the
sequence of events. F

ollow
ing is a brief listing of the various

diagram
m

atic elem
ents and their m

eanings.

R
esponse N

otations: T
he notation of 

response types is
essentially the sam

e as the notation of sw
itches-norm

ally
open, or norm

ally closed.

f
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F
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xtinction after 
F
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F
ig.23a: E

xtinction after fixed-interval schedules of 60,30, and 20 seconds.a

F
igure 23. E

xtinction 
F

ollow
ing C

onditioning 
U

nder F
ixed_R

atio and F
ixed-lnter_

val S
chedules of R

einforcem
ent.

oF
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 "O
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A
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P
ositive O

perant: A
n operant w

h ich m
ust be

em
itted before the events noted to the right of

that operant m
ay occur. (F

igure 24.1

N
egative O

perant: A
n operant w

hose 
em

 ission
w

ill stop progress along the circuit; that is, w
hich

w
ill prevent the events noted to the right from

occurring. (f igure Z
E

"l

oP
1

oP
1

ts
F

igure 24. P
ositive O

perant: T
he nam

e or num
ber of the operant is specified iust

above the sym
bol.oP

1
oP

2
(or)

F
igure 25. N

egative O
perant

just above the sym
bol.

T
he nam

e or the num
ber of the operant is specified

R
einforcem

ent N
otations: T

he specification of prim
ary or

secondary reinforcer is the sam
e as that in other notational

system
s (i.e., S

n and S
r ) ; but the cond itions foltow

ing the
occurrence of the reinforcing event are noted as ,,recycling,, or
"progressing" as f ollow

s 
:

R
ecycling: 

F
ollow

ing the occurrence of the rein-
forcing event the conditions just prior to that
event are reinstated. (f igure 26.1

P
rogressing: F

ollow
ing the occurrence of 

the
reinforcing event, the conditions noted to the right
of that event are instated (i.e., the conditions
w

hich occurred prior to the reinforcing event are
not reinstated). (figure 27.1

oP
3

F
igure 26. R

ecycling: ln this case the program
 w

ould recycle to O
perant #3,

oP
 22
\

F
igure 27. P

rogressing: ln this case the program
 w

ould progress to O
per ant #22.

C
om

bination: 
F

igures Z
B

, 29, and 30 indicate,
respectively, a reinf orcing event w

h ich m
ay be

64 (or)

follow
ed by either a reinstatem

ent of som
e previ-

ous set of conditions, or the instatem
ent of a new

set of conditions noted to the right; a reinforcing
event w

hich m
ay be follow

ed by the reinstatem
ent

of either of tw
o possible conditions 

w
h ich oc-

curred prior to the reinforcing event; a reinforcing
event w

hich m
ay be follow

ed by the instatem
ent

of either of tw
o new

 sets of conditions noted to
the right of that event.

O
P

 1; O
p 13

F
igure 28. 

R
ecycling or P

rogressing: ln this case the program
 w

ould either progress
to C

perant #13 or recycle to O
perant #1 .

O
P

1;O
P

2

F
igure 29. R

ecycle to E
ither of T

w
o P

oints: ln this case the program
 w

ould either
recycle to O

perant #1 or recycle to O
perant #2.

O
P

 11; O
P

 12

F
igure 30. P

rogress to E
ither of T

w
o P

oints: ln this case the program
 w

ould pro-
gress to either O

perant #11 or O
perant #12.

S
tim

ulus C
onditions: T

he stim
u lus conditions w

hich corre-
late w

ith certain sections of the diagram
 

(i .e., w
h ich are

present w
hen the sequence of events indicated by the diagram

w
ill or can occur) are noted in parentheses above the section

to w
hich they apply. lf a single stim

ulus applies to a rather
large section of the diagram

, then that section m
ay be

"blocked off" w
ith dotted lines. S

ee F
igure 31 .

(R
ed Lisht)
oP

2

oP
1

-b
=

- 
cR

F

F
igure 31. S

tim
ulus N

otation: T
he green light stim

ulus is associated w
ith O

perant
#1 and the C

R
F

 schedule of reinforcem
ent; and the red light is associated w

ith both
O

perants #2 and #3 and those schedules-

S
cheduling: T

he type of schedule under w
hich an operant 

is

em
itted (i.e., the definition of how

 m
uch and w

hat type of
responding w

ill allow
 the sequence to progress in the case of a

positive operant; or prevent progression in the case of 
a

negative operant) is noted in "traditional" operant term
s (e.9.,
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F
R

, F
l) and placed just below

 the sym
bol for the operant in

question. F
igure 32 show

s one operant governed by an F
R

schedule, and another by a V
 R

 schedule.

O
ptions: W

hen one or m
ore behaviors m

ay be em
itted at the

sam
e tim

e, or w
hen a choice is available to the organism

 as to
w

hich of several responses to em
it, then the point of decision

is noted by joining the lines prior to the operants in question.
O

ptions m
ay be of several types:

R
eversible: A

n option in w
h ich the organism

 
is

able to em
it the tw

o or m
ore operants in question

in rapid alternation or at the sam
e tim

e. R
espond-

ing on one operant does not, then, prohibit the
organism

 from
 changing and em

itting one of the
other operants. T

he num
bers listed below

 the
notations of recycling reinforcing events indicate
the part of the diagram

 w
hich is reinstated. ln this

case the conditions surrounding O
perants 1 and 2

are reinstated. 
S

ee F
 igure 33.

lrreversible: A
n option in w

hich, after the organ-
ism

 has begun to em
it one operant, it is no longer

possible to em
it any of the other operants-until,

that is, recycling is specif ied later in the diagram
.

N
otice that the sym

bol for "irreversibility" is
sim

ilar, but not identical, to the sym
bol for 

a

diode in electrical diagram
s. ln this case the arrow

points in the direction in w
h ich the sequence of

events m
ay proceed; and once the organ ism

 has
passed this point, he cannot "back-up" and go
"against" the arrow

. S
ee F

igu re 34.
oP

1

F
R

lO

F
igure 32. S

chedule N
otation: 

I n 
th is case O

perant #1 is governed by 
a

fixed-ratio 10 schedule of reinforcem
ent.

oP
l

V
R

lO
O

oP
2

vt1

F
igure 33. R

eversible O
ption: ln this case the subject m

ay respond via O
perant #1

under a V
R

1O
0 schedule of reinforcem

ent, or O
perant #2 under a V

l 1'schedule of
reinforcem

ent. A
t any tim

e the subject m
ay sw

itch from
 responding under one

operant to responding under the other.

C
om

bination: A
n option w

hich has one or m
ore

"reversible" operants, and one or m
ore "irreversi-

ble" operants, that is, som
e behaviors m

ay be
em

itted and dropped in favor of another, and
other operants, once begun, prohibit any other
operant from

 being em
itted until such tim

e as
recycling occurs, S

ee F
igure 35.

oP
1

v t5'

oP
2

V
Is'F

F
igure 34. lrreversible O

ption: ln this case the subject m
ay respond via O

perant #1
ot' O

perant #2. B
oth are controlled by variable interval schedules of reinforcem

ent.
A

fter responding 
has begun under one operant or the other, how

ever, the subiect can
no longer em

it the other operant until reinforcem
ent has been delivered.

oP
1

,l
F

R
2oo F

oP
2

I

F
l1.s',F

F
igure 35. C

om
bination O

ption: T
he subject m

ay choose to em
it eitherO

perant
#1 or O

perant #2. lf O
perant #2 is chosen, then the subiect m

ay sw
itch to O

perant
#1, at any tim

e. lf O
perant #1 is chosen, on the other hand, the subject w

ill no
loirger be able to sw

itch to O
perant #2.

S
pecial C

ontingencies: T
here are basically tw

o "speciat"
conti ngencies 

I isted in 
F

 ind ley 
d iagra m

s-the B
ehavioralty

lndependent C
ontingency (B

lC
) in w

hich circum
stances 

en-
tirely beyond the control of the organism

 can cause the
diagram

 to progress; and the T
im

e C
ontingency (T

.C
.) w

hich
specifies that if 

som
e other event does not occur (e.g., 

a

negative operant is not em
itted ) ttre diagram

 w
ill progress to

the next listed event. F
igures 36 and 37 show

 both contingen-
ci es.
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T
rees and G

roves: A
 single branch-point in the diagram

 (i.e.,
a point at w

hich the organism
 has an option as to w

hich of
several behaviors to em

it) is called an option, as noted above.
lf an option occurs at som

e point in a larger sequence (e.9., 
a

chain), then the entire diagram
 is called a tree. S

ee F
igure 38.

lf 
several trees are linked in succession, then the resultant

diagram
 is called a grove. S

ee F
igure 39.

5',

F
igure 36. T

he B
ehaviorally lndependent C

ontingency: ln this case the program
w

ill procede from
 left-to-right after five m

inutes has passed-regardless of the behav-
ior the subject m

ay em
it.

oP
1

oP
1

(or)
T

.C
.,I'

T
.C

.1 
',

F
igure 37. T

he T
im

e C
ontingency: ln each of these tw

o cases the diagram
 w

ill
pr6ceed from

 left-to-right in one m
inute unless the negative operants are em

itted in
that tim

e.

oP
2

oP
1

oP
1

F
tz',

oP
3

F
R

lO
oP

1

F
 F

r200

F
igure 38. A

 T
ree: R

esponding w
ith O

perant #1 under an F
R

10 schedule of rein-
foicem

ent w
ill result in a choice betw

een responding w
ith O

perant #2 or O
perant #3.

S
ince the branch is reversible, how

ever, the subject m
ay sw

itch from
 O

perant #2 to
O

perant #3 and back again at any tim
e.

oP
3

oP
1

--I-C
R

F
oP

4

-J-
J

F
R

lO
O

oP
5

---I-
oP

2
F

t1',

oP
6

C
F

IF

F
 t10'

1or2

F
igure 39. A

 G
rove: T

he subiect has a choice as to O
perant #1 or #2-T

he em
ission

of either w
ill result in the reversible option of either of tw

o other responses. T
he

com
pletion of one of those tw

o options w
ill result in recycling to only one of the

original choice operants; and com
pletion of the other option w

ill result in a choice
betw

een O
perants #1 and #2 again.

6B

1or2

I II2

F
R

A
bbreviation for a "fixed-ratio schedule of reinforcem

ent."
S

ee S
chedule, F

ixed-R
atio.

F
ree O

perant R
ate of R

esponse
T

he rate w
ith w

hich a free operant is em
itted. S

ee O
perant;

F
ree; and R

ate (of R
esponding).

F
u nction

Y
 is a function of X

 if for every value of X
, y 

is uniquely
determ

ined. U
nless the value of the dependent variable y can

be determ
ined for a given value of the independent 

variabl e X
,

then a functional relationship cannot be said to 
exist.

E
xam

ple: T
o determ

ine w
hether or not rate of responding to

produce a certain reinforcer (say food) is a function of tl.rc
am

ount of reinforcem
ent 

(spoonfuls of soup, for exam
ple) w

e
w

ould vary the am
ount of soup from

 day to day and note any
changes in rate of responding. lf w

e found that as w
e increased

the am
ount of reinforcem

ent the rates of responding w
ould

predictably go up, then w
e m

ay state that rates are a function
of reinforcem

ent m
agnitude. T

w
o th ings shou ld be noted.

F
 irst, w

h i le rates of 
respond ing m

ay be a 
f u nction of

reinforcem
ent 

m
agnitude, th is does not say that rates m

ay not
also be a function of other variables (f requency of reinforce-
m

ent, am
ount of sleep the night before, deprivation tevet w

ith
respect to that reinforcer, etc.). S

econd, w
hen testing the

functional relationship betw
een any tw

o variables, great care
m

ust be exerted to keep all other variables constant. lf w
e did

not m
ake sure that our subject alw

ays had approxim
ately the

sam
e am

ount of sleep before each session, for exam
pte, then

w
e could not be sure w

hether the changes in rate w
ere really a

function of 
reinforcem

ent 
m

agnitude, or changes in the
num

ber of hours sleep.

G
enerality

A
ny case in w

hich a characteristic or property of an object or
event is extended beyond the specific context in w

hich it w
as

observed and taken to be applicable or m
eaningful in the
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context of those other (usually unobserved) objects or events.

E.g,, to say, after observing the children in one or several
classrooms emitting higher rates of math fact solving behavior
under a contingency of teacher "praise," that "children" will
respond favorably under contingencies of teacher "praise," is
an instance of generality.

NOTE: Generalities are always tenuous; and can never be
completely validated unless the entire class of objects or events
are observed (which is rarely possible). The "validity" or
"meaningfulness" of a generality should be judged in terms of
the number of observations actually made, their continuity,
the extent of the generality, and the usef ulness or necessity
(f rom a practical standpoint) of the generality.

General ity, I ntersituation
Any case of general ity between two or more d iff erent
situations. E.9., from a third grade classroom to a sixth grade
classroom. An attempt shou ld be made to identif y the
commonalities and differences between the two or more
situations. See Generality.

General ity, I nterspecies
Any generality made from one species to another species. E.9.,
if a pigeon reacts in this manner under these conditions, then
so might man. See Generality.

Generality, I ntersubject
Any generalization made between one subject and another,
generally taken to be of the same species, and in the same
situational context, but not necessarily so. E.g., if Johnny in
this class reacts this way, then so might Billy. See Generality.

Generality, I ntrasituation
Any generality made from one set of circumstances to another
within the same general situation. E.g., from one third grade
classroom to another third grade classroom. An attempt
should be made to identify the commonalities and differences
in the situations. See Generality.

General ity, I ntraspecies
Any generality made from one to another member of the same
species. E.9., if one pigeon reacts in this manner, then so might
all pigeons. See Generality.

Generality, I ntrasu bject
Any case of generality made from one situation to another
within the same subject. E.9., if Johnny performs better on his
math facts when these conditions are set up, then he might

also perf orm better on his spelling under the same conditions.
See Generality.

General ization Gradient
That curve wh ich describes the relative rates of responding.
under each of a set of related stimuli; only one of which has
gained control over behavior through conditioning, the others
through the process of generalization. Usually any one curve
describes the relative rates as a function of only one stimulus
parameter, but occasionally more than one parameter value is

changed from one instance of the stimulus to the next. See

Figure 40. See also Generalization, Stimulus.

Generalization, Stimu lus
A process through which a stimulus acquires or loses the
capacity to elicit a response (in respondent conditioning),
control a discriminative response, set up an emotional state (in
operant conditioning), etc., because of its similarity to a

stimulus which has acquired or lost such a capacity through
other means. The degree of generalization is measured by the
rate or probability of responding under the former in relation
to the rate of responding under the latter. Some generalization
is likely to occur whenever an organism is conditioned to
respond in the presence of a discriminative stimulus. lf
generalization is not desirable (e.g., a boy who calls every man
" Dadd y" l , other stimu I i (Sa s) shou ld be presented du ring the
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Figure 40, Generalization Gradients: These figures represent the generalization
curves for six pigeons. Light intensity is the variable, and the value at which condi-
tioning took place is indicated in each case by an arrow. Note that the highest rates
of responding occur at (or near) the value originally conditioned, and that response
rates decrease with intensities further from that value.6

G*"ofrom,,Generalizationandpreferenceonastimulus.intenSity
continuum," by D. S. Blough, Journal of the Experimental Analysis of Behavior,
1959, 2,307-317. Copyright O 1959 by the Society for the Experimental Analysis
of Behavior, lnc. Used by permission of the author and publisher.
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conditioning period and reinforcement not presented for
respond ing in the presence thereof . Th is will produce the
process of discrimination. lf generalization rb desirable (e.g.,
saying "thank you" in response to any gift or service received),
then all stimulus conditions should be varied except those
wh ich def ine the concept to be formed; and responding in
those various conditions reinforced (e.g., ,,setting 

u p,, situa-
tions with many different people in many different places
where the phrase "thank you" will be appropriate and
reinforced). See also Discrimination and Concept Formation.

Goal
Synonym f or "aim." See Behavior, Target.

Group Data
Any data which is the result of more than one person working
on the same type of behavior. Example: The data wh ich
results f rom an entire class counting the correct and incorrect
responses emitted on daily math-fact quizzes. The individual
data would be the number of incorrect and correct math-facts
for each childi the group data would be the total or range,
middle and quartiles of all the data for all the children put
together. While it is sometimes useful to look at the whole
class in group data, it is usually still important that each child,s
data is charted individually also so that he may be considered
apart from the group.

Grove
A behavioral chain in which one or more of the components is

an option which in turn leads to at least one more option.
Figure 39 shows a grove diagramed according to the Findley
notational system. See Findley Diagrams.

Hold
The period of time for which reinforcement set up by the
termination of an interval is held available (delivery contingent
upon the next response), and after which the organism must
wait for the duration of the next interval before reinforcement
is again available.

lVlay also be used as a synonym for ",maintenance,, in
Precision Teaching. See Maintenance under Plan Function.

Hold, Limited
Where the hold period following the expiration of an interval
schedule is limited in duration. lf the organism fails to respond
during this period then it.must wait until another reinforce-
ment is set up. E.9., on an Fl 15'wll}" hold the organisrn is
reinforced for the first response to occur after five minutes

have elapsed since the last reinforcement. lf the organism fails
to respond within 1O" after reinforcement is available,
however, then the interval begins timing again.

Hypothetico-Deductive Method (orl Model
A general method for the organization or expansion of
knowledge or data that is based upon a small number of
empirically founded principles or def initions (hence, hypothet-
ical) and is expanded by deduction into a larger body of
testable theorems or corollaries. The accepted method for
behavioral studies.

"lf and Only lf" Relationship
A relationship between two events in wh ich one event will
occur if, and only if, the other event occurs. Formally stated
as: "lf event A occurs then event B will occur; and if event A
does not occur, then event B cannot occur."

This type of relationship reflects a "true" contingency (i.e.,
where one event is totally dependent upon another event).

lVlany arrangements or contingencies ref lect "if-then" rela-
tionships, but would be generally more effective if they
ref lected "if and on ly if" relationsh ips (i.e., if the arranged
events, reinforcers, or consequences were only available
following the emission of the specif ied response). See also
" lf-Then" Relationship.

"lf-Then" Relationsh ip
A relationsh ip between two events in wh ich one event is

dependent upon the other event. Formally stated asi"lt event
A occurs, then event B will occur."

lmplied in an "if-then" relationship is the condition that if
event B has not occurred, then event A could not have
occurred. The inverse, however, is not implied; that is, if event
B has occurred, then it may not be said with certainty that
event A has occurred. lt may be the case, for example, that
event B can also be determined by some other (third) event.

I
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lnductive lnteraction
An increase in rates under one set of conditions due to an

increase in rates under another set of conditions. See also
I nteraction, Discriminated Operant.

I nformation Hypothesis
An hypothesis in which it is asserted that there are two types
of {informative) stimuli :

"Cues" which control differentiated performances, and
"Clues" which reliably pred ict reinforcers.

Cues are based on S-R contingencies, and clues on stimulus
pai ri ngs.

INTER
Abbreviation tor " interpolated schedule." See Schedule, lnter-
polated.

I nteraction
The alteration of any event or series of events (e.9., a response

or series of responses and their rate of emission) as a function
of some change in another event or series of events. See also
lnteraction, Discriminated Operant; and lnteraction, Undis-
criminated Operant.

I nteraction, Discriminated Operant
A change in the rate of a discriminative operant brought about
by a change in the schedule of reinforcement or other
environmental conditions of a different discriminated operant.

For example: lf in a IVIULT (FR, Fl) the Fl component was

changed to EXT, it has been noted that concomitant with
the expected decrease in responding under the second compo-
nent (which was Fl, and is now EXT), there is an rncrease in
the rate of responding under the FR (with no change in that
component's condition). This would be called a condition-
change interaction (see also Behavioral Contrast).

Condition-change interactions may be clarified in terms of
the absolute direction of the rate change in the unaltered
component (positive if the rate goes up, negative if the rate
goes down); and the direction of the rate change relative to the
unaltered component (contrast, if the rate change is opposite
to the change in the altered component; induction, if the rate
change is in the same direction as that of the altered
component). NOTE: This use of "positive" and "negative" is

somewhat in conflict with the preferred usage of those terms
(i.e., presentation and removal); and the terms "accelerating"
and "decelerating" would be more in keeping with the rest of
behavioral terminology. The use of "positive" and "negative"
is, however, common in this context.
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Example: The relationship between the event of ,,rain,, and
the event of "wet ground" may be considered an ,,if-then,,
relationship. That is, "if it rains, then the ground will be wet.,,
lmplied in this statement is that if the ground is not wet (not
B), then it did not rain (not Al. Nof implied in this statement
is the fact that if the ground is wet (B), then it rained (A),
because the ground could have gotten wet by some other
means (e.9., a sprinkler).

lVlany arrangements or contingencies ref lect an ,,if -then,,
relationship (if the response occurs, then the arranged event,
reinforcer, or consequence will occur). Generally speaking,
however, the probabilities of successfully affecting the rate of
responding would be greater if , in addition to reliably
presenting (or withdrawing) the arranged event every time the
behavior occurred, the manager also prevented the occurrence
of the arranged event unless the behavior occurred. See,,lf and
Only lf" Relationship.

lndependence
Data or phenomena are said to be independent of one another
if and only if the value or condition of one in no way affects
the value or condition of the other. Data collected on separate
individuals, for example, are usually independent (i.e., one
child's score on an examination will not usually affect another
child's score on the same examination). [/ost behavioral data,
however, collected on one individual over a period of time
reflects sequential dependency (i.e., the value of any one given
data point may influence the probable value of future data
points). See Dependency, Sequential.

lnduction, Response
A process through which a response is modified in duration,
intensity, or topography to meet the particular requirements
on one stimulus situation because of similarity to another
stimulus situation in wh ich a similar response was effective in
procuring reinforcement. E.g., in turning a corner in one,s car
which one has never before encountered, one is able to induct
one's responses to meet the particular stimulus requirements
due to a similarity between this and other stimuli (corners)
which have been experienced. Response induction is some-
times confused with stimulus generalization. Stimulus general-
ization is the tendency to respond (in a particular, and
relatively invariant manner) under new stimulus conditions
due to stimulus similarity; and response induction is the
tendency to respond in a differenf manner under similar but
different sti mu lus conditions.
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A positive-contrast inrcraction, then, would be a case in
wh ich the unaltered component increased (positive) in rate,
and the d irection of th is cha nge wa s opposite (contrast ) that
of the change in the altered component (i.e., in this case the
rates of responding in the altered component decreasedl. See

also lnteraction; lnteraction, Undiscriminated Operant; Pos-

itive; and Negative.

I nteraction, Undiscriminated Operant
Changes in the rates of responding under one schedule of
reinforcement as a function of another schedule of reinforce-
ment not presently in effect where the change f rom one
schedule to the other is not discriminated (e.9., as would be
the case in a tandem or mixed schedule of reinforcement).

lnteractional Diagram
Any diagram representing an interaction between an organism
and any part of that organism's environment. Usually, how-
ever, in reference to a diagram used in interactional analysis.

Standard format for interactional diagrams usually includes
a horizontal line (representing the passage of time), and labels
on either side of that line (and to the left) indicating the
parties between which interactions are to be described. The
first behavior (or event, if one of the parties is the "environ-
ment") is noted on the appropriate side of the line, and the
next event noted to its right (and, of course, also on the
appropriate side of the line). Events and behaviors are thus
noted, in order of occurrence, until the end of the period for
which description is desired. Arrows are employed to indicate
any event which is (necessarily) followed by any other event.
Events which do not have any arrow pointing to them are
taken to be events which require no particular antecedent; and
events which have no arrow pointi ng from them (to another
event) are taken to be events which are not necessarily
consequated in some fashion. Figure 41 illustrates the use of
an interactional d iagram in the description of an interaction
between teacher and pupil during spelling period.

The basic advantage in the use of interactional diagrams lies
in the fact that no event must be classified as "stimulus,"
"response," or "reinforcer";but rather, any event may be seen
to occupy any of these positions in the natural sequence of
their occurrence.

A modification of the interactional diagram may be made
to include a space between the two interacting persons which
represents the "environment." Events listed in that space ref er,
then, to events which have their origin outside the behavior of
either of the tuvo primary parties. The example of the teacher
and child is re-done in this format in Figure 42.

The interactional diagram could, of course, be expanded to
provide several sources of interaction (i.e., just draw a greater
number of parallel lines). The number of interacting parties
does, however, have practical limits governed by the sheer
complexity of event descriptions and interconnecting arrows
resulting from increased numbers of interacting parties.

lnteractional diagrams are used most often when the
specif ic nature of the events comprising the interactions is
unknown (i.e., whether they are stimuli, reinforcers, or simply
"neutral"l; or where the events comprising that interaction are
extremely heterogeneous, and other forms of diagramming
would prove too clumsy. See also Mechner Diagrams and
Findley Diagrams.

I nterorganismic General ity
Synonym for "intersubject generality." See Generality, lnter-
subject.

"Get out 
-- 

,,Read page 12.,,

Teacher 
" Hi" You r book '"\ t {t "Good,,

ch itd

" Hi" Gets book
out

Fleads aloudFinds page 12

Figure 41. Two-Party lnteractional Diagram: This diagram represents an interac-
tion between a child and his teacher. The length and complexity of the interaction
may, of course, be extended to meet any requirement.

rll\
--->

"Get out your book
Comes in room "Hi" and read page 12" "Stop that"

Bell rings

Takes seat " Hi"

" Good,,

Teacher

Environ-
ment

ch itd
Gets out book+Reads aloud
and finds page 12

Figure 42. lnteractional Diagram With "Environment": This figure represents an
interactional analysis of a teacher, a child, and the "environment" (all stimuti arising
from anyone or anything other than the teacher or child). The number of parties thai
may be added by adding more rows to the analysis is limited only by the complexity
of the arrows with increased numbers of parties represented.

I
Peer giggles
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lnter-Reinforcement Time (lSR T)
The time elapsing from the completion (end) of one reinforce-
ment period to the start (beginning) of the next reinforcement
period. Useful in the analysis of reinforcement density,
program efficiency, and performance efficiency.

Theory holds that an organism should, given time to
stabilize, emit that pattern of responding which will minimize
lSn T and maximize perf ormun.. eff iciency. See Reinforce-
ment, Operant; Conditioning, Respondent; lnter_Response
Time; Reinforcement Density; Efficiency, program; and Effi-
ciency, Performance.

lnter-Response Time (l RT)
" lnter" literally means ,,betwe en:, so inter_response time is inreference to that time between any two successive responses.Also called the response-response interval, but somewhat
misleadingly. lRT,s are only that time from the completion ofone response to the beginning of the next response_excluding
the time of the responses themselves. See Figrr. 79 under
Temporal Relationships Between Behavior and Environment;
lntra-Response Time; and Rate, Operant-to_Operant.

lntrapsych ic
ln reference to any term or theory which makes recourse to an
internal and unobservable process of the,,mind.,, Generally
undesirable in behaviorism, which attempts to deal only with
observable phenomena. Literally,,,intrapsychic,, means,,with-in the psyche."',psyche,,, originally meaning,,soul,,, isgenerally interpreted today as,,mind.,, Freudian concepts ofid, ego, SUperego, etc. , are examptes of ,,intrapsychic,, 

con-
ce pts.

lntra-Response Time (l RAT)
" lntra" literally means ,,with 

in ,,, so intra_response time is that
time which elapses between the commencement of a response
and its termination or completion. E.g., the time required to
press a lever a single time. There is an inverse relationship
between rate and' lRATs, but this relationship is generally
somewhat less than perfect; and less than the relationsh ip
between rate and lRTs. IRATs are used as a measure of
responding when the overail rate is by necessity governed by
an external source (e.g., correct response rate to questions
orally presented by the teacher in class is limited by the
number and frequency of questions; but the IRATs will
decrease in magnitude with increased facility in responding).
See Figure B0 under Temporal Relationships Between Behavior
and Environment. See also lnter-Response Time; Operant_to-
Operant Rate; and Latency.

IRAT
Abbreviation f or "intra-response time." See lntra'Response
Time.

IRT
An abbreviation f or "inter-response time ." See lnter-Response
Time.

"ls" Analysis
The operation of writing, then observing, counting, and chart-
ing the components of the "ls" Equation. See "ls" Equation.

"ls-Does" Language
The " refined com mo n-usage" la nguage of Precision Teach ing.
Developed to describe with one set of terms what "is" going
on in the environment without making any statements as to
how events do or do not affect rates of responding; and with
another set of terms to describe what "does," indeed, affect
rates of respond ing. A language wh ich is d ivid ed into simple
descriptive ("is") and functional ("does") statements. See "ls"
Equation and "Does" Equation.

" ls" Equation
ln Precision Teaching, a list of environmental events and
behaver behaviors wh ich describe what "is" happening in the
program setting. The first stage in the development of any plan
is to fill out the "is" equation. The operation of filling out an
"is" equation is called the "is" analysis. After completing an
" is" analysis one is not sure that the l isted events actually
affect the behavior defined, or even that the behavior can be

affected by environmental events. All the "is" equation does is
list these events which may affect the movement-cycle. Events
are then altered to determ ine their affect. See also " Does"
Equation. The components of the "is" equation are shown in
Figure 43.

lsomorphic
ldentical or similar in form. Two "isomorphic responses," for
example, would share certain critical properties with respect to
topography, locus, force, critical effect, or temporal dimen-
sions. The basis of the statement of isomorphosis should, of
course, be stated (e.9., "topograph ically isomorphic re-

sponses" ).

ISR T
An abbreviation for "inter-reinforcement time." See lnter-
Reinforcement Time.
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Figure 43. " ls" Equation:

Program (P): The overall, general environmental setting. Usually equated with the
time of day, duration of instruction, location of the class, and any other variable
which remains constant for the period over which the occurrence of the movement-
cycle is counted and recorded. See also Disposition under "Does" Equation; and
Situation.

Program Event (PE): Any event which occurs independently of the movement-cycle
(can occur whether the movement-cycle occurs or not). Usually occurs antecedent
(comes before) the movement-cycle, but maY come at any time (before, during, or
after the movement-cycle). At this stage of the analysis it is not certain that these

events do indeed effect the rate of the movement-cycle. See also Stimulus under
"Does" Equation; and Event.

NOTE: The choice as to what to call a program and what to call a program

event is relatively arbitrary. The two terms really only denote relative levels of
discreteness. lf a particular movement-cycle may be emitted at any time dur-
ing the school day, for example, we are likely to call the "school day" the
program and the individual subject periods (e.g., arithmetic period) program

events. lf , on the other hand, the movement-cycle is of concern only during
arithmetic period, then it is likely that one would call "arithmetic period" the
program, and the individual assignments, fact-sheets, or problems the program
events. ln any event, the program should denote the general context in which
the movement-cycle occurs, and program events describe some activity within
that context.

Movement-Cycle (MC): The behavior of the behaver which is to be changed. lt is not
known at this stage of the analysis if this behavior is affected by stimuli or conse-
quences. The movement-cycle must be directly observable and countable. lt must be
a behavior which has a def inite cycle (i.a.o d beginning and an end) ; and cannot be a
behavior which a "dead man" could emit (e.g., sitting, looking, resting, being quiet),
It must also be a behavior which can be repeated (e.9., the behavior of committing
suicide for example, can only be emitted once by any one person; and would not,
therefore, meet the requirements of a movement-cycle. ln this case the behaviors
which should be identified are the movement-cycles that can be repeated and lead up
to suicide).

Examples: correct single-digit, two-term addition problems; talking out of turn;
getting out of seat; striking other children, See also Pinpoint, Dead Man's Test, and
Response under "Does" Equation.

Arrangement (A) : The relationship between the number of times the movement-cycle
occurs and the number of times the arranged event occurs. At this stage of the
analysis it is not certain if this relationship reflects an effective contingency or merely
a coincidence of events. (NOTE: Even if this relationship is set up by the manager,
thereby ruling out coincidence, it is still notcertain that the arrangementiseffective
in changing rates of responding). ln other words, the arrangement reflects a possible
"if-then" relationship between the movement-cycle and the arranged event (if lVlC,

then AE; or MC+AE).
Convention: lndicate the number of movement-cycles required to obtain an ar-

ranged event, then place a colon (:) after that number; then indicate the number of
arranged events that would occur following that number of movement-cycles. Exam-
ples: 1:1 would mean that for every movement-cycle emitted, one arranged event
wou ld occu r; 1 0: 1 wou ld mean that f or every 1 0 movement- cycles, one arranged
event would occur;13:4 would mean that for every 13 movement-cycles,4 arranged
events woulil .occur; 3':8 would mean that for every 3 minutes that the movement-
cycle occurred, B arranged events would occur. See Contingency under "Does" Equa-
tion.

Arranged Event (AEl: Those environmental events which occur iust following emis-

ion of the movement-cycle and are caused by the movement-cycle' lt is not known

at this point in the analysis if these "utnt' 
actually affect the rate of respondirrg' but

they are events which may, and should,be tested for that function' Called "arranged

events" because they u'" u'iung"O by (dependent upon) the emission of the move-

mentcycle. Arranged even; havi a higher probability of affecting rates of resp'onding

if they are dependent on the emission of the movement-cycle' lt is best' therefore' to

try to create or "build-in" a dependency between the movement-cycle and some

arranged event when writing a plan to change rates of responding' A second point to

remember when writing a plan is that arranged events have a higher probab ility of

affecting rates of responding if they occur immediatelY after the movement-cycle has

been emitted. See also Consequence under "Does" Equatio ni "lf-Then" Relati onship;

"lf and Only lf" Relationship; and Event'

I

J
I

JND
An abbreviatlon f or "iust noticeable diff erence 

"' 
See Thresh-

old, Differential.

Job AnalYsis
Breaking a iob down into its gross behavioral requirements'

E.g., a shoe-tying task requires finding the shoes for right and

left feet; putting right shoe on right foot and left shoe on left

foot; lacing both shoes up; making the "base" for both bows;

and tying both bows' A iob analysis is supposed to provide the

basis for a more organ izidand detailed task analysis' While the

task analysis will provide the detail necessary for effective task

reformulation and programming' the iob analysis serves to

relate all these steps into an integrated whole' See Task

AnalYsis and Task Reformulation'

K
An abbreviation for "contingency"' Arl element of the "does"

equation in Precision Teaching' Abbreviated 
t' K't to avoid

confusion with the abbreviation for consequence which is "C'"

See "Does" Equation'
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2. As a process: the formation of a concept or discrimination

with the emission of no errors in responding (i.e', oo

responding under the Sa condition) during acquisition. Nota-

ble in this process is the absence of behavioral contrast.

Learning Sets (L-Sets)

1. As an operation: the presentation of a series of related
d iscri minations.
2. As a process: the resultant increase in the f acility with
which new but related discrimination problems may be solved

(i.e., new but related discrimination paradigms come to
control behavior more rapidly than preceding related or new

unrelated discriminations). lt is said that the organism "learns

to learn." lVlore accurately, however, it may be said that the

organism has formed a concept with respect to the relevant

dimensions or cues necessary to solve the discrimination
problems.

Least-Squ ares Solu tion
Any solution to a problem of data summary or analysis in

which the sum of the deviations-squared is minimized' The

mean , tor example, will be that point from which the sum of

the squares of the deviations of all data will be the least' The

regression line will serve the same function in the dynamic

case. Concurrent with the least-squares solution is the fact that

the sum of the signed deviations (i.e., unsquared) will be zero'

Not all solutions (to dynamic problems) which yield a sum of

signed deviations equal to zero are least-squares solutions,

however, so the two definitions are not entirely interchange-

able. Given three data points collected on three separate and

successive occasions, for example, there will be three possible

solutions to the problem of finding a line which will make the

sum of the signed deviations equal to zero; but only one of

these solutions will also minimize the sum of the squared

deviations. See Figure 45.
Advantages in using the least-squares solution in analysis

include the facts that the specific values of all data will be

represented in the analysis (as opposed to the median solution

that tends to "ignore" the specific values of extreme data);

that the values of the data above the point defined by the

solution will exactly "counterbalance" and "cancel" the values

of the data below that point; and that the least-squares

solution is quite amenable to statistical manipulation and

formulation. Potential disadvantages, on the other hand,

include the facts that the mean is sensitive to changes in

skewness (whereas the median remains constant as long as the

"middle" of the distribution remains unaltered); and that if a
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Label
ln reference to the trad itional or conventional "cate gory" into
which a behaver (person under investigation) might fall or be
classified (e.9., "normal 6th grader," "trainable mentally
retarded"). The use of such labels is discouraged since they are
generally of too gross a nature to adequately or meaningfully
describe the individual.

Latency
The interval of time between the occurrence of a stimulus and
the organ ism's behavior wh ich is controlled by it. See also
lnter-Response Time; lntra-Response Time; and Rate, Oper-
ant-to-Operant. See Figure 44.

Learning
1 . As an operation : coming into repeated contact with a

defined set of contingencies and stimulus conditions which
demonstrate an effect on the form or probability of behavior.
2. As a process: the alteration of behavior in a predictable
manner as a result of repeated contact with a specified set of
contingencies and stimulus conditions.

Learning, Errorless
1. As an operation (briefly): exposing an organism to a set of
discriminative stimuli (with correlated reinforcement contin-
gencies) which vary greatly along many parameters, and then
the systematic and slow lessening of the discrepancies between
those stimuli until criterion values are obtained.

"gn"
Sti mu lu s
"off"

LL{""v fit"n"v
,,O N,,
Response
"oft"

Figure 44. Latency: This figure represents two linear recordings of a response and
an associated stimulus. When the linear recording is up, the response or stimulus is
occurring. When the line is down, the response or stimulus is not occurring. The
arrows between the two records point to the start of the stimulus and the initiation
of the response. The difference between those two points represents the latency
between those two events.
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Figure 46. Adiusted Predicted Acceleration Line: The predicted acceleration line
(an extension of the line-of-progress of the first phase) is moved up or down until it
intersects the change line (denoting when the difference between the two phases was
instituted) at the same point as the line-of-progress for the second phase. The
difference between the original predicted acceleration line and the adjusted predicted
acceleration line represents the "step" or immediate effect of the change. The
difference in the slopes of the adjusted predicted'acceleration line and the
line-of-progress represents the "continuing effect" or change in "learning progress"
created by the alteration between phases.

the predicted acceleration line up or down the difference in
magnitude between the two conditions. To do this (visually),
the predicted acceleration line is moved up or down until it
intersects the change-line at the same point as does the
line-of-progress of the second condition. The same thing may
be accomplished mathematically by adding the constant of
that adjustment to all points of prediction on the predicted
acceleration line. The resultant line is called the adjusted
predicted acceleration line. Once this adjustment has been
made, comparisons between the trend in each condition may
be made without the confounding effect of step (i.e., changes
in magnitude between conditions). See Figure 46. See also
Line, Predicted Acceleration; Line-of-Progress; and Line, Phase

Change.

Line, Best- Fit
A synonym for "line-of-progress." Derives its name from the
fact that a line-of-progress should represent that single line
which is the "best" in "fitting" the data. Whether "best-fit"
refers to a least-squares or median solution is dependent upon
the specif ic method employed.

l'J,-Jt

Figure 45. Three "Mean" Solutions: ln this f igure three possible sotutions to theproblem of minimizing the sum of the signed deviations are given. Only one,
however, will also yield the least possible sum of the squared deviations_solution B.

small percentage of the data are unreliable (i.e., do not
accurately ref lect the general nature of the phenomena being
studied), the least-squares sotution may be adversely affecteJ
(the median solution, oo the other hand, will remain unaltered
if at least OO% of the data ref lect the actual phenomena). lt
should also be pointed out that in a perfectly symmetric
distribution, the mean (least-squares) and median solutions
will be identical. See also Mean; Median; and Median Solution.

Lindslian System
A simplif ied system for the analysis of behavior (and the
standardization of data presentation) which utilizes (for the
most part) "ref ined common usage" terminology. Once called
COLAB (Common Language Analysis of Behavior).Also
called "is-does"; "Precision Teaching" and,,precise behavior
management."

Line, Adjusted Predicted Acceleration
There are basically three variables (other than ,,error,, terms)
which may change in performance: absolute magnitude or
level of responding; the trend in the responding over time; and
the variance of responding. When examining differences in
performance between two experimental or observation condi-
tions occurring sequentially in tiffi€, the predicted acceleration
line per se is an estimate of ,,where responding would be,, if
the conditions had not changed. Unfortunately, however,,
changes in magn itude, variance, and trend may ca ncel (or
magnify) any testable difference. Variance differences must be
equalized by correction of the data in the second condition,
but differences in magnitude may be factored out by moving
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Line, 'Celeration
Another term used as a synonym for ,,line-of-progress.,, 

Theterm "'celeration,, is derived from the terms ,,acceleration,,
and "deceleration,,-denoting lines-of-progress which are in-
creasing and decreasing respectively. See Line-of-progress.

Line-of-Progress
That'line (usually drawn) ttrrough a set of data which describesthe manner in which the data is changing over time (where
"change" = that mathematicalty constant difference between
successive data points when ,,error,, or,,random variation,, hasbeen removed). The line, does, then describe the general
"progress" of the data.

The term "progress,, implies a sequential dependency in thedata; and it should be noted that wh ile there are several
techniques available for ana lyzing data with sequential depend_ency, the majority of these techniques remove that de-pendency rather than describe it (e.g., the exponentially_
weighted-moving-average). The purpose of the line_of-progress,on the other hand, is basically descriptive (albeit, on.. thedescription has been made it will bear implications forpredictive analyses and significance-testing). There are virtuallyno mathematical operations wh ich have been designed andvalidated specifically for the purpose of progress description
and analysis with behavioral data; but in general, the regression
model may be employed to derive a least-squares solution to a
line-of -progress; and the med ian slope method to derive themedian-solution. Studies have not yet been completed, how-ever, wh ich def ine the applicability of these techniques inprediction and/or significance testing. See Figu re 47. See also
Regression Line, and Median Slope.

Line, Phase-Change
A line drawn on a graph or chart to separate the data collectedin one phase from the data collected in other phases. Althoughthe phase-change-line may be positioned anywhere betweenthe last data point in one phase and the first data point in thenext phase, it is most advisable to place the line on or just
before that place on the chart which corresponds to the time
when the change in conditions was actually instituted.

Line, Predicted Acceleration
That line, drawn as an extension of a line-of-progress or
best-f it line, that serves as the best estimate of how perform-
ances will change in the future. lf performances have beensteadily increasing, for example, and are best described by alinear function, then the best estimate of where they would bein the f uture (given that all conditions rema in reasonably the

a

Corrected
Median Slope

t .-t- - 
a'r--- - -

Med ian Slope

o
Figure 47. Lines-of-Progress: This figure demonstrates three possible solutions to
the description of trend in a data set. Notice that the regression line (least-squares

solution) is most effected by the first "deviant" data point, and gives, therefore, the
steepest estimate of trend. The median slope solution is the next steepest, due
primarily to the fact that there is a trend in variance in the data (the data are
becoming progressively more stable). To account for that trend, the median slope will
shift to one side of the distribution or the other, and in this case, the lower side. The
most conservative of estimates with this data is the corrected median slope. Based on
essentially the same logic as the median slope, the corrected median slope is

computed after the trend in deviations has been artificially removed, and is not,
therefore, subject to its influences.

same) is an extension of the line describing that function. The
validity of a predicted acceleration line rests on two basic
assumptions. First, that the function of which it is an
extension is, in itself , valid (i.e. , does describe the general
nature of change in the known performance data); and that
the performances will continue to change in the same manner
for the period over wh ich prediction is desired (i.e., that the
performances will not reach a "ceiling" or "floor," above or
below which they may not go; and that the conditions in the
environment controlling the performances remain constant).
Actually, such assumptions are never completely without risk;
but for all practical purposes, they may be made in a great
many cases. See also Line-of-Progress; and Line, Adjusted
Predicted Acceleration.

Line, Rate
Any line drawn between two data points. The slope of a rate
line reflects the acceleration that has occurred between those
two points. ln Precision Teaching, rate lines are not drawn
across no-chance days or phase-change lines; but are drawn
between two rated days separated only by ignored days. See

Figure 48. See also Day, No-Chance; Day,lgnored; and Line,
Phase Change.
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Figure 48. Rate Lines: The lines connecting successive data points are called,,ratelines." Notice that rate tines do not cross no-chance days (i.e., days on which thebehavior could not occur and which are left blank on the chart) or phase change lines(i.e., the line indicating when a change in the project was made). Rate lines do,however, cross ignore days (i.e., days on wfrich the behavior occurred, but for somereason was not counted or rated). Shoulcl a no_chance day and an ignore day fall nextto each other, the rate line crosses the ignore day and ,,points,, at the next rated day,but does not cross the no-chance day.An example is provided in the figure.

Line, Sunday
The dark(er) vertical tines which are printed on the Standard
Behavior Chart found in precision Teaching which indicate the
Sunday of each week. Other days are labeled (Nil, W, F) at the
top of the first week on the chart paper. ln precision Teaching
one never charts out of sequence (e.g., charts lVlonday,s data
point on a Sunday Line)" See Figu re 4g.

Linear Record
A record of the occurrence of one or more events (some or allof which may be behavioral events) in which a line is extended
across a paper (usually resembling a cash register or adding
mach ine tape) at a constant rate (therefore recording the
passage of time) and the pen drawing that line is deflected to
one or the other side whenever the event being recorded
occurs. The pen's deflection may be momentary (indicating
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Figure 49. Sunday Lines: All day lines have been removed on this chart to
emphasize the Sunday lines. Normally the Sunday lines appear as thicker and darker

lines than those denoting the other days of the week to facilitate their discrimination.

Stim

Stimu lus B

Chain Recycling

Rei n_f orcement Cond iti ons

(Not in use)

ResPonses

Figure 50. Linear Records: This figure represents a portion of a linear record
obtained from a subject responding under a chained schedule of reinforcement.
Deflection of the pen to the "tJp" position indicates that the event or condition being
monitored by that pen is occurring; and resetting to the "down" position indicates
that the event or condition has terminated. The paper moves under the pens at a
constant rate to mark the passage of time. The two records at the top record certain
stimulus conditions. The third line down marks the points at wh ich stimu lus
conditions were recycled to the beginning of a chain. The fourth record indicates
which reinforcement contingency is in effect; and the lowest line records individual
responses. Note that the duration of those responses is not constant-some are
momentary (the pen is only deflected for an instant), and some have considerable
duration (tl"re length of the line drawn by the pen while in the "up" position records
the length of that duration). The line directly above the response pen was not in use;
and deflectionsof that line are only produced by deflection of the response pen.

only one point of the event-e.g., the beginning) or extended
(perhaps for the duration of the event). lnformation obtained
from linear recorders, while more time-consuming to read and
interpret, is usually more amenable to detailed analysis (e.9., of
IRT's) than cumulative records. See Figure 50. See also
Cumulative Curve.
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Linear Recorder
A device designed to create a linear record concurrent with the
occurrence of the event being investigated. See Linear Record.

M
Abbreviation for "movement" or "maintenan ce.,, See ,,1s,,

Equation.

Magazine
A mechanical device which delivers reinforcers to an organism
during periods of reinforcement.

Magazine Training
Subjecting the experimental organism to the apparatus wh ich
delivers the reinforcer until such time when it approaches the
delivery mechanism and takes the reinforcer each time it is
operated without a display of disruptive emotional behavior.

Manager
A member of the Project Team. See Project Team.

Manipulanda
Any movable object the displacement of which may serve as a
response.

Matching-to-sample
A procedure in which a response to a stimulus or stimulus
object that matches a specif ied sample is followed by a
reinf orcer.

rvlean (X)
A measure of central tendency which is the arithmetic average
of the values of all data. The mean is equal to the sum of the
individual data values divided by the number of data. The
mean is more formally def ined as that point from which the
sum of the signed deviations or sum of the deviations-squared
is least. See also Median.

Mechner Diagrams
A system for the diagrammatic representation of certain
relationsh ips wh ich may exist between an organ ism and its

environment. lVlost commonly used for the representation of
schedules of reinforcement. There are only two basic compo-
nents in the IVlechner diagram (other than the specif ication of
response and stimulus components)-the arrow and bracket.

The arrow denotes causation. "A-+8," tor example, states
that event B is caused by the occurrence of event A, and can
be read as "if event A, then event 8." The inverse is not true,
however, and one may not infer the occurrence of event A
given only the knowledge that event B has occurred. See
lf-Then Relationship and lf-and-Only-lf Relationship for cl ari-
f ication. The simplest usage of this notation is its application
to the diagramming of positive reinforcement, i.e., the
emission of response "R" causes the reinforcing event "SB +"
to occur. See Figure 51 .

A bracket denotes simultaneity of occurrence. lf event A
and C occur in brackets, it is read as "if A and C occur at the
same time"; or, "if A occurs in the presence of C." See Figure
52.

R -+ SR*

F igure 51 . Positive Reinf orcement Figure 52. Brackets

Putting the bracket and the arrow together, one may
construct a simple diagram for discriminated positive rein-
forcement. The diagram below is read as "if response R occurs
in the presence of stimulus SD, then R will be followed by the
reinforcing event SR +. See Figure 53.

The arrow may be manipulated to show special types of
dependencies. ln the case below, for example, an arrow is
drawn from SR to the bracket containing SD and R-denoting
the fact that once reinforcement has been delivered the
original stimulus conditions are reinstated and the operations
may be repeated. See Figure 54.

E

SDR+sR*
Figure 53. Discriminated
Positive Rei nforcement

Figure 54. Recycling Discriminated
Positive Reinforcement

lf a horizontal arrow is intersected by a vertical arrow, then
the former is "interrupted" or "terminated." ln the paradigm
below, for example, the horizontal arrow denotes the fact that
when ten seconds have passed a punishing stimulus (Sn -) will
occur. lf, however, response R is emitted "in the presence of"

G-sR*
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SD sR-

Figure 55. Avoidance paradigm

(i.e., during) that ten seconds, then it will cause that operation
to be interrupted, and recycle the,,clock,, to the beginning of
the ten-second interval. This set of procedures represents an
avoidance paradigm. See Figure 55.

Through multiples of these basic symbols (the arrow, the
bracket, and the intersection of two arrows) most reinforce-
ment paradigms may be drawn with relative ease. Of course
more than one R or S may occur in any one set of brackets;
and any single event (n or S) may generate more than one
arrow (thus producing more than one event). ln lengthy and
complex chains or concurrent schedules, however, Findley
diagrams may prove more ,,readable,, i and in relatively
heterogeneous sequences of interactions (i .e., interactions
involving several behavior and stimulus types) involving only a
few persons, "interactional diagrams,, may prove simpler and
less restrictive. See Findley Diagrams and I nteractional Dia_
grams,

Median (Md)
A measure of central tendency which is the midpoint of a
distribution of data. Half the data lie at or above the median;
and half the data lie at or below the median. Also called the
midpoint or middle. The median is more formally defined as
that point f rom wh ich the deviations of the other points is
such that the sum of those deviations is lower than the sum of
the deviations from any other point, or that the sum of the
unsigned deviations is least.

Properties of the median which may make it a desirable
choice in analysis include the facts that it will, in all cases,
come closest to describing the majority of the data in any
distributioni that it is less sensitive to (affected by) skewness;
and that it minimizes the effect of data falling at the extremes
of a distribution. lt is somewhat less amenable to statistical
formulation and manipulation, however, and may,,ignore,,
important features of a distribution (if those features are
contained in the extremes of the distribution). lt should also
be noted that in a perfectly symmetric distribution, the mean
and the median will be the same. See also Mean.

Median Slope
1 . The median of several slopes-usually slopes of lines-of-
progress or regression lines. The median slope in this context is
used to describe the median progress or change which occurred

in a set of behaviors or subjects (e.9., as a summary of how, in
general, an entire class progressed through its mathematics
lessons). To determine the median slope for use as a group
summary, all slopes are rank-ordered f rom that with the
greatest deceleration to that with the greatest acceleration, and
then the median of those slopes is determined in the usual
manner (see Median).

2, Th at I i ne wh ich, wh e n passed th rough a set of data,
min imizes the su m of the unsigned deviations of the data
about it. Used to describe the progress or trend in the data
when one wishes to minimize the effects of deviant data (i.e.,
minimize the effect of unusually high or low data points in
estimating trend, and emphasize the "usual" or "general"
performances described in the data). An alternative to the use
of the regression line in trend or progress description.

ln order to determine the median slope for any given set of
data: (A) Generate all lines which pass through at least two
data points and divide (all) the data so that 50% of those data
fall on or above those lines, and 50% of the data fall on or
below those lines. (B) Calculate the sum of the unsigned
deviations about each of the lines generated. (C) Select the
line wh ich minimizes the sum of the unsigned deviations.

-.r:t rY t \
I.

ar_

Med ian Slope
of a Group

Med ian
Sl ope
in
Progress

Figure 56. Median Slope: The left half of this figure represents the data from five
different students with lines-of-progress for each one. Those lines are then drawn
with a common origin (i.e., starting at the same place) ; and the median slope is

determined by counting up or down the slopes until a point is found at which fifty
percent of the slopes are greater, and fifty percent of the slopes are smaller.

The right half of this figure represents the method for finding the median slope
for a set of data. First, all lines are drawn that pass through at least two data points
and divide the data so that fifty percent of the points fall on or above the line and
fifty percent of the points fall on or below the line. Since there are six data points,
fifty percent is three; but the reader will note that the requirements of data or,
above, and below the line will be met if either the 3rd or the 4th data point falls on
the line (counting up and down the deviations from the line in question). ln this case,
ten lines meet the criteria (drawn in light lines on the figure). The sums of the
unsigned deviations for each of those lines is then calculated, and the one that
produces the least of those sums is selected as the median slope (drawn heavily in the
figure). At first glance it would appear that the median slope is notsteep enough to
describe the trend in the data, but closer examination will reveal that most of the
apparent trend in the data is caused by only one data point (the last). Since the
median slope will minimize the effects of "unusual" data, it tends to "ignore" that
data point and describe the "general" or "usual" trend embodied in the remainder of
the' data
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NOTE: The final line may be left in its original position (i.e.,
passing through the two data points by wh ich it was
determined) or, in some cases, may be moved up or down
(keeping the slope constant) to some other point the analyst
deems more descriptive. lf movement is made, however, care
must be taken that the data are still distributed so that 50% of
the data fall on or above the line, and h}o/oof the data fall on
or below the line. See Figure 56. See also Line-of-Progress, and
Slope.

Median Solution
A solution to any problem of data summary or analysis in
which the sum of the unsigned deviations in the data are
minimized as opposed to the sum of the signed or squared
deviations. The former is sometimes referenced as f inding that
point which will come closest to "hitting the most data"; and
the latter as finding that point which will "balance the data so
those above will exactly counterbalance those below." The
median solution will minimize the effects of data falling at the
extremes of the distribution; and the "mean," or "least-
squares" solution will maximize the effect of the data falling
at those extremes. Choice of which solution is most desirable
should be based , dt least in part, on how much emphasis or
importance one wishes to place on the most deviant (unusual,
least like the majority) data. lf the data are perfectly
symmetrical, the mean and median solutions will be identical.
Skewness in data will affect the mean more than the median.
See Median; Mean; and Least-squares Solution.

Methods of Confirmation
Experimental or observational methods by which the results of
a study or observation may be conf irmed as representative and
valid instances of the class of all such experimental manipula-
tions or observations, the means by which we determine if
what was observed is what usually happens, or is a more
unusual or accidental occurrence. The most common methods
of confirmation are:
l. Replication: Achieving the same experimental results in
two or more identical manipulations of the same variables. The
greater the number of rbplications, the greater the confirma-
tion. Replications may be made:
A. Between Subjects: in whibh case the same manipulations
are made on the same environmental variables to affect a
change in the same behavior in a number of subjects; or
B. Within a Single Subjecf by:

1. ABA Design where the experimental manipulations
are applied (A) and removed (B) in alternation to
achieve behavioral alteration, to return to the original

level of performance, to reattain the alteration, and so
on in the same subject;
or
2. Multiple Baseline where the same experimental con-
ditions are applied to a second type of behavior to
achieve similar forms of alteration in the same subject.
Used most often when experimental effects on one
behavior cannot or should not be reversed (i.e., returned
to their original form).
3. Reversal where the same - experimental procedures
are alternately applied to two distinctly d ifferent and
competing behaviors (e.9., differentially reinforci ng high
rates; then low rates). See Reversal Phase.

ll. Stability or Predictive Value: Where the results of the
experimental manipulation are so stable as to allow a high
degree of prediction across environmental conditions or time.

Middle
A term used in Precision Teaching as a synonym for
"median"-that point at or above which 50% of the data in
any given data set will fall. See Median.

Mid-Median
The arithmetic average of two medians, usually the median
values for the data of two successive experimental conditions.

Mrx
Abbreviation for "mixed schedule." See Schedule, Mixed.

Mode
The most frequent value in a set of data. There may be more
than one mode in any given set of data (i.e., where several
values have the same number of data points associated with
them and where that number is equal to or larger than the
number of data points associated with any other value).

Distributions with only one mode are called "unimodal."
Distributions with greater than one mode are called "multi-
modal" or are identified as "bimodal," "trimodal," "quadra-
modal," etc.

There is no necessary relationship between the mode and
other measures of central tendency (e.9., the mean and the
median) in most distributions; but in the special case of a

perfectly symmetrical distribution with a kurtosis equal to or
greater than zero, the mode will be identical to the mean and
median.

ln cases where approximations are of no value, the mode is

the most advisable statistic. ln a horse race, for example, with
six horses numbered one through six, it would not make sense
to tally the number of the horse first across the finish line in
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each of 10 races, sum the numbers, and place a bet on the
"average horse" (i.e., the mean "horse number" across the
finish), Rather, the "mode horse" (i.e., the one across the
finish line first, most often) would be the one most likely to
yield a return on an investment. See Figure 57.

Model
That subject or device which demonstrates a performance or
task to an organism in the operation of modeling.See
Modeling.

Modeling
The training technique or operation of demonstrating a

response or chain of responses to a subject, and then directing
the subject to immediately imitate the performance. The
trainer is said to be the model, and the trainee is said to be
modeling or imitating.

Molding
The training technique or operation of physically guiding the
trainee's hand, arms, limbs, etc., through the operations of a

response or chain of responses with one's own hands, The
operation is usually faded out by applying less and less
pressure on the operating limbs or d igits, and then moving
one's hands further and further away from the operating limbs
or digits (e.9., moving one's hands from the hands of the
subject to the wrist, then the forearm, then the upper arm,
etc., until all physical control is removed). NOTE: " N4olding"
is an excellent example of an "event during." See Event
During.

Movement-Cycle
An element of the "ls" Equation in Precision Teaching. See

"ls" Equation; and Pinpoint.

Movements Per Minute
A synonym for "responses per minute" in the "is" analysis
found in Precision Teaching.Also (in Precision Teaching) in
reference to the labeling up the left (the vertical axis, ordinate,
or y-axis) scale on the chart. ln reference to the number of
movement-cycles which occur on the average in one minute.
lVlay be less than one. The charted sca le ranges f rom .001
(corresponding to a frequency of one movement-cycle every
1 000 minutes) to 1 000 (corresponding to a rate of 1000
movement-cycles every minute). See also Ghart; Up the Left;
Cycle; and Rate.

MULT
Abbreviation for "multipie schedule." See Schedule, Multiple.

"Mu" (p)
A Greek letter used to denote a population mean (i.e., the
actual mean of all values comprising a def ined set or
population). Usually lt is not attainable (i.e., it usually is not
possible to measure all values in a population ), but may be
estimated from a sample of values drawn from that popula-
tion. See X and Mean.

Negative
ln the behavioral sense , " remove," "terminate," or "take
away." " Negative reinforcement," for example, is an operation
wh ich re i nf orces a response by "tak ing away" an aversive
stimulus. "Negative" in behavioral usage, should not be
confused with "bad" or " punishment."

Negative lnteraction
A decrease in responding under one set of conditions as a

result of a change in another set of conditions. See lnteraction,
Discri mi nated Operant.

No-Count Day
Synonym for "lgnore Day"; see Day, lgnore.

Number of ltems
ln Precision Teach ing, the number of sub-u n its of wh ich a

progra m event may be comprised . Example : One arith metic

Unimodal
Distribution

Bimodal
Distribution

Figure 57. The Mode: ln the distribution on the left there is only one mode (i.e.,
most f requent value or score); whereas in the right-hand distribution there are two
values with the same frequency which are greater than all others. lt should be noted,
however, that frequently people refer to bi- or multimodal distributions in which the
"modes" are not all exactly the same frequency. ln this case "modes" would refer to
"peaks" in the distribution. lt is assumed that if this is the case, the "peaks" are all
"essentially" the same, and that the differences between them are not analytically
important.

Note also that in the left distribution the curve is perfectly symmetric and,

since it is unimodal, the meart, median, and mode will all have the same values.
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fact sheet (the program event) may be comprised of 20
arithmetic facts (items). Frequently the number of items
corresponds to the maximum number of movements which
may be emitted under that program event, but not necessarily
so. ln the above example the movements might be eonsidered
the writing of each number in the answer of each problem. lf
two numbers were required for each problem, then the
maximum number of movement-cycles would be 40; and if the
number of sheets that the behavior may work on is unlimited,
then there would be no limit to the number of movement-
cycles he could er-nit. This case of no limits is by tar most
desirab le.

Observer lnference
The amount of subjective interpretation that an observer is

required to make in the process of recording an event during
observation. Usually taken to be measured by the discrepancy
between the reports of two or more observers who gathered
their data under identical conditions. See also Observer
Reliability.

Observer lnfluence
Alterations of the events being observed solely as a result of
the process of observation.

Observer Reliability
The degree to which two or more observers agree exactly in
the reports of their observations; or, alternatively, the degree
to wh ich the reports of a single observer agree when those
reports are al I based on repeated exposu re to the sa me
phenomena (e.g., repeated viewings of a video-tape). The
degree of reliability is usually reported as the correlation
between the reports in question

Ontogenetic History
The individual organ ism's experiences in its interaction with
the environment. Often equated to history of reinforcement.
Since it is virtually impossible for two organisms to have
experienced exactly the same environment in exactly the same
temporal order, it is also impossible for two organisms to have

the same ontogenetic history. lndividual ontogenetic histories
are often used to explain individual differences.

Operant
Any behavior or class of behaviors whose rate or probability of
occurrence is governed (at least in part) by its history of
consequences (i.e., by the events which did in the past occur
following their emission). Operant classes are f requently

defined in terms of the consequences they produce; and, in
fact, all members of that class must produce the same or
similar consequences.

Operants are usually distinguished from "respondents" in
that the latter are controlled by antecedents (i.e., eliciting
stimuli) and are present in the organism's behavioral repertoire
at birth or develop as a f u nction of physical maturation.
Operants, on the other hand , are considered "learned behav-
ior." Operants and respondents may, however, have identical
physical characteristics and be distingu ishable solely on the
basis of the environmental events controlling them at the time
of identif ication.

Although the term "response" is generally considered to be

an acceptable synonym for "operant" (or, in a different
context, "respondent"), a distinction may be made between
them in level of complexity. " Responses" are considered by
some to be a small unit of behavior consisting of essentially
one muscle movement (i.e., the type of behavior easily
controlled respondently) while "operants" are considered
conditioned amalgamations of responses, complex enough for
relatively sophisticated (but f unctionally unitary) interactions
with the environment. A single "knee jerk," for example,
would be called a "response," while a series of "knee and hip
movements" would be called an "operant" (i.e., "wdking").
See also Respondent; Conditioning, Operant; Conditioning,
Respondent; and Response.

Operant, Discri mi nated
Any operant, the rate of which is determined or altered by the
presence or absence of some stimulus. See sD; sa; and
Operant.

Operant, Free
Any operant which may be emitted at any rate free from
external physical constraint" Any operant, the rate of which is
not physically and absolutely determined externally.

Operants whose rates are determined by stimulus condi-
tions and/or reinforcement schedu les may still be designated
"free" as long as it is physically possible for differing rates of
responding to obtain.

Nllanipulanda and procedural idiosyncracies in all environ-
ments usually place constraints on the possible rates of
responding which may obtain. lf these constraints allow
"reasonable" variability in rates of operant emission, however,
the operant may still be considered "free." Since ,,reasonable,,

is a relative and subjective term, it is advisable that these limits
of possible rates be clearly specif ied. See Operant, paced;
Stimulus Control; Record Floor; and Record Ceiling.
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Operant Level
The rate or probability of responding prior to any known
conditioning; o(, prior to a specif ic experimental manipula-
tion.

Operant, Negative
An operant, the emission of which will prevent or postpone
the occurrence of a negative or positive reinforcer. The failure
to emit a negative operant for a specified period of time will
result in the occurrence of a negative or positive reinforcer.
See also Operant; and Operant, Positive.

Operant, Paced

Any operant whose rate of emission is absolutely determined
by external physical constraint. Should not be confused with
an operant under stimulus or contingency control, but where
it is still physically possible for rates to vary. See also Operant,
Free; Stimulus Control; Contingency Control; and Rate (of
Responding).

Operant, Positive
An operant, the emission of which (or repeated emission of
which-dependent upon the schedule of reinforcement) will
lead to a consequence (either a positive or negative reinforcer).
See also Operant; and Operant, Negative.

Operant Structu re
The entire operant paradigm as a unit, including antecedent
stimuli, schedules of reinforcement, subsequent stimulus
events, etc. Sometimes called the "operant ref lex."

Operant-to-Operant I nterval (OO I )

The elapsed time between the start of one instance of behavior
and the start of the next instance of the same behavior. May
be used to estimate operant-to-operant rate or averaged rate of
responding-both estimates of the number of responses which
may be emitted in a given unit of time. Sometimes the
operant-to-operant interval is confused with lRTs or IRATs-
quite incorrectly (see the definitions for each). See also
Temporal Relationships Between Behavior and Environment.

Operants, Concurrent
Two or more responses, of different topography at least with
respect to locus, capable of being executed with little mutual
interference at the same time or in rapid alternation, under the
control of separate programs. E.9., a child in school may have

a "choice" of working on his arithmetic or talking to his
neigh bor. Each operant is controlled by d ifferent reinforcers
and contingencies (i.e., teacher or peer approval); and each

may be emitted in rapid alternation with the other. ln
observing concurrent operants, one should collect data or rate
of responding in each, the rate of alternation between the two,
and the stimulus or environmental conditions which are most
highly correlated with the process of changing from each to
the other.

Option
A point in a sequence of contingencies and behaviors at which
the organism may engage in any one of two or more behaviors.
An irreversible option is one in which the organism, having
started to engage in one of the choice behaviors cannot
"return" and engage in one of the other options. A reversible
option is one in which the organisrn, after having engaged in
one of the choice behaviors may return to engage in another
choice. Options may also be a combination of reversible and
irreversible choices; that is, if the organism makes one choice it
may later take another, but once that second behavior is

begun, the other options are lost, etc. See Figures 33,34, and
35 under Findley Diagrams.

Ordinate
The vertical, or Y, coord inate of a graph. I n psychology the
response measure is usually plotted on the ordinate. See

example in Figure 1.

Paradigm
A systematic representation or model. ln behaviorisffi, usually
in reference to a representation or description of some
interaction between an organism and its environment.

There are several standard parad igms in behaviorism (e.9.,

reinforcement, avoidance, shaping, chaining), and, i11 turn,
several methods f or the schematic representation of these
paradigms. ln Figure 58 Mechner and Findley diagrams are
used to describe an interaction in which the emission of a

single behavior results in both the avoidance of a punishing
stimulus and the attainment of a positively reinforcing
stimulus-thus demonstrating how "standard" paradigms may
be combined to create new paradigms.
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F-f
SR* oPl sR- successive instances of that behavior. The behavior in question,

for example, might be "looking at a watch"; and the
performance of a particular subject described as "the emission
of that behavior with increasing rates as the time of an

appointment approaches." The description of a performance
always includes or references the description of behavior; but
the inverse is never true. One may speak of behavior as being
defined by the characteristics of any single instance of an

interaction between an organism and its environment; and
performance as being defined by the characteristic relation-
ships between repeated instances of those interactions; or at
least, the relationsh ips between the behavioral event in
question and some one or more other events in the environ-
ment.

The distinction between "performance" and "behavior" is

not strictly f ollowed in the literature, however; and the
specific meaning of either term must generally be determined
by the context in which it is employed. See also Behavior.

Performance, Competitive
A performance which, while not physically incompatible with
another performance, will detract from (e.9., reduce the rate
or probabil ity of ) another perf ormance; and wh ich has an

above chance probability of being emitted in the same or
similar stimulus conditions as the other performance. See

also Performance, I ncompatible.

Performance, I ncompatible
Two or more perf ormances are incompatible when it is

physically impossible to engage in them at the same point in
time. E.g., the behavior of reaching for a book on the table is

incompatible with clasping one's hands behind the head.

Caution is advised in labeling two behaviors as incompatible
merely because it is highlV unlikely that they would occur at
the same time. For example, it is highly unlikely that a child
would be doing his arithmetic if he were talking. lt rs possible,

however, that a child talk and at the same time be writing the
answers to his arithmetic problems. These behaviors would
not, therefore, be incompatible; rather, one would say that
they are competitive (one tends to distract from the other, but
not necessarily prohibir the other). Reducing or increasing the
rate of one would not necessarily have any effect on the other.
See also Performance, Competitive.

Performance, Steady-State
An organ ism is sa id to have reached steady-state when h is

performance characteristics reach a point where they no longer

sR- T.C

O- SR*

Mechner Diagram F indley Diagram

Figure 58. Paradigms

Parameter
An independent variable that is held constant at some level

wh ile another independent variable is varied. Subsequently,
the parameter may be held constant at another level while the
experiment is repeated. When a parameter is held constant at
different levels, a parametric study is performed. A parameter

is often defined as any variable which is independent of at
least one other variable which is dependent upon it; and which
is (for that reason) deserving of study or investigation in and
of itself as an independent variable.

Peak Shift
A phenomenon of responding observed in tests for stimulus
generalization in wh ich the maximum rate of responding is

observed to fall at a point on the tested continuum which lies

to the left or right (i.e., at a higher or lower value of the
stimulus parameter) of the originally conditioned stimulus
value. Usually due to aversive contingencies applied to
respond ing to values or selected va lues on the side opposite
that of the peak sh ift, or positive contingencies applied to
values or selected values on the same side as the peak shift.

l%l
Abbreviation for "percentage schedule.",see Schedule, Per'

centage.

Penultimate Component
The second-to-last component of a series-usually wh ere " last"
is defined as that which results in reinforcement. Frequently
the penultimate component bears properties or characteristics
of responding unusual to the other components. For example:
Responding is f requently h ighest in the penultimate com-
ponent of a sequential sched u le under the control of an

interval outside schedule.

Performance
The sum total of all specific characteristics defining the nature
of the behavior of an organism at any given time or in any
given situation, and the relationships which exist between
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change ,f rom session to session (i.e., when rate remains stable
and patterns of responding no longer change temporal distribu-
tion or physical properties). Also called "stable-state perform-
ance." See also Performance.

Performance, Target
That set of response characteristics, including the relationsh ips

wh ich should obtain between successive instances of those
responses (e.g., the rate of their emission ) wh ich the behavior
modif ier or manager wishes to establish. Also called the
performance "aim" or "goal." See also Performance; Perform-
ance, Terminal; and Behavior.

Performance, Terminal
That set of response characteristics which obtains at the end of
any given interval of time (e.g., the end of a session,
observation, or school year). One should not confuse "termi-
nal" performance with "target" performance; the latter being
what one wishes to establish, but which may or may not
actually be achieved by the end of the time available. See also
Performance; Performance, Target; and Behavior.

Permanent
Synonym fo r "therapeutic." See Therapeutic.

Phase

A period during which a particular and specified plan or set of
experimental or environmental conditions is in effect. ln
Precision Teaching, differentiated on the chart from other
phases by two vertical lines one at the beginning, and one at
the end. See Figure 59. See Line, Phase Change; Phase, Before;
Phase, During; Phase, Between; Phase, After; Phase, Reference;
Phase,Experimental ; Baseline; and Reversal Phase.

Phase, After
ln Precision Teaching, a period of continued rate recording
after the procedures of the during phase have been d isccn-
tinued. The pu rpose of the af ter phase is to check on the
permanence (therapeutic value ) of the effects produced in the
during phase(s). E.9., after having produced acceleration of
reading rates in the during phase by consequating each page

read with a penny, the pennies are discontinued in the after
phase to determine if the higher rates will maintain without
them. A synonym for "last reference phase." See also Phase,
Before; Phase, During; Phase, Between; and Phase, Reference.

Phase, Before
A phrase, originating in Precision Teaching, in reference to a

period during which the manager of a project records the rate

of responding and finds the line-of-progress of a behavior
before altering any events to change the rates of responding or
progress. NOTE: "Before" is in reference to "before-altera-

tion"; and should not imply that it is a phase "bef ore

anything"-the manager may, in fact, be doing several things
which affect rates of responding, but simply had not previ-

ously undertaken a specific project to define and alter those
interactions. During the before phase the manager (and

everyone else , for that matter) continue to do whatever was

being done; the purpose of the phase is to establish what the
specific effects of those interactions are before changes are

made.

Bef ore During I Between During ll After

f /r"{ 
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Figure 59. Phases of a Project: The phase labels used in Precision Teaching are given
at the top of the chart. Labels used by various other disciplines are given below.
"Baseline" and "reversal," however, are placed in parentheses to indicate that they
bear certain functional connotations which should be investigated before those labels
are used. Briefly, the order of events in this project are: (1) A preliminary phase in
which the value of the dependent variable is determined prior to the f irst
experimental alteration; l2l The first experimental phase in which the value of the
dependent variable is determined as a function of the experimental alteration; (3) A
"check" phase in which conditions are returned to those which obtained in the first
phase or "reversed" expressly for the purpose of producing the opposite of the
reaction that was produced in the first experimental phase; @l A second
experimental phase in which the same or different changes are imposed to determine
their affects on the dependent variable; and (5) A last "check" phase in which
conditions are again returned to original or reversed. The purpose of the check phases
is to lend credence to the fact that the change produced in the experimental phases
was due to the planned experimental alterations and not to chance or uncontrolled
variables.

Pre-experimental
F irst Reference
(Baseline)

Return
Second

Reference
(Second

Baseline)
( Fleversal l)

Ex per imental Post-ex perimental
Last Reference
( Last Baseline)
( Reversal I l)
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The implementation of a before phase serves the purposes

of def in ing the af fect of proced ures already in practice;
determining if , in fact, a project is actually needed (or if the
rates are already progressing in the desired direction ); estab-

lishing a "base" against wh ich the effectiveness of f uture
changes may be assessed; and aiding the manager in determin-
ing when a project should be instituted (e.9., if there are

certain days on which the child is always better, it is common
practice to start a project on one of those days-when there is

already a tendency for rates to move in the desired direction).
The bef ore phase is not equ ivalent to the traditional

"baseline phase." A baseline implies that the rates of respond-
ing are stable and/or predictable, and that the environment
remains constant throughout the duration of the phase.

Neither of these conditions need obtain in a before phase,

however; and may, in fact, not be possible due to practical

limitations. A before phase r's essentially equivalent to a "f irst
reference phase." See also Phase, During; Phase, Between;
Phase, After; and Phase, Reference.

Phase, Between
ln Precision Teaching, following an unsuccessful during phase,

the between phase is that phase in wh ich cond itions are

returned (as nearly as possible) to the original conditions in
the before phase to obtain another estimate of the rate with
which the movement-cycle is being emitted. This allows the
manager to have a new reference against which he may
determine the effectiveness of new alterations tried in the
second during phase. Between phases are the same as before
phases, except they occur between two during phases instead
of at the very beginning of a project. NOTE: ln a curriculum
project there may be a series of during phases without
interven ing between phases.

Phase Detail
An instance wherein one line-of -progress does not satisf ac-

torily describe the apparent acceleration that occurs within
any one phase, and where more than one line-of -progress is

drawn. The degree of "detail" is dependent upon the number
of lines-of-progress drawn. No more lines should be drawn,
however, than are "absolutely" necessary to adequately
describe what is occurring in the phase. See Figure 60. See also
Line-of-Progress.

Phase, Du ring
ln Frecision Teaching, the period in which an attempt is made

to affect the desired change in the rate with wh ich the
movement-cycle or response is being emitted. The commence-

ment of the during phase is noted on the chart by drawing a

vertical line in the space just preceding the first day in the
during phase. The termination of the during phase is noted on
the chart by drawing a vertical line on the chart in the space
just preceding the first day of the next phase. N/lore than one
during phase may be needed, each representing a different
attempt at the alteration of the behavior. Each new change in
any part of the "is-does" equation requires a new during
phase. Whenever more than one during phase is needed,
however, a between phase shou ld occu r between them. A
synonym for "experimental phase." See also Phase, Between;
Phase, Before; Phase, After; and Phase, Experimental.

Phase, Experimental
That portion of an experiment in which the experimental
condition is imposed (i.e., the independent variables are
altered) and data collected to determine its effect on the
dependent variable. Also called the "during phase." See also
Phase, Reference.

Phase, Reference
Any period of investigation in wh ich "natu ral" or "pre-experi-
mental" conditions are allowed to obtain in order to get data
against which the experimental phase data may be compared.
The reference phase data is, therefore, that to which reference
is made when the effects of various changes in conditions are
evaluated. A reference phase may precede the initial experi-
mental change (the phase would then be called a "f irst-refer-
ence phase"); between successive changes (then labeled
"second, th ird, etc., reference phase"); and after the last
experimental phase (then labeled "last reference phase").
Reference phases are sometimes called "baselines" or "before,
between, and after" phases, but as each of these terms has

other denotations, they should be used with discretion.

Figure 6O. Phase Detail: ln this project high initial acceleration eventually dropsoff
to a much lower rate of acceleration. Although several lines-of-progress could be
drawn, only two appear to be needed in order to describe the data with reasonabte
clarity. Should the data continue to be as flat as the last two weeks here, however, a
third line-of-progress might be advisable later.
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Phylogenetic H istory
The evolutionary history of the species in which the survival of
individuals with particular genetic features produces a selec-

tion of genetic patterns. Often referred to as the "inheritance"
of the organism or the basis for "natural selection."

Pinpoint
ln Precision Teaching, in reference to the operation of or
result of the operation of identifying and describing a

movement-cycle. The description of a movement-cycle must

be discrete enough to allow the inclusion of only one unique

form of behavior under that description. lf more than one

type of behavior may be included under the description of the

movement-cycle, then the behavior has not been adequately
"pinpointed." Example: "Arithmetic beh avior" would not be a

pinpointed movement-cycle since there are a tremendous
variety of arithmetic behaviors which are obviously different
from one another (adding is not the same as subtracting;
adding two numbers is not the same as adding 73 numbers;

etc.). "Correct answers written for two-term, single-digit

addition problems" /s a relatively well pinpointed movement-

cycle. See also Movement-Cycle under "ls" Equation.

Plan
ln Precision Teaching an "ls" or "Does" equation which has

been written or devised for the express purpose of changing or

maintaining rates of responding. A statement of how events

will be rearranged or changed to affect rates of responding. An

ineffective plan (one which failed to change rates of respond-

ing), or a plan which has not yet been tried is written in the
"ls" equation form; and an effective plan (one which has been

tried and which did affect rates of responding) is written in the
" Does" equation form. See "ls" Equation and "Does"
Equation.

Plan Functions or Aims
The effect on the rate of responding by a particular plan'

Example : lf a plan is instituted and the rate of respond ing

increases, then the plan f unction is acceleration 1ec).
The plan function is not necessarily the desired result (aim),

e.g., one may have intended the rates of responding to
decrease, but the plan may have served the fu nction of
increasing the rates. So it should be made clear as to whether
one is noting a result (function) or an aim.

Acquisition (AO) : To institute a behavior where it does

not already exist. The response rate must be at zero at

the start of a program with this function. For example:
lf teaching a child to write the letters of the alphabet
and he was unable to do so before, the plan is one of
acqu isition.

Acceleration (AC): To increase the rate of responding of
a response" ln this case the rate would have been greater
than zero prior to the alteration of the plan, but not as

high as would be desirable. The child may be able to
solve arithmetic problems, for example, but not fast
enough.

Deceleration (DEl: To decrease the rate of responding.
This may apply to "deviant" (social) behavior, or
"error" (academic) behavior. The child may have a

relatively high arith metic problem solving rate, for
example, but commit too many errors; or he may talk
out of turn too frequently. lt is usually a good idea to
identify those behaviors which are emitted instead of the
behaviors which should be accelerated and write a plan
to decelerate them at the same time (and vice versa).See
also Double Equation.

Fluctuation (FL): To make less stable, or to increase the
limits of variation in the rate of responding, For
example: To change responding that varies between 50
and 60 responses per minute to rates that vary between
10 and 100 responses per minute. The average rate
remains approximately the same, but the performance is
less stable. NOTE : Th is rarely is desired as a f unction
(i.e., oh aim), but if it occurs, it should be noted as a

result.

Maintenance (MTli Also called Hold (H): To keep the
rate of responding at the same level. A plan designed to
"fade out" the conditions of a previous during phase, for
example, or to try out a new plan without disrupting the
rate of responding, would be designated a maintenance
or hold plan.

Stabilization (ST): To make more stable , or to decrease
the limits of variation in the rate of respond ing. For
example: To change responding that varies between 10
and 100 responses per minute to rates that vary between
50 and 60 responses per minute. The average rate
remains the same, but the performance is more stable.

ln Precision Teaching, the conventions are as follows: The
aim, or desired function of a project is noted by placing an
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arrowhead on the chart on the date the aim was decided upon
pointing up or down (the direction in which it is desired rates
go); and draw a horizontal line through the arrowhead at the
desired rate (see Behavior, Target.) The result of a plan
(regardless of the aim ) is noted when the eff ective " ls"
equation elements are translated into the "Does" equation.
For example: A program which was found to accelerate the
rate of responding wo uld be designated AcD (the program
becomes a Disposition ).

Positive (+)
ln behavioral usage "to add," "additive," or "by addition." A
"positive reinforcer ," for example, is a stimulus wh ich
reinforces by its "addition" to the environment (i.e., by
happening or being presented as opposed to being ended or
removed). "Positive" in the behavioral sense should not be
confused with "good" or "preferred." See also Negative.

Positive I nteraction
An increase in the rate of responding under one
conditions as a f unction of a change in another
conditions. See lnteraction, Discriminated Operant.

Precision Teaching
A set of standard procedures for the analysis of behavior
introduced by O. R. Lindsley in 1964. Differing from the
traditional or Skinnerian model primarily in the area of
terminology. See "ls" Equation.

Precision Teaching, Basic Steps in
Those steps or operations which are implicit in any Precision
Teaching project. ln brief, the steps are:
1. Pinpoinf : the precise identif ication of the movement-cycle.
See Movement-Cycle and Pinpoint.
2, Record and Chart: the collection of rate data, and the
recording of those data on the standard chart. See Rate and
Chart.
3. Change: the alteration of any specified component of the
"ls" equation in an attempt to affect rates of responding. See
"ls" Equation.
4. Try, Try, Try Again: the continued specification and
alteration of " ls" Equation components until the desired
effect is attained.

Preference
The probability that an organism will emit one behavior to
obtain one reinforcing event as opposed to another behavior to

set of
set of

obtain another reinforcing event (where the organism is
physically capable of emitting either behavior; and where both
reinforcers are available at the same time). Where probability
appears to be 1.00 in favor of one reinforcer to the exclusion
of all others, additional information may be gained by
applying a "response-cost" to the reinforcer with the highest
probability (i.e., the subject must emit two responses to obtain
the most favored re inf orcer and one response to obta in the
least favored, then 3:1, 4:1 , etc.) until the point is found
where the probability that the subject will emit "Xt' responses
to obtain the previously favored responses is the same that he

will emit one response to obtain the least favored (i.e., half the
time he chooses to "earn" one reinforcer, and half the time he

chooses the other). By th is technique we may f ind , tor
example, that a child will study arithmetic for 63 minutes if
his only other choice is to study spelling for 10 minutes.
Arithmetic, in the case, would be "preferred" 6.3 times more
than spelling. lt must be noted, however, that both behaviors
may have low preference when held in comparison to another
behavior (such as model building). lt should also be noted that
in the above example the actual reinforcers were not specif ied
(i.e., it is not known why arithmetic is, in itself , or produces a

reinforcer more powerf u I than that of or produced by
s pe I I ing ) , but th at is not necessary to obta in esti mates of
relative preference.

Preference, Position
Where the probability of an organism responding to a specific
stimulus is greater merely because of that stimulus' position in
the stimulus field. Any stimulus in that position would have a

higher probability of controlling a response.

Premack Principle
A procedure whereby the emission of one operant is rein-
forced by the opportunity to engage in some previously
established high rate behavior. The assumption is that the
"reinforcing operant" (the previously established high-rate
operant used to reinforce the other operant) must either be
"self-reinforcing" or reinforced by some means not (usually)
controlled by the experimenter or therapist. This assumption
can be made by virtue of the fact that it rs being emitted at a

high rate. By making the opportunity to emit this response
contingent upon another response, a type of artif icial "chain"
of responses is formed which will terminate in some sort of
reinforcer already demonstrated to be effective (i.e., that
reinforcer . . . whatever it is . , . already maintains the high rate
"reinforcing operant" ); and, the completion of that chain will,
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in turn, reinforce the operant initiating that chain
the investigation of overall effect only, and cannot be

employed to investigate "process" (i.e., the moment-to-
moment or session-to-session changes in performance wh ich
define the manner in which the overall effect was achieved). A
"control" group (not exposed to the experimental variable) is
also necessary to rule out the possibility that the change
ref lected by the d ifference between the pretest and the
posttest did not occur independently of (despite) the manip-
ulation of the experimental variable. See also Experimental
Design, Time-Series.

Probability
Probability may be calculated in two basic forms: Theoretical
probability , or Empirical probability, Theoretical probability
is calculated on the assumption that each event of concern has

an equal probability of occurring on any single trial; or that
the probability of that event may be otherwise determined
without recourse to the observation of its actual frequency;
and the probability of any single event, therefore, is solely a

function of the number of other possible events on any single
trial (occasion) and the number of trials. Empirical probabil-
ity, also called a "frequency ratio" or "observed probability"
is calculated purely on the basis of data collected on the actual
occurrence of the event in concern relative to the number of
alternative events. Since it is a basic premise of the behavioral
sciences that behavior is not random in nature, (and, therefore,
each behavioral event does not have an equal probability of
occurring on any single trial) it is usually empirical probability
that is of the most concern. Empirical probability is calculated
by dividing the number of events for which the probability is

desired by the number of times that event might have occurred
or had the opportunity to occur:

P (A) - aln "the probability of event A equals the number of
times event A was observed to occur (a) divided by the
number of times event A had the opportunity to occur
(n )."

Probability may only range from (0.0) to (1.0). lf a man were
observed to stop his car every time he encountered a red light,
then the number of times the "stopping a car at a red light"
behavior occurred is equal to the number of opportunities, and
the probability would be (1.0). lf another man were observed
never to stop at a red light, then the numerator (a) in the
fraction would be zero, and the resultant probability would be
(0.0). lf another man stopped 75 times out of an observed 100
possibilities, then the probability of his stopping behavior
would be 751100 or (.751.

R1 --af-Sro

lr'---Ss R+

Where R 1 is the response to be generated and ma in-
ta ined .

Sro is the stimulus condition (opportunity) in which R2
may be emitted.
R2 is the response (reinforcing operant) which is already
in the repertoire of the subject; and which is emitted at a

high rate whenever the opportunity to do so (SzD) is

aff orded.
Sa R* is the reinforcer (usually unknown) which main-
tains R2. SsR* is already known to be effective because
of the manner in which R2 is maintained.

EXAIVIPLE: lt is known that a child will read a particular
magazine for hours at a time whenever permitted to do so. The
reason that th is behavior is ma intained (i.e., the reinforcer
obtained) is not known. IVlaking the opportunity to read the
magazine contingent upon dolng homework will increase the
rate with which homework is completed.

The advantages of using the Premack principle to reinforce
behavior are that: (1 ) whether or not the specif ic reinforcer
that maintains the "reinforcing operant" can be specif ied, it is

known to be effective and can be employed via the chain
described above; and (21 the reinforcer in that chain is more
likely to be "natural" and easily obtained for the maintenance
of the behavior after specific training is terminated. The
potential dr'sadvantages to the use of the Premack principle are
the facts that (1) it is usually more time consuming to allow
a high rate behavior to occur than to dispense a more con-
ventional "concrete" reinforcer; and (21 while the reinforcer
obtained for the high rate behavior may be great enough in
magnitude and/or f requency to maintain the " reinforcing
operant," it may not be great enough to maintain a longer
chain of operants (i.e., the behaviors which must be emitted
to gain the opportunity to emit the "reinforcing operant" ).
See also Chain.

Pretest-Posttest Desi gn

An experimental design in wh ich a test is given to the
experimental subiects bef ore and after the "treatment" or
manipulation of the experimental variable. This design permits
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probability is made referent may be increased to any number.
For example: One may know the rates of talking, arithmetic,
and out-of-seat behavior, and then calculate the relative
probability of arithmetic behavior as:

rate of arithmetic problem solving

* the rate of out-of-seat

See also Probability.

Process

Any change in the form, probability, or rate of responding.
N/lany operations (e.9., reinforcement) are defined in terms of
the process they produce in the organism. Process denotes the
change in performance, and not necessarily the maintenance or
long term effect of that change.

Proficiency
Those characteristics of responding which are necessary to
guarantee that the organism is capable of ach ieving some
predetermined type of interaction with the environment. Note
that the interaction in question need not be reinforcing per se,
only that the interaction be of a specified type.For example:
lf it is desirable that all second grade children be able to read
the price of an item in a store, select the right coins for the
purchase (or, if no coins are available, then select the correct

1OO Successive Flips of a Coin

Figure 61. The Empirical Probability of Heads: This chart represents a simpte
experiment in which a coin was tossed 100 times and the empirical probability of
"heads" calculated after each toss. The dotted line at.50 represents the "theoretical"
probability of heads (if, of course, the coin is "fair"). Notice that at the beginning of
the experiment there was a considerable discrepancy between the empirical and
theoretical probabilities; and that with more and more trials it became more difficult
to alter the overall empirical probability with any single flip of the coin. This obtains
because each successive flip represents a smaller percentage of the total number of
flips than any previous flip.
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ln the calculation of empirical probability it must be remem-
bered that:
'l . All possible events must be considered. The categorization
of these outcomes may be simplex (e.9., stopping or not
stopping at a red light) or complex (e.9., stopping at a red light
from a speed between 0 and 25 miles per hour; from a speed

of 26 to 35 miles per hour; from a speed of 36 to 45 miles per

hour; etc.). The number and choice of categories is purely
arbitrary, but the total number of events in all of the
categories put together must equal the number of possible

events (n ).

2. The observational situation must be def ined and remain
constant, e.9., the observational situation above is a red light
and the presence of the man observed in his car. Other stops
and other red lights are not counted.

3. The degree to which the empirical probability approaches
the actual probability of an event is a function of the number
of events observed. With a single flip of a coin, for example,
observed probability of a head may turn out to be (0,0) or
(1.00); whereas the actual probability of a head on any single
trial is (.50). As the number of observations increases the error
decreases. By 100 flips of the coin the number of heads might
be 43, and the resultant empirical probability (.43)-much
closer to (.50) than (0.0) or (1.00). To clarify the signif icance
of the probability estimate, therefore, the number of observa-
tions upon which the estimate was calculated should be noted.
E.g., the observed probability of a head on any single flip of a

coin was (.43) based on 100 trials; or the probability of a man
stopping at a red light was .75 based on 100 trials. Figure 61

demonstrates how the empirical probability of "heads" in a

coin-flipping experiment approaches the known (theoretical)
probability of .5 with more trials.

Probability, Relative
A special case of empirical probability in which the probability
of a certain event is calculated as the ratio of the rate of that
event to the rate of that event plus the rate of another event.
The resultant probability is read : "given that one of two
events occurs (X or Y), the probability of event (X) is. . ."

The relative probability of event X -
the rate of event X

the rate of event X+ the rate of event Y

EXAIVIPLE: lf a pigeon "pecks" at a rate of 3.8 responses per

minute, and "coos" at a rate of ,,/.6.2 responses per minute;
then the probability of "pecking" is (3.8/3.8 + 1 6.2 = ) .19
relative to "cooing." The number of behaviors to which the
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bill), and be able to determine if the right change has been
administered with 1OO% accuracy, then proficiency can be
determined as those behavioral characteristics a child must
display in the "test" situation that guarantees the desired
interaction. lt may be found, for example, that of all the
children who practice "paying and change-receiving" behavior
in the classrooffi, those that never make errors in a store are
those that are able to emit those behaviors at or above a rate
of 2 per minute in the classroom. "Proficiency," then, would
be defined as a rate of 2 per minute with no errors in the
classroom. "Proficiency" should not be confused with "aim,"
where the latter term describes what is desired (i.e., to make
pay ment and receive change correctly ) ; and the former is a
description of the response characteristics necessary to achieve
the aim. Aims are arbitrarily determined (i.e., what do you
want) , but prof iciencies are deter mined by their abi I ity to
achieve the aim (i.e., what is necessary to get there). There are
several methods of def in ing prof iciencies-among them are
error rates, correct rates, a combination of error and correct
rates, probability of respond ing, progress th rough a progra m,
and the behaviors necessary for only a single interaction with
the environ ment. Once the aim has been clearly specif ied,
however, the criteria of proficiency should be reasonably easy
to determine. See also Behavior, Target; Proficiency, Dynamic;
and Proficiency, Static.

Proficiency, Dynamic
A proficiency statement in terms of the progress an individual
is making toward the accomplishment of some aim. The aim
must, therefore, include not only a statement of the desired
results, but also when the results are desired. Then it may be
determined if the student is progressing at a rapid enough pace

to ach ieve the aim by the specif ied time. To say that an
organism has achieved dynamic proficiency does not mean
that he has already achieved the final objective, but only that
he is progressing at a rate which has a high probability of
reach ing the desired level by the desired date. See also
Proficiency; Behavior, Target; and Line-of-Progress.

Proficiency, Static
A prof iciency level stated on ly in terms of "magnitude" or
"type" of responding necessary to achieve a certain aim, and
in which there is no statement of when the aim should be

achieved. See also Proficiency; and Proficiency, Dynamic.

Program
An element of the "is" equation in Precision Teaching. See

"ls" Equation.

Program Event (PE)

An element of the "is" equation in Precision Teaching.See
" ls" Equation.

Programming
Arranging a set of reinforcing contingencies, including sched-
ules, stimuli, etc., usually with the intent of maximizing or
minimizing the probability of a particular performance.

Programming, I ndependent
A program developed for use by a single individual, and
designed to be carried out in the absence of other persons
(e.9., a math program in which the child works alone-without
interaction with the other students) . The term independent
does not, however, exclude the possibility that another person
is not part of the program per se (e.g., a teacher could orally
test the student as part of the program); but independent does
mean that the child or person responding under the program
does so alone (i.e., ho other person is also responding as part
of that individual's program).

Programming, I ndividual
A case in which a program has been developed and imple-
mented specifically for one individual. This does not mean
that the individual must work alone (part of the program plan
might specify working with sorneone)-just that the program
was designed for that individual's particular response superiori-
ties and/or deficiencies (as opposed to being a general plan
applied to all students or persons without alteration ). See also
Programming, I ndependent.

Progressive Relaxation Training
A relatively involved method of Relaxation Train ing. See

Relaxation Training.

Project (in Precision Teaching)
Any effort by any person or group of persons to alter the rates
of any movement-cycle or response emitted by that person or
group of persons, or any other person. NOTE: ln labeling such
an effort a "project" it is inferred that the operations and
procedures employed in the attempted alteration are those
prescribed by Precision Teaching.See Precision Teaching,
Basic Steps in.

Project Team (in Precision Teaching)
The project team is composed of all persons related, directly
or indirectly, with the planning or implementation of a project.
The title of each project team member serves only to describe
the basic function that person performs, and the level of
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involvement with the behaver or data that function entails. ln

no way does one title or another imply the relative "impor-
tance" of any single member of the project team. Any one

person may perform any number of functions, and, therefore,

have any number of titles. The members of a proiect team are:

Behaver: The individual whose behavior is being charted'

Manager: That individual who is directly responsible for
the implementation of the plan to affect a change in the

rate of the movement-cycle. Usually a teacher or other
practitioner who works directly with the behaver, but
not necessarily so. lf there is, however, anyone who

works directly with the behaver as part of the plan, then

that Person is called the manager'

Supervisor: That individual who is in a su pportive

position to the manager and advises the manager on the

significance or interpretation of the behaver's data'

Trainer: Any individual who is responsible for the

training of managers or supervisors' A person who

teaches the principles and procedures of Precision

Teaching to someone else.

Depositor: The individual who prepares and submits

project reports for storage andlor analysis in some

central facility (e.g., Precision Teaching's "data bank"
located in Kansas City, Kansas and operated by Behavior

Research Co. ) .

Charter: The individual who charts the rates of respond-

ing on the standard behavior chart. Usually the charter is

the behaver or manager-preferably the former'

Counter: The individual who counts the movement-cycle

during the course of its emission ; or who is responsible

for determining that information after its emission

through the examination of permanent records (e'g', fact

sheets with written answers).

Prosthesis
Literally prosthesis is the process of instituting someth ing

where it did not previously exist. ln behavioral usage, however,

we speak of prosthesis as the alteration of an environment to
shape, condition , o( maintain a specific performance which the

organism would not otherwise emit or be able to emit- lt is

definitive of a prosthetic change that once the environment is
restored to its former state the behavior will extingu ish or

otherwise fail to maintain or be emitted. Often it cannot be

determined whether a change is prosthetic or therapeutic until
such time as the alteration is removed or reversed and the
behavioral result observed. One may speak of prosthetic
environments, prosthetic devices, prosthetic contingencies, etc.
See also Therapeutic.

Prosthetic
Of or pertaining to prosthesis. See Prosthesis.

Prosthetic Device
A device especial ly designed and constructed to perm it or
maintain behaviors in an organism which it would not
otherwise emit or be able to emit. Removal of the device will
result in the discontinuance of the behaviors it su pported or
permitted. An artif icial leg would be, for example, a p'osthetic
device to allow a person to walk who would not otherwise be
able to do so. See Prosthesis.

Punishment
1. As an operation: the presentation of an aversive stimulus
immediately following the emission of a response. Contin-
gency is implied but not necessary (i.e., punishment may be
accidental or coincidental ).

2. As a process: the resultant reduction in probability or rate
of responding for the punished operant. NOTE: Reduction in
probability or rate may or may not be permanent or maintain
over a long period of time. Do not confuse punishment with
negative reinforcement, which has the opposite behavioral
result.

Quartile Deviation
Synonymfor "interquartile range." See Range, lnterquartile.

Range
A measure of central tendency, that is, a measure of how a set
of numbers are grouped together. Specif ically, the range refers
to the difference (sometimes called the distance) between the
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highest and lowest rate values or data points in any given data
set. The range is used to describe how variable or stable the
data are in that period.

To find the range simply subtract the lowest data value
from the highest data value in that set. lf the highest datum
were 10, and the lowest datum were 7, then the range would
be:

10 - 7 = 3
This range would be considered indicative of a relatively stable
data set (i.e., each data point is about the same as each other
data point).

lf the highest datum were 189, and the lowest datum were
12, then the range would be:

189 - 12 = '177

This range would generally be considered indicative of a

relatively unstable or variable set of data points. (1.e., each

data point may be considerably different than other data
points).

lf the data are charted (and therefore interpreted from their
appearance) on a logarithmic chart (e.g., the standard 6-cycle
chart of Precision Teaching), then it is more in keeping with
the visual analysis to express ranges in terms of the number by
which the lowest data point must be multiplied to obtain the
value of the highest point. For example, in the case where the
lowest data point were 7 and the greatest 10 (as before), one
would divide 10 by 7:

1Ol7 = 1.42857 (or) 1 .43

Then the range would be expressed as "times '1 .43" (i.e., the
lowest number, 7 , must be multiplied by 1.43 to obtain the
h ighest number, 1 0). The advantage of expressing ranges in
this manner lies in the fact that equal ratios on log charts
appear to be the same (e.g., a times-two ratio between any two
numbers will always occupy the same amount of vertical space
on the chart regardless of the absolute magnitude of difference
between the two numbers). See Figure 62 for examples.

Range, lnterquartile
That range of values which includes 50% of all data in any
given data set, and extends from that point at or below which
25% of the data fall to that point at or above which 25% ot
the data fall. See Range.

Rate
The average frequency of a specified event during a standard
unit of time (usually one minute). The rate of responding, for
example, would be the.average number of responses emitted
by the behaver during one minute. To calculate rate divide the
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number of events (e.9., responses) by the number of units of
time (e.9., minutes). Example : lf 45 responses were observed
to occur over an interval of 1 0 minutes, then the rate of
responding would be:

4-5 r-e-sPolses ^ F \^n.^c ^6. rr'
10 minutes - = 4.5 responses per mrnute

NOT E: Rates can also be calculated f or other events for
purposes of analysis (e.9., if the rate of some event increases,
what happens to the rate of responding?).

Rate Finder
A device, developed in Precision Teaching, used for the
calculation of rates of responding directly on a chart. N4ust be

used on a "ratio" (semilog or log/log) scale such as the
standard Precision Teaching behavior chart.

The use of the rate finder is identical to that of a slide rule.
Place the number on the rate f inder that corresponds to the
number of minutes observed next to the number on the chart
that corresponds to the number of responses counted. The rate
of responding will be equal to that point on the chart which is
then next to the "or1e" on the rate f inder scale. F igure 63
demonstrates these operations. NOTE: A portion of the "accel-
eration f inder" (of Precision Teaching) may be used as a rate
finder on the standard Precision Teaching behavior chart. See

also Acceleration Finder.
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Figure 62. Range: Three data sets (A, B, and C) are shown on two charts-a
log/interval chart, and an interval/interval chart. The range of data set A could be
described as a "times 7" or a "plus 7"-each describing the relationship between the
lowest and highest data point. The range of data set B, on the other hand, is simply a
"plus 7"; and data set C is a "times 7." On the log/interval chart A and C appear to
be the same and both are "times 7." Expressing ranges in ratios, therefore, uqill afford
the greatest consistency between verbal and visual description of those data. On the
intervaflinterval chart, however, data set B looks most like A, and both may be
expressed as "plus 7." On this type of chart, therefore, expressing ranges in terms of
the arithmetic difference between the high and low data points would be most
advisable.
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Figure 63. Rate Finder: The "times one" scale of the acceleration finder may also
be used as a rate finder. Operating on the principle of a slide rule, the number of
behaviors counted is found on the chart, and the number of minutes observed is
noted on the acceleration finder. P[acing those two points together (the count on the
chart and the minutes on the finder) then indicates the rate (count divided by time)
where the "one" on the rate finder scale falls. Using scales in this manner is only valid
on logarithmic paper, and the scale on the rate finder must be exactly the same as the
scale on the chart with which it is to be used.
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Figure 64. Fine Grain and Local Grain Response Rates: This figure, representing a
blow-up of a cumulative record, demonstrates the difference between average, f ine
grain, and local grain rates of responding. The average rate of responding may be
found as the slope of the line connecting the beginning of the record with the end of
the record. Connecting any two successive responses results in a slope representinE a
fine grain response, and taking any section of the curve with reasonable consistency
in responding results in a local grain estimate. The small figure in the upper left hand
corner notes the scale for vertical and horizontal movements of the pen, and provides
a few reference slopes for comparison.

F rom th is f igu re it may be seen how average response rates can sometimes
"neglect" a great deal of information in the response pattern.
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Rate, Fine Grain
The rate of responding over a small unit of time, usually
between any two responses. Also called "operant-to-operant
rate." See Figure 64.

Rate, Local Grain
The rate of responding measured over a short period of tiffi€,
and in wh ich more than two responses have occurred. See

F igu re 64.

Rate, Mean
Rate of response over an interval of time in which changes of
local rate have occurred. Nearly all rate statements are mean
rates. See Rate of Responding.

Rate, No Count
A term, originating in Precision Teaching, in reference to any
rate of "zero" which has been computed on a count of zero,
but where there may be some doubt as to whether the rate is

actually zero, or just falls below the record floor. ln Precision
Teaching, no count rates are charted just below the record
f loor, not on the zero line. See Figure 65. See also Record
Floor.

Rate (of Responding)
The number of responses emitted by the organism during a

unit of time, where the unit of time is usually a minute.
Arithmetically, the number of responses divided by the
number of minutes. E.9., if an organism emits 100 responses in
f ive m inutes, the rate of responding is equal to
1 00/5 = Zolmin.

Rate (of Responding), Averaged
An estimate of the nu mber of responses that wi ll (on the
average) occur within a given unit of time (usually one
minute). Calculated as the number of responses divided by the
time the behavior was observed.

E.g., averaged rate per minute = the # of responses observed/
the number of minutes ob-
se rvation .

As the frequency of the behavior approaches 1 , however,
the accuracy of the estimation decreases. lVlore accurate
estimates may be achieved by beginning the observation time
with the emission of one response and ending with the
emission of another; and then dividing the number of
responses observed -1 bV the observation time:
corrected average rate - (# of responses -llltime from the be-

ginning of the f irst response to the
end of the last.
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Figure 65. No Count Rates: The record ftoor, calculated as 1 divided by the
nr.rmber of minutes observed, indicates the lowest rate (other than zero) that may be

determined within the time observed. lf the rates fall below that level, they are all

recorded as "zero." To remind the analyst that rates may simply be below the
"floor" and not really "zero," rates calcutated on a count of zero (i.e., no behavior
occurred during the time the subject was observed) are charted just below.the
f loor - not at zero. A rate falling on the record f loor indicates a count of one (i'e',
one behavior was observed). lVlore recently some people have been charting no count
rates as little question marks to f urther explicate the fact that the rate may be greater

than zero, but is simply unknown.

Rate, Overall
Rate of responding for a relatively large interval of time, the

size of the interval usually taken to be the time between

reinforcements, time in session, the entire day, or some other
discrete unit.

Rate Pause

A period of no responding, usually in contrast to periods of
high (or higher) rates. E.9., f ollowing reinforcement on a

fixed-ratio schedule there is usually a rate pause, that is, a

short interval of time when the organism does not respond.

See Figure 66.

Rate, Running
A rate of responding wh ich is sustained and relatively stable

over a specified interval of time. Often the only important
single rate except zero (as in the typical ratio performance).

See Figure 66.
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OR, a more accurate estimate may also be obtained by

utilizing the operant-to-operant interval . See Operant-to-

Operant lnterual and Rate, Operant-to-Operant.

Rate of Responding, Relative
That proportion of responses in a specif ied interval or
situation wh ich are of a specif ied type. The relative rate of
responding of operant "X" to the total number of responses

emitted in a situation where "X2" and "X3" may also be

emitted would be:

rate or number of X1
relative rate X1 = (rate or number of Xr ) +

(rate or number of X zl +
(rate or number of Xg )

Rate, Operant-to-Operant (OO R )

An estimate of the number of responses emitted in any given

minute, obtained by dividing 1 by that time wh ich elapses

from the beginning of one response to the beginning of the
ne xt response. Operant-to-operant rate = 'l lbeginning-to-
beginning time. The usual "averaged" rate of responding will
approach the actual operant-to-operant rate as N (the number
of responses) increases:

averaged rate = the # of responses/the time observed

ln averaged rates, however, there are two intervals unde-

f ined by responses (i.e., the beginning of the interval ending

with the f irst response observed; and the end of the last

interval beginning with the last response observed).The
discrepancy between averaged rate and the mean of a set of
operant-to-operant rates may increase, theref ore, as N ap-

proaches 1 (and the ratio of these two intervals to all other
i ntervals increases) . Th is d iscrepancy can be e I im inated,

however, if observation time always begins with the beginning

of one response and ends with the termination of another

response (where N > 21 .

The operant-to-operant rates are generally more informative
than averaged rates (e.9., the distribution of operant-to-
operant rates can be plotted as a very discrete measure of
changes in responding), but considerably more difficult to
obtain (each interval must be timed and recorded-especially
diff icult with high response rates). Don't confuse OO R

(operant-to-operant rates) with lRTs (inter-response times) or
I RATs (intra-response times). Also called a special case of
"fine grain rate." See Rate; lnter-Response Time; and lntra-
Response Time.
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Figure 67. Terminal Rate: This figure rep-
resents a portion of the cumulative records
of a pigeon's performance under an F I 16,
TO 5 schedule of reinforcement. Note that
the final rate is relatively stable and un-
changing. lt is this rate, ending with rein-
forcement and back as long as it is stable,
that is called the "terminal rate."8

Term inal
Ratei

Ter m inal
Rate

applied during the time just preceding the stimulus condition
i n question.

E.9., if one is interested in the effects of 5" of shock on
responding, a "suppression ratio" cou ld be calcu lated by
dividing the number of responses during the 5" of shock by
the number of responses during the 5" just preceding the
shock.

Suppression ratio = (# responses during 5" shockllW res-
ponses in 5" just bef ore shock )

Some experime nters have chosen arbitrary time intervals
for comparison (e.9. , 10" before shock and 5" shock) which
are not necessarily the same; in addition, certain experimenters
choose to include the shock time in both estimates (e.9., 5"
shock time divided by 10" before shock +5" shock time =5"/
15" ) either of these latter arrangements induce id iosyncratic
limits on the outcome, however, whereas the method discussed
first (above) always has the limits of (0 + 1)-assuming that
suppression does, in fact, occur. lf there is a possibility that
the time preceding the stimulus event in question will not
contain more responses, then the limits differ accordingly.
(NOTE: lt is probably this last condition which prompts some
experimenters to always include the count from both time
intervals in the denominator of this ratio. lf this practice is

assumed, however, the possible limits of the ratio must be

fully explained.)

Reactive Measures
Measures which in and of themselves cause a change in what
they are measuring. E.9., scales designed to measure attitudes
often change the attitudes they are supposed to measure.

Reciprocal lnhibition
A process produced by the simultaneous occurrence of two
stimuli, each normally controlling or eliciting a response
incompatible with the response controlled or elicited by the
other. lf both stimuli are of equal "strength," then neither

8 Figure from Ferster, C. B. and Skinner, B. F., Schedules of reinforcement. New
York: Appleton-Century-Crofts, p. 237. Copyright O 1957. Used by permission of
Appleton-Centu ry-C rofts, E ducational D ivision, M ered ith Corporation.
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Figu re 66. Rate Pause and Running
Rate Under an FR Schedule: Rate
pauses are noted as f lat, horizontal lines,
and responding as vertical movement.
The steeper the slope of vertical move-
ment, the higher the rate of responding.
Note that in these fixed ratio perfor-
mance records there are basically only
two rates-zero and about 300 Per
minute. The former is called a "pause"
and the latter "running rate." Notice
also that the running rates in both
schedules are the same, and that only the
length of the pauses differ. Schedule A is

an F R2O0 and schedule B is an F R 1 20.
The organism in both cases is a pigeon.'
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Rate, Single-Movement
A term, originating in Precision Teaching, in reference to a

special case of rate in which the count is always on8, ?nd the
observation time is always taken as the time it takes to emit a

single instance of the behavior in question.

Single-movement rate = 1l$ime f rom beginning to end of one
movement)

The single-movement rate was originally designed to accom-

modate, in rated format, data that would usually be expressed

in duration. "Late to work in the morning," for example, is a

behavior which may occur only once on any given day; and

the most critical dimension of the behavior is how late.
Although it would be possible to chart the number of minutes
late per se, the calculation of a single-movement rate keeps

that data comparable with standard Precision Teaching data-
rate of responding. Actually, the data expressed in a single-
movement rate are identical to a record floor where the
observation time is always the time it takes to emit a single
movement-cycle. See also Movement-Cycle, Record Floor, and
Rate of Responding.

Rate, Terminal
The rate of responding ot, or iust prior to, the moment of
reinforcement. See Figure 67.

Ratio, Suppression
The ratio between a measure of respond ing d u ring one

stimulus condition and the same measure of responding

'Figure from Ferster, C.B. and Skinner, B.F. Schedules of reinforcement. New
York: Appleton-Century-Crofts, page 52. Copyright O 1957. Used by permission of
Appleto n-Century-Crofts, Educatio nal Division, lVleredith Corporatio n.
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response will occur. lf one stirnulus is 'lstronger" than the
other, then the response controlled by it will occur, but with
red uced magn itude.

Reciprocal inhibition is often induced in behavioral ther-
apy for the treatment of phobias or maladaptive anxieties. See,
for example, Systematic Desensitization.

Reconditioning
When a behavior has been conditioned and subsequently
extinguished, it may be reconditioned by repeating the
operations of deprivation and reinforcement. Original condi-
tioning is usually accomplished on a schedule of continuous
reinforcement; reconditioning is often accomplished with
other schedules, and usually obtains in less time than the
or,iginal or preceding condition ing trials.

Record Ceiling
A term, originating in Precision Teaching, in reference to the
highest possible rate of responding which may occur under
certain specified conditions. E.9., if the response is "problem
solved" on a particular fact sheet that had 100 problems on it;
and if 10 minutes were allowed to work on the fact sheet (no
more, no less), then the highest possible calculated rate of
responding would be:

100 problems

6 = a record ceiling of 10 responses per minute

lf the response being counted were "correct answers to
questions asked by the teacher during arithmetic period," then
the record ceiling would be the rate of "question asking:'
since the behaver's rate cannot be higher than the rate with
which those questions are asked.

There is probably a record ceiling for every response.
Sometimes, however, it is impossible to determine what that
ceiling may be. lf the only apparent limitation to the rate of
responding is the capacity of the behaver to respond faster,
then usually no record ceiling is noted. lf, however, some
external factor (presentation of material, limited amounts of
material to work on, etc.) appears to limit the maximum rate
of responding, then that limit shou ld be calcu lated and
recorded as the record ceiling.

Record ceilings are generally considered undesirable, since
they place an artificial limit on responding, and thereby limit
the amount of information we can gain about a behaver.
Additional disadvantages, indicated by some data sets, inctude
a "pacing" phenomenon and "slowing" phenomenon. The
"pacing phenomenon" is described as a process in which the

child learns just how fast he must go to complete the problems
under the limit; and even when the ceiling is removed, that
child will tend to respond at the same rate (even though now it
would be possible for him to accelerate). The "slowing
phenomenon" is observed as a deceleration in progress as the
ceiling is approached (but not yet reached). Even though a

child with no ceiling might accelerate consistently for several
weeks, many children will slow down as they approach the
ceiling (even though they have not yet reached it) and actually
decelerate. Projects with no ceiling, oo the other hand tend to
have longer periods of high acceleration, fewer instances of
"pacing:'and fewer cases of "re$ression" (deceleration follow-
ing periods of acceleration). Whenever possible, therefore, it is

advisable to eliminate any known record ceiling.

When record ceilings are completely unavoidable (e.9., there
are only a set number of fact sheets at any one level available),
then the manager shou ld do one of two th ings. F irst, the
behavers may be allowed to start over again after finishing the
available materials. There wi ll be some "practice effect" or
"memory" of the answers already given; but in general these
effects will be small if the repetition is only once every 1 00
problems or so. Second, the behavers may be timed to
completion (i.e., instead of having a constant record floor,
keeping track of whatever time it takes the behaver to f inish).
This latter suggestion is less desirable since it will introduce a

variable record f loor (see Record Floor).

To determine roughly how many problems should be given

a behaver to minimize the practice effect of repetition and/or
the problem of the record ceiling the manager should avoid
any 6 priori estimates of what a behaver is "capable" of doing.
Rather, s€lect a behaver that already possesses the skill in
question (e.9., in math facts, it could be the math teacher) and
determine how fast that behaver is able to emit the response.
Then, to allow for the possibility that the rate achieved does
not necessarily represent the "best," multiply that rate by 1.5
or 2. lt, for example, a teacher were able to perform the math
facts at a rate of 40 per minute, then the materials and timing
should allow the behaver to proceed at a rate of 60 or 80 per
minute before repeating problems. There has been more than
one case where a student has outperformed the teacher. Don't
underestimate the behaver !

Whenever a record ceiling can be noted, it is quite often the
case that it is not the distance between the rate of responding
and the record f loor that is important, but the d ifference
between the rate of responding and the record ceiling-
whenever a child is responding as rapidly as is physically
possible, it really doesn't matter how fast that is.
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ln Precision Teaching the record ceiling is noted by placing
a dashed line across the Sunday lines on the chart at the level
of the record ceiling. lf the record ceiling varies considerably
within the week (e.g., ?s would be the case if the ceiling were
determined by the number of questions asked ), then the
record ceiling is recorded on a separate chart (e.9., the rate of
"question askihg"), and comparisons are made between the
charts by overlaying them. See Figure 68. See also Record
Floor.

Record, Constant
A term, originating in Precision Teaching, in reference to the
record floor of a predetermined recording time.Any record
floor which is calculated on a record length which remains
constant f rom observation to observation. E.g., if it were

CALENDAR WEEKS

;.- a*'
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oro2(J^304(J^ 60 70 80 90 loo ilo 120 i30 140

SUCCESSIVE CATENDAR DAYS

Figure 68. Record Ceiling: This chart demonstrates the use of record ceiling, and
some of the potential drawbacks. The behaviors charted are two-term math facts of
the type noted at the top of each phase. With a record floor of .5 we know that the
time sample was a constant 2 minutes; and with a record ceiling of 50 facts per
minute it is apparent that there were only 1OO problems on which the child could
work. ln all but one of the phases the child's rates fell well below the ceiling, but in
the subtraction phase the maximum rate was obtained. In addition to the fact that
the child's maximum rate will never be known for that phase, there are some data
which indicate that ceilings tend to reduce overall responding as those rates approach
the ceiling. Although they are generally undesirable, of course, record ceilings should
be noted if they exist"
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determined in advance that the teacher would count an
academic behavior for exactly 10 minutes each day, the
constant record would be (1110 = .1!-; or, if it were determined
in advance that a management behavior problem would be
counted for exactly 20 minutes each day, then the constant
record would be (1120 -.05). The convention and calculation
for the constant record is identical to that of the record floor.
See Record Floor.

NOTE: Constant records are ideal because they simplify
interpretation of data. A changing record floor may affect
rates of responding. lf the floor is constant, on the other hand,
then this variable (at least) can be eliminated as a possible
contributor to any changes in rate.

Record Floor
A term, originating in Precision Teaching, in reference to the
lowest measurable or recordable rate other than zero. Since
the lowest count other than zero is 1, then the lowest
measurable rate for any given observation would be 1 divided
by tl. number of minutes in the record length. E.g., if the
record length is 10 minutes, then the record floor would be:

,l

10 ,,.',"rt* - .1 (record floor)

Rates of responding mnnot fall below the record floor
without being calculated as zero. ln fact, however, the rates
may not be zero, but just less than the value of the record
floor. The record floor acts, therefore, as a measure of the
"sensitivity" of the record length, i,e., one is not sensitive to
(cannot measure) rates between zero and the record floor.

lf rates eonsistently "bounce back and forth" from above
to below, then back above the record floor, it is advisable to
attempt to increase the record length (thereby lowering the
record floor) to determine if rates are actually going to zero,
or just can't be measured. ln Precision Teaching rates wh ich
fall below the record f loor are charted just below the record
floor, not on the "zero" line.

Following is a list of the advantages for charting the record
f loor:
',. The record length (observation time) may be determined
for any single data point at a later time: Record length = one
divided by the record floor.
2. The count from which any single data point was calculated
may be found at a later date: Count = rate divided by the
record floor,
3. The record floor can serve as a "qualification" for changes
that may occur in rates. E.9., if error rates increased from.1 to
.2, but both fall on the record floor, then the data still reflects
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just one error; and the increase in rate might have just been an
artifact of raising the record floor.
4. The record floor can be used to assess the relative
reliabilities of data points. The longer the record length (i.e.,
the lower the record floor), the more reliable the data point.
5. The record floor can indicate when it is necessary to
increase the record length (observation time). When rates
"bounce back and forth" between points above the record
floor and zero (below the record floor), then it is wise to try
to increase the record length. The rationale for this is simply
that the rates may not actually be going to zero, but rather are

iust less than the record floor and cannot, therefore, be
measured. By increasing the record length (i.e., decreasing the
record floor), it may be possible to determine the actual value
of what would have been previously considered no count rates.

NOTE: Highly variable record floors increase the diff iculty of
data analysis. lt is wise, therefore, to attempt to keep the
record floor constant. See Figure 69. See also Record,
Constant; Record Ceiling; and Rate, No Count.

ln Precision Teaching the record f loor is noted on the
standard behavior chart by a short dashed line across the day
to which that floor applies. ln the preferable event of a

constant record floor, the floor is indicated by a line extending
from each lV{onday-line to each Friday-line of each week in
which there are data. ln both cases, of course, the line is
placed at the level of the rate def ining the floor.

Although the use of the record floor is found most often in
Precision Teaching, and is applied exclusively to rate data,
there does, in fact, exist a record floor for virtually all forms
of data.

ln percentage, for example, the lowest percentage (other
than zerol which may obtain is equal to one divided by the
number of events forming the percentage base. lf one observes
50 children and then wishes to give the percentage of those
children with certain characteristics, then the lowest percent-
age (other than zerol which may be obtained is 115O, or,2o/o.

Virtually any statistic which may be expressed in the form of a

ratio (i.e., one number divided by another) may be qualified
by the expression of a record floor.

ln cases where comparisons are desired between subjects or
various observations, the record f loor is particularly important.
ln recent literature, for example, there has been a trend
toward the calculation and reporting of "exact probabilities"
of certain events. To say that .001 is more significant than .01
does not make sense, however, if both lie on the record floor
(i.e., if both were calculated on an observed frequency of one).
See also Record Ceiling,
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Figure 69. Record Floor: The first two phases in this deceleration proiect have
variable record floors-the time observed each day changed from day-to-day. The last
phase, however, has a constant record floor. Although there are certainly advantages
in looking at a behavior for as long as possible, it may also be seen from this chart
that interpretation of the data is far more clear with the constant record floor (tlre
th ird phase).

Record Length
The number of minutes during which the data are collected.
Only those minutes of actual observation during which the
behavior may occur should be counted in the record length.
Example: lf during a school day of 6 hours a child is being
observed and the behavior counted during all times, then the
record length is:

(6 hours) times (60 minutes in an hour) = 360 minutes

lf, however, the child is not observed during lunch (60

minutes) and recess (two periods of 15 minutes each), then the
record length is:

The school day (360 minutes) minus lunch (60 minutes)
minus two recess periods (2 x 15 = 30 minutes)

= a total 27O minutes record length.
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Reflex
A relationship between an eliciting stimulus and an elicited
response such as the contraction of the pupil of the eye as a
result of shining light on it, the jerk of the knee as a result of
tapping the patellar tendon, etc. The reflex describes both the
behavior of the organism (response) and its environment
(stimu lus). See Respondent.

Reflex Strength
That hypothetical entity which determines the relationship (at
any given moment) between the intensity of the stimulus and
the latency, magnitude, fatigability, and threshold of the
response.

It is better to state the former in terms of some
combination of the latter rather than making a vague reference
to "reflex strength" alone.

Regression Line
Any function (or line representing that function) wh ich
describes the set of all mean predictions of one variable given

knowledge about another variable. Standard linear regression is
expressed in the equation :

?-a+bX
wherer ? is the estimate of the value of the variable Y to

be formed from knowledge of the value of X

X is the value of the variable which is known

a equals the intercept of the regression line at
X=0 (theYaxis)

b equals the slope of the regression line

The specific values of a and b may be determined from the
following formulas:

b = Nz(Y :. (x-I-l-(E-Y)

N x2 (>x)2

a = Y bX

ln addition to linear regression (yielding a straight line),
curvilinear regression formulas may also be constructed (yield-
ing curves). All regression lines represent a least-squares
solution to the problem of minimizing the deviations squared
of actual data (in the Y dimension) about it. See Least-Squares
Solution.

Rei nforcement, Accidental
A coincidence of a response and a reinforcing event. Although
there is no causal relationship as in programmed or contingent
reinforcement, such a coincidence will have the same effect on
rate of responding; and, if the coincidence is repetitive, (i.e.,
happens again) or dramatic (i.e., involves a very powerf ul
reinforcer), it will lead to superstitious behavior. Also called
"incidental" or "spurious reinforcement." See Behavior,
Superstitious.

Rei nforceme nt, Col lateral
The operation of generating and ma intain ing behavior th rough
reinforcement programmed for another behavior which occurs
in close temporal proximity. A form of accidental reinforce-
ment where the reinforcement was, in fact, programmed, but
for another behavior. See Reinforcement, Accidental.

Rei nforcement, Delayed
Reinforcement is generally def ined as a temporal phenomenon
(i.e., the occurrence of a reinf orcing event immed iately
following the emission of a response).Violation of this
temporal relationship should, theref ore, obviate the use of that
term with respect to the behavior in question. There are cases,

however, where the delivery of a specific reinforcer (i.e., the
occurrence of a specific reinforcing event) may be delayed
substantially without decelerating effects on the behavior-
usually after a period of prolonged or "strong" reinforcement
in the usual sense. ln these cases it is hypothesized that other
environmental events (perhaps the behavior itself) which
invariably occur concurrent with or immediately following the
behavior have become conditioned reinforcers (via the process

of respondent conditioning) capable of maintaining response

rates in the absence of immediate, more substantial reinforce-
ment; or that "mediating behaviors" are learned by the
organism which "bridge the gap" between the (ultimately)
reinforced behavior and the reinforcing event. ln these cases

the mediating behavior may be considered a superstitiously
conditioned chain with the behavior upon which reinforce-
ment is actually contingent as its first component.

The actual affect of any given delay between a response and

the reinforcing event is dependent upon the length of the
delay, type and duration of previous conditioning, availability
of conditioned reinforcers, and the method by which the delay
is imposed. For example, if a delay is imposed gradually (i.e.,

starting with a small delay and increasing it very slowly), the
probability of achieving (ultimately) a long delay with little or
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no decrease in performance is greater than if the long delay is
immediately imposed.

One should note that delayed reinforcement is not equiva-
lent to a ratio or interval schedule of reinforcement (although
e ither of those or another schedu le may, in fact, a lso be in
effect). A schedule of reinforcement defines the nature of
contingency between responding and reinforcement, and the
specification of "delay" only def ines when the reinforcement
will occur after the conditions of responding expressed in the
schedule have been met.

While the purpose of an artificially imposed delay in
reinforcement is usually to increase the probability that the
organism will emit certain responses in the absence of
immed iate consequation (i .e., oS one is norma lly expected to
do in the "real world"), reinforcement delays may also be
employed as a means of decreasing the rate or probability of
responding. As noted above, if a relatively large delay is

immediately instituted, there is a good probability that
performances will be affected in much the same way as they
would be under the conditions of extinction. ln a situation
where it is not feasible to literally prevenf consequation for a

response (a response, that is, for which deceleration is desired),
it may be possible to delay it and achieve the same results. lf a

child begins to "cry and whine" for dinner, for example, one
may not wish to actually eliminate dinner altogether, but may
be able to avoid effective consequation of that behavior by
simply delaying the meal.

Reinforcement Density
The number of reinforcements obtained by an organism per
unit of time , or, per unit of behavior. lf 10 reinforcements
were obtained in a 20-minute interval the density would be

1:2 min. (1.e., one reinforcement for every 2 minutes of
respond ing.) tt 1 0 re inforcements were obtained after 1 000
responses, the density would be 1 : 100R (i.e., one reinforce-
ment for every 100 responses). The abbreviation for reinforce-
ment density is Sn p. lf the density is expressed in reference to
time, then the abbreviation may be expanded to S* Dr. lf
density is expressed in reference to responses, then the
abbreviation becomes S* D*. These abbreviations are not
widely used, however; and the user would be wise to explain
their usage with their f irst appearance in any written material.

Often the choice of whether to express density in terms of
time or number of responses is arbitrary. lf, however, it is

known that reinforcement is contingent upon the number of
responses, then density should be expressed in those terms,
etc. The advantage of referring to reinforcement density rather

than a specific schedule of reinforcement (e.g., referring to the

above samples as V I 2 and V R 1 00) lies in the fact that
reinforcement density does not explicitly define the schedule

of reinforcement; and thereby allows for the possibility of
accidental reinforcement, or reinforcement on a time basis

where it might appear to be a function of the number of
responses, etc. ln all situations where the actual schedules or
contingencies are in doubt, one should note the frequency of
reinforcement in terms of density. NOTE: lf one wishes to
compare the relative effects of two different types of
schedules (e.g., F R vs. F l), one should attempt to equalize

reinforcement densities so that anly the contingencies differ.

Reinforcernent, Differential
Reinforcement which is contingent upon (1 ) responding in

the presence of a given property of a stimulus, in which case

the resulting process is discrimination; or (21 the presence of
a given intensive, durational, or topographical property of a

response, in which case the resulting process is differentiation,
or (3) a given rate of responding. All other , rllated or
unrelated, responses are not reinforced.

Rei nforcement, Episodic
A schedule of reinforcement in which the reinforcer is absent

until a behavioral criteria has been met (see Reinforcement,
lntermittent)-as opposed to conjugate reinforcement in which
the reinforcer is present until failure to meet the behavioral

criteria. ln the former, one may speak of the reinforcement as

being presented; and in the latter as being removed or
terminated. See also Schedule, Coniugate.

Reinforcement, I ntermittent
Noncontinuous reinf orcement. A schedule of reinforcement

according to which not every response is reinforced' See

Reinforcement, Schedules of .

Rei nforcement, Negative

1. As an operation: The removal or termination of an

aversive stimulus following the emission of an operant re-

sponse. Such removal or termination may be contingent or

accidental (see Behavior, Superstitious).

2. As a process: The resultant increase in the probability or

rate of responding of the operant in question- Aversive stimuli

are often def ined in terms of their abi I ity to produce the

process of negative reinforcement. Do not confuse negative

reinforcement with punishment, which has the opposite

behavioral effect. NOTE: lt might be helpful to remember that

"negative" and "positive" in operant terminology do not mean
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"bad" or "good" as they often do in the colloquial language;
but, rather, "re move" or "add ," as they do in arith metic. ln
this case, then "negative reinforcement,, means to,,make
stronger by subtracting something," or, ,,taking away an
aversive stimulus to strengthen responding.,, See also Rein-
forcement, Positive; and Punishment.

Reinforcement, Operant
'l . As an operation: The removal or presentation of a
reinforcing stimulus immediately following the emission of a
response. Removal or presentation need not be contingent, but
may occur coincidentally or accidentally (see Behavior, Super-
stitious).
2. As a process: The resulting increase or decrease in
probabi I ity or rate of respond ing, or the ma intenance of
probability or rate of responding at a level above or below
operant level. See also Conditioning, Respondent; Reinforce_
ment, Positive; and Reinforcement, Negative.

Reinforcement, Positive
'l . As an operation: The occurrence of a positively reinforc_
ing event following the emission of an operant response. The
two events may occur as a function of a program, or be
coincidental. See Behavior, Superstitious.
2. As a process: The resultant increase in rate or probability
of responding, or maintenance of rate or probability of
respond ing above that of operant level . See a lso Stimu lus,
Positivej Conditioning, Operant; and Reinforcement, Negative.

Reinforcement, Schedules of
The manner in which reinforcement is delivered or made
contingent upon responding. See the following:

1. Differential Reinforcement
of High Rates (DRHI

2. Differential Reinforcement
of Low Rates (DRL)

3. Differential Reinforcement
of Other Behaviors (DROI

4. Differential Reinforcement
of Paced Responding (DRp)

5. Extinction, Respondent
6. Extinction, Operant
7. Reinforcement, Accidental
8. Schedule, Adlusting (ADJ)
9. Schedule, Alternative (ALT)

1O. Schedule, Chained (CHAIN)
11. Schedule, Coniugate
12. Schedule, Conjunctive

(coNJl

13. Schedule, Continuous
Reinforcement (CR Fl

14. Schedule, Fixed lnterval (Fl)
1 5. Schedule, Fixed Ratio ( F Rl
16. Schedule, I nterlocking

(INTE RLOC K}
17. Schedule, lnterpolated

(INTER}
18. Schedule, Mixed (MlX)
19. Schedule, Multiple (MULT)
24, Schedule, Percentage l%l
21. Schedule, Tandem (TAND)
22. Schedule, Variable lnterval

(vtl
23. Schedule, Variable Ratio

(vn)
Vl. Schedules, Concurrent

(coNc)
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Reinforcement, Set-Up
To make reinforcement available, the delivery of which is

contingent on the next response.

Reinforcer
Any stimu lus or stimu lus event wh ich, when used in a

reinforcement paradigm, is found to produce the phenomena
of conditioning. Any stimulus or stimulus event wh ich, when
presented or withdrawn , is f ound to increase or decrease
probability or rate of responding, or maintain the probability
or rate of responding above or below that of operant level. See

also "Does" Equation for Arranged Euent and Consequence.

Reinforcer Building
The operation of making a neutral stimulus (St'l ) into a

(conditioned) reinforcing stimulus (St) by pairing it (as in
respondent conditioning) with a stimulus already possessing

that property (an 5n or previously conditioned Sr ); or making
an (Sttt ) into an (St) by prolonged and unusual deprivation. ln
the latter of these cases the 5ru must have, in fact, had
reinforcing properties, but was simply ineffective at the
organism's normal level of deprivation with respect to it. See

also Reinforcer, Gonditioned; Stimulus, Neutral; and Depriva-
tion.

Reinforcer, Conditioned (S')
A stimulus wh ich has gained reinforcing properties solely
through a history of being consistently paired (as in respond-
ent conditioning) with another stimulus already possessing

those properties. Also called a second ary, second-order, or
h igher-order reinf orcer. See also Reinforcer; Conditioning,
Respondent; and Stimulus, Conditioned.

Reinforcer Durability
The degree to which a reinforcer remains constant in reinforc-
ing properties over time. See Reinforcing Ability.

Reinforcer, Generalized
A type of conditioned reinforcer wh ich does not owe its
reinforcing properties to being paired with only one previously
effective reinforcing stimulus, but rather has been paired with
many other reinforcing stimuli. Due to its multiple history the
generalized reinforcer does not depend upon any one state of
deprivation to be effective. [Vloney is a generalized reinforcer
(i.e., with it many other reinforcers may be purchased: food,
clothing, etc,). Generalized reinforcers are usually quite
durable. See also Reinforcer; Reinforcer Durability; and
Reinforcer, Conditioned.
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Reinforcer, Negative (SR - )

Any stimulus which will produce the process of negative
reinforcement. An aversive stimulus which immediately fol-
lows the emission of a response. lf antecedent to the emission
of a response, it is called an aversive stimulus. Also called a
"punishing stimulus." See Stimulus, Aversive;,,Does,, Equa_
tion; and Reinforcement, Negative.

Reinforcer, Positive (SR+ )

Any stimu lus wh ich will produce the process of positive
reinforcements. A positive stimulus which occurs following the
emission of a response (as in positive reinforcement). Also
called "accelerating consequence." See also Reinforcement,
Positive and Stimulus, Positive.

Reinforcer, Primary (SR )
A stimulus which has reinforcing properties (i.e., will produce
the process of reinf orcement), and wh ich is not dependent
upon a history of conditioning for those properties, primary
reinforcers are often termed "innate,",,unconditioned,,,,,un-
learned," or "biological" reinforcers. primary reinforcers
usually hold the same basic properties in all members of a
given species. 5n is the abbreviation for a primary reinforcer.
SR * is the abbreviation f or a positively reinforcing primary
stimulus, and 5n- is the abbreviation for a negatively
reinforcing primary stimulus. See also Reinforcer, Condi-
tioned; and Reinforcement, Operant.

Reinforcing Ability
The degree to which a stimulus or stimulus event may
reinforce a response. Empirically determined by the amount or
type of responding in which an organisrn will engage to obtain
that reinforcer. Reinforcing ability may vary as a f unction of
deprivationlsatiation, further conditioning, the presence or
absence of other reinforcers or punishers in the environment,
and other variables. See also Reinforcer Durability.

Relaxation Training
A set of procedures designed to tfain a client to produce a
state of muscle relaxation. Usuaily accomplished by having the
client alternatingly tense and relax gross muscle groups; and
then, as greater control is gained, to tense and relax smaller
and smaller muscle groups until all muscles may be controlled
in multiples or singularly.

Competing stimuli and responses are limited, and ,,sugges-

tions of relaxation, and calmness" are often made by the
therapist. Practice between sessions is usually encouraged.

Relaxation training is most frequently used in systematic
desensitization and other related therapies.
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Repertoire
The total number of performances or responses which the
organism may emit under the various conditions present in its
environment and as a result of its history of interactions with
that environment.

Repertoire, Fine-Grain
An operant performance which changes under the control of
small variations in the stimulus conditions present. The phrase
"point to point correspondence between changes in a stimulus
and the corresponding changes in a performance" is in
reference to a f ine-grain repertoire. E.9., drawing from a' copy,
or steering a car. Also see lnduction, Response.

Research, Applied
The collection of data (and subsequent analysis) for the
express purpose of resolving some immediate practical prob-
lem. Data collection procedures tend to be less rigorous than
in "basic" research, but not necessarily so. Similarly, the
usefulness of the data, while more immediate, tends to be less
generalizable than that wh ich obtains f rom "basic" research;
and, therefore, tends to be "ephemeral, not eternal." Neither
of these latter conditions are def initive, however, and only the
criterion of immediate applicability may be used for the
absolute classif ication of "applied research" as such.

Research, Basic
Any operation of data collection and subsequent analysis
wh ich is conducted for the ultimate purpose of quantitative
formulation of verifiable and generalizable "laws." ln turn, the
purpose of those "laws" is to establish the relationships which
exist between a wide variety of phenomena in a manner which
will allow the properties of specific phenomena to be deduced
f rom a limited set of general principles. Unlike "applied
research," basic research is not necessarily concerned with the
immediate (or, for that matter, the ultimatel applicability of
its findings, only the "truth" of those findings. Atthough
precision in control and significance testing has been associ-

ated with basic research, it need not be limited to this form of
research; and so may not actually be considered a differentiat-
ing characteristic.

Respondent
A response wh ich is elicited (i.e., "caused" or evoked) by
antecedent stimuli. A respondent is not learned and is intact at
birth (or developed as a function of biological maturation) as

an integral function of the nervous system. The organism has
no control (strictly speaking) over the emission of the
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,ron,,
Unconditioned Stimulus
" oft"

" On"
Conditioned or Neutral Stimulus
"otf"

Figure 71. Simultaneous Conditioning, Partial: The unconditioned and conditioned

stimuli overlap, but the unconditioned stimulus begins bef ore the conditioned

stimulus.

" on"
Unconditioned Stimulus
" otr"

" on"
Conditioned or Neutral Stimulus
"off"

Figure 72. Delay Conditioning: The occurrence of the neutral or conditioned

stimulus follows the termination of the unconditioned stimulus exactly'

,r onil
Unconditioned Stimu lus
"off"

" on"
Conditioned or Neutral Stimulus
"off"

Figure 73. Trace Conditioning: The conditioned or neutral stimulus occurs after

some time has past since the termination of the unconditioned stimulus'

" On"
U nco nd itio ned Sti mu lu s

" off."

,, onn
Conditioned or Neutral Stimulus
"off"

Figure 74, Backward Conditioning: The neutral or conditioned stimulus occurs

before the unconditioned stimu lus.
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respondent, and must emit the response every time the
eliciting stimuli occurs (if physiologically capable of doing so).
E.9., every time a bright light is directed into the eye the
respondent of "pupil constriction" must occur if physiologi-
cally possible. NOTE: lt /s possible to "mask" a respondent by

operant control of the organs involved (e.9., by tensing the leg

muscles before a tap on the knee), but strictly speaking the
respondent behavior (while not easily observable) still occurs.

Also called "Type S," "Pavlovian," "ref lex-acti ofr," "clas-

sical," or "reflex response."

Respondent Conditioning, Temporal Relations Between the
CS and UCS During Conditioning. (Presented in order of their
ability to produce the process of respondent conditioning.)

1. Simultaneous: Where the CS and UCS are presented at
the same tiffi€, or overlap in their presentation.See Figures 70
and 7'l .

2, Delay: Where the UCS is presented immediately follow-
ing the termination of the CS. See Figure 72.

3, Trace: Where the UCS is not presented until some time
has elapsed since the termination of the CS. See Figu re 73.

4. Backward: Where the CS is presented after the termina-
tion of the UCS. See Figure 74.

NOTE: Little or no respondent conditioning will occur with
this temporal relationship between the CS and UCS-
depending upon the "gap" between the ffi, and whether or not
the reflex has terminated or is continuing when the CS is
presented.

" on"
Unco nd itio ned Stimu lu s
"off"

" on"
Conditioned or Neutral Stimulus
"off"

Figure 70. Simultaneous Conditioning, Complete: ln these figures and those to
fotlow, the unconditioned stimulus is presented in the top recording (line uP,

stimulus occurring; line down, stimulus not occurring); and the conditioned stimulus
is represented in the lower recording. Complete simultaneity obtains if the
occurrence of both stimuli exactly overlaP (i.e-, start and stop at the same times)'
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Respondent Laws, Frimary
1 . Law of Threshold: There is a range of stimulus intensities
below which no response (reflex) will occur and above which a

response will always occur. Within this range itself responses
will occur with some uncertainty. An arbitrary point within
this uncertainty region (say, that intensity wh ich elicits the
response 5A% of the time) is called the threshold, and
intensities above that point are called eliciting stimuli.
2. Law of lntensiry-Magnitude: As the eliciting stimulus is

increased in intensity, the magnitude of the elicited respond-
ent also increases. They are said to be directly related.
3. Law of lntensity-Latency: As the eliciting stimulus is

increased in intensity, the time (latency) between the onset of
the eliciting stimulus and the onset of the respondent
decreases. They are said to be inversely related.

Respondent Laws, Secondary
'l . Law of Reflex Fatigue: When a ref lex is repeatedly
elicited within a short interval of time by a constant stimulus
intensity, the respondent magnitude gradually declines, and
eventually the response may cease altogether.
2. The Law of Temporal Summation: Stimuli with intensi-
ties below the normal threshold of a response may elicit that
response if a number of them occur in rapid succession. They
are said to temporally summate.

Respondi ng, I ntermediate
Responding which is periodic or interrupted with or without
the control of the responding organ ism. See also Response
Seizure.

Response (R)

An instance of an identifiable and measurable part of behavior,
or a class of such instances. See also Operant; Respondent;
Movement-Cycle in the "ls" Equation; and Response in the
"Does" Equation.

Response, Alternative
A response which will produce the same type or maEnitude of
reinforcement as another (different) response. One method to
aid in the reduction of the rate or probability of a (presumably
deviant) response is to shape or otherwise institute a more
desi rable alternative response.

Response Building
'l . As a n operation : The imposition of reinf orcers and
explicit reinforcement contingencies upon the emission of a

specif ied behavior or class of behaviors wh ich, although
presently being emitted at high or predictable rates, are not

under an identifiable schedule of reinforcement or maintained

by any identifiable reinforcer.
2. As a process: The establishment of that behavior as an

operant (subject, therefore, to the operations of positive and

negative control and extinction). For example: Some studies

have indicated that facial "ticks" may be brought under

operant control by f irst reinforcing them; and then, once

control is established, they may be extinguished. One may

hypothesize that the initial reinforcement operations teach the
organism to control the response; and then, since it is an

"undesirable" response to begin (and not, therefore, generally

reinforced by the organism), the organism will be able to
control the response to the extent necessary to produce the
process of extinction. These suppositions are not, however,

necessary to the successful employment of response building,
and serve only to add theory to demonstrable behavioral
process.

Response, Chained
A sequence of responses in wh ich one response produces

conditions essential to the next, as in making the next
response possible or more likely to be reinforced. Successive

responses may or may not have the same topography. See also

Schedule, Chained.

Response, Conditioned (CR )

ln respondent conditioning, the response that is elicited by the

conditioned stimulus. Physically it may be identical to the

corresponding unconditioned response, but usually varies in

intensity, latency, or duration.

Response Controlled Discriminative Stimu lation
A prosthetic technique for persons appearing to have intermit-
tent attention of behavioral seizures where discriminative
stimuli (e.g., speech, movies, etc.) are presented and continued
on ly as long as a specif ied response rate in the o rgan ism is

above a certain threshold. Similar to conjugate reinforcement,
except that the stimuli being maintained by responding need

not be reinforcing in and of themselves. For example, a movie

designed to teach a child about a certain subiect cou ld be

made to incorporate a discriminative stimu lus to which the

student must respond to guarantee the continuation of the

film. Ouestions with multiple choice answers every few
minutes of the film (easy enough for the student to answer if
he was "attending") could require a choice response on one of
several keys. The correct response makes the f ilm advance, and

an incorrect answer "signals" that the student was not

attending and "backs the film up" to the point of the last
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question. Responding, then, controls the stimulus film presen-
tation. Calling this procedure "response controlled discrimina-
tive stimulation" as opposed to simply a "teaching machine,"
however, connotes that the subject is prone to intermittent
responding beyond his control (e.9., epileptic seizures); and
that the purpose of the questions is not to "test" his ability to
interpret the material, but only his physiological ability to
receive the stimulus input. Such a distinction is, to say the
least, quite "hazy" in the majority of instances.

Response Controlled Narration
A narration which only progresses for the period of time that
the listener is actively responding to it, stops when responding
stops, and continues when responding continues at the point
where narration was last terminated. A special case of
"response controlled discriminative stimulation."

Response Drift
The process of a performance changing (gradually) in form,
rate, or other characteristics over a period of time, usually as a

result of noncontingent reinforcement or contingencies which
allow a large range of response characteristics to be reinforced
and do not explicitly or implicitly favor one particular form.
This does not include responses which change in form as a

result of contingencies or contingency changes which explicit,
ly or implicitly favor such a change (i.e., contingencies which
will reinforce more often or in greater amount those responses
which approximate one form over another). Superstitiously
reinforced or cond itioned behavior will usually "d rif t"; and is
often taken as an indicator of that type of behavior. Drift is
not necessarily a property of superstitiously reinforced behav-
ior, however. See Differentiation; Response; and Shaping.

Response External ization
The operation of interposing a response manipulanda between
the organism and the environment for the purpose of def ining
or quantifying an otherwise unobservable behavior. (E.g.,
externalizing the movie-looking behavior of an infant by
requiring the child to maintain a steady response rate on a

kick-board to keep the image lit on the screen.) Such
externalizations are rarely "perfect" (e.g., it wou ld be possible
for the child to maintain the kick-board rate without looking
at the movie), but they are better than the subjective,
interpretive accounts usually describing such behavior.

Response Regression
The emission of a variety of response classes in succession
where:

1. All the responses have a history of reinforcement with
respect to a common reinforcer type;
2. The organism is in a state of extreme deprivation with
respect to that reinforcer; and

3. Each successive class of responses emitted by the organism
represents a more primitive response (with respect to the
recency and degree of conditioning) than the responses
previously emitted and extinguished.

For example: A man may, in a situation, try using logic to
dissuade someone from committing an offense against his
family (assuming that logic was the most recent behavior
appropriate to that situation conditioned into his repertoire);
and failing, try verbal threats and name-calling (an earlier,
more child-like conditioned response); and f inally crying (one
of the most primitive "defense" behaviors). All behaviors
emitted are associated with the same reinforcer (avoidance of
physical harm); and are emitted in the sequence of most recent
to least recent in acquisition (and, presumably, most to least
effective in procuring the reinforcer in the immediate history
of the organism).

Response regression is often cited as an example of how a

previously "intrapsychic" concept (in this case, Freudian) can
be translated into observable and testable form, and demon-
strated to exist in a manner conducive to the identif ication of
environmental events wh ich are ef fective in the alteration of
the process.

Response-Response lnterval (RR l)
The time elapsing between the initiation of any two successive

responses. Do not confuse RRI with IRT or IRAT which refer
to the time between and within responses respectively. RRI is

also called "operant-to-operant interval." See also lnter-
Response Time; lntra-Response Time; and Rate, Operant-to-
Operant.

Response Run
A series of consecutive responses with the same (or nearly the
same) topography and locus and the same or similar I RT's
(inter-response ti mes; i .e., the time between responses are

approximately the same). For example: After a brief pause

following reinforcement there is usually a stable and sustained
"run" in an FR schedule of reinforcement.

Response Seizure
A period in which the organism is incapable of responding due
to organismic variables beyond its control. A time when the
organism is periodically but uncontrollably unresponsive to a

situation, e.9., os an epileptic might be.
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Response Shift
Responding by an organism wh ich is not differentiated or
discriminated in an environment in which the organism had
demonstrated discrimination or differentiation in the past.

Response-Shock lnterval ( RS)
ln avoidance conditioning, the time elapsing between the last
response and the time of the next programmed occurrence of
shock or aversive stimulus. See also Behavior, Avoidance.

Response Strength
The probability or rate of respond ing, degree of stability in
perf ormance, or the time necessary to reduce the rate of
probability of responding to operant level through the
operation of extinction (usually in comparison to rates,
probability, etc., of competing responses) . None of these
definitions are entirely satisfactory, and the reader is cau-
tioned to be precise and explicit in defining exactly what is
meant when he uses the term response strength.

Response Suppression
A process in wh ich rate or probability of responding is
decreased for a short period of time-usually for the duration
of a particular contingency, during the presentation or removal
of a reinforcer, the duration of a particular (aversive) stimulus
event, or for a short period of time following one of the above
events. E.g., punishment will usually suppress responding when
first introduced, but rarely eliminates the response from the
repertoire of the organism for any signif icant period of time.
See Figure 75. See also Adaptation.

Response Tendency
It is always desirable to maintain data collection or observa-
tion of a performance until it reaches stability (i.e., until the
form and performance characteristics have remained approxi-
mately the same over a number of observations). lt may be
necessary, however, to terminate observations before th is
happens. ln such an instance it is proper to indicate the
direction in wh ich the response characteristics were changing
(e.9., the rate was steadily increasing, the force becoming more
attenuated, etc.). Such an observation is called "reporting the
response tendency." See also Response Drift.

Response Topographies, Widened
Where the topography of a requisite response is altered to
allow the same critical effect to be obtained with a response of
a more gross character (e.9., a typewriter is constructed so that
the keys may be banged with the f ist).
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F i gu re 7 5. Response
Suppression: After ap-
proximately 2 months
of conditioning under
an Fl 5' schedule of
reinforcement, the pi-
geon whose perfor-
mance is represented in
this figure was punished
(as well as reinforced)
for responding by elec-
trical shock at the in-
tensities noted. Note
that after an immediate
suppression of respond-
ing after the institution
of shock or greater in-
tensity of shock , (@-

sponding increases as

the pigeon adapts to
the punishment. Only
after severe punishment
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(90 volts) does the re-
sponse suppression maintain at a low level. Notice also that after shock is removed
altogether that the rate of responding increases to a point above that which obtained
before punishment was started.e

Response, Unconditioned (UR) or (UCR)

ln respondent condition ing, that response which is elicited by
the unconditioned stimulus.

Restraint
The control of an organism's behaviors through physical means
(e.9., tying, holding, chaining, locking in a small room), or
otherwise limiting the number of behaviors an organism is able
to emit by such means. Also called "confinement." Restraint
is only capable of suppressing the behaviors in question. Unless
the means of restraint are aversive enough to generate

avoidance behaviors (incompatible with the behaviors con-
trolled ) those su ppressed behaviors will be reinstated with the
termination of restraint.

Reversal Phase

That period in the experiment in wh ich the previously
established response or response form is placed on extinction,
and reinforcement is made contingent upon a form of response
wh ich is opposite or nearly opposite (at least in one
dimensionr e.9., rate, form, intensity, etc.) to that response

e Figure reprinted from "Punishnnent during fixed-interval reinforcement," by
N. H. Azrin and W. C. Holz,Journal of the Experimental Analysis of Behavior,1961,
4, 343-347. Copyright O 1961 by the Society for the Experimental Analysis of
Behavior, lnc. Used by permission of the authors and publisher.
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wh ich previously produced reinforcement. The object of the
reversa I phase is to demonstrate that responses shaped and
maintained earlier in the experiment were a f unction of the
experimental manipulations, and not due simply to chance or
some unknown variable. The simple removal of an experimen-
tal condition (e.9., the reinforcer or contingency) is often
called a reversal, but is more properly called a "post-
experimental phase" or "second (third, etc.) reference phase";
for wh ile simple extinction may reverse the rate of perform-
ance it does not (strictly speaking) reverse the contingencies.
Subsequent changes in the form or rate of the performance
would not, therefore, necessarily reflect the function of the
contingency, but may only reflect the function of reinforce-
ment density. See also Baseline; Phase, Experimental; Phase,

Reference; Reinforcement Density; and Methods of Confirma-
tion.

RS

An abbreviation f or "response-shock interval." See Response-
Shock lnterval.

S

Abbreviation for "stimulus" or "stabilization." See Stimulus;
"ls" Equation; and Plan Functions or Aims (StaUitization).

Salience
The degree to which a stimulus or part of a stimulus event
controls behavior independently of the remainder of the
stimulus environmefft. Equated to "distinctness" as opposed
to " intensity or magn itude."

Satiation
1 . As an operation: Making food or other reinforcers avail-
able (contingently or noncontingently) in relatively large
quantities over a long period of time.

2. As a process: A reduction in the effectiveness of the
reinforcer; and a corresponding reduction in the rate or
probability of responding which produces that reinforcer. See

also Deprivation; and Satiation Method.

Satiation Method
A method for determining preferences or subhungers in wh ich
the organism is successively satiated upon two or more
potential reinforcers and later, following deprivation, satiated
on the same reinforcers in reverse order (e.9., reinforce pecking
responses with corn until satiation, and then present wheat as

a reinforcer; subsequently, satiate on wheat first and then
corn). Alternatively, two groups of subjects may be used, each
receiving the potential reinforcers in a different order. Prefer-
ence is determined by comparing the "strength of response"
during the second satiation trials. See also Response Strength
and Satiation.

SD (,, $dee-, )

1. ln operant terminology: A stimulus in the presence of
which the emission of a specified operant, class of operants, or
chain of operants will (eventually ) be followed by either a

positive reinforcer or a punisher (or the removal of either);and
in the absence of wh ich the contingency and occurrence of
these subsequent events is indeterminable (except as noted
below) . Rates and/or probabilities of respond ing will be h igh ly
predictable in the presence of an SD, and less predictable or
indeterminable in its absence (except as noted below).
Whether rates and probab i lities of respond ing increase, de-
crease, or maintain at a higher or lower than operant level in
the presence of the So is dependent upon the contingencies-
reinforcing or punishing-with which the So is correlated; and
the degree of increase or decrease will depend upon the degree
of correlation between the SD and the contingencies (i.e., is

every response consequated; a certain ratio of responses; a

certain percentage; etc.). ln the special case where the SD is

present during all instances of consequation, one may speak of
its absence as an Sa, and complete stimulus control will ob-
tain. This special case is not, however, inherent in the defini-
tion of an SD. Since the term "stimulus" is used, it is assumed
that anything labeled an SD has known functions, and does
control responding. lf the function is unknown, oh the other
hand, "E-Dee" (ED, discriminative event) would be the appro-
priate label (i.e., for an event which is correlated with some
consequence, but the effect on behavior of which is not
known). See also Stimulus; Event, Discriminative; and ED.

2. ln respondent discrimination: A stimulus in the presence
of which the occurrence of a conditioned stimulus will always
be followed by the occurrence of the unconditioned stimulus;
and in the absence of wh ich the occurrence of the uncondi-
tioned stimulus following the occurrence of the correlated
conditioned stimulus is indeterminable. An SD in respondent
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stimulus will elicit the conditioned response in its absence. ln
the special case where the Sa is present in all instances when
the unconditioned stimulus will not occur, we speak of the
absence of the SA as an So; and complete stimulus control
will obtain. This special case is not, however, inherent in the
def inition of an Sa. The use of the term "stimulus" denotes
the fact that the Sa will control responding. lf the function is

unknown, then the use of the term "event" is more appro-
priate (Ea , "E-Delta")-denoting an event which ls correlated
with the absence of the unconditioned stimulus, but which is

not known to control the probability of responding. See also
SD; Stimulus; Event; and Ea.

SD Class

Any class of stimuli, each of which controls the same response
or response class in the manner of a discriminative stimulus.
Unless otherwise noted, all stimuli in the class must have some
physical property in common-mak ing genera lization across
that class likely. See also Stimulus, Discriminative; SD Class,
Arbitrary ; and Generalization, Stimulus.

Sa Class

Any class of stimuli, each of which controls the same response
or response class in the manner of an Sa. Unless otherwise
noted, all stimuli in the class must have some physical
property in common which would make generalization across
the class likely. See also Sa Class, Arbitrary; Sa ; and
General ization, Stimu lus.

SD Class, Arbitrary
A class of SDs which control the same response, but need have
no other intrinsic relationship. lnclusion in the class is purely
arbitrary. E.9., a red light, a policeman, a crosswalk with
people in it, and a stop sign may all control the stopping
response of a man driving a car, but the inclusion of these
stimuli into that SD class was originally arbitrary.

Sa Class, Arbitrary
Any class of stimuli, each of which controls the same response
or response class in the manner of an Sa. The inclusion of
stimuli into the class is arbitrary, however, and each stimulus
must gain control over responding via explicit histories with
the contingencies they ref lect since generalization across this
class is not possible. See also Sa ; Sa Class; SD Class,
Arbitrary.

Scallop
A positively accelerated curve (such as usually obtains in the
steady-state performance of an organism on a fixed-interval
schedule). See Figure 76.
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conditioning will increase the probability that the conditioned
stimulus will elicit the conditioned response in its presence;
and decrease or not affect the probability that the conditioned
stimulus will elicit the conditioned response in its absence. ln
the special case where an SD is present during all pairings of
the conditioned and unconditioned stimulus, we speak of the
absence of the SD as an Sa, and complete stimulus control
will obtain. This special case is not, however, inherent in the
def inition of an SD. The use of the term "stimulus" implies
that an SD does control the behavior of the organism. lf the
actual function is unknown, then the use of the term "event"
(ED, discriminative event) is more appropriate (i.e., it rs an
event that is correlated with the pairings; but whether or not it
actually controls responding is unknown ). See also Stimulus;
Event, Discriminative; and ED.

sa ("s-Delta")
1 . ln operant discrimination: A stimulus in the presence of
which the emission of an operant, class of operants , o{ chain
of operants will never be reinforced or punished (i.e., never
consequated in any way); and in the absence of which the
availability of consequences is indeterminable (except as noted
below). An Sa will produce highly predictable rates or
probabilities of respond ing in its presence and less predictable
rates of responding in its absence. Whether rates of responding
increase, decrease, or maintain at a point higher or lower than
that of operant level is dependent u pon the contingencies
whose absence the Sa signals (i.e., reinforcing or punishing).
ln the special case where the Sa is present during every case in
which consequation is not available, we may speak of its absence
as an SD, and complete stimulus control willobtain. This special
case is not, however, inherent in the basic definition of an SA.
The use of the term "stimulus" denotes function (i.e., that the
SA does, in fact, control rates of responding). lf function is

unknown, then the use of the term "event" is more appro-
priate (Ea , "E-Delta")-denoting an event which ls correlated
with the absence of consequation, but which is not known to
determine rates of responding. See also SD; Stimulus; Event;
and Ea.

2. ln respondent discrimination : A stimulus in the presence
of which the occurrence of a conditioned stimulus will never
be followed by the occurrence of the correlated unconditioned
sti mu lus; and in the absence of wh ich the probab i I ity of the
occurrence of the unconditioned stimulus is indeterminable.
An Sa will decrease the probability that the conditioned
stimulus will elicit the conditioned response in its presence;
and increase or not affect the probability that the conditioned
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Schedule, Complex
Any schedule of reinforcement which is comprised of a

compound of two or more other schedules, or in which more
than one form of behavior is required. Examples would
include mu ltiple, mixed, chained, and concurrent schedules of
reinforcement. See Reinforcement, Schedules of for a more
complete listing.

Schedule, Conju gate (CONJG)

A schedule of reinforcement in which reinforcement is

continuously present (e.9., the opportunity to eat) as long as a

specified response is maintained at a criterion rate. Failure to
maintain responding results in the discontinuance of reinforce-
ment (e.9., the removal of the food d ish ) until responding is
again at criterion level.

Schedule, Conjunctive (CONJ)

A schedule in which both of two contingencies must be met to
achieve reinforcement. For example, if 100 responses must be

emitted , at least one of which is 10 minutes after the last
reinforcement, then this schedule would be designated CONJ
(Fl 10; FR 100).

Schedule, Continuous Reinforcement (CRF)
A schedule in which every emission of a response in a class of
responses is reinforced. Equivalent to an F R nl , oy, a 1OA%

rei nforcement schedu le.

Schedule, Fixed-lnterval (Fl)
A schedule of reinforcement in which the first response
occurring after a specified interval of time has elapsed is

reinforced; and where the interval begins timing from the
moment when the last reinforcer was delivered. A given
schedule is so designated by adding a number to the letters Fl
to indicate the length of the interval. F I 5' would designate a
fixed-interval schedule of five minutes. lt is important to
remember that the reinforcer is not necessarily delivered at the
end of the interval-it is only "set-up," or made available for
delivery contingent upon the emission of the next response.

Schedule, Fixed-Ratio (F R )

A schedule of reinforcement in which reinforcement is made
contingent upon the completion of a fixed number of
responses. The schedule is designated by adding a number to
the letters F R to i nd icate the length of the ratio. F R 1 00
would mean that after every 100 responses the organism
would be reinforced.

5 MIN.

Figure 76. Scallops: "scallops" in the cumulative record of an Fl Performance.t o

Schedule, Adjusting (ADJ)
A form of schedule in which a value, (e.9., of interval or ratio)
is changed in some systematic way f rom reinforceme nt to
reinf orceme nt as a f unction of the performance of the
organism (e.9., long inter-response times in one ratio will cause
the next ratio to be larger).

Schedule, Alternative (ALT)
A schedule of reinforcement in which the organ ism is rein-
forced under whichever of two schedules in effect is satisf ied
first. For example, the organism is reinforced for the first
response to occur after one minute has elapsed since the last
reinforcement, or after 50 responses. Whichever occurs first
would be an ALT (Fl 1'; FR 50).

Schedule, Chained (CHAI N)
A schedule in which one response produces the stimulus
conditions for the next response which in turn produces the
conditions f or the next response, etc., until reinf orcement is
procured (at the end of the chain). Resembles a multiple
schedule with the exception that reinforcement follows the
completion of all components instead of each individual
component. A chained schedule is designated by the abbrevia-
tion CHAIN followed by the designations for the individual
elements. A CHAIN (FR10, Fl5, FRl00) would designate a

schedule under which the organism must emit 10 responses to
produce a stimulus in the presence of which one response after
5 minutes have elapsed will produce a stimulus in the presence
of which 100 responses will produce reinforcement.

'0Figure from Ferster, C. B. and Skinner, B. F.,Schedules of reinforcermenf. New
York: Appleton-Century-Crofts, p. 146. Copyright O 1957. Used by permission of
Appleton-Centu ry-Crof ts, Ed ucati o nal D ivi si on, M ered ith Corporati on .
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Schedule, H igher-Order
A schedule of intermittent reinforcement in which a behavior
or chain of behaviors specified under one schedule of
reinforcement is treated as a unitary response and programmed
under another schedule. Differentiated from nested contingen-
cies in that reinforceme nt is only delivered upon the comple-
tion of the conditions specif ied by the "outside" or governing
schedule. Example: An FR 100 [CUAIN (X,Y,Zll would be a

second-order schedule in which the f irst schedule (the CHAIN)
describes the behavior to be emitted by the organism; and the
second , oT governing schedule (the FR) determines when that
behavior will be reinforced. ln this case the organism must
emit 100 chains of the behaviors X, Y, and Z before it is

reinforced. The complexity of higher-order schedules may be
increased to any level. An F I 1 000' (F R 100 tCHAIN (X,Y, Zll l
would be a third-order schedule in which the f irst series of 100
chains of X, Y, and Z to be completed after 1000 minutes
have passed since the last reinforcement would be reinforced.

Schedule, lnterlocking ( I NTER LOCK)
A schedule of reinforceme nt in which the reinforcement is

determined by two schedules, where the setting of one
schedule is altered by progress made in the other. E.9., in the
schedule INTERLOCK (Ft 5 FR 250l. , the organism is rein-
forced at a ratio which is slowly reduced from 25O to 1 during
5 minutes. lf responding is rapid, reinforcement occurs only
after a large ratio has been completed; if responding is slow,
reinforcement occurs at a much lower ratio; if no response
occurs in 5 minutes, then the first response after that is

reinforced.

Schedule, lnterpolated (l NTER)
A single block of reinforcements tn one schedule is interpo-
lated into a sustained period of responding on a d ifferent
"background" schedule. E.g., while responding on a V R 1000
schedule the organism is also reinforced on an FR15 schedule.
This would be designated FR15 INTER VR1000.

Schedule, lnterual
Schedules of reinforcement in which reinforcement is pro-
grammed partly as a function of time (as well as, perhaps,
responding or some other condition). See also Schedule,
Variable-lnterual (Vl) and Schedule, Fixed-lnterval (Fl).

Schedule, Mixed (MlX)
A schedule of reinforcement where reinforcement is pro-
grammed by two or more schedules alternating (usually at
random ) , and where there are no correlated stimu li with the

schedules to allow the organism to determine which schedule
is in effect at any one time. E.g., a [/llX FI 5, FR 50 represents
a program in which reinforcement is sometimes available for the
first response after 5 minutes and sometimes available for the
completion of the first 50 responsesi the possibilities of each
occurring either at random or accord ing to a predetermined
pattern, but where the organism is unable to determine by any
means which program is in effect.

Schedule, Multiple (MULT)
Where reinforcement is programmed by two or more schedules
alternating (usually at random), and where each schedule has a

correlated and unique stimulus which will allow (but not
necessarily require) that the organism determine which schedule
is in effect at any one time. Differs from a mixed schedule in
the implementation of the correlated stimuli. E.g., a IVIU LT
FR 50, Fl 5 would designate a program where reinforcement
is sometimes contingent upon the emission of the f irst response
after 5 minutes have elapsed since the last reinforcement and
sometimes after the 50th response has been emittedi the
possibilities of each alternating (usually at random), but where
the organism is able to determine which schedule is in effect
by observing the corre lated sti mu I i .

Schedu le, Noni ntermittent
Any sched ule of reinforceme nt where all responses of a class
of responses are reinforced in the same manner (i.e., every
time , or not at all). See Schedule, Continuous Reinforcement;
Extinction, Operant; and Extinction, Respondent.

Schedule, Percentage (%)

'l . A schedule of reinforcement under which a specified
percentage of all responses are reinforced, but where the
specific responses being reinforced are unknown. E.g.,20%
reinforcement designates a schedule where approximately 2oo/o

of all responses will be reinforced , or, approximately 1 out of
every 5, but where reinforcement may or may not occur after
any one particular response.
2. A schedule of reinforcement where only a certain percent-
age of all normally programmed reinforcements are delivered.
E.9., F R50 QA%l designates a schedule under which reinforce-
ment is contingent upon the emission of 50 responses, but
where reinforcement is actually delivered following only 20%
of all successfully completed ratios; and where those rein-
forced ratios are randomly determined.

lVlost percentage schedules could be written as a V R
schedule, or as a higher-order V R schedule. The denotation of
(%1 , however, implies that the nature of variation is unknown
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(even to the programmer) whereas in a V R schedule the
programmer is usually aware of the variables determining the
reinforceme nt. To the organism there should not be a

functional difference, however, between VR and l%l sched-

u les.

Schedule, Ratio
Schedules of reinforceme nt where reinforcement is made

contingent upon the number of responses emitted by the
organism since the last reinforcement. See also Schedule,
Fixed-Ratio (Fn) and Schedule, Variable-Ratio (VR).

Schedule, Sequential
A form of second-order schedule in which several schedules of
reinforcement are linked in a sequential manner to comprise
the elements of a new, more complex schedule. Explicit in the
term "sequential" are the additional requirements that a

unique SD be associated with each of the component
schedules (as opposed to no stimulus or brief stimulus at the
beginning of each component); and that the sequence of
components be fixed and invariant (as opposed to the random
occurrence of any one component following the completion of
any other or even the same component). lf the "outside
schedule" (i.e., that schedule which determines the number of
components which must be completed to obtain the final
reinforcement) is a fixed-ratio, then the sequential schedule
may be properly termed a chained schedule. lf, on the other
hand, the ratio is variable or an interval schedule is employed,
then the number of components necessary for final reinforce-
ment is indeterminable (from the standpoint of the organism),
and the sequence cannot be properly called a chain. See also

Schedule, Higher-Order; Schedule, Fixed-Ratio; Schedule,
Fixed-lnterval; Schedule, Variable-Ratio; Schedule, Variable-
lnterval; Schedule, Chained; Schedule, Tandem.

Schedule, Strained
A schedule of reinforcement in which reinforcements occur so

intermittently, or in which such great amounts of behavior are

required that performance drops off to extremely low rates or
ceases altogether.

Schedule, Tandem (TAN D)

A schedule of intermittent reinforcement in which a single

reinforcement is programmed by two or more schedules acting
in succession withouf corre lated stimu li . Si mi lar to a "chain,"
with the exception of correlated stimuli.

Schedule, Variable lnterval (Vl)
A schedule of reinforcement where reinforcement is made
contingent upon the first response to occur after a specified
interval has elapsed since the last reinforcernent; and where the
length of the interval varies from trial to trial at random
between two arbitrary extremes and with a specified mean.
E.g., V 15' would designate a schedule of reinforcement under
which the first response occurring after an interval which was

5 minutes long on the average would be reinforced, but where
the size of that interval might vary from 1 minute to 10
minutes f rom trial to trial. NOTE: When desigrrating a Vl
schedule it is advisable to explicate the high and low extremes
of variation.

Schedule, Variable Ratio (VR)
A schedule of reinforcement where the reinforcer is made
contingent upon the number of responses emitted since the
last reinforcement; and where the size of the ratio varies from
trial to trial at randorn between two arbitrary extremes and
around a specif ied mean. E.9., V R 10 would designate a

schedule of reinforcement under which on the average every
1Oth response would he reinf orced, but where the size of the
ratio might vary from 1 to 20 trom trial to trial. NOTE: When
designating a V R schedule it is advisable to explicate the high
and low extremes of variation.

Schedules, Concu rrent (CONC)
Two or more schedules of reinforcement independently
arranged but operating at the same time on different operants.
The organism may operate under one or more than one of
these schedules at the same time or in rapid alternation. A
situation in which a child may be consequated on a VR10 for
behavior X, and on a V I 4' f or behavior Y (where both
schedules are in effect at the same time) would be designated
CONC IV n 10(X); V I 4' (Y)] . See also Operants, Concurrent.

SE
Abbreviation for "subsequent event." See Event, Subsequent.

Self-Control
1. The emission of behaviors by an organism f or the express
purpose of producing a change in the environment which will
in turn alter the frequency of certain behaviors in its own
re pe rto ire .

2. The failure of an organism to acquire, consume, or
otherwise take advantage of known reinforcers presently
available in the environment; and will, os a result, obtain or
avoid larger or more powerful reinforcers at a later time.
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Punishment, for example, may produce immediate (but tem-
porary) suppression of deviant responses emitted by a child in
a classroom. lf the teacher exerts self-control and ignores the

deviant responses while positively reinforcing appropriate
responses she will, in effect, be refusing the immediate rein-

forcement of "response suppression" for the purpose of ob-

taining the long-term (but delayed) reinforcement of "response

elimination" through the processes of extinction and rein-

forcement of incompatible and alternative responses.

Setting
A functional term in reference to the general and relatively
constant environmental context in which a behavior occurs or
is observed. Usually defined as the "where" and "when" of the

occurrence or observation (e.g., a "skinner box" from noon to
one each day; or a "classroom" from 9:00 to 9:30 each day

lVlonday through Friday, with 26 students and one teacher)-

Of course the detail with wh ich the setting is described can

vary from a very gross description (e.g., "skinner box") to a

very detailed definition (e.9., giving the dimension of the box,
the color of its walls, sound attenuation qualities, etc.). Usually
only the variables which are believed to noticeably affect the
performances are noted. lf the f unction of the setting is un-

known (i.e., how it aff ects the behavior), then it is called a

"situation." The equivalent terms in Precision Teaching are

"program" (affect unknown) and "disposition" (affect known)-
Any single element of the setting may be called a "setting-
element" or "stimulus." Since "stimulus" is sometimes used in

shorthand reference to a "stimulus-event," however, the use of
the f ormer term (setting-element) is generally preferred. See

also Situation; Setting-Element; and Stimulus.

Setting-Element
A functional term in reference to any single part of the
environment which remains constant throughout the time
during which the behavior occurs. lt is assumed that the
function of the setting-element is known (i.e., how it affects
the rate or probability of responding). lf the f unction is

unknowff, then the element is more properly called a

"situation-element." See also Setting.

Setting Event
A stimulus-response relationship that affects the probability of
the occurrence of a response. E.9., satiation and deprivation
with respect to the reinforcer controlling the response, the
critical periods of sleep and fatigue cycles, etc. Sometimes
confused with a priming stimulus, which is a specific induce-

ment to responding.Also called, somewhat more meaningfully,
"setting factor." See Stimulus, Priming; and Setting.

Shaping
1. As an operation: Reinforcing that class of responses in an

organism's present repertoire which most resembles a specif ied
target behavior not presently in the repertoire; and the
continuance of reinforcement, with each successive reinforce-
ment made contingent upon a behavior which more closely
approximates the target than the previously reinforced behav-
ior. NOTE: This operation is often referred to as "shaping by
successive a pproxi ma tio ns."

As each new class of behaviors is reinforced, those classes of
previously reinforced behaviors (representing earlier approxi-
mations of the desired behavior) are placed on extinction.
Since the extinction usually results in increased response varia-

bility, it serves the dual purpose of reducing (presently)

undesired responding and increasing the probability that newer
and closer approximations of the desired response will be

emitted.
2. As a process: The resultant change in the form and/or
frequency of the ongoing operants to more closely approxi-
mate, and finally acquire the specified characteristics of the
target behavior. See also Auto-Shaping.

Shock-Shock lnterval (SS)

ln avoidance conditioning, the interval between any two
successive shocks when no response is made d uring that
interval. See also Behavior, Avoidance.

Situation
A descriptive term in reference to all parts of an environment
which remain constant (unchanging) during the course of any
observation or series of observations. Examples might include
the position of walls, their color, the number of desks in the
room, the position of the room in the school, and the size ot
type in a book being read. The designation of "situation" does
not mean that the condition in question cannot change, only
that it does not change during the period in which the
behavior is being observed. For example: The fact that a

certain size print is used in a book from which a child reads
can be changed, but does not change (usually) while the child
is reading in any one session.

As a descriptive term, the designation of "situation" implies
that the function of that set of environmental constants is

unknown. When the function of the situation is known (i.e., it
is known how those constants affect rate of responding), then
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it is more properly called a setting (it is now known that those

constants "set the conditions" for a certain type and level of
responding). A synonym for situation in Precision Teaching is

"program." See also Situation-Element; Setting; and Event'

Situation-Element
A descriptive term in reference to any single part of an

environment which remains constant during the time in which

the behavior is observed. The f unction of the situation element

(i.e., how it affects the rate or probability of responding) is

assumed unknown. lf the function of the element is known,

then it is more properly called a "setting-element." See also

Situation.

Skinner Box
A small experimental space in which an organism (usually

infrahuman) may be placed for operant study' See also

Experimental SPace.

Slope
The rate of change described by a line, where, in fact, that line

may in turn be a summary of the rate of change occurring

between any two or more data points- The slope of a line is

always equal to the vertical difference between any two points

on the line divided by the hori zontal difference between the

same two points; or, height divided by base- Prior to the

calculation of the slope, however, all transformations implied

by the scales of the chart on which the data in question are

displayed must be made. lf, for example, the standard

Precision Teaching behavior chart is being used, the rate data

must be converted to logs before calculations are made. In this

case the formula for the slope of a line is taken as:

Log (second rate )- Log (f irst rate )

Log (slope) - Number of weeks over which the change occurred

EXAMPLE: lf a line-of -progress went from a rate of 1/min

to 100/min. in two weeks,

Log (slope) =
Log (10)-Log (1)

2

2.0--0.0

1.0; which is the log of 10, so the slope

would be "x10 Per week."

2

2,4

n

For any given chart an "acceleration finder" may be

constructed to eliminate the need for actual calculation. See

Acceleration Finder for an example. See Figure 77.

S-
Abbreviation for an "aversive stimulus." See Stimulus, Aver-
sive.

SN

Abbreviation for "neutral stimulus." See Stimulus, Neutral

s+
Abbreviation for a "positive stimulus." See Stimulus, Positive.

Spontaneous Recovery
A temporarily higher than operant-level rate sometimes ob-
served at the beginning of a session, following a session where
lower rates obtained (e.9., perhaps because of extinction). This
term suggests that the earlier rate has "recovered" during the
intervening time. A more plausible explanation is that stimuli
closely associated with the beginning of a session control
higher rates because of earlier conditions of reinforcement,
and because there has not yet been an opportun ity for this

/ ./'/
r1

/

Log/ Log Chart Log/ lnterval Chart lnterval/lnterval Chart

Log Slope Log Height/ Log Base Log Slope Log Height/Base Slope Height/Base

Figure 77. Slope: The denotation of "slope" as a description of a line implies that
line is straight. Virtually any function may be drawn as a straight line, however, if the
appropriate scales are used for the chart. These three charts represent the most
common. Notice that on each chart only one of the three functions turns out to be a
straight line-the function that matches the scales of the chart. The slope of that
straight line is determined by choosing any two points on the line and dividing the
vertical differences between those two points by the horizontal difference between
them (height/base). lf one or both of the scales on the chart are non-linear, however,
then the appropriate transformations must be performed on the data before the
division. Similarly, if the data are transformed, then the slope will be expressed in
units of the transformation (e.9., if a log transformation is made, then the slope will
be expressed as a logarithm).
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usually appropriate; but when individuals are analyzed over
time (e.9., following just one student through the entire
math-fact curriculum), then there is usually some means of
estimating trend-and the "static" measures are no longer valid
predictors. See also Dynamic Analysis. Examples of "static"
analysis would include the F-test and analysis of variance.

Step
A term, originating in Precision Teaching in reference to a

large change in rate between any two successive observation
periods. Usually occurring as a result of changes in the plan
(phase changes) but not necessarily so. A "drop" in rate is

called a "step down" and a "jump" is called a "step up." To
calculate the value of the step on a log chart (e.9., the standard
Precision Teaching behavior chart) divide the greater number
by the lesser number (the largest rate by the smallest rate);
then label the answer "dividby" (+) if a "drop" occurred, and
"times" (x) if a "jump" occurred.

Example: lf rate dropped f rom a line-of -progress with a

value of B to a rate of 2, then.

* =4=astepdown +2"
2

lf the line-of -progress had a value of B, and the rate was 24,
the n

24A

= 
=3=astePuPX 3"

On an interval chart steps wou ld be calcu lated as the
simple absolute difference between points (i.e., subtract the
smallest number from the largest number, and label the change
as "+" or "-" ). See Figure 78. See also Acceleration Analysis.

Step, First
A term, originating in Precision Teaching, in reference to a

measure of the initial change in rate between the last week in
one phase and the first week in the next phase. Calculated in
the same manner as any step, but where the "data points" are

the end of the lineof-progress in one phase, and the beginning
of the line-of -progress in the next phase. The f irst step is
eliminated in the acceleration analysis. The first step is usually
taken to indicate changes in "motivation" (e.9., how he "gets
something" for doing it) or changes in "opportunity" (e.9., the
material is now easier) rather than changes in "ability"-which
should be reflected in the slope of the line-of-progress for that
phase.

Stimulus (S)

All objects (e.9., a book or a dog) and events (e.g., the closing
of a book, or the barking of a dog) in our environment are

considered to be stimuli due to the fact that we are aware of
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effect to be altered by the experimental changes made during
the bulk of the preceding session.

sR-
Abbreviation for "negative reinforcer." See Reinforcer, Nega-
tive.

SR+
Abbreviation for "positive reinforcer." See Reinforcer, Posi-
tive.

sr
Abbreviation for a "conditioned reinforcer." See Reinforcer,
Conditioned.

SR
Abbreviation for " prima ry reinfor cer ." See Reinforcer, Pri-
mary.

SS

Abbreviation for "shock-shock interval." See Shock-Shock
lnterval.

State of the Organism
A general term used to denote a condition in which wide
varieties of behaviors are being emitted by the organism which
are all under the control of a relatively few number of
stimulus-reinforcer contingencies. For example: A pigeon will
often f lap his wings, strut around the cage, and bob his head
simu ltaneously in the presence of a single pre-adversive
stimulus. The sum of these actions (usually termed "anxiety")
is called a "state of the organism."

Static Analysis
An analysis of data in which all data points are assumed (for
purposes of analysis) to have occurred at the same point in
time (or otherwise are classed into a single group). Analysis is
then made between one group and one or more other groups
on the basis of one or more "static" descriptions (e.g., the
mean and variance of each group).

The analysis is "static" in that the best estimate of what the
values in one group will be (if no effective change occurred in
conditions) is what the values in another group were. Then, if
the values are, in fact, not the same, it is assumed that the
change in conditions was effective in changing the resultant
data. The "null hypothesis" is, then, "no-change ," or, that the
data will be "static" with respect to the parameters compared
(e.g., ffi€an and variance).

When "group data" are compared (e.9., the math-fact scores
for 30 elementary school students) then the static analysis is
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them only inasmuch as they "stimulate" our senses (i.e., we
must hear, see, touch, or smell them before we know
them to exist). Generally speaking we refer to an object or
event as a stimulus if it occurs prior to or simultaneously with
the response. lf the object or event occurs after the response,
and has been demonstrated to affect the rate of responding,
then we refer to it as a reinforcer. NOTE: lt is quite possible
for any given response to serve as a stimu lus f or any other
(similar or different) response. Whether or not a response may
serve as a stimulus or reinforcer for itself , however, (in the
absence of any other environmental or organismic reaction) is

arguable. But the use of the term "stimulus" implies that it
does, in fact, alter the rate or probability of certain responses.
See also SD; SA ; SN ; S+; S-; Event; and Program Event (under
"ls" Equation); and Stimulus (under "Does" Equation).

Stimu lus, Adjustable
A stimulus which the organism may alter in some respect as a

function of his responding. E.g., a short line may act as an SD

for respond ing on one key wh ich will lengthen the line to
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Figure 78. Step: The "step" in a project is taken as the difference between the
points at which two lines-of-progress (from two different phases) meet the phase
change line separating these projects. Note that the change line is drawn just before
the first data point in the second phase. lf the line were drawn anywhere between the
last data point in one phase and the first data point in the second phase, then the
value of the step might change.
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match a sample whereupon reinforcement is delivered; a child
may pile blocks on one another until they match the height of
a chair whereupon a board may be placed between them to
form a bridge; and a carpenter may file the leg of a table until
the table rests evenly without rocking.

Stimulus, Aversive (S- )

A stimulus, the removal of which is reinforcing (i.e., will
increase the rate or probability of that response wh ich j ust
preceded its removal); or, which may suppress responding
wh ich just precedes its presentation. The f ormer is negative
reinforcement, the latter punishment. Due to the fact that
negative reinforcement generates stable and consistent rates of
respond ing over a long period of time (and the effects of
punishment may be transitory), an aversive stimulus is usually
defined by negative reinforcement. Such a definition reflects
the stability of the stimu lus' reinf orcing properties, rather than
by rates changing as a function of adaptation. Also called
"negative stimu lus." See Reinforcer, Negative.

Stimu lus Building
1. As an operation: Consistently pairing (as in respondent
conditioning) the occurrence of a neutral stimulus with the
occurrence of an already effective unconditioned or condi-
tioned stimulus, discriminative stimulus, or reinforcing stim-
u lus.
2. As a process: The resultant gain in the effectiveness or
capacity of the previously neutral stimulus to serve the same
function as the stimulus with which it is paired.

Stimulus, Conditioned (CS)

1 . I n operant cond ition ing : A sti mu lus wh ich has gained the
ability to alter some property of behavior by being paired
consistently in the past with another stimu lus which already
possessed that ability, or, by being paired with some explicit
rei nforceme nt conti ngency.

2. ln respondent conditioning: A stimulus which has gained
the ability to elicit a conditioned response by being paired
consistently in the past with another stimulus which already
possessed that ability.

Also called "second-order stimu lus" and "h igher-order
stimulus." See also Stimulus, Unconditioned and Reinforcer,
Conditioned.

Stimulus Control
A stimu lus is said to exert control over behavior whenever
rates or probabilities of responding vary as a f unction of the
presence or absence of that stimu lus in the environment. See
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also SD; Sa; Stimulus, Discriminative; Stimulus Control,
Partial; and Stimulus Control, Complete.

Stimulus Control, Abstract
The process by which a stimulus controls behavior through an
abstract property such as shape, position, or relative size. ln
each case the controlling property of the stimulus is found in a
class of stimuli, and reinforcement is determined by a general
rule rather than a specif ic form of the stimulus.

Stimu lus Control, Complete
A stimulus is said to exert complete stimulus control over the
emission of an operant when it functions as an SD by its
presence, and as an Sa by its absence (or vice versa). ln such a

case rates or probability of responding would be high in one
condition and extremely low or nonexistent in the other, and
highly predictable in both. See also SD; Sa; Stimulus Control;
Stimulus Control, Partial ; and Stimulus, Discriminative.

Stimulus Control, Partial
A stimu lus is said to exert partial stimulus control over the
emission of an operant whenever rate or probability of
responding is highly predictable or stable in the presence of
that stimu lus; but indeterminable or unstable in its absence.
E.g., os would be the case if a stimulus functioned as an SD or
an Sa by its presence or absence, but not both. See also SD;
Sa; Stimulus Control; Stimulus, Discriminative; and Stimulus
Control, Complete.

Stimulus Cue
The specif ic property of a sti mu lus that d iff erentiates that
stimulus from the class of all related stimuli as a discriminative
stimulus. See also Salience.

Stimu lus, Discrimi native
1. ln operant discrimination: A stimulus which is paired
consistently with the presence or absence of .a reinforcement
conti ngency

2. ln respondent discrimination: A stimulus which is paired
consistently with the pairing or nonpairing of the uncondi-
tioned stimulus with the conditioned stimulus.

See also SD and Sa.

Stimulus, Emotional
A stirnulus which alters many ongoing performances in the
organism's repertoire other than those expressly affected by
reinforcement or extinction. " Flushing of the face" and
"perspiring ," f or example , are emotional responses sometimes
called "embarrassment." Since neither of these responses are

generally consequated by explicit reinforcement contingencies
(at least in the immediate history of the organism-discounting
any phylogenetic rationale for the behavior), any stimulus
which produces these responses may be considered emotional.

Problems arise in the classification of "emotional stimuli"
when one considers the possibility that certain responses may

have been conditioned in the history of the organism-if not to
the stimulus in question, to one sharing certain properties with
present stimu lus conditions. "Wing f lapping," for example, is

often cited as an "emotional response" emitted by pigeons

under conditions of extinction or pre-aversive stimulation.
While wing-f lapping bears no direct relationship to the specif ic

conditions at hand, however, "tlYing" behavior most certainly
could have been conditioned in the history of the organism as

a response to situations where food is no longer available or

danger threatens. ls the response "emotional," then, or merely
"inductive" or "regressive"?

Stimu lus Event, Catalytic
A stimu lus event which predictably generates a particular

behavior or behavioral pattern. Not to be confused with an SD

since it may be an SA as well (i.e., the catalytic event might be

the removal of aversive contingencies). Example: lt is said that
recess time in school is a catalytic stimulus event for disruptive
physical behaviors which would be punished during any other
school period.

Stimulus, Expanded
Any stimulus which is of a longer duration (e.9., a light on for
a longer period) or more drawn out (e.g., slower speech), but
which does not differ from the usual or normal stimulus with
respect to intensity, tone, pitch, o( any other relevant
dimension.

Stimulus Fading
Sometirrrcs used as a synonym for "stimulus building," but
incorrectly so. See Fading.

Stimulus Field
The set of all stimuli which may affect an organism at any one
time, i.e., all stimuli that the organism may see, feel, hear, or
smell at any given moment.

Stimu lus, lntegral
A complex stimulus in which there are many components

which, although they could be separated physically, must

occur in conjunction (and, Perhaps in a particular sequence) in

order to control responding in the designated manner (i.e., os

an SD, SA, Sr+, or St-).Determination of the function must
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be made via the technique of event sampling as well as time
sampling. Prior to the determination of function (i.e., before
evidence is available to make certain the function of the
integral stimu lus), it is called an " integral event."

Stimulus Magnitude
The size or intensity of a stimulus. ln respondent behavior the
stimulus magnitude and response magnitude are directly
proportional (i.e., when one increases the other increases,
etc.). ln operant behavior this relationship is arbitrary when
the stimulus is above physiological thresholds, and is solely
dependent upon an explicit history of reinforcement (e.9., one
could differentially reinforce high-pressure responses on a lever
to a stimulus of low intensity, and low-pressure responses to a
stimulus of high intensity, etc.).

Stimulus, Neutral (SN )

1 . ln operant conditioning : A stimu lus wh ich has no effect
on behavior. Strictly speaking this would require that the
organism were totally unaware of the presence of the stimu lus,
or at least that it had never been paired in any way with any
contingency. ln a more general sense, however, we may
consider a stimulus neutral with respect to one set of
circumstances or behaviors and discriminative with respect to
another. A green traff ic light, for example, may be discrimina-
tive with respect to driving behaviors, for example, but have
no effect (i.e., be neutral with respect to) reading behavior.

2. ln respondent conditioning: A stimulus which has never
been paired with an unconditioned stimulus, and which is

ineffective in eliciting a ref lex or altering respondent behavior
in any way. [Vlany of the same qualif ications mentioned above
in the operant usage also apply here.

Stimulus, Paced

Any situation in which the stimulus conditions necessary for
responding are not present continuously, but rather, are
"paced," or presented in a fashion which restricts the possible
range of rates of responding to that stimulus.

Pacing may be independent of or dependent upon respond-
ing. ln the first case, usually called program pacing, the
stimulus is presented as a f unction of some variable "external
to the organ ism" (e.9., a mach ine is set up to present a new
math problem to a student every 1 0 seconds-regard less of
whether or not the student has emitted any response to the
preceding problem). ln program pacing the upper limit of rate
of responding is determined by the pace at which stimuli are
presented. ln the example above, if the problems are presented
at a rate of one every 10 seconds, the upper limit of
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"problem-solution" behavior rates would be 6 per minute.
Such artificially imposed "record ceilings" are usually undesir-
ab le.

The second category of pacing is usually called response-

dependent pacing, or , response pacing. I n th is case the next
stimulus is presented when the response to the last stimulus
has been made (e.g., a teacher presents a new spelling-list flash
card after the student has responded to the last one). The
denotation of "pacing" in this situation implies that there is

some time delay between stimulus presentations that still
places a limit on responding, although this limit is usually
much harder to determine than the limits imposed by program
pacing. ln the spelling-card situation, for example, the student
might be able to work faster with a typed list of the words,
thereby eliminating the teacher-imposed delay of presenting

the next flash card. As minor as this may seem, data suggest

that such program revisions can significantly affect response

rates. See also Operant, Paced; and Stimulus-Response Rela-

tionship, Functionally Dependent.

Stimu lus Perseveration
1. The tendency to repeat incorrect choices (responses to
incorrect stimuli) on subsequent trials of the same problem.

2. The f ailure to alter the form, mode, or f requency of
responding with changes in the discriminative stimuli of the
environ ment.

Also called "response perseveration," somewhat more cor-
rectly, since it is defined by the response of the organism.

Stimulus, Positive (S+ )

Any stimulus which will increase the rate or probability of
responding, or maintain responding at a point above operant
level f or any response that immed iately precedes its occur-
rence, or decrease the rate or probability of responding, o(
maintain responding at a point lower than operant level for
any response wh ich just precedes its termination. I n the
former case it is called a positive reinforcer. The antonym of a
positive stimulus is negative stimulus (S ). See Stimulus,
Aversive.

Sti mu lus, Pre-Aversive
A stimu lus wh ich is presented consistently just prior to the
introduction of a primary or previously cond itioned aversive
stimulus. lVlay come to function as an SD or conditioned
aversive stimulus through the process of respondent condi-
tioning. See Suppression, Conditioned.
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Stimulus, Priming
A stimulus generally intended to induce or cue responding, but
which is not continually presented once responding has started
and has come under the control of other events or reinforce-
ment. E.g., a teacher may use the priming stimulus of a

command to induce a child to begin his arithmetic, but once
arithmetic behaviors have begun to be emitted, the teacher no
longer commands him to begin. Also called a "setting
stimu lus."

Stimulus Property
A single d imension of the stimu lus wh ich may contro I a

performance differentially from other dimensions of the
stimulus. E.9., color, size, position, etc.

Stimulus- Response Relationship, Functionally Dependent
Any stimulus-response relationship in which the specific value
of the stimulus determines the general nature of the response;

and the specific nature of the response determines the next
value of the stimu lus, etc.

Example: The stimulus of a curve will determine the
nature of a general turning response on the wheel of a car,
wh ich in tu rn determines the next stimu lus (of the car's
relation to the curve);which in turn determines the nature of
the next wheel-turning response, etc. Also, a teacher may
present a f lash ca rd to wh ich a student is to respond ; the
nature of the response may determine the next card to be

read, which in turn determines the next response, etc. lt is this
type of relationship which is enjoyed in most adjusting
schedules or instances of response induction.

Stimulus Set
The class of all related stimuli which function to elicit a

specif ic respondent behavior (ref lex) . To be d ifferentiated
from a cue set or stimulus class which elicits an,operant
response.

Stimulus Shaping
1. As an operation: Altering some dimension of a neutral
stimulus to the point where it becomes noticeable to an
organism; and differentially reinforcing the emission of an

operant already in the organism's repertoire in the presence (or

absence) of that stimulus to make it function as an effective
SD (or Sa ). All other parts of the operant structure must be

intact (i.e., the response, contingency, and reinforcer); and the
subject must be capable of responding.
2. As a process: The resultant formation of stimulus control.

Also called "stimulus fading:' somewhat incorrectly. See

also Stimulus Control; Stimulus Building; and Stimulus Fad-
ing.

Stimulus Shift, Extradimensional
Where the relevant dimension of the discriminative stimulus is

altered. Results in negative transfer. E.9., where the relevant
dimension in one SD is color, and then is changed to form.
Color and form are two separable d imensions. See also
Stimulus Shift, lntradimensional; and Transfer, Negative.

Stimulus Shift, lntradimensional
Where the relevant cue of a discriminative stimulus is altered,,
but within the same dimension (e.g., where the specific color is

changed, but the relevant dimension remains color). Results in
positive transfer. See also Stimulus Shift, Extradimensional;
and Transfer, Positive.

Stimulus, Subliminal
Any stimulus with an intensity below that required to elicit a

response. Below threshold. NOTE: A stimulus may be sublimi-
nal with respect to one response, but still effect another
response. "Subliminal advertising," for example, presents a

stimulus subliminal to the extent that the subject is incapable
of emitting a response to specifically identify when the
stimulus occurs, but that stimulus may still effect the "buying
response" of the subject. See Threshold and Respondent Laws,
Primary.

Stimulus, Unconditioned (UCS) or (US)

ln respondent conditioning, the stimulus which elicits the
unconditioned response without having had to be paired with
another stimulus in the past. A UCS is f requently def ined as

one which is effective at the birth of the organism, but as

physiological capabilities of responding alter with maturation,
this distinction is not entirely correct.

Strain
The decreased f req uency of a perf ormance that occurs as a

result of schedules with a particularly low reinforcement
density or that require a great deal of effort in responding.See
l\bu I ia.

Su bhunger
A preference for a member of a class of reinforcers: e.9., a

pigeon might prefer corn to several other grains, or a person

might prefer the music of lVlozart to that of other composers.
Preference is usually def ined by the relative frequencies of the
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responses that produces the different reinforcers. See Pref-
erence.

Subliminal
Below threshold. See Threshold and Respondent Laws, Pri-
mary.

Supervisor
A member of the project team in Precision Teaching.See
Project Team.

Suppression
Any reduction in rate of responding which is temporary in
nature. Usually associated with a temporary (and usually
aversive) change in the environment.

Suppression, Conditioned
'l . As an operation: Repeatedly presenting a stimulus (Sr )

during or prior to the onset of an aversive stimulus.

2. As a process: The temporary suppression of responding
during subsequent presentations of that stimulus (Sr ). NOTE:
(Sr ) is then called a "pre-aversive stimulus."

Systematic Desensitization
A specific sequence of operations designed to reduce or
eliminate phobias or maladaptive anxiety. Comprised of three
basic steps: First, the subject is trained in "deep muscle
relaxation"; second, a graded list of stimuli is compiled
representing the stimu li wh ich e licit the anxiety or phobia in
order from least to most anxiety-producing; and third, the
stimu li are reproduced in the mind of the client th rough
imagery wh ile in a state of deep muscle relaxation. Presenta-
tion of new, higher-level stimuli is made contingent upon
complete relaxation in the presence of milder (lower-level)
stimuli. The rapidity with which new stimuli are presented is

governed entirely by the client.
Systematic desensitization is considered one of several

related types of counter-conditioning techniques, d ifferenti-
ated primarily by the detail with which the list of eliciting
stimuli is formed and the means of stimulus presentation.
Other, similar therapies, include: "deconditioning," "graded
tasks," "dosing anxiety," "reconditioning," "hypnotic desen-
sitizati on :"'paradoxical intention," and "autogenic training."

Systematization
The integration of all relevant data and information pertaining
to any specified issue. The collation and ordering of informa-
tion to achieve a single body of data in which all aspects of the
issue are described and related to all other aspects, and with
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which the entire issue may be examined and investigated as a

whole or complete subject matter.

TAND
Abbreviation for "tandem schedule." See Schedule, Tandem

Task Analysis
Breaking down a job or iob analysis into its fine stimulus-
response components. Each unique response is stated in order
of its emission, with its correlated stimulus. E.g,, to lace a
shoe:

Stimu lus Response

'l . sight of shoe 'l . extend right arm to lace
2. right hand over lace 2. grasp lace between thumb

. . . etc. 
and forefinger.

The purpose of a task analysis is to identify relevant stimuli
wh ich may be pre-trained or need to be augmented; and
responses which may be pre-trained or altered in form or
sequence to make the acquisition of the task more rapid and
with fewer errors. Also see Job Analysis; Task Reformulation;
and Training Program.

Task Reformulation
Altering the form or order of stimulus or response components
in a task analysis to insure more rapid acquisition or more
efficient performance of the entire chain. E.g., installing a
counter on a machine that rings a bell when a crank has been
turned the correct number of times. See also Task Analysis;
Job Analysis; and Training Program.

T ("Tee")
A set and specific period during which one instance of a tD
and one instance of a tA will alternate. The length of a cycle
of a tD and tA. An Fl 1" with aS" hold will have a tA period
of one minute, a tD period of 5", and a complete cycle (or T)
of 1 '5" . See also tD, and tA.
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tD ("Tee-Dee")
A set and specific interval of time during which if a response is

emitted it will produce or aid in the production of (depending
on the schedule in effect) reinforcement. Similar to SD, but
where the only "stimulus" is the passage of time. For example,
if an F I 1' (f ixed interval-one minute) schedule of reinforce-
ment with a limited hold of 5" , the f irst response to be

emitted during the f ive seconds following one minute since the
last reinforcement will be reinforced. The 5", then, is a tD, See

also T, tA, and SD.

14 ("Tee-Delta")
A set and specific interval of time during which if a response is

emitted it will never be contingently reinforced. Similar to Sa,
but where the "stimulus" is the passage of time. For example,
in an Fl '1" a response will never be reinforced during the first
one minute following the last reinforcement. This minute,
then, is a tA. See also tD, T, and Sa.

Temporal Relationships Between Behavior and Environment
There are several ways in which behavior may occur in
temporal relationships to the environment in which it is

emitted. lVlany times the specif ic temporal relationship deter-
mines the function of the interaction (e.9., event occurring
before an instance of behavior could effect that behavior quite
d ifferently than a similar event occurring immed iate ly after
the same behavior). Here, however, only brief def in itions of
the temporal relationships per se will be given. To determine
the potential functional implications of these relationships, the
reader should consult the individual definitions of each.term
located elsewhere in the glossary.

NCTE: lt is quite possible for one type of event to have

several temporal relationships to the behavior. Categories are
not, in this sense, mutually exclusive.

Relationships Within or Between Several lnstances of the Same
Behavior:

lnter-Response Time (lRT).' The time between the
completion of one instance of behavior and the begin-
ning of the next instance of the same behavior. lf the
behavior was "sentences written," for example, then the
lRTs would be the time elapsed from the moment the
last letter in a sentence was completed to the moment
the f irst letter in the next sentence was started . See

Figure 79.

lntra-Response Time (l RAT): The time between the start
of one instance of behavior and the end of the same

Figure 79. lnter-Response Time: ln this and the figures to follow a response isindicated by a rise in the line, and the termination of a response by a fall in the line"lRTs are noted as that time which elapses between the termination of one responseand the initiation of the next response.

instance of behavior. lf the behavior were,,sentences
written," for example, then the IRAT would be the
elapsed time from the moment the first letter in the
sentence was begun and the moment the last letter in the
sentence was completed. See Figure g0.

Operant-to-Operant lnterval (OOl): The elapsed time
between the start of one instance of behavior to the startof the next instance of the same behavior. lf the
behavior was "sentences written ,,, for example, the OOI
would be the elapsed time between the moment the firstletter in one sentence was started and the moment the
f irst letter in the next sentence was started. See Figure g1-.

Operant-to-Operant Rate (OO R ): The inverse of the
opera nt-to-o perant interva I (i .e ., 1 / OOI ) . Used to eq uatethe OOI with the more usual measure of averaged rate ofresponding (see below). OOR is equivalent to anestimate of the number of operants which could occur in
one standard unit of time (usually a minute) with the given
OOI. Note that the OOI must be expressed in terms ofthe unit of time in question (i.e., the OOI cannot be

IRT IRT IRT

" Response"

"No Response"

" Response"

"No Response"

I RAT IRAT

oor

" Response,,

"No Response,,

ool
Figure 81. Operant-to-Operant lnterval: The time which elapses between theinitiation of one response and the initiation of the next response.
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Figure 80. lntra-Response Time: The time which elapses between the initiation of aresponse and the termination of the same response.
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expressed in seconds and the answer expressed i n

minutes unless a conversion is made)' Since only one

value of OOI is expressed in the equation for OOR (and

several different values may, ifi fact, have obtained in

any given set of data), the OOI used is usually a

summary statistic of all OOls obtained' lf the mean of

all OOls is used, then the result is an approximation of

averaged rate of responding, but using the median OOI

has, in some cases, been shown to give a much more

stable estimate of the rate of responding (i'e', it is not as

sensitive to unusually long or short OOls as the mean;

and, theref ore, ref lects the majority of OOls more

realisticatlY).
Averaged Rate-of -Responding (A R R ): An estimate of

the number of responses which may be expected to

occur in any given unit of time (usually one minute)'

Calculated by dividing the number of responses observed

by the total time of the observation:

# responses/ti me observed

As the number of responses approaches 'l , however, the

accuracy of this estimate diminishes; and it is preferable

to calculate the OOR (mean or median) whenever

possib le .

Relationsh ips Between a Behavioral Event and Another

E nvironmental Event
Latency: The time elapsing between the onset of one

event and the onset of another. Either event may be the

behavioral event in question (i.e., the first or second);

and both events may, it'l fact, be behaviors (but of

different types-otherwise the relationship would be

called an OOl, see above). See Figure 82'

Event Before (EB): Any relationship between a behav-

ior and an environnrental event in which the event

always precedes the emission of the behavior' There may

Latency

,, onil
Stimulus
"off"

" Response"

" No Response"

Figure 82. Latency: The time which elapses between the onset of a stimulus and the
occurrence of some event (in this case, a response).

be some latency between the time of the event before
and the occurrence of the behavior, but usually the use

of the term (EB) implies that the behavior occurs soon
following the occurrence of the event before.
Event Until (EU): Any relationship between a behavior
and an environmental event in which the event always
precedes the emission of the behavior; and continues to
occur (either as one continuous event or a rapid
repetition of shorter events) until the behavior is

emitted. lf , for example, a teacher said a spelling word
once (and the student is then expected to write it), that
would be designated an event before; but if the teacher
repeated the spelling word until all students acknowl-
edged completion, then that would be an event until.
Antecedent Event: Any event meeting the criteria of an
event-before or an event-until. When d ifferentiation
between the categories of event-before and event-until is

d iff icult or impossible, the term "antecedent-event" may
be used to denote the possibility of either.
Event During (ED): Any relationship between a behav-
ior and an environmental event in which the event
occurs concurrently (i.e., at the same time as) the
behavior. For examp le : lf a teacher smiled at a student
only during the time he was reading (i.e., didn't smile
until the student started reading; and stopped smiling
when tlre student stopped read ing), then that would be

an event during. Events during may also be qualified as

"events-during-all" or "events-during-part" of the re-
sponse.
Event After (EA): Any relationship between a behavior
and an environmental event in which the event always
occurs after the behavior. Note that th is does not
necessari ly i mp ly that the event is caused by the
behavior-only that it occurs (if at all) after the behavior
(see also Arranged Event). For example: lf a child had the
habit of always "f idgeting" (i.e., talking out of turn,
getting out of his seat, and putting his books away) just
before recess and lunch, then recess and lunch would be
events after, even though they certain ly weren't caused
by that behavior. The designation of event after does,
however, imply that the event occurs reasonably soon
after the behavior. Also called a "subsequent event."
Event Anytime (EAn): An event which bears no
particular temporal relationship to the behavior (i.e., it
occurs before, during, ar after the occurrence of the
behavior). Events anytime can, however, still control
responding by superstitious or accidental conditioning"

Latency
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A teacher, for example, ffiay smile at a child more or less

randomly (i.e.,0t any time-regardless of the child's
behavior); but smiling may (accidentally) follow "talk-
out" behavior often enough for the child to believe that
talking causes the smiling. Also called an "uncorrelated
event. "
Event Always (EAI): An environmental event which is

continually occurring during the period in which the
behavior is be ing emitted-so that the event always
occurs before, during, and after each behavioral event.
Examples would include the ticking of a clock and the
noise of machines in the background. An event always is

differentiated f rom an event anytime (see above) in that
it has a definite "rhythm" (i.e., a consistent "on-off"
pattern ) wh ich is rapid enough to insure occurrence
before, during, and after (nearly) all responses; whereas

an event anytime is less regular and occurs less fre-
quently. The implication is that the event anytime has a
higher probability of accidentally occurring in one
position (i.e., the before, during, or after position) to the
exclusion of the others, and theref ore, has a h igher
probability of gaining superstitious control over the
response. The event always is, however, still an event
(i.e., a change in the environment-like the "tick"-"no
tick"-" tick," etc., of a clock) and so cannot be classified
as a situation element (see below).
Situation and Situation-Element: Any condition in the
environment which remains constant (unchanging).

Sometimes equated to the general "setting" in which the
behavior occurs. Examples would be the wal,ls,'their
color, the number of desks in a room, the position of the
room in the school, and the number of people in the
room. The designation of situation does not mean that
the condition cannot change, just that it does not change
during the period in which the behavior is being
observed. For examp le : The f act that there are 30
students in one class may be classified as a situation-
element during math period; but several of the students
may go elsewhere for reading-changing the situation. As
long as the 30 students are there for math, though, then
with respect to math behavior, "30 students" is a

situation-element. Note that "situation" is used when-
ever reference is made to the entire complex of
non-changing environmental cond itions; and "situation-
element" whenever reference is made to a small part of
that complex. "situation" has also been equated to the
Precision Teach ing term "prograrn."

Program Event (PE): A term, originating in Precision
Teaching, in reference to any event which is not caused
by the behavior. Usually the use of PE implies that there
is some consistent relationship (before, until, during, or
after) but that the relationship is not causal. lt is

advisable, whenever possible, to use a more specif ic label
(e.g., see the def in itions of all events given above).

NOTE: Besides each of the discrete terrns listed above, it is

possible for an event to have several relationships to a

behavior. To describe these compounds, new complex terms
may be created. For example, ofl event which starts before the
behavior and continues through the emission of the behavior
might be called an EBD (event before/during). Similarly, an

EAU would be an event which starts after one instance of the
behavior a nd contin ues until the next instance of that
behavior.

Temporary
Synonym for "prosthetic." See Prosthetic.

Therapeutic
Of or pertaining to therapy. See Therapy.

Therapeutic Device
A device designed and constructed to generate behaviors which
will still maintain when the device is removed from the
environment. For example, exercise machines in physical
therapy are designed to increase the strength of the patient so
that he may engage in physical activities that will, in turn,
ma intain the strength of the patient without the need of
special devices. A teaching machine designed to teach a child
to read is another example. lt should be noted, however, that a

"therapeutic device" may only be labeled as such after its use

has been terminated and it has been demonstrated that the
behaviors do, in fact, maintain. Any other use of the word
must be considered speculative. See Therapeutic.

Therapy
Literally therapy is the operation of altering something which
already exists in some form. ln behavioral usage, however, one
speaks of therapy as the alteration of an environment to shape
or condition a peformance wh ich will ma intain when the
therapeutic element is removed. Often it cannot be determined
whether a specific change in the environment is therapeutic
until it is observed whether or not the behavior it generates
maintains after the environment is restored to its original
condition. One may speak of therapeutic environments,
therapeutic devices, therapeutic contingencies, etc. See also
Prosthesis.
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Threshold
The minimal value of any stimulus dimension (e.9., intensity,
size, duration, etc.) which will render that stimulus noticeable
to the organism; or, that value which the stimulus must have in
order to exert a specif ied control over behavior.

Threshold, Absolute
The smallest stimu lus intensity that a subject can discriminate.
Since the absolute threshold may change slightly with varying
conditions in the environment and organism, the absolute
threshold is usually taken as that point which allows discrim-
ination 50% of the time.

Threshold Differential
Just Noticeable Difference (JND), the smallest difference
between the values of two stimuli that the subject can
discriminate. Since the specific value of a JND !'nay change
slightly with varying conditions of the environment and
organism, the JND is usually taken as that difference which
may be discriminated 5OY, of the time.

Threshold Penumbra
The range of sti mu lus inte nsities wh ich may or may not be

sufficient to elicit a respondent behavior (dependent upon
specif ic conditions in the environment and organism). That
range of stimu lus values between the point where the organism
will always respond and that point where the organism will
never respond. See Threshold and Respondent Laws, Primary.

Time-Rule Check List
A method of observation in which the occurrence or non-
occurrence of a specified event during a specif ied time period
is checked off (or coded) on a list of possible events (or events
of concern ). Repeated observations will result in a probability
estimate of at least one occu rrence of a specif ied event in a

def ined period of time. The resultant data are not rate, but
approximate rate as the size of the time base decreases.
Time-rule check lists are usually ipsative measures. See Data,
I psative.

Time Sampling
A method of descriptiVe analysis in which the temporal order
of events and responses and their frequency of occurrence
within a specif ied interval €re recorded. By comparing the
results of two or more time samples taken under different
conditions a functional analysis may be made (i.e., what are
the effects of the presence or absence of, or changes in the
frequency of certain events). Time sampling (i.e., describing

when events happen) must be d ifferentiated f rom event
sampling (i.e., describing what the events are). See also Event
Sampling.

Time Out (TO)
1 . As an operation : Removing the organ ism (usual ly for a
short period of time) from a situation where reinforcement or
punishment is available, or noticeably withholding or sus-
pending the reinforcement or punishment contingencies for a

short period of time. Usually the withdrawal is made contingent
upon responding, but not necessarily so.
2. As a process: lf TO is made contingent upon responding,
or follows a response closely, it will result in an increase or
decrease in probability or rate of responding , or maintenance
of probability or rate of responding at a point higher or lower
than operant level (dependent upon whether TO is from a

reinforcing or punishing situation). lt is important to realize
that the situation into which the organism is put during time
out is essentially considered "neutral"; and that the effect of
the TO is determined mainlv bv the situation from which the
organism is removed. For example: lf a child were sent to his
room f or misbehaving during h is own birthday party, the
result would be quite different from sending him to his room
during the parent's bridge party. ln the former case (the
birthday party) he would be removed from a situation in
which positive consequences are available; and in the latter
case he would be removed from a situation in which the
frequency of positive consequences would be considerably
less; and yet in both cases the time out situation (i.e., his
room) is the same.

Times
A stateme nt, originating in Precision Teaching, in reference to
a change or difference between any two values (e.g., rates) in
wh ich the a mo unt of change is expressed in terms of that
number by which one value must be multiplied in order to
ach ieve the other value. Given the values of 2 and g, for
example, the difference between them might be expressed as
"times four" (i.e. ,2 x 4 = 8).

ln cases of lines-of-progress and steps, a ,,times,, statement
also implies that acceleration has occurred (i.e., the two values
in question occur sequentially in time and the second is greater
than the f !rst).

The use of "times" statements as description of change or
difference is limited to cases in which the data or values are
presented on log or semilog graphs or charts. On such charts all
equal "times" changes will appear to be the same size (e.g., a
change from 2 to 4 and a change from 100 to 200 are both
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"x2"; and will both appear as being the same size on a log or
semilog chart). For this reason log or semilog charts are often
called "equal ratio" charts. See also Dividby and Change,
Amount of.

TO
Abbreviation for "time out." See Time Out.

Token
A representation or symbol. A token in operant terminology is

usually any physical object (such as a poker chip or check on a

sheet) that may be exchanged at a later date for other
reinforcers. lVloney is an excellent example of a token.

Token Economy
A system of reinforcement in which tokens are administered as

the immediate reinforcer and "backed up" later by allowing
the tokens to be exchanged for more substantial reinforcers.
Also see Token.

Trainer
A member of the project team in Precision Teaching.See
Project Team.

Training Program
The step-by-step outline of recommended training procedures,
which results f rom the experimental analysis of task reformu-
lation. lncluded in the program are order of introduction for
the job components (based on observed difficulty level),
recomme nded training procedures (e.9., modeling, ffiolding,
shaping, etc.), recommended stimulus alterations, suggested
schedules of reinforcement, data collection procedures, and
techniques for analyzing trainee progress.

Transfer, Negative
Where the cues or relevant dimensions of the SDs for problem
solution in one situation do not apply in a second situation.
Results in slower problem solution in the second situation.

Transfer, Positive
Where the cues or relevant stimulus dimensions in the SDs for
problem solution in one instance remain constant in another
instance. Results in more rapid problem solution in the second
instance.

Tree
A behavior chain in which one of the components is an option.
See Findley Diagrams, Figure 38. See also Option and Grove.

I

UCR
Abbreviation f or "unconditioned response." See Response,
Unconditioned.

ucs
Abbreviation for "unconditioned stimu lus." See Stimulus,
Unconditioned.

Up the Left
A term, originating in Precision Teaching, in reference to the
scale along the left side of the standard Precision Teaching
behavior chart which describes the movements per minute.
Also called the y-axis, the ordinate , o( vertical axis. See
Figure 83. See also Chart and Across the Bottom.

UR
Abbreviation for "unconditioned response." See Response,
Unconditioned.

US
Abbreviation for "unconditioned stimulus." See Stimulus,
Unconditioned.

Figure 83. Up the Left: The
vertical or Y-axis of the Standard
Precision Teaching "6-16" 8e-
havior Chart.
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VI
Abbreviation for "variable interval schedule of reinforce-
ment." See Schedule, Variable lnterual.

VR
Abbreviation for "variable ratio schedule." See Schedule,
Variable Ratio.

rxry
Week
Any seven successive calendar days. Since lines-of-progress are

usually calculated on a "per week" basis (e.9., as in Precision
Teaching), it is important that time-spans (e.g., the length of a

phase, the duration of a vacation) are always reported in terms
of weeks (as opposed to days). ln cases where the time to be

reported cannot be expressed in "whole weeks" (e.9., 15 days

is two weeks, one day), then decimal fractions of weeks are

used (e.9., two weeks, one day - 2.1428 weeks). The advan-
tages in using decimal fractions become apparent when
calculations (e.g., of lines-of-progress slopes) are made. Follow-
ing is a list of the decimal portions of a week:

one day = .l 428
two days = .2857

three days = .4285
four days = .5714
five days - .7142
six days = .8571

seven days = one week

NOTE: These fractional parts of a week are also noted at the
bottom of the Oregon Rate/Acceleration Finder. See Accelera-
tion Finder.

Week(s), Effective
A term, originating in Precision Teaching, in reference to any
week(s) in which the slope of the line-of-progress is different
from the predicted acceleration line for that phase. Any
week (s) in wh ich the change in rate wh ich occurs is d ifferent
than that wh ich wou ld have occurred if the preced ing phase
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Variable
Any condition in the environment or organism, whether
manipulated or merely observed, which changes or can be

changed. See Variable, Dependent; and Variable, lndependent.

Variable, Dependent
A variable which changes as a function of a change in another
variable. ln operant research the dependent variable is usually
rate of respond ing, probability of respond ing, or some other
measurable aspect of behavior.

Variable, Endogenous
A variable which interacts with another variable or system in a

mutually dependent manner. E.g., if a schedule of reinforce-
ment (which effects response rate) is altered as a function of
that response rate, then the schedule and response rate would
be endogenous variables. See also Variable, Exogenous; Var-

iable, Dependent; and Variable, lndependent.

Variable, Exogenous
A variable wh ich, wh ile affecting another variable or system, is

not in turn affected. Analogous to the dependent variable in
experimental design. See also Variable, Endogenous; Vari-
able, Dependent; and Variable, lndependent.

Variable, lndependent
A variable which is altered or changed by the experimenter or

observed by (but not manipulated by) the experimenter as it
changes (naturally) to determine the effects it has on changes

in the dependent variable. E.g., oo experimenter might alter
the independent variable of hunger (food deprived for 15,20,
and 25 hours) to determine its effect on the dependent

variable of response rate when food is used as a reinforcer.

Variable, Prosthetic
Any variable which obtains in a prosthetic environment, a

change in which is reversible, and which does reverse (return to
its original value) when the prosthetic environment is discon-

tinued. This does not mean that other variables (i.e., non-
prosthetic) may not also occur in a generally prosthetic
environment.

Variable, Therapeutic
Any variable which obtains in a therapeutic environment; and
which is irreversible (i.e., cannot attain a previously enioyed
value). This does not mean that other variables (i.e., non-thera-
peutic) cannot occur in a generally therapeutic environment.
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had been continued. The only exceptions are limiting week(s)
in which the slope of the line-of-progress is flat, and lies on
either the record floor or record ceiling. Of course, where
other time bases are used, one might also make reference to
effective "hours:' "days," "minutes," or any other unit of
time. See Figure 84. See also Week(s), Limiting.

Week(s), Limiting
A term, originating in Precision Teaching, in reference to any
week or weeks in which the line-of-progress lies on the record
floor or record ceiling. Called "limited" because it is a week in
which the behaver has reached the lowest or hig'hest "limit" of
rate. Since both the record floor and record ceiling should be

horizontd lines, the slope of the line-of-progress of a limited
week would also be f lat. Of course, if another time base is

used, one might speak of limiting "days," "hours ," " minutes,"
or any other unit of time. See Figure 84.
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Figure 84. Week Types: This figure represents the three types of weeks which may
be observed to occur in the course of a project. Reference weeks are weeks which
have lines-of-progress parallel to the predicted acceleration line (i.e., the slope of that
week is no different than the slope of the data in the previous phase). Note that a
reference week may be higher or lower than the predicted acceleration line-only the
slopes need be the same. Effective weeks are any weeks in which the line-of-progress
is different than that which would be predicted (i.e.,the predicted acceleration line),
and which are'not limiting weeks. Limiting weeks are weeks in which the rate of
responding has reached the record floor or record ceiling, and cannot progress any
further in that direction.

Limiting Week

Effective Weeks

R ef erence Week

Predicted Acceleration Line
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Week(s), Reference
A terffi, originating in Precision Teaching, in reference to any
week or weeks during which the slope of the line-of-progress is
the same as the slope of the predicted acceleration line. A
reference week is any week in which the gain or loss in rate is
not d ifferent than the gain or loss wh ich wou ld have been
predicted from the acceleration in the previous phase. This
does not mean that the two lines are at the same place on the
chart, since there might have been a step between or in either
of the two phases. Of course, if another time base is used, one
might make reference to reference "days," "houfs," "min-
utes," or any other unit of time. See Figure 84.

X-Axis
The horizontal axis or abscissa of a chart. The independent
variable (e.g., time) is usually represented on the x-axis. Also
called "across the bottom" in Precision Teaching.See Figure 1,
Abscissa and Ordinate.

f ("x-Bar")
An abbreviation for the sample mean (i.e., a mean calculated
from a sample of all possible values in a population-as
opposed to a mean calculated from all values in the popula-
tion). See Mean.

Y-Axis
The vertical axis or ordinate of a chart. The dependent variable
(e.9., rate) is usually represented on the y-axis. Also called "up
the left" in Precision Teaching. See Figure 1, Abscissa and
Ord i nate.
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appendlx:

functional and
descniptive

tenrnindogy
It is generally accepted that the ultimate purpose of a science of behavior
is to reach a point at which the behavioral "product" of any given set of
environmental conditions may be predicted (and, perhaps, controlled). lt
would be impossible, however, to examine and test literally all possible

environ mental cond itions for the effect they produce in behaviors.

Fortunately, while it may be true that each specific set of conditions may
produce a slightly different behavioral product, it is a/so true that certain
general characteristics found in large classes of phenomena have roughly
the same behavioral effect in a wide variety of contexts. Classification of
phenomena in terms of shared characteristics can, therefore, lead to the
determination of "class effects"; and later, to the prediction of those
effects which will be produced by phenomena classified in that manner at

some later date. The class of all "reinforcersi'for example, is comprised of
all stimuli which increase the rate or probability of behavior which just

precedes their occurrence. ln order for any stimulus to be classif ied as a

reinforcer it must still be tested for the function described above; but since

the class of reinforcers has already been well investigated in the past, one is
also in a position to predict (without actual test) certain other uses of that
stimulus (e.9., in conditioning other reinforcers, and in cost-contingencies).

The level of classification may be quite broad (e.g., "event") or quite
discrete (e.9., "third-order conditioned-reinforcing-stimulus-event, condi-

tioned under a CRF schedule of reinforcement"). The more detailed the
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at a relatively clumsy and nonstandard level until just recently, while
functional counterparts have been relativelV welldefined and standardized
for some time. There are many possible reasons why this may be the case:

First, description can occur at a colloquial level; that is, if an investigator
wishes to describe some event that occurs following the emission of
behavior, he can call it an "event after the emission of the behavior."
Secondly, the maiority of communication in the field regarding the results

of observations and intervention procedures occurs after the project has

been completed and the appropriate functional labels have been deter-
mined. Third, since it is the ultimate purpose of the science to predict, and
since prediction requires knowledge of functional relationship, it only
seems reasonable that emphasis should be placed on functional terminol-
ogy. Unfortunately, even the best of rationales can prove faulty at the
practical level.

First, although it is the case that "common usage" terms exist which
could be used whenever simple description is required, the fact remains

that several words may apply; and each bears certain colloquial connota-
tions which might distort the intended meaning. lt is not unusual, for
example, for the word "consequence" to occur in the literature in

reference to the conditions which obtain following the emission of a

response, where the effects of those conditions are as yet undetermined.
The simple "consequences of behavior" in other words, may or may not be

reinforcing or punishing. ln fact, however, to at least one group of people

the term consequence bears def inite f unctional connotations. ln Precision

Teaching, "consequence" is defined as any event which occurs as a result of
the behavio r j and wh ich alters the rate of that behaviorl Note that because

contingency is a necessary condition in the Precision Teacher's use of the
word "consequence" that it is not directly equivalent to the term
" reinf orcer." Nevertheless, it /s a functionally def ined term. Until
standardization of descriptive terminology is achieved, conflict between
various "regional" connotations of the terms employed is unavoidable.

Secondly, although it would be hoped that the procedures and
environmental events studied in any given project could be functionally
def ined once the appropriate data were collected, that simply isn't always
the case. There are several reasons why phenomena may not be

functionally classifiable at the termination of a project. First, it could be

that preliminary data collected early in a project require certain delays or
extensions in one or more phases and result in a simple lack of time for the
complete analysis originally envisioned. Second, variables may be iden-
tified after a project is under way which appear to bear a functional
relationship to the dependent variable, but which cannot be investigated
due to lack of time or the complexity of the experimental situation. lt is

rarely possible, for example, to completely analyze the function of seating

arrangement, peer absences, and peer interactions in an applied study of

classification, the greater the amount of precision in prediction of effect.

ln addition to limits of practicality, however, movement up the continuum

of classification is not in all cases possible. Take, for example, the

following case where a simple "event" is continually reclassified until it is

called a "conditioned positive reinforcer."

Classif ication What the analyst must know before the classif ication may

be made

Event The phenomenon in question represents a change from one
set of environmental conditions to another set of environ-
mental conditions.

Event-After The event (i.e., change in conditions) must occur after the
behavior in question.

Stimulus-Event-After The event must alter the rate or probability of the behavior
preceding it.

Positive Reinforcer The stimulus event after must increase the rate or probability
of the behavior iust preceding it.

Conditioned Positive
Reinforcer

The positive reinforcer must have gained its ability to rein-
force via the process of respondent conditioning"

The question is not "how detailed does one wish to be?" but rather,

"how much does one know about the phenomenon?" lVlore may certainly

be predicted about the effects and uses of a "conditioned positive

reinforcer" than a simple "event," but if the information necessary for the

classification of a conditioned positive reinforcer is not available, then

some "lower-level" classification must suffice-until, that is, additional

information r's obtai ned.

An important dichotomy may be formed between the "descriptive"

and "f unctional" levels of classif ication. ln the former, only the temporal

andlor physical characteristics of the phenomenon are considered; and in

the latter, emphasis is placed on the affect of the phenomena (i.e., how it
changes other phenomena). ln the list above, for example, the classif ica-

tions "event" and "event -after" only require knowledge of physical change

and temporal relation to the behavior. From the "stimulus-event-after"

level on, however, the analyst must know not only the temporal and

physical characteristics of the phenomena,'but also how it affects

behavior.

Since it seems reasonable that one would classify phenomena at the

descriptive level hrefore testing for function, it would also seem reasonable

that the development of a descriptive terminology precede or at least be

concurrent with the developrnent of a functional terminology. The reverse

has actually obtained. Description in the behavioral science has remained
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math fact performances in a regular classroom. Because of a lack of
standard descriptive classifications, however, it is not at all unusual for an

investigator to simply omit any detailed discussion of these untested
phenomena even though they represent important considerations for
f utu re investigation .

Third, of course, it could be that the tested variable simply isn't
functionally related to the behavior. Although reporting the absence of a

relationship could certainly help other researchers avoid wasted effort of
the ir own, the lack of a descriptive terminology often leads to the

omission of this information from f inal project reports.
Lastly, the emphasis ptaced on the desirability of functional

classification and the absence of a descriptive classification system has

frequently resulted in the misuse of the functional terms available. For

example , " l reinforced that behavior, but it d id not increase in rate or
probability" is not at all an inf requent state ment; and yet it violates the
very meaning of the term "reinforcement." Functionally defined terms

like "reinforcement" are not "questions" of function, they are functional
"facts" which must already be established through the collection and

analysis of data before the term is applied.
ln view of the foregoing, it would appear that there is a good case

for the specif ication of a purely descriptive system of classif ication. The
purpose of this appendix, therefore, will be to brief ly investigate previous

attempts to accomplish that end and to extend and integrate those efforts
into a comprehensive and workable system for use in all areas of
behavioral investigation. Since all terms used in the following text have

been completely def ined in the main body of the Glossary, only brief
definitions will be given here. Only the manner in which the functional
and descriptive terms relate to each other in the sequence of classification
will be discussed in detail.

the "is" equationrr
descniptive analysis

in PnecisionTeaching
One of the first widely accepted attempts to construct a separate de-

scriptive classif ication system for the analysis of behavioral and environ-
mental events appeared in a 1 964 article by O. R. Lindsley entitled
"The Direct [Vleasurement and Prosthesis of Retarded Behavior" (Journal
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of Education). The analytic system, called COLAB (common language
analysis of behavior) was comprised of two separate "equations" denoting
the most common temporal and contingent relationships that environ-
mental events may have with behavior. One equation was for use in
description only, and the second for the classif ication of events with
known functions.

ln the descriptive equation, events were classif ied as occurring
antecedent or subsequent to the behavior and labeled accordingly. The
behavior itself was renamed a "movement" (to avoid the implication that
data were available to demonstrate that the behavior was "responsive" to
the environment described by the equation); and any relationship which
existed between the movement and the subsequent event was labeled the
"arrangement." An example of the use of this original equation follows:

EA--- #A-gS

Sight of
Word

Oral 10:1
Read ing

s >R >K------Dc

FUNCTION KNOWN
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"Good"
f rom

Teacher

The functional equation followed the same basic format that one
finds in the more traditional terminology. Once data were collected to
determine the f unctions of events in the descriptive equatioo, 0 "transla-
tion" was performed. The "antecedent event" became a "stimulus" (i.e., it
could then be said that the antecedent event "stimulated" the behavior);
the "movement" became a "respol'lse" (i.e., it was then known that the
movement was "responsive" to changes in elements of the equation); the
"arrangement" became a "contingency" (implying basically the same thing
as "schedule of reinforcement"); and the "subsequent event" became a

"consequence." Figure 1 describes the one-to-one relationship between the
two equations. Remember, however, that "translation" from one to the
other was performed only when data were available to define the specific
function of the element or elements in question.

FUNCTION UNKNOWN

EA--DM n-A > gS

J JJJ

Figure 1.



The original COLAB equations soon became known as the "ls" and

"Does" (or "Did") equations (i.e., one describes what is in the environ-

ment; and the other def ines which of those elements does change behavior).

Eventually "COLAB" was dropped altogether, and today the system is

known simply as "ls-Does." At about the same time that the name of the

equation was changed, "movement" became "movement-cycle" to indicate

that "repeatable" behaviors were more amenable to change and description

in these equations.
The major purpose of "ls-Does" was to provide the teacher and

other applied-level persons with a method of classifying and analyzing

behavioral and environmental events in a systematic manner without
having to learn the relatively complex language of behaviorism per se. ln
this it succeeded immediately. Eventually, however, it was determined that
the terms "antecedent" and "subsequent" were too restrictive. A
subsequent event, because of the term "arrangement," was automatically
limited to the description of events contingent upon the movement.

What about events occurring after the movement but not dependent

upon that behavior? Similarly, what about environmental constants

that are not really environmental events? The language was changed,

therefore, to allow greater flexibility. The term "program" was added

to "ls" equation to refer to any environmental constant (e.9., place,

time of day, humber of peers present); and the term "d isposition" was

added as its f unctional corollary in the "Does" equation. The term
antecedent event was replaced by "program event" which could refer to
events occurring at any time (before, during, or after the movement); and

the term "subsequent event" was replaced by the term "arranged event"

to make its relationship to the behavior even more explicit. The revised

equations, those presently in use in Precision Teaching, appear in Figure 2.

FUNCTION UNKNOWN

PROGRAM-----PROGRAM EVENT-----MOVEMENT-CYCLE >ARRANGEMENT-+ARRANGED 
EVENT

PPEMCAAEttrll+++v+
DISPOSITION------- STIMULUS--- - RESPONSE ------D CONTINGENCY > CONSEOUENCE

DSR-KC

FUNCTION UNKNOWN

The actual function which each member of the equation performs is

noted by a series of modifiers. A complete list may be found under "Plan

Functions or Aims" in the main Glossary; but briefly they include
"acceleration," "deceleratioo," "maintain," "stabilize," and "f luctu ate."

A consequence that serves the f unction of accelerating behavior, f or
example, would be called simply an "accelerating consequence." The

means by which the event served the specified function is noted by the

adjective "presented" or "withdrawn" (roughly equivalent to "negative"

and "positive" in reinforcement). One could have, therefore, a "withdrawn
accelerating consequence" (negative reinforcer) or a "presented accelerat-

ing consequence" (positive reinforcer).

an expanslon

Despite the fact that the standard Precision Teaching "ls" equation is

considerably more flexible with the inclusion of the terms "program" and
"program event," this increase in analytic "power" was not gained without
cost. N/lost persons were able to immediately comprehend the meaning of
"antecedent event" (if , of course, they understood the usual meaning of
the terms "antecedent" and "event"); but the connotations ascribed to the
word "program" reintroduced a d iscrepancy between "common sense"

and "actual meaning." Almost any dictionary will define a program as a

list of items or a plan; and since, in Precision Teaching, the "ls" equation
is used for both the description of what rs going on and what is planned as

a change, there is little or no discrepancy in formal def inition. Actual
usage, however, indicates that a good proportion of the people introduced
to the equation infer the latter def inition only (i.e., plan); and exclude
from analysis simple description of events in the environment which were

not actually planned.

A second problem in the actual usage of the term "program event"
arises simply as a function of its position in the equation. Since it occurs
on paper before the movement-cycle, it is sometimes inferred that it must
occur temporally bef ore the movement-cycle-defeating the only real

advantage that term has over "antecedent event."
ln order to alleviate some of the problems arising from the use of the

term "program event" but still retain the same flexibility in analysis,

lVlartin Waechter, Program Director of Pearl Buck Center in Eugene,

Oregon, devised a similar, but expanded system of analysis. ln this system

the possible temporal relationships which a program event may have to the
movement-cycle are explicitly defined. lf a program event may occur
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before, during, or after the movement-cycle, why not call those events

"before," "duriog," and "atter"? ln addition to simple "events before,"
Waechter also includes a classification called "events until"-one occurring
only once sometime before the movement-cycle; and the other occurring
repeatedly or continuously until the movement-cycle. Having disposed of
the term "program event" it became advisable to find a substitute for
"program." "Situation" was finally chosen. The terms "movement-cycle,"
"arrangement," and "arranged event" were retained from the original "ls"
equation.

With a variety of discrete temporal classifications it was now possible

to construct a planning sheet that regained a correlation between its
physical appearance on paper and the temporal relationships it was to
describe. Copies of Waechter's description and planning sheets appear in

Figures 3 and 4.
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cc)rnrnon cnitenia in
descniptive cl assification

The two preceding sections on Lindsley's "ls-Does" and Waechter's

expanded analyses represent two of the most formalized and widely used

descriptive classification systems available today. Despite the fact that
they each approach certain problems in slightly different manners, they
share many traits in comnon.

First, in each approach there is a definite attempt to avoid
"technical" terms which, although they may be precisely defined , are not
immediately understandable to "lay people." ln Lindsley's 1964 article he

emphatically states that the development of "iargon" in each of the
various sciences is unnecessary and a hindrance to communication. The

terms "arranged event" and "event after" may not sound impressive, but
at least they communicate the necessary meaning in a clear and

comprehensive manner.
Second, in both sets of analyses (and, tor that matter, in the

"traditional" functional operant terminology) the focus of analytic
attention is always the behavior. The terms "betore," "during," "atter,"
and "arranged" al I ref er to te mporal or contingent re lationsh ips to the
behavior. Given this one simple rule, it is almost impossible to misinterpret
the meaning of the descriptive statements used in these analyses.

Based on these two criteria of simplicity and orientation toward
behavior, the basic elements of these analyses will be further expanded and
revised in the following sections to form a more complete system of
analysis amenable to even the most detailed of descriptive purposes.

behavion

Since behavior will be the focus of analytic attention, it would probably

be advisable to review some of the f unda mental rules of behavior
identification and definition.

The classification of events as "before" and "atter" will require that
the initiation and termination of each instance of behavior be readily
observable. ln the traditional sense this requires that the behavior involve
movement, that is, that some part or all of the organism be transported
through space. As long as some movement occurs, then it is likely that
some means of observing the behavior is available. Albeit, if the movement
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is too small (e.g., a small muscle spasm in the heart) special equipment will
be necessary. lVlore recently, certain behaviorists have become interested
in "internal" or "covert" behaviors-thought, feeling, emotion, and
other "private" behaviors. Whether or not these behaviors involve
movement is a moot point, but if the person emitting those behaviors is

confident that he is aware of their initiation and termination, then it is

conceivable that "self-analyses" of events controlling those behaviors
cou ld be ach ieved; and alteration plans based on those analyses success-

fully employed. lt should be pointed out, however, that inasmuch as the
adequacy of the analysis and the reliability of any data collected cannot be

verif ied by any other person, the results of such "self-projects" may not be
generalized to other persons-except, perhaps, in the form of "sugges-

tions. "
Additional suggestions for the identification of behaviors most

amenable to analysis and alteration may be found in the definition of
"movement-cycle" and "behavior" in the main Glossary. For immediate
purposes, however, the criteria of observable or identif iable in itiation and
termination will suffice.

cc:nstant on change?
Given any environmental phenomena (and remember, the "environment"
for any given behavior may include the behavior of other organisms or
even different instances of behavior for the same organism) the first
analytic consideration to be made is whether or not the phenomenon in
question represents a change in the environment, or a constant lunchang-
ing) set of conditions. Bearing in mind that the behavior is the center of
attention, the classification of "constant" or "change" is solely with
respect to that behavior. A "constant," then, is defined as any environ-
mental condition which remains unchanged throughout the period during
which the behavior is observed. The denotation of a "constant" does not
imply that the condition described cannot change, only that it does not
change during the observation. Examples would include the place of
observation, the number of people present, the time of day, and the
general activity in which the behavior occurs. Constants may be further
delineated in terms of the duration of their consistency. By the nature of a

constantrs definition, it cannot change during the course of any single
observation; but it may be possible tor it to change from day-to-day (i.e.,
observation-to-observation ). The n umber of students in a class, for
example, would generally be considered a constant, and yet can change on
any single day with one or more students absent. This type of constant

cou ld be called a "session" or " daily" constant, lf the constant is

deliberately altered f rom experimental phase to experimental phase, then
it could be termed a "phase" or "treatment" constant (i.e., during any one
phase or treatment it rema ins constant, but changes between phases or
treatments). Other adjectives may be used as deemed appropriate to the
situation at hand. The specif ic f unctional and descriptive terms used
to denote constants will be discussed in a later section.

"Change" will be defined as any environmental condition which
does change (at least once) during the course of the time in which the
behavior is observed. ln other words, anything that cannot be classified as

a constant must represent a change. Sometimes, however, the distinction
between a constant and a change is relative. A principal in a school, for
example, interested in a child's behavior during the entire school day,
would consider each classroom that a child enters during the day a change.
The teacher in each class, on the other hand, ohly sees the child in that
one location, and would most likely classify her classroom as a

constant. Therefore, the distinction between constant and change is really
a matter of "perspective"-who's looking, when, and for how long.

ternponal and lor
contingent nel ationship

to the behavion
lf the phenomena to be classified has already been identified as a constant,
then the temporal relationship it has to the behavior is already
determined-it exists "throughout" the behavior continuously. lt exists
before, during, and after the behavior without change. lf the phenomena
has been classified as a change, then there are several relationships it may
have to the behavior. Those possible relationships are described briefly
below.

Antecedents: Any change in conditions which occ urs prior to any given
emission of the behavior in question. This does not mean that the change
must occur before every instance of the behavior; only that when it does
occur, it is prior to the occurrence of the behavior. There are several
possible types of antecedents; and if at all possible, the change should be
clasiVied more discretely as one of the following:

Before: A change in conditions wh ich occurs antecedent to the
behavior, but which generally occurs only once (or at most, only a
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few times) prior to the emission of any given response. A change

classified as "before" will not be repeated, even if the behavior fails
to occur.

Until: A change in conditions which occurs antecedent to the
emission of a response and continues to occur (either repeatedly or
continuously) until the behavior occurs. A change "until" will not
stop until the behavior starts.

During: Any change in conditions which occurs at the same time as the
behavior. This does not mean that it must happen every time the behavior
occurs; only that when it does occur, it is generally at the same time that
the behavior is occurring. Changes "during" may be classified at a more
discrete level through the use of one of the following modifiers:

During-all : Any change in conditions wh ich occurs during the
entire time in which the behavior is emitted. A change during-all,
therefore, would start when the behavior started, and stop when the
behavior stopped.

During-part: Any change in conditions which occurs at the same

time as the behavior, but occurs during only part of the time that
the behavior occurs.

Note: Alternatives to the term "during" are "concurrent" and
"conjugate." Both bear certain functional connotations from their
use in schedules of reinforcement, however; and the latter especially
implies a "during-all" relationship to the behavior.

Subsequent: Any change in conditions which occurs after the emission of
the behavior. Note that the subsequent change need not be caused by the
behavior, only occur after it. This allows for the description of
environmental conditions which may result in superstitious conditioning.
lf it is not known whether or not the event occurring after the behavior is

caused by or contingent upon the emission of that behavior, then the term
"subsequent" is most appropriate. lf, however, it ls known if the
subsequent event is or is not continqent upon the behavior, then one of
the following terms should be used:

After: Any change in conditions which occurs following the
emission of a behavior, but which is not caused or dependent upon
that behavior (i.e., even if the behavior does not occur, the change
will occur).

Arranged: Any change in conditions which occurs following the

emission of a behavior and which is caused by or contingent

upon that behavior. lf the behavior does not occur, the arranged

change will not occur.

Note: Additional detail may be gained in the classification of
subsequent changes if the terms "immediate" and "delayed" are

employed appropriately to denote how soon after the behavior the

change occurs.

Anytime: Any change in conditions which does not bear any special or

consistent relationsh ip to the emission of the behavior. A change

"anytime" may occur before, during, or after the behavior. Some of the

previous classif ications (e.g., change before, change after) may not

bear any necessary relationship to the behavior, and so cou ld be

classified as changes anytime. The fact that they are not so classified,

however, implies that they occur most often in the position described; and

whether by accident or plan, have a relatively consistent relationship to
the behavior. Differentiations may be made between regular changes

anytime and irregular changes anytime. Examples would include the

ticking of a clock (regular) and the sounds produced by a television in the

background where dialogue is broken and inconsistent (irregular). Alterna-
tively, reference could be made to changes "anytime" as irregular,

and changes "always" as regular. The degree of regularity has implications
in the processes of adaptation and accidental reinforcement.

Figure 5 presents the constants and changes just def ined in

diagrammatic form. Notice that the "constant" box encompasses all other
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Figure 5.
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elements of the equation-denoting that it is the context in which all
others occur. lVlovement from left-to-right in the diagram is equivalent to
movement through time. Antecedents, therefore, occur f irst, followed by
the movement-cycle and changes during the movement-cycle; and finally
the various subsequents are listed. Changes which may occur at any time,
on the other hand , are represented in a box wh ich extends f rom the
extreme left to the extreme right-all through "time."

While time is represented in horizontal movement on the diagram,
the consistency of relationship between each of the events and the
movement-cycle is represented in the vertical. Changes which occur until
the movernent-cycle or are arranged by it demonstrate necessarily
consistent relationships to the movement-cycle, and are represented
in the sa me vertical plane. The constants, undiff erentiated antecedents
and subsequents, and changes which simply occur before, during,
or after the movement-cycle are not necessarily consistent in their
relationship to the movement-cycle (although, in any given analysis, they
mayl, and are, therefore, represented in vertical planes just above or below
the movement-cycle. Finally, changes which may occur at anytime are the
least consistent in their relationship, and are described in a vertical plane
furthesf away from the movement-cycle. Notice that in both dimensions,
in time and consistency of relationship, the center of analytic attention is

always the behavior.

occunnence natios
To classify an environmental change in terms of the temporal relationship
it holds to the behavior does not necessarily mean that the change in
questi on musf occur in that position for all instances of behavior. lt would
be possible, for example, that a single occurrence of a change "before" be
followed by several instances of the behavior. Similarly, any given instance
of the behavior may be followed by several changes "after." Simply, the
ratio of occurrence which obtains between the behavior and environmental
changes need not be one-to-one.

The most rudimentary of ratio classifications could employ the
modif iers " each" (or "one" ), "many," and " all." lf a mod if ier appeared
before the word "change" in any change classification, then it would
modify that term. lf, on the other hand, the modifier appeared following
the word "cha flge ," then it wou ld mod if y the referent of that term-
behavior. A change classif ied as "one change before each," theref ore,
would classify an environmental condition wh ich always occurred once
before each instance of the behavior. "One change after all" would denote
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a change in the environment which occurs once following the emission of
all instances of the behavior. "[Vlany changes until all" would classify an

environmental change that occurs repeatedly until all instances of the
behavior have been emitted. Alternatives, of course, could be fournd for
the modifiers. The term "several" could be used, for example, instead of
the term "many." The position of the modifiers, on the other hand, is

governed by proper sentence construction.
The use of these simple modifiers preceding and following the

temporal classification of changes increases the potential detail of a

descriptive analysis immensely. Given that "changes always" are not
amenable to this type of modif ication, there are eleven simple temporal
classifications which may be made. With four options available in the use

of modifiers (i.e., three modifiers plus the option not to use any) both
bef ore and after the temporal classif ication, the number of potential
classif ications increases to '144. F igure 6 demonstrates how th is number is

ach ieved.

Despite the added detail these mod if iers af ford, there is still a

considerable amount of latitude in the specific meaning of the term
"many:' and, to a lesser extent, in the term "all." There will certainly be

times when the exact ratio of occurrences is known, or at least may be

estimated with a reasonable degree of accuracy. ln these cases, the analyst
should note that specific ratio in his description. The notational system

employed may vary in accordance with the analyst's preferences, but the
most common include use of a "slash" or a "colon." Take, for example, a

case in which a factory worker is required to sort items according to
"acceptable" or "unacceptable" quality. Each time an acceptable item is

presented he is required to place it in a shipping crate; each time an

unacceptable item is presented he is required to throw it in a bin marked
"return." These cond itions might be ca lled simply "one change bef ore

ONE

ANTECEDENT

UNTIL

BEFORE

DURING

DUR I NG _ALL

DU RI NG-PART

SUBSEOUENT

ARRANGED

AFTER
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(?)
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X 144

Figure 6.
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each behavior." lf, on the other hand, after every ten acceptable items the
shipping crate is full and he is required to push it on to another worker,
then the relationsh ip between the circumstance of "acceptable item
presented" and "crate pushing behavior" is ten items presented to each

crate pushed. Using the colon, the ratios between changes and behaviors

could be noted as follows:

change hefore

acceptable item presented

behavior

item placed in crate

crate pushed on

description

one change before
each behavior
many changes before
each behavior

ratio

(1:1)

(10:1)item placed in crate

Note that in this example the necessary "change bef ore" pushing the
crate on was the behavior previously analyzed-putting the ite m in the
crate. This is an excellent example of how one instance of behavior may
function as a condition change for another instance of behavior. Note also

that the "change before" pushing the crate on could have been def ined as

simply "crate full." Had this been the case, then the ratio between the
change before and behavior would have been one-to-one. By specifying the
components which comprise the condition of "crate full," however,
greater detail is achieved in the analysis; and in most cases increased detail
in description will result in a higher probability of an adequate functional
analysis later. What would happen, tor example, if the ratio were changed

by increasing or decreasing the number of items which must be placed in

the box (and, of course, altering the size of the box)? Had the conditions
simply been called "crate full," then the possibility of altering that
condition and specifying the nature of alteration in units of behavior
might have been overlooked.

Any given ratio between changes in the environment and the
behavior may occur purely accidentally or ref lect an actual contingency.
ln the example of the factory worker, the changes in the environment and

behavior were necessarily related-the behavior of putting an item in the
crate could not occur until the "change before" of item presentation; and

the behavior of pushing the crate away could not occur until ten "placing
item in box" behaviors had occurred. There may be other events, however,
that are not as easily classif ied as "necessary."

It could be the case, for example, that the factory foreman comes

around to the worker after every ten or twelve crates have been filled and

comments on the work. Unless it is certain that the foreman will not come

around unless ten or twelve crates are full, however, the analyst could not
classify that ratio as a necessary condition. The reader will remember that
an "arranged change" was one that occurred after the behavior was

emitted and was caused by the behavior (i.e., contingent upon it).

Therefore, whenever the ratio of occurrence between an environmental
change and behavior is a necessary relationship reflecting causation or
contingency , "arrangement" would appear to be an appropriate substitute
for the word "ratio." An analysis of the factory worker,s behavior woulcl
then be modif ied as follows:

0ne change bef ore (item presentation) arranges one behavior (item in box); Ten
changes bef ore (item in box) arranges one behavior (push_box on); Behavibr (push
box on) has a ratio of l0-12to 1 with the change after (foreman).

(or)

item presentation A(1:1) place item in box
place item in box A(10:1) push box on

push box on R(l0- 12:l) toreman comes

It should be pointed out that temporal relationships may enter into ratios
or arrangements. lt could be, for example, that the foreman comes around
once every th irty minutes-regardless of the worker's behavior. Such an
arrangement could be noted in the "change anytime,, box as ,,toreman

comes regularly every thirty minutes." Similarly, it could be that the
movement-cycle is "running the 1O0-yard dash" and the arranged event is

contingent upon running it faster than before. This arrangement could be
specif ied as:

A (TllVlE LAST: 1)

ln another case a researcher might want to investigate a fixed-inter-
val schedule of reinforcement and specify the untested arrangement as:

A(1'+1:1)

Since the minute is specified first, then that condition must be met first;
and then the first response to follow will result in the arranged event.

ln another case the arrangement may be progressive. Each time the
arrangement is delivered, for example, one more movement is required
than the time before:

A (#t-t + 1:1)

The specif ication of "t-nl" is in reference to the last fime that the
arrangement was completed, and "#lt-"ll+"|,, indicates that the number of
movement-cycles required is the same as the number reguired last plus
one.

Of course, where doubt exists that the notational system might be
misinterpreted, then the actual requirements should be written out. ln any
event, one can see that the specification of an arrangement or ratio may
take many forms.
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basic analYtic Pnocedune
Earlier in this paper it was stated that the ultimate purpose of a science

was to predict andlor control the phenomenon with wh ich it was

concerned" lt was also noted, however, that in order to reliably and

efficiently achieve this end, the phenomena in question should first be

grouped and classified on the basis of common characteristics' Then' ?s

more and more information is gained about the classified phenomena' the

classification becomes more and more detailed until a functional level is

attained. Even then, of course, functional levels may continue to become

more and more refined-each step adding to the precision and certainty

with which the prediction of outcome may be made' There are basically

three procedural steps requisite to movement up the scale of classifica-

tion-observation, alteration, and recording'

ln the "observatior"l" step the analyst observes the behavior in which

he is interested and classifies the surrounding environmental events into

their appropriate descriptive (i.e', physical and temporal) categories'

Alternatively, il'l the purely experimental setting' the researchbr would

specify those conditions which would be allowed or made to happen in the

first phase of research. Data are then collected to establish the value of the

dependent variable under these conditions (e'g'' rate of response)'

Generally th is phase of operations is ca lled a " ref erence phase" ; and

indeed, it will serve the function of providing a reference against which the

affect of f uture alterations in conditions may be compared'l

ln the "alteration" step the analyst changes some small part of 'the

environ ment that is believed to control the behavi or '2 The change

employed must be noted in a second descriptive analysis in order to

completely document the nature of that change' The continuation of

measuring the value of the dependent variable will then reflect the effect

that change produced in the behavior-if any'

ln the '"recording" step the analyst records' io f unctional termi-

nology, any of the environmental conditions which, when altered' affected

the behavior. The procedures may then be repeated with several

'Th" f irst phase in an experiment is often called a "baseline"' The use

term denotes stability and/or predictability in the data' however' and should

with some caution. See "baseline" and "phase, reference" in the main body

of that
be used
of this

Glossaryfor a ftlller description of the differences between the two'

'Only small changes in the equation are made in each phase to avoid confu-

sion as to which of several changes might have produced any given alteration in

performances. lf both the time of day and the material read in a reading proiect were

changed at once, for example, then the alteration in performance might be ascribed

to either change or the combination of the changes' Therefore' in order to separate

the possible effects, the proiect would have to be repeated with each change made

separatelY.
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alterations, each providing more and more information and allowing,
therefore, greater and greater detail to be achieved at the functional level

of classification.
ln f act, the actual procedures usually undertaken in formal

experimentation are considerably more sophisticated and complicated
than presented here. The confidence that one may have in the affect of a

change made only once is relatively small. Nevertheless, in virtually all
experimental procedures the steps of observatioo, olteration, and recording
are followed in some multiple or context of other events. The interested
reader is encouraged to read "methods of confirmation" in the main
Glossary for a brief overview of the standard experimental paradigms

employed in behavioral research.

The first descriptive classification, that which is done in the
"observation" step, is generally called the "descriptive analysis" or
"reference description." lt is, simply, an analysis of what is already
occurring in the environment. The second descriptive classification,
performed in the "alteration" step, is generally called a "descriptive plan"
or "change description." Here one does not analyze what ls going on, but,
rather, plans or describes what will happen. Finally, the translation of
descriptive statements into f unctional terminology is called the "f unc-
tional analysis"-since it involves the analysis of data for the determination
of function. Other titles could, of course, be employed. For example,
"observation analysis," "alteration plan," and "functional record" would
serve just as well as the more formal titles given above. Regardless of the
names one ascribes to them, however, it should be clear that two
descriptive statements (one before and one after change) are required for
each final functional statement-if one wishes to note procedure as

opposed to simple result.

events and
stirnulus events

The purpose of this appendix was to present a system of classification

which would enable the analyst to separate simple descriptive statements

from those with functional denotations and still maintain a high degree of
"detail," The relationships described up to this point could, however,

apply equally well to both descriptive and functional classif ications. While

the analyst would normally resort to "traditional" classifications (e.9,,

"reinforcer") after function had been determined, it would be possible to
simply retain the descriptive statements already constructed and add

functional modifiers.
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Up until now all changes in the environment have simply been called

"changes." ln most usages of behavioral terminology' however' distinc-

tions are made between classes of changes called "events" and "stimulus

events." An event is simply any change in the environment; whereas a

stimulus event is any change in the environment that alters the rate or

probabiliry of behavior (i.e., it is an event that "stimulates" the organism

in some manner). One could denote function, therefore' simply by the

addition of the term "stimulus" to the appropriate descriptive classifica-

tion. ln general, this procedure of modification via the use of the term

"stimulus" is in accord with accepted practice in basic behavioral

terminology. The original term for an event which increases the rate or

probability of the behavior wh ich iust precedes it' f or example' was

"reinf orcing stimu lus event." The original use of the term "stimu lus" as

the primary functional descriptor can probably be most easily seen

in the abbreviations still used for the various elements of functional

behavioral classif ications :

discriminative stimulus = SD or Sa

positive stimulus = S+

aversive stimulus = S-
occur prior to the behavior

positive reinf orcer = SH+ \ 
'ccur 

after the behavior

negative reinf orcer = SR- |

Note that in all cases, the basis for the abbreviation is "S" (for

"stimulus"). Today, however, it is common to refer to the class of all

functiona I antecedents as "stimuli"; and the class of all functional

subsequents as "reinforcers."3 This shortening of terms' while desirable

from the standpoint of creating a "cleaner" and less clumsy language

system, has at least one undesirable side-effect' Because the term "stimulus

event" has been shortened to "stimu lus" and connotes an antecedent

condition, it would be ill-advised to refer to a "stimulus-constant'" The

former would connote change, and the latter consistency ' To avoid this

conftict of meanings, alternative descriptive and functional terms for the

general and unchanging context in wh ich the behavior occurs must be

found. Borrowing once again from Waechter's system of descriptive

analysis, the term "situation" would appear to be a reasonable choice for

3Although "reinforcer" is used to denote all effective stimulus events occur-

ring after the emission of a behavior, there is one case in which that usage will lead to

some confusion. A "reinforcer" is generally defined as any stimulus occurring after

the response that increases the rate or probability of that response' A "negative"

reinforcer (SR-), otr the other hand, will decrease the rate or probability of the

behavior iust preceding it- Despite its abbreviation' therefore' it is more properly

called a "punisher" when used in that context' This is an excellent example of how

two conventions may sometimes conflict with one another (e'g" classifying all func-

tional subsequents as "reinforcers";and defining all stimuli which increase the rate or

probability of preceding behavior as "reinforcers" also)'

t
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the descriptive side of the equation, and "setting" for its f unctional
counterpart. Both the formal denotations and usual connotations of those

terms apply quite well to their intended uses.

Now the basic systems of descriptive and f unctional classif ications

are virtually identical with the exception of "constant" specif ication and

the modifier "stimulus." Figures 7 and 8 show these two analyses in

similar format for comparison.
The obvious advantage in having both functional and descriptive

classifications based on the same construction lies in the reduction of
terms the new behaviorist must learn. Considering the "investment" in
time and literature spent on the development of the presently used system
of functional classification, however, it is highly unlikely that the field as a

whole will shift to this relatively new approach; and it cannot be denied
that statements in this alternative functional classification system will be

longer and generally more clumsy than before. lnstead of "positive
reinforcer," for example, the writer would have to say "accelerating
stimulus event after." Nevertheless, there are potential uses for this system
in the instruction of "applied behaviorists" like teachers, counselors, and
therapists. This population of practitioners is generally not in a position to
devote great amounts of their time in the development of sophisticated
behavioral language skills; and any reduction or simplification in the
material to be consumed would be of assistance.

how rnuch
to use and when?

An extremely flexible and detailed system of descriptive classification has

been presented in this appendix in an effort to at least begin a trend
toward more explicit and unambiguous differentiation between descriptive
and functional statements. The correlation between this system and the
previously developed systems of Lindsley and Waechter is easily deter-
mined, but beyond a shadow of a doubt this latest attempt is far more
complex than either of its predecessors. Certainly the flexibility of this
new system will be a delight to researchers and the most detailed of
applied-situation investigators; but similarly, it could be rather superf tuous
for the teacher or counselor. ln the sections which follow, therefore,
an attempt will be made to outline a series of equations ranging from
simplex to complex.

By presenting several descriptive classification systems with varying
degrees of detail and complexity it is hoped that one may be found which

2',11
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meets exactly the needs of any given person. Since each level represents an
expansion of the previous level, as opposed to an entirely different
equation, it should also be relatively simple for the reader to "move up" to
more complex descriptive classif ications as the need arises.

Level 0ne: The basic temporal relationships described by "antecedent"
and "subsequent" event classifications, while not particularly detailed in
terms of contingency and consistency of relationsh ip to the behavior,
nevertheless do represent the two most easily made classifications in event
analysis. lf care is taken to make the descriptions of the events in question
as detailed and complete as possible, then most forms of behavior/environ-
ment interactions may be adequately classified with these two categories.
See Figure 9.

Levet Two: Other than the simple classification of events occurring
antecedent and subsequent to the behavior, the single most imt'ortant
distinction which may be made in the classification of events is between
"arranged events" and simple "events after." The importance of th is
distinction behaviorally is essentially the same as that which may be made
between contingent and noncontingent reinforcement-the former has a

much higher probability of generating and maintaining the behavior in
question. See Figure 10.

Figure 9.

Figure 10.
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Level Three: Having distinguished between arranged events and simple

events after, the next logical expansion of the equation would be the

addition of actual arrangement and/or ratio specif ication' One could start

with the simple modifiers of "one or each," "mahY," and "all"; and then

work up to numerical ratios when possible. See Figure 11'

Level Four: The addition of "situation" to the analysis would bring the

equation up to a level of detail equivalent to the equations devised by

Lindsley. See Figure 12.

Figure 11.

F igure 12.
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Note: From here on the add ition of terms to the equation is less easily
sequenced. Rather than following any specific sequence, it would probably
be wise for the trainer to choose those terms which are most immediately
needed to obtain useful distinctions in the descriptive analyses desired.
The following sequence of levets represents, therefore, ohly one of literally
twenty-four possible sequences of equation expansion.

Level Five: Expanding the classif ication of antecedent events into events
"until" and events "before" would in most cases represent the next most
needed improvement. See Figure 13.

Level Six: The addition of "event during,, to the classif ication system
would permit the analyst to note instances of potential conjugate
reinforcement or response-dependent discriminative stimulation. See Fig_
ure 14.

Level Seven : The add ition of a specif ic provision for noting ratios or
arrangements between each of the events and the movement-cycle, while
less often required than the specification of the events themselves, will add
considerable detail to the analysis. As in the case with the arranged event,
the ratios and arrangements may be f irst specif ied as ,,one or each,,,
"many," and "all"; and eventually stated numerically. See Figure 15.

Figure 13.
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Level Eight: Although rarely needed, the classif ication of "event any-

time" can f inally be added to allow the classif ication of those regular or

irregular events which are entirely independent of the occurrence of the

movement-cycle, but which may, in fact, affect it' See Figure 16'

F igure 14.
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Figure 16.

the fi nal analysis
Following is a flow-chart of sorts which illustrates the procedures one

might employ in the classification of environmental phenomena in
descriptive and functional categories. Since the choice at any level may be

made by simply checking the appropriate term, a similar list could be

constructed on a computer sheet to facilitate information storage and
collation. See Figu re 17 .
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Figure 15.
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added to the system of existing modifiers for even greater flexibility

Lastly, the choice of term or system of classification should not be

based on a desire to sound "impressive," to create a new "iargon"'or to

immortalize one's name. Too many language systems have been developed

already iust for the sake of being different' Before creating a new system

of classification or employing a new set of modifiers, therefore' the reader

is encouraged to carefully determine whether or not it represents a

contribution or merely another alternative to some existing system or

term. lf it is really more understandable, more flexible' and simpler' then

use it; if not, then use what's already available '
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